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AAVSO Long-Period Variable Section Update
Kate Hutton
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Abstract
The first of the new AAVSO “sections” is the LPV section. This section has decided to “own” SR, L & RV stars,
as well as Miras. There is an LPV Section Wiki, and there has been much discussion on the AAVSO discussion
e-mail list regarding the type and number of stars that should be included in the AAVSO LPV Programs. One of
our first major tasks is to produce a list of stars to recommend to observers, stars for which the observers can
feel that their work will be of value in the present & future age of automated surveys. The core of the list is the
AAVSO "legacy stars". The legacy stars will include those stars that have a long & rich history with the AAVSO
(more than 15,000 AAVSO observations in 50+ years) and those that have been the subject of many scientific
publications. The remaining LPV program stars will include those with at least 5,000 observations in the AAVSO
International database, those too bright for most surveys, those that are in fields too crowded for the surveys,
plus any that are specifically requested by researchers. The AAVSO Binocular Program will include stars with
minima brighter than about 10th magnitude, visible in binoculars for the majority of their cycles.

1. Introduction
“The debt to our ancestors for the observations they made to our benefit, we can pay
only by doing the same for our ancestors.”
– Ejnar Hertzsprung, 1961
The long-period variable stars, in particular the
Mira stars, have been the mainstay of the American
Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) for
most of its long history. During the years leading up
to the AAVSO's founding in 1911, the number of
known variable stars was increasing much faster than
the ability of professional astronomers to observe
them and keep track of their light curves. This problematic situation lead Harvard College Observatory
Director Edward C. Pickering and William Tyler
Olcott to form the AAVSO, an organization to promote amateur monitoring of these stars.
Many of the AAVSO's "classic" stars have tens
of thousands of observations, stretching over many
decades. Based on tables prepared by Matthew
Templeton at AAVSO headquarters the record holder
is R Leo, with 69,179 observations as of last summer.
Omicron Ceti, Mira herself, only had 63,676 observations. (The most popular star with AAVSO observers
is not an LPV; it is the dwarf nova SS Cygni.)

Until the past couple of decades, the bulk of observations on the LPV's were visual observations,
with a small percentage of photoelectric photometry
(PEP) thrown in. The Mira stars especially are ideally
suited for visual observations, because of the large
amplitude of their variation and their long period.
Estimates can be made of the visual magnitude based
on a sequence of comparison stars provided by
AAVSO Headquarters; once a week for each star is
totally sufficient. The long time period covered by
the observations allows changes in the light curve
and sometimes, even the period to be tracked. Our
“classic” picture of the visual variable star observer
generally involves a Mira star in the field of the telescope.
So why has this picture changed? Many of the
“classic” visual telescopes now have CCD's attached
to them. Or, in some cases, the telescopes take the
observations and only wake up the astronomer when
something goes wrong or an outburst of a cataclysmic variable is detected! AAVSO Headquarters accepts all the high-tech and the low-tech observations.
The big challenge to the LPV tradition is the onset of “the surveys”: professional automated surveys
of the all the variable stars in the sky on a regular
basis, such as every few days, for an indefinite period
of time. ASAS (the All-Sky Automated Survey) is
the prime example. ASAS data for stars south of +28
degrees declination is publicly available.
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A question raised many times by AAVSO observers is: How will these automated surveys affect
the AAVSO? In this discussion, we ask only the
smaller question of how the automated surveys will
affect the LPV Section of the AAVSO?
We recognize that there are many types of observers contributing. Some observers enjoy sitting out
under the sky, making visual estimates. Some enjoy
the technical challenge of the pursuit of accuracy
with the CCD. Some may not even be observers at
all, but rather data miners, making use of the output
of the surveys and the AAVSO International Data
Base. All of these people enjoy observing, but most
AAVSO observers also want to know that their observations are useful to the professional astronomical
community.
Headquarters has made it clear that it will gladly
accept any data on any variable star that anyone cares
to observe. Professional astronomers will use it or
not, possibly depending on the future behavior of the
star! How can we maximize the value of visual and
CCD observations, in the age of surveys? That is the
question. Within the LPV category, which stars
should they observe, and why?

2. Define LPV
For purposes of organizing the AAVSO Sections, the Long Period Variables or LPV's will include Mira stars (M and M:), semi-regular stars (SR,
SRA, SRB, SRC, SRC and SR:), the L stars (L, LB,
LC and L:) and RV stars (RV, RVA, RVB and RV:).
Mira stars and LPV's are often equated in observers'
minds, but such a strict classification would leave the
other pulsating stars of long period without a section.

3. Official AAVSO LPV Observing
Programs
What we propose to begin with are three lists of
LPVs.
1. The AAVSO Legacy LPVs. These are the top
101 LPVs for which the AAVSO has data going
back decades numbering in the tens of thousands
of observations. We feel that continued observation of these stars, particularly by visual observers, will be of scientific value well into the 21st
century. We encourage all observers to make
these high priority targets in their weekly observations.
2. The AAVSO LPV program stars. These are the
top 390 LPVs for which the AAVSO has 5,000
or more observations going back decades. After
the Legacy stars, we consider these to be of sec-
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ondary priority to observers making weekly observations of LPVs.
The programs star list consists of:
 MIRA: 267 M or M
 SR: 6 SR or SR:, 29 SRA or SRA:, 53 SRB or
SRB:, 11 SRC or SRC:, 8 SRD or SRD:
 L: 12 LB or LB:, 3 LC or LC:
 RV, RVA, RVB: none
for a total of 390 stars.
Both these two categories of stars also have
many references in the professional literature, as
determined from the SIMBAD data base, and the
likelihood observations will be used in future
publications is high.
3. The AAVSO Binocular Program. These are stars
with magnitudes brighter than V = 9.5 and amplitudes of more than 1 magnitude in V. We have
gone to some trouble to include stars in the
BAAVSS binocular program for the northern sky
and southern variables from lists created by
Sebastian Otero.
All three lists are available on the Wiki site devoted
to
the
AAVSO
LPV
Section:
http://www.aavso.org/lpvwiki/index.php/Main_Page.
The stars on these lists can be training stars for
up and coming variable star observers. Their long
history of visual and photometric observations argues
for continuation of the tradition, for an ever longer
time series of similar observations.
On Mount Wilson (where KH is a docent), in
addition to the various modern observations that are
made of the Sun on every clear day, a tracing is
made, with a pencil, on an 11-inch diameter solar
image, of the sunspots (if there are any!). This is
done not just for the sake of tradition, but in order to
make valid comparisons with similar tracings from
the early 20th century. The same may be said of some
parts of the AAVSO data base.
Some observers may want to make more challenging observations, however, within the context of
the LPV section but beyond these basic lists of legacy
stars. The LPV Section is open to accepting or helping to create “special projects.”

4. Dodging Surveys
One possibility would be to search out interesting stars that are being missed by the automated surveys. A subtitle for this section of the discussion
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might be “dodging surveys”. On the premise that it
makes sense that the amateur observers may want to
concentrate on stars that are not covered by those
surveys, we started by looking at what stars the surveys may be missing.
One of the most persistent surveys is the All Sky
Automated Survey, otherwise known as ASAS. It
claims to be monitoring “over 10,000 eclipsing binaries, almost 8,000 periodic pulsating and over 31,000
irregular stars found among 15,000,000 stars on the
sky south of the declination +28”, with a cadence of
once per 1 to 3 days. These target stars are between
V = 8 and V = 14. Expansion to the northern sky is
under way, but the data have not been released to the
public.
Stars that are very bright or very faint are not being covered by ASAS. Due to pixelization, we would
assume that many stars in crowded fields in the galactic plane are not adequately covered, either.
With some ambition and guidance, lists of LPV’s
that are not amenable to the automated approach, due
to proximity to close companions or residence in
crowded Milky Way fields could be produced as further suggestions towards targets of scientific value.

5. Too Bright
Considering the bright magnitude limit of ASAS
and similar surveys, visual and PEP observers can
still (for now) have a field day with stars that are or
get brighter than about V = 8.
To get a list of these stars, we searched the
AAVSO’s VSX database for “M%” (% is the “wild
card” character) with a maximum magnitude of 0.0 to
7.0, and %SR%, L%, and RV% with a maximum
magnitude of 0.0 to 8.0. We then removed a few inappropriate variable types, such as MISC and LPB.
We also removed any stars (a lot south of +28 dec)
that also had ASAS entries. We removed stars whose
only magnitudes were I, J, K, etc. (after checking
SIMBAD in some cases to make sure there was nothing else). Where possible, we replaced “p” (photographic) with an estimate using the last 5,000 days in
the AAVSO light curve (using the Light Curve Generator on the AAVSO web site or the “Zapper”). This
sorting process assumes that the VSX magnitude
ranges are correct, that the ASAS entries in VSX are
up to date with respect to which stars actually have
ASAS data, and that the ASAS entries listed is MISC
do not actually have a GCVS variable type that falls
under the LPV Section.

This is what we had left:
 MIRA: 70 stars that get brighter than 7.0, retaining
omi Cet(!) which has an ASAS entry
 SR: 575 stars that get brighter than 8.0, 147 of
which have range > 0.5. 12 of them have Hp magnitudes in VSX (not AAVSO legacy stars?)
 L: 612 stars that get brighter than 8.0, 62 of which
have range > 0.5. 17 of them have Hp magnitudes
in VSX
 RV, RVA, RVB: 7 stars that get brighter than 8.0,
excluding 1 ASAS listing, all with range > 0.5.
Clearly, there are hundreds of bright LPVs that can
be monitored by amateur astronomers visually or
with photoelectric photometry.

6. Too Crowded
Another reason that ASAS and other surveys
cannot adequately monitor certain variables is their
large pixel format. In fields that are too crowded, it is
impossible to isolate the variable star. To see how
many opportunities this survey defect might open up
for AAVSO observers, we searched the VSX for all
the Mira stars in Sagittarius. There were 4,743 entries. Then we removed the usual suspects: stars
without GCVS-type names, stars with only IR magnitudes, ASAS MISC stars, ASAS only entries with no
corresponding GCVS entry, etc. We then matched up
the ASAS entries with the conventional entries. The
result was a list of 1,029 stars, 305 of which are apparently being tracked by ASAS. That would leave
724 in Sagittarius wide open for ambitious AAVSO
observers.
Most of these stars are in the appropriate magnitude range for CCD observations and/or the larger
telescopes. 18 of them, however have a maxima
magnitude brighter than 10.0. 95 of them are M:,
indicating at least some degree of uncertainty in their
parameters.
We could repeat this process for the SR, L and
RV stars in Sagittarius, and similar stars in the other
constellations in the galactic plane, although they are
unlikely to be as crowded and yield as many potential
orphan targets as Sagittarius did.

7. Too Mysterious
One thing that is readily apparent from all the
VSX searches that we did is that there are many,
many LPV stars out there, especially in the SR and L
categories, about which little is known. These stars
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could be good targets for an adventurous AAVSO
observer.

8. Too Important
Some LPVs may suffer from neglect by amateur
astronomers, but are scientifically interesting or important to professional astronomers. Stars that have
dozens of references in the professional literature but
haven’t been widely observed by amateurs may warrant inclusion in the AAVSO LPV programs, as long
as they are bright enough in the visual bands to monitor.

9. Conclusion
There are LPV stars out there waiting to be observed.
Many of them are already being observed and
these observations need to continue. Paradoxically,
this need applies especially to those stars that already
have the most observations. For this reason we have
created three “legacy” lists of stars, which we encourage the observers to observe.
In addition, many LPV’s fall outside of the coverage of ASAS. Either they are too bright, or are in
too crowded a field. Many of them are subjects of
professional interest, so deserve more observations.
Many have uncertainties in their classification, a sure
indicator that more observations are needed.
We realize, although we did not when we started
this project, that the AAVSO will soon have its own
survey, the AAVSO Bright Star Survey, covering the
brighter stars. When this survey is up and running,
many of the stars on our “master lists” may eventually drop off, as they will be well covered.
The authors are very much looking forward to
whatever the future holds. We are both avid observers. We like to be in the observatory or in the open,
under a clear sky, looking at variable stars or directing our computerized telescopes to do so. We will
continue to observe stars that are on the legacy lists
and stars that we find interesting, complimenting the
surveys or perhaps even providing redundant data.
We hope that by providing some guidance and prioritizing which stars to observe we will encourage others to continue observing these interesting stars for
science and enjoyment. The sky is full of variable
stars. There should be no shortage of deserving targets.
For observers of LPV’s, however, the Section
strongly urges observation of legacy stars on the lists
provided.
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BL ERI: A Contact Binary System
Lee Snyder
Kings Canyon Observatory
Carson City ,Nevada
snyderlf@charter.net

Abstract
BL Eri is a W-type W UMa system with a mass ratio of 0.546 and a contact parameter, ƒ = 0.2 for the primary
star indicating over-contact and ƒ = - 0.0008 for the secondary indicating near-contact. The system stars have
low surface temperature and a short period of 0.42 days. New CCD photometric light curves in V and R bands
and computed parameters solutions using light curve synthesis program are presented. Prior visual, photographic and photoelectric observations from February 1978 thru October 2004 are analyzed along with this paper
data obtained in October 2008. O-C data have been analyzed using linear ephemeris but was better described
by a quadratic ephemeris. The first time radial-velocity curves of BL Eri were obtained in 1988 and used to compute the mass ratio of the system along with prior observational data used to compute the physical quantities of
the system. The spectral type, orbital period, and angular momentum changes are discussed.

1. Introduction

3. Spectroscopic Data

BL Eridani (2000: RA = 04h 11m 48s, DEC = -11º
47 27s) was first listed as a variable in The General
Catalogue of Variable Stars (Kholopov et al. 1985).
The system has not been studied that often and the
first photoelectric observations were obtained in
1980–81 by Kern & Bookmyer (1986). Yamasaki et
al. (1988) acquired the first radial-velocity curves.
Both these studies reported BL Eri to be an almost
contact system with both components being noncontact but almost filling their critical Roche lobes.
Yamasaki et al adopted the solution that the components are noncontact though very close to it. Liu et al
(1996) arrived at Ω1 + 2.9202 and Ω2 = 2.9108 and
using a mass ratio q = 0.54 equates to fillout 1 = 0.09
and ƒ2 = 0.13 which describes an overcontact system.

Spectroscopic Observations and radial-velocity
curves were obtained by Yamasaki et al. (1988) in
1982 and 1986. These double lined observations only
covered 40% of the orbital curve but are enough coverage to give a mass ratio q = M2 / M1 = 0.54 ± 0.07
and a determined spectral type G0 (IV – V). These
were used throughout this paper to determine the
parameters of the system. These radial velocities indicate the primary component, which is eclipsed at
primary minimum, is the more massive and hotter
than the secondary.

m

4. Ephemeris Elements
The R light curve, Figure 1, uses the ephemeris
determined by Kreiner (2004):

2. Observations
Min.I = HJD 2454883.47178 + 0.4169195E
BL Eri was observed at the Kings Canyon Observatory which uses a Meade 12” LX200 Classic
with an SBIG ST-9XE CCD yielding a 1920mm
(75.6”) focal length and FOV of 2.18 arcsec/pixel.
All data was obtained in the V and R color system
approximating the standard Johnson UBVRI photometric system. Transformation coefficients and extinction corrections were not applied. Data was obtained at the telescope using MPO Connections and
reduced using MPO Canopus.

(1)

Using these elements a table containing 31 O-C
values was generated and analyzed as shown in Table
1. These times of minimum were obtained between
February 1978 and October 2004. Four times of
minimum from this paper were added.
SOURCE
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
YAMASAKI
IBVS 4577

TIMES OF MIN
2443544.297000
2443773.603000
2443783.603000
2444603.670910
2444606.583300
2444606.588000
2444606.588400

TYPE
vis
vis
vis
pe
pe
pe
pe
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SOURCE
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 2850
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4388
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4383
IBVS 4562
IBVS 4606
ACA 54
IBVS 5378
IBVS 5741
SNYDER
SNYDER
SNYDER
SNYDER

TIMES OF MIN
2444606.589360
2444606.589400
2444606.590100
2444606.591400
2444606.592800
2445299.917000
2447141.440000
2447207.316000
2447535.427000
2448286.290000
2448602.102600
2448603.145200
2448652.342000
2449698.392000
2450480.322000
2450485.325600
2450743.607800
2452500.090100
2452624.748600
2453299.532100
2454763.964500
2454763.964680
2454765.840731
2454765.841237

TYPE
pe
pe
pe
pe
pe
pe
vis
vis
vis
CCD
pe
pe
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD
CCD

Figure 1. Light curve of BL Eri in R.

It was found that these ephemerides did not fit
earlier times of minimum and the first two
ephemerides did not fit the later minimums. The reason is not clear. When using one of the recent
ephemerides of this paper a reliable O-C diagram
could be constructed after eliminating 11 of the earlier discordant times of minimum. These unused
times are listed in table 2.

Table 1. Times of minimum used to construct O-C 1 and
O-C 2 diagrams.

Three authors computed the following ephemeredes:
Min.I = HJD 2429232.082 + 0.4162 E
GCVS (1985)

(2)

Min I = HJD2444606.5901+ 0.4169E
Kern and Bookmyer (1986)

(3)

Min I= HJD 2446606.5880 + 0.4169 E
Yamasaki et al. (1988)

(4)

SOURCE
GCVS
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4577
IBVS 4388
IBVS 4389
IBVS 4383

TIMES OF MIN
2429232.082000
2443515.315000
2443749.631000
2443764.646000
2443812.539000
2444604.714590
2444607.632750
2444607.632800
2445298.874500
2445300.959900
2450114.271500

TYPE
pe
vis
vis
vis
vis
pe
pe
pe
pe
pe
CCD

Figure2. O-C diagram from the linear ephemeris (1). The
solid line represents results of a least squares fit.

A least-squares parabolic fit was applied to the
data in table 2 (Figure 3).

Table 2. Times of minimum not used because they are
discordant.
Figure 3. Parabolic fit to O-C 1 data.

The equation for this curve was added to equation (1) to obtain a quadratic ephemeris where the
errors are the standard errors from the least-squares
fit.
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Min I = HJD 2454765.8420114 ± 1.4-3
+ 0.41692134582 ± 2.4-7 E
+ 1.34224976-10 E2 ± 8.5-12

(5)

This quadratic ephemeris improved the RMS residuals by 89% and an O-C diagram was constructed
with a parabolic fit, Figure 4.

Figure 4. Surface outlines of system displaying centers
of stars and barycentre.

6. Discussion of BL Eri System

Figure 4. Parabolic fit to O-C 2 values obtained using
quadratic equation (5).

5. Light Curve Modeling
Photometric solutions of BL Eri were solved by
using the 2004 version light curve synthesis program
of Binary Maker 3 (Bradstreet 2004). Using the spectroscopic observations of BL Eri made by (Yamashita 1988) a spectral type G0V was adopted along
with a mass ratio q = 0.54. A temperature for star 1 of
6000 K, and for star 2 of 5500 K were employed for
the photometric solutions. This solution of the effective temperature Teff = 5500 makes the secondary
component lower by 500 K in temperature from the
primary and a spectral type of around G7.
With the spectroscopic data by Yamasaki et al
(1988) the spectral type of the primary is determined
to be G6 V and G7 or 8 for the secondary. Both components appear to be below the luminosity and radii
standards for their spectral type. The light curve obtained by this paper displays a slight unequal quadrature light level, O’Connell effect, where the maximum after the primary eclipse is brighter than the
maximum after the secondary eclipse. This has been
compensated for in the modeling by using cool star
spots on the secondary.
To adjust and fit the theoretical light curve certain parameters were adjusted. The orbital inclination, i; the temperature of star 1, T1 and star 2, T2; and
the surface potentials Ώ1 and Ώ2 were altered to fit the
curves. Ώ1 and Ώ2 are not equal because star 2 is not
quite filling its surface potential and star 1 is overcontact with a fillout of 20%. See the surface outlines
of the system, Figure 4.

The spectroscopic data only cover 40% of the
velocity curve but allowed the computation of the
absolute values and a mass ratio q = 0.54 and a ratio
of radii, r1 /r2 ~ 1.38. These results are in complete
disagreement with spectral type G0 and G7 or 8 as
main sequence stars. From the difference in the light
level between the effective temperatures of the two
components the secondary components should be
more than 500 K lower. Combining the system parameters with the spectroscopic elements the absolute
values for BL Eri are:
Mass of primary M1
Mass of secondary M2
Radius of primary R1
Radius of secondary R2

=
=
=
=

0.61  0.11 Msun
0.33  0.10 Msun
1.03  0.09 Msun
0.75  0.07 Msun

Because of the small total mass of the system BL
Eri should not be considered a zero-age binary but a
post main-sequence star system caused by mass loss.
The O-C diagrams indicate a slight angularmomentum gain but the data only covers 30 years of
research and the data is sparse.
(dP/dt)observed

= + 0.001976 sec yr-1
= + 2.68-10 days cycle-1

(6)

The O’Connell effect, where the maximum after
the primary eclipse is brighter than the maximum
after the secondary eclipse was compensated for by
using one cool star spot on the secondary star. The
Wilson-Devinney (1971) notations are used to describe the spot parameters.
Co-Latitude = 103.380
Longitude = 255.000
Spot Radius = 10°
Temperature Factor = 70%
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When comparing the parameters obtained by this
paper with Lin, Q., et al, (1996) and Yamasaki, A., et
al (1988) the orbital inclination and the luminosities
at both eclipses have not changed notably.
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Abstract
Observing asteroid occultations is challenging and rewarding – and is addictive! Techniques are evolving rapidly, with almost monthly contributions to the field. While the predictions of occultations are frequently accurate to
a few seconds and a few tens of miles, there are still many challenges of location, weather, equipment, and data
analysis that make every observation effort unique. In this paper, we discuss why occultations are useful to observe and how one finds out when/where occultations will occur. We consider the theory of the observation and
the pros and cons of the different methods of observing. We also consider other applications of the observing
methods used in occultation work.

1. Introduction
What is an occultation? The basic idea of an occultation is simple: it occurs whenever an observer on
the earth is lined up with an asteroid and a star. From
the earth, the asteroid is eclipsing the star. From outside the earth, the (very faint) shadow of the asteroid
is cast on the earth. Of course, the trick is in calculating when and where this will happen. The earth and
asteroid are moving in 3D space, there are uncertainties in the positions of the stars and the asteroid orbits. However, in the past several decades these data
are now known well enough so that the calculated
uncertainties at the earth are typically tens of miles
on the earth and a few seconds of time.
These are amazingly small uncertainties, given
that the velocities involved are up to 20km/sec, and
the distance is typically a billion miles! But, of
course, a 20 mile error on the shadow for a 20 mile
asteroid means there are good odds that even if one is
in the right place, the observation will be a "miss".
So, one immediately thinks of multiple stations
across the shadow path.
So, if one is in the right place and right time, the
shadow sweeps across at some 15km/sec. What one
sees is the asteroid approaching the star, merging
with the star, then as the asteroid exactly covers the
star, the combined star-asteroid light level drops to
that of the asteroid alone. After the shadow has
passed over, the intensity returns to the combined
level, then the objects appear to separate in the sky.
If one has timed the duration (typically 5-30 sec)
accurately (precision 0.01-0.1sec) then knowing the
velocity of the shadow, we can calculate the length of
the chord along the shadow path. Multiple chords
then define the shape and size of the asteroid. Other

than using radar or space probe visits, this is the only
way to get this information. Note that most asteroid
sizes in reference tables are only estimates derived
from brightness measurements. And while photocurves of satellites can provide shape information,
the occultation data can provide verification of the
shape results and absolute scaling for the size. And if
there was an asteroid satellite (or an unknown binary
star), then you may have measured that, too, by successive steps in the occultation curve.
In practice, most observers send their results via
email to a central location that combines the various
data on different chords into a "best guess" profile of
the asteroid. The result is a graphic such as shown in
Fig 1.

Figure 1. Aresthusa chords.

So, the observing problem is to measure the occultation duration, preferably tied to UTC, and also
the magnitude of the occultation.
We note that in common with occultation work
generally, these measurements can yield almost in-
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credible precision. For example, a shadow traveling
at 15 km/sec whose passage is timed to ±8 ms defines
the chord length to about 0.1 km (about 100yd). If
this were to be done using standard optical imaging,
the implied resolution is about 2x10-3 a-s. Of course,
to achieve 100 yard precision on the shape of the
asteroid, the observer must know his/her position on
earth to an even better accuracy.

of interested observers that adjusts itself to space out
the observations across the shadow path.

1.1 Occultation Predictions
First you have to know when/where an occultation will occur! We have all seen occultation maps in
Sky and Telescope, but these are only the major
events, meaning, a bright star, a large asteroid, and
good observing conditions. Now you know why there
are so few on the S&T map – life is not like that!
The real science is in observing faint stars, small asteroids, and to doing so in what are often poor conditions (low in the sky, near twilight, in the presence of
the moon, etc.)
So how does one find out the ones that a person
may have a chance to observe?
Almost everyone has heard of David Dunham.
Lately retired from Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Lab, he led the development of observing lunar occultations and grazes, which in turn developed the
techniques used for asteroid occultation work. David
puts out a newsletter on the East Coast that lists all
the “good ones”. Other people, including Derek
Breit, do it for the West Coast.
There is a better way to find out what is happening for a particular location. The occultation community is one of the most vital I have ever seen--there
are dozens of people who work together, mostly via
the Web, to solve these kinds of problems. Several
people have developed programs to predict when and
with which asteroids and stars the events will occur,
and maintain web sites with all the needed data. Others have taken this a step farther, and have developed
freeware programs that cull from these lists those that
relate to any particular site. The most popular of
these is Occult Watcher. Using OW, one can go
online (or rather, OccultWatcher does), and get a
listing, updated every day, for the next 90 days or so
for my particular location.
Fig. 2 shows a screen shot of OW. One can see
predicted events for many weeks into the future,
along with sufficient information to judge whether
you wish to try for a particular event. However, OW
does many other things too. For example, OW can
register my intent to observe an event, whether at my
house, or at mobile locations, and it adds me to a map
for that event that all observers can all access, as
shown in Fig. 3. It is easy to build a real community
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Figure 2. Occult Watcher window.

Figure 3. Occult Watcher map.

Figure 4. Preston map.

And of course, OW includes a variety of other
screens with more details on the events. And there
are numerous other web sites with different data from
the predictions – enough to satisfy almost any data
junkie. One such is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Incidentally, you can see from the screen shots
that the predictions go down to about 12-13 mag
stars. All of us photometrists know that it is easy to
observe such bright stars – right? But few of us try
for 10ms time resolution in our photometry! Just how
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Figure 5. Preston star chart.

do you even find a faint target star when the sun just
set 40 minutes ago or there is a full moon only 30deg
away? And your GOTO scope is slow getting settled?
Or in a mobile setup at 3am in a strange place, you're
not even sure when/if you are going to be attacked by
some unknown critter of the night? It is a challenge!

2. How the Occultation is Observed
So, now we know what event we want to observe: how do we actually do it? And just what are
the measurements we are trying to make?
There are three general methods of detecting an
event: Using a telescope, we can use the eye (i.e.,
visual), a CCD camera, or a video camera. Each detector type has its own recording mechanism: visual
uses a pencil and notebook, video uses a recorder,
and a CCD uses a PC.
For occultations, telescopes as small as 2-3
inches are often used, but of course, the fainter events
require larger optics. However, the mounting is
equally important, but in a different way from what
you might expect. You might think a GOTO telescope is the best thing--and many of us do use them.
However, for portable, field work, a GOTO telescope
is expensive, and slow to set up, so methods have
been developed using non-GOTO scopes. But it gets
even more interesting, as many people now are using
telescopes with no drive at all, i.e., the telescope is on
a tripod with a very, very simple mount. So for each
detector type (visual, CCD, video) we have three
types of telescope (tracking GOTO, tracking nonGOTO, and non-tracking tripod).
So we have a sensor and a telescope on some
type of mount, but we also need some method of
measuring time duration, and preferably UTC time,
and a means of connecting the time measurement to
the actual occultation observation. You name it--it's
been tried. Stopwatches, beepers, metronomes,
WWV, Internet, and GPS have all been tried, and
there are still people using each of these successfully.

Tiny microphones have even been put on CCD cameras to detect when the shutter actually operates.
However, in the past several years, it is safe to
say that GPS timing has taken the lead as the basic
time source. We are NOT talking about using the
clock display on a GPS receiver; that is frequently off
by several seconds. Instead, we use special (cheap)
GPS receivers that deliver a pulse at the beginning of
every UTC second accurate to about a microsecond.
The GPS also provides very accurate location data
(especially important for mobile stations). I emphasize that while GPS time is great, it is NOT the only
way to do timing! The remaining issue is then how
to connect the time mark to the observation. How to
do that depends on the sensor chosen.

3. Observing Methods
So what are the basic methods of occultation observation, and the major pros and cons of each? The
three major methods are visual, CCD, and video observing.
3.1 Visual Observation

Figure 6. Visual observer setup.

The simplest observing method is to use the human eye. Once the observer finds the star, the major
observing challenge is watching for the occultation.
However, it is amazingly difficult to pay close attention for more than a minute to a faint star that is already varying with scintillation. And remember, you
don't dare look away to rest your eyes! Using an ac-
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curate clock, however, one can limit the time to pay
attention. An occultation that is not very strong, e.g.,
< 0.5mag for < 2 sec is additionally difficult to observe.
However, as with all methods, the other crucial
issue is timing the duration of the event and also,
preferably the accurate UTC of the event. The personal time equation (i.e., personal response times) in
recognizing the dimming and the brightening limits
most of us to perhaps 0.3 sec or so precision in the
duration measurement. A good event (bright star,
deep occultation) combined with an accurate determination of the time equation may allow duration as
accurate as 0.1 sec. Obviously, a stopwatch is adequate for measuring duration. However, to obtain the
UTC of the event usually requires some form of electronic recording (e.g., WWV and spoken time
marks).
Visual timing is a fine alternative, especially for
the “good” events (and it is a method that may salvage an event when more sophisticated methods
fail!). However, the difficulty of assessing timing
errors, and lack of a non-subjective record, make
visual observation a marginal contributor to science
(though a lot of fun to try).

declination of the object). At some time, the occultation occurs and the star dims then recovers. After the
end of the expected occultation time, restart the drive,
and then end the exposure. The result is an image
with the target (and other) star streaking across the
FOV. Knowing the scan drift rate, and the duration
the tracking was off, a simple analysis of the image
(e.g., using the tools in MaximDL to produce a text
file of intensity vs. scan distance for use in a spreadsheet) will give the occultation duration, usually to a
precision of better than 0.1 sec.

3.2 CCD Camera Observation
Most of us already have a CCD camera (operated
by a PC) on a mount; so why won't that work? The
short answer is: it can!
Virtually all CCD cameras are limited in their
ability to take a rapid series of short exposures, and
this is what limits the use of CCD cameras for occultations if one sticks to standard CCD imaging methods. For example, even for subframe exposures,
while my ST-402 can take an image as short as about
0.1 sec, it can take only about 1 image every second
or so as it downloads and prepares for the next image.
This introduces an unacceptable error in the occultation timing.
However, one can use a CCD camera in a drift
scan mode to spread out the star image during a single exposure. There are various ways to do this, but
rather than describe all the ways, as an example let
me discuss in detail a method I have been using. Under either manual or computer control, while the telescope is tracking the target, one starts the exposure
(say, 50 sec) several seconds before the earliest predicted probable occultation time. The target star image will begin to build. After several seconds, one
turns OFF the telescope tracking (e.g., using the
mount guide button, either manually or with a custom
controller, and the image of the star will start drifting
in the westward directions across the Field of View
(FOV) at the sidereal rate (times the cosine of the
12

Figure 7. CCD/Drift scan setup.

While this sounds simple when you say it fast,
performing these steps manually without error is not
at all easy when it is 3am in the cold and you haven't
done it for several months. If manually, how do you
do the timing accurately (WWV?). One might think
of doing a script or other software program within the
computer. While this is entirely feasible, if the computer is running Windows, there is no assurance of
when any command will actually be executed. Windows actions can easily be off by more than a second,
at random, even if the PC clock is right on (which is
also difficult to set accurately).
In past years, observers have developed a variety
of techniques to obtain accurate timings on drift
scans (see discussions on the IOTA sites), requiring
both an accurate timing signal, and means of correlating the CCD exposure (or scope drive) to the time.
As one variation, I'll describe a simple controller that
I use (details are on my web site).
As mentioned above, we do have a system of accurate UTC time available using the global GPS system. While the standard hand-held GPS time may be
off by more than one second, there exist small and
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inexpensive GPS sensors that provide an electronic
UTC time mark good to 1s, much better than we
need. With the addition of an inexpensive controller
chip, the GPS time can be used automatically to control the scope mount as well as the CCD camera exposure to high accuracy, certainly enough to achieve
better than 0.1 sec measures of both duration and
UTC time.
Fig. 8 shows a DriftScan of an occultation of
Davida using a C11 (at f/6.3) and an ST7E. This was
my first positive. The analysis was done using the
tools within MaximDL, and clearly shows the occultation. Using a second scope, I simultaneously used
the video method below to measure this same occultation (with identical results).

camera on the telescope as the sensor and to record
the image to a VCR, camcorder, or DVD recorder.
There is a device called a KIWI-OSD (KIWI named
after the New Zealander who designed it, and OSD
for On Screen Display) that inserts human readable
time characters into the video, thus stamping each
1/60 sec. field with its accurate UTC time code. After
the recording is done, the observer can view the tape
(visual) to detect the occultation; however, normally
it is fed into a PC running VirtualDub or a similar
program to create a video *.AVI file.

Figure 9. Video/GPS setup.

Figure 8. David drift scan result.

So, there are feasible ways to use a CCD camera
to do accurate occultation measurements. What are
some of the advantages and disadvantages of this
method? Advantages include that many of us already
have most of the equipment, and many of the skills.
The CCD camera is sensitive (and cooled), and has a
reasonable field of view. A disadvantage is that if the
star field is crowded, a non-target star trail may interfere with the target. Using either manual or automatic
control, one may drift to the west, to the south, or
both at the same time, which will usually resolve this
problem. The long exposure also does increase the
background light (and associated noise), and reduces
the ability to measure faint stars.

Figure 10. LiMovie window.

Why not create the video file directly when observing? Usually, one wants to start the video recording many minutes or even as much as two hours
before the event. At about 1000MB per minute, the
AVI file gets pretty big! Also, a fast PC may not be
available for this purpose – fast PCs are expensive,
and you don't want dropped frames. Compression
schemes may introduce timing or sensitivity issues,
so are unwelcome.

3.3 Video Camera Observation
The third, and increasingly common method of
observing asteroid occultations, is to use a video
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form statistical tests to help resolve the question. Fig.
14 shows a DriftScan of Delia, with a suspicious dip
at the expected time. Additional analysis by others
and myself eventually showed that this was an artifact, and was not real.

Figure 11. LiMovie (miss).

Figure 13. Video setup.

Figure 12. LiMovie graph (Davida, positive).

Once the AVI file is created (for perhaps the 60
sec surrounding the predicted event), the observer
analyzes the file with LiMovie, a piece of freeware
that reads the intensity minus background of up to
three targets, field by field, and produces a graph or
text file (*.CSV) for later analysis by spreadsheet.
Fig. 10 shows a screenshot of the LiMovie control panel, while Fig. 11 shows an LiMovie graph of
a typical result (i.e., no occultation in the brighter,
target star). But you might see something like Fig.
12, which is my first positive result. There was no
doubt! This was taken using my 18in f3.5 Newtonian,
with a standard video camera recorded into an old
(Ebay) Hi8 Sony camcorder. Fig. 13 shows a picture
of this setup. Incidentally, a comparison of the drift
scan and video results showed agreement on all parameters within statistical errors.
The text file of intensity vs. time for both the
CCD scan or video recording contain scintillation and
other brightness (e.g., clouds) variations, as well as
the possible occultation signal. For occultations that
are shorter and shallower, there is always the statistical question: is the observed dip a real occultation?
While detective work on the data will often yield the
answer, additional free software (OCCULT) will per14

Figure 14. Delia false positive.

Figure 15. Arethusa shape guess.

The use of highly accurate timing can lead to
really interesting results. As we saw in Fig. 1, there
were a good number of chords on this 100km asteroid, but some did not align smoothly with others,
even though virtually all were using video/Kiwi systems known to be very precise. One observer took the
liberty of sketching a possible shape that in fact
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would satisfy the observations, as shown in Fig. 13.
Wouldn't this be interesting to compare to a photocurve-derived shape?
3.4 Video Details
Let us discuss the video camera in a bit more detail. Although it can be done, aiming a camcorder
into the eyepiece is a very clumsy method of doing
the observation. Most observers use a small, standalone video camera inserted into the eyepiece holder.
These have small (1/3-1/2 in. sensors), no cooling,
and automatic brightness control (with dark fields,
the camera is usually at full sensitivity). These cameras range in price from $15 to about $150, with the
higher cost obtaining a slightly larger sensor of substantially (3 mag) higher sensitivity. There are also
more expensive ($300-800) cameras that offer integration (up to 128 fields) and the ability to set the
sensitivity. Of course, integration allows fainter stars
to be observed but at the price of decreased time
resolution.
For those who have never used video, let me describe it very briefly. The video signal out of a video
camera is a sequence of fields at 60 per second. A
field is a scan of the even lines of the sensor, then the
next field is of the odd lines. Two fields make a
frame (think, movie film “frame”). KIWI timing
pastes the times of start/end of each field onto the
electronic data for that field. When you convert the
electronic signal to an AVI file, you are building a
file at 60 (partial) images per second, with each image containing its own timing information. This is
literally a perfect way to combine the observation and
the timing data!
I mentioned camcorders. While too bulky to use
effectively as the sensor, some camcorders have analog inputs so that the camcorder can serve as a video
recorder and monitor for an external video camera.
The camcorder can then play back over its own monitor or to an external device. Camcorder batteries will
usually operate for many hours, which is also a big
benefit.

tion path, there are usually only a few interested and
available observers. Thus, to do a thorough job, one
really wants to use multiple mobile stations across
the path.
Multiple stations in a small area requires that the
stations be inexpensive, simple and quick to install
(think 3 AM along roadsides in the boonies), and yet
capable of capturing good data from at least the
brighter subset of interesting occultations. Again,
many people have contributed to this, but Scotty Degenhardt who follows me this morning, has been a
leader both in developing such systems and in learning how to deploy them. He surely holds the record.
He has deployed as many as 15 stations in only 3
hours, and virtually all the stations functioned properly!

Figure 16. Degenhardt Mini-station.

3.5 Video with Non-tracking Telescope
I have been describing a video observing system
that uses a “standard” tracking telescope such as most
of us use every clear night. However, out of the ferment of the occultation community has come a truly
minimalist idea driven by the very purpose of the
measurement. Remember, the purpose is to measure
the shape and size of the asteroid. This requires multiple chords of measurements across the asteroid –
the more the better. There is a tremendous amount of
cooperation in this field, but along a given occulta-

Figure 17. Degenhardt five stations.

Fig. 16 from Scotty shows the components of
his setup, which he calls the Mighty Mini. As he will
describe, the apparatus is a short focal length scope
(wide field, small star images) feeding a video camera. The video is recorded on a camcorder or DVD
recorder. The apparatus is mounted on a simple, but
stable tripod; no tracking is provided! In setting up a
station in advance of the occultation, the observer
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prepoints the scope so that the target will be traversing the FOV at the time of the occultation. Thus, at
say 45 minutes before the occultation, you point the
telescope at a pre-determined, easy to find star, which
is where the target will be 45 minutes from now (remember, the earth has very smooth gears!). You start
the video recorder, and move on to the next station
site 5 miles down the road. Wait till you see the
methods Scotty uses to make this work! Fig. 17
shows Scotty with a subset of his equipment.
3.6 Observing Methods Summary
In summary, we can observe occultations visually, use our CCD cameras, use a video camera, or go
with a portable setup. All you need to do is find the
star, start recording, then analyze the record the next
morning. Actually, that IS the story: one of the advantages of occultation work is that it is (almost)
instant gratification--the observer does not have to
accumulate data for days or even weeks, analyze the
heck out of it, all in the hopes of finding (for example) a unique period solution for an asteroid rotation
curve.

4. Additional Uses of Occultation
Observing Methods
This brings up several more points. A little calculation shows that once an occultation has been observed and a shape measured, it is very important that
within a few weeks at most that a new photocurve be
obtained for the asteroid. This may not be easy: the
asteroid may be rather far from opposition, and
poorly located. However, if the occultation data are
to be used in shape modeling, tying the occultation
accurately to the phase of the photocurve may be
very important. We do not yet have a systematic liaison between the photocurve folks and the occultationists to accomplish this: here is a task for SAS!
Another point is that many of the video and timing skills being developed for occultations fit perfectly into NEO observations. A NEO may be travel
at high apparent speeds across the sky, requiring fast
exposures (e.g., 16ms) at high rates, with accurate
timing, to obtain an accurate orbit. In just the last
three months, David Herald of Australia and others
have has pioneered this very application of occultation methods and equipment. In fact, David even put
a video of an NEO on YouTube where it garnered
over 100,000 views in a few days! These techniques
are sure to be more widely applied in the next few
years.
Finally, the new, convenient ability to combine
high image rates (60/sec) with accurate UTC timing
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may allow other new applications. For example, one
can use the same techniques in meteor observation,
scintillation measurement, photocurve measurement
of high-speed phenomena (occultation diffraction,
pulsar periods, etc). In many cases, this opens up the
ability accurately to combine data from multiple observing sites. The integration of UTC right into the
recorded observation is a fundamental advance only
now being exploited.
I would also note that I reported last year at SAS
(and my web site describes) a home-built photometer
that takes measurements as fast as 1000/sec and produces a simple text file that is time stamped to 1ms
using the gps time signal. However, where feasible to
use, the video is preferable since it does not require
accurate pointing and guiding, and provides at least
the potential of comparison stars in the same FOV.
Because the measurement aperture can be made quite
small thus excluding stray and background light
while providing a good measure of it, the S/N with
the video camera may be better than with the photometer.

5. Getting Started
This field is new enough so that the web provides most of the information needed with many papers and reports available. The starting point is certainly the IOTA web site, misleadingly named
http://www.lunar-occultations.com/iota/iotandx.htm
even though it is much, much broader than lunar occultations. Another site with many links is
http://www.asteroidoccultation.com/observations/
which includes more non-US links, as well.
Between these two sites, you will find scores of
links to introductory and advanced papers on how to
do occultation work, the equipment needed, where to
find software, etc. If you are interested in this field,
you MUST carefully go through the list of links. You
will find many links to individuals who specialize in
various aspects of occultation work.
Another source of information is the very busy
list serve for occultations. This can be found at
www.IOTAoccultations@yahoogroups.com
and is a treasure of activity and interesting information.
Asteroid occultation reports are usually sent to
Brad Timerson who runs
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http://www.asteroidoccultation.com/observations/
Forms/AsteroidReportForms.html
This site also includes links to “results” pages, which
tabulate the reduced observations sent to him.

6. Conclusion
Are there frustrations in occultation work? Yes,
there are: at 3 AM, everything that can go wrong,
does! Each occultation event is a one-time event--it
won't repeat itself 4.7 or even 24 hours later as do
well behaved asteroid light curves! In my own case, I
scheduled occultations for observation approximately
30 times in two years. More than half were wiped out
by weather (clouds, rain, snow, fog), half the remainder I or my equipment failed (or both), 3/4 of what is
left were misses (the shadow went somewhere else),
but I got two positives--but only after some 20
months of trying! Of course, “misses” are not wasted;
it is essential that we know the boundary of the
shadow.
On the other hand, seeing that unmistakable dip
in the brightness is really cool; it is truly addictive.
That first positive could just as easily have occurred
the first time out: instant addiction!
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Abstract
For millennia man has observed celestial objects occulting other bodies and distant stars. We have used these
celestial synchronicities to measure the properties of objects. On January 1, 1801 Italian astronomer Giusappe
Piazzi discovered the first asteroid that would soon be named Ceres. To date 190,000 of these objects have
been catalogued, but only a fraction of these have accurate measurements of their true size and shape. The
International Occultation Timing Association (IOTA) currently facilitates the prediction and reduction of asteroidal
occultations. By measuring the shadow cast on the earth by an asteroid during a stellar occultation one can directly measure the physical size, shape, and position in space of this body to accuracies orders of magnitudes
better than the best ground based adaptive optics telescope and can provide verification to 3D inverted reflective
lightcurve prediction models. Recent novel methods developed by IOTA involving an individual making multiple
observations through unattended remote observing stations have made way for numerous chords of occultation
measurement through a single body yielding high resolution profiles of asteroid bodies. Methodology of how observing stations are deployed will be demonstrated, results of some of these observations are presented as
comparisons to their inverted lightcurve are shown.

1. Introduction
On January 1, 1801 Italian astronomer Giusappe
Piazzi discovered asteroid (1) Ceres. The database of
minor planets would grow significantly before accurate predictions of stellar occultations by these rocks
would be achieved. The advent of successful asteroid
occultation observation through predictions was realized in 1961 when (2) Pallas was photoelectrically
recorded briefly blocking the light of a star at Naini
Tal Observatory in India (Sinvhal et al., 1962). It
would not be until the mid to late 1970s until an accurate star catalogue by Hipparcos would help generate repeatedly accurate predictions of minor planet
occultations (Dunham, et al., 2002). Asteroid occultations are a key tool for measuring the size, shape, and
position of these minor planets.
Satellites to these minor planets were first discovered through occultation data as well. On March
5, 1977, Paul Maley detected a secondary occultation
event apart from the primary occultation of gamma
Ceti by (6) Hebe. As of December 2006, some 42
possible satellites have been detected through asteroid occultations (Maley, et al., 2007).
Key for the value of the occultation observation
is that there be as many positive (occultation detected) and negative (miss) observations spaced
across the path(s) of the parent and/or secondary ob-

ject. Well spaced positive detections establish both
shape and astrometric measurements, while misses
are also very important to place bounds for parent
bodies and separation for secondary bodies.

2. Methods
2.1 Event Timing
Occultation timing measurements can be carried
out through a variety of equipment configuration
methods. For an in depth discussions on this refer to
“Chasing the Shadow” (Nugent, 2007). For the purpose of this paper I will briefly describe here that
visual timings of the disappearance and reappearance
of a target star can be made with a tape recording of a
timing source broadcast while audibly calling out the
events. Photoelectric detection and CCD camera drift
timings are another means of increasing the accuracy
of detection. More recently with the proliferation of
highly sensitive black and white CCD security cameras one can video tape through a telescope the star’s
intensity and remove all observer bias from the visual
method. Various devices are on the market that allows one to embed in the video image GPS UT time
stamps accurate to sub milliseconds.
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2.2 Observer Location Placement
The method used to document an occultation is
secondary to the importance of their being multiple
observations that are well placed along the path of the
asteroid’s shadow along the ground. Occultation data
reduction from a single observed positive chord gives
very ambiguous results. There is no way to put constraints on size, shape, or center of body measurements. Two well placed positive chords can yield
better results in constraints on size, shape, and estimation of body center for astrometric updates. It is
most desirable, however, to have a minimum of three
well spaced positive chords, and preferable to have a
miss chord on either end of these positives.
2.3 Historical Occultation Station
Prior to 2001 the typical occultation observing
setup consisted of anywhere from your common
backyard variety telescope aperture that was capable
of being portable to a major observatory class observing system fixed in location. For a fixed location observer, one had to wait for an event to occur near
them. For a portable observer one could take their
equipment mobile on an expedition to the predicted
shadow path and increase the statistical likelihood for
a positive measurement. All observations to that
point in time were done, however, with one person
manning one observing station. This routine was certainly statistically better than no observations being
made, but this certainly had its limits as to the number of chords one could ever expect to achieve per
asteroid occultation.
On September 7, 2001, David Dunham would be
the first person to record 2 positive occultation timings from a single event, an occultation by (9) Metis
(Dunham, 2007). He would set up one portable station and leave it unattended to run autonomously
while deploying a second station in another part of
the predicted shadow path. David Dunham, Roger
Venable, Steve Preston, and Dave Gault, to name a
few, would forge a new endeavor for IOTA, multiple
chord observations by a single person.
2.4 Miniaturization of Available Equipment
Miniaturization of retail electronic equipment
has provided the average consumer a number of options for portable electronics. One pound miniDV
camcorders can provide a digital near lossless recording of a video signal. Handheld GPS devices can
replace large bulky maps for locating your site on the
ground and documenting one’s position with unprecedented accuracy. CCD cameras smaller than
eyepieces can record with high sensitivity a star’s
20

Figure 1 demonstrates that a single chord positive
event (top) is ambiguous. Only a circle fit can be used,
and a guess has to be made as to whether the body is
on one side or the other of the chord. A well spaced
profile with 2 positive chords (middle) gives better results for both approximate size and center of body. 3 or
more chords (bottom) give good constraints to size,
shape, and astrometric position.
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light, and given the NTSC video rate of 59.94 fields
per second, can provide a data stream with 0.017 seconds of time resolution, which equates to tens to
hundreds of meters of spatial resolution of the asteroid (one to two orders of magnitude higher than
ground based adaptive optics). New battery technologies such as Lithium Ion and Nickel Metal Hydride
(NiMH) can provide power sources compact, yet
with high capacities.
2.5 Novel Multi Chord Approach
A recent invention of mine where I take the
50mm objective lens from a common pair of binocular and mount it straight onto an Owl focal reducer
adapted to a highly sensitive security video camera
now provides an observing system only 8 inches
long, yet able to detect stars to 10th magnitude in a
3.2 X 2.4 degree field of view (Degenhardt, 2009).
This new optical system was dubbed by David
Dunham as the “Mighty Mini.” Further experiments
with an Orion 80-mm Short Tube Refractor (ST)
would show that another order of magnitude in sensitivity with half of the Mighty Mini field of view
could be attained in an also very small package compared to your average backyard telescope. Combining
the Mighty Mini, 80-mm ST, and all of the miniaturized electronic ingredients into one package one can
have a complete portable occultation observation
station that weighs only about 10 pounds. There are
more than a dozen occultations per year in reach by
this setup. Such compact observing stations also
means that one person can go on a mobile occultation
expedition with a dozen or more portable stations,
even traveling by air, with much less effort than in
the past.

Figure 2. The complete Mighty Mini portable station.

2.6 Deployment Techniques
Streamlining the deployment of a high number
of unattended observing stations became essential to
minimize wasted efforts due to data failures. Over the
course of 2008 David Dunham and I would propose
and test numerous equipment and deployment techniques. Others in the IOTA group would also attempt
multi chord deployments and lend advice through our
Yahoo Discussion Group. Even Bill Gray would offer one of the most significant tools to assure that
each station could be prepointed to the proper part of
the sky. Gray modified his Guide 8 star chart software so that one could automatically generate a time
trail backwards in time on the sky chart showing
where the correct altitude and azimuth of the target
star would be at event time so that arriving at any site
at any time prior to the occultation you could accurately and quickly determine where to aim (Gray,
2009). KIWI Geoff, maker of the KIWI OSD UT
video time stamp, devised a fool proof method of
quickly laying UT time on the video and being able
to disconnect the OSD unit without disrupting the
video sync signal, thus preserving the frame count for
post event time reduction (Hitchcox, 2009).
What emerged was finally a repeatable technique
that I personally employed. I dubbed my two techniques the “Stamp & Run” and the “Deploy and
Run.”
In a Stamp & Run one would prepoint as many
stations as possible to the correct altitude and azimuth of the target star at event time prior to the event
time minus the record length of your tape. So if your
event was at 05:22 UT and your tape length is 120
minutes, then until 03:22 UT one would prepoint as
many stations as possible. Then at 03:22UT one
would begin the recording at the last station prepointed, lay a UT time stamp at the beginning of the
tape, and travel as fast as you could to each station
doing the same until you reached the first station prepointed.
The Deploy & Run is different in that this technique occurs within the record window of your tape
length. So, using the time example previously, at
03:22 UT I would prepoint the first station, start recording, and time stamp it, i.e. a complete deployment all at once, and then travel as fast as I could to
the next station. I would Deploy & Run as many stations as I could up until the occultation has occurred.
The advantage of the Stamp & Run is one can
usually end up with more observing stations because
you have more time. In cases where an event is right
up against evening twilight one does not have the
luxury of that extra time and has to use the Deploy &
Run instead. Post event statistical analysis of my GPS
data shows that my average time for prepointing a
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station is between 6 and 8 minutes and the time
stamp process required an additional 3 to 4 minutes.
A Deploy & Run station would take between 10 to 12
minutes (all times not counting travel time between
stations).
2.7 Deployment Field Tests
September 12, 2008 (9) Metis would be the first
deployment field test of an array of Mighty Minis.
The 2008 annual conference of IOTA was scheduled
around this event in an effort to have a large number
of chords for this statistically high ranking event. I
planned on deploying a total of 15 Mighty Minis at
the northern edge of the predicted shadow path, each
spaced a few kilometers apart, in an effort to get a
high resolution map of this edge of the rock. David
Dunham deployed an array of Minis and other instruments at centerline.
September 26, 2008 (216) Kleopatra

many stations as he could. He succeeded in getting 5
stations going, but one recorder failed to collect data.
December 11, 2008 (135) Hertha event would be
one for the record books. I would succeed in deploying 10 Mighty Mini and 5 80mm ST complete stations, all of which were in Hertha’s shadow. One
80mm ST station was stolen, but the remaining 14
stations were all successful in reporting 14 positive
events by a single person.

3. Results
September 12, 2008 (9) Metis. Josef Durech
(Durech, 2009) provided a predicted orientation for
Metis based on inverting its reflected lightcurve
(Durech, 2009) and had predicted that the northern
edge deviated from a round fit and was rather long
and flat. The inverted lightcurve 3D model turned out
to be spot on correct and all 9 of the stations I deployed that successfully recorded the target star
showed no occultation detected (all misses). 31 positive chords were recorded; however, most significantly, three of these chords were from David
Dunham’s Mighty Mini stations, making his the very
first positive events recorded with this new observing
instrument.

Figure 3. The Durech (courtesy Durech, J., 2009) inverted lightcurve model showing the predicted orientation of (216) Kleopatra on September 26, 2008 at event
time with my proposed 20 station deployment chords
drawn across showing the intended measurements to
be made by the actual occultation.

Only two weeks after the (9) Metis event David
Dunham and I would push the remote multi station
occultation deployment envelope to its limits. We
would both travel to the remote region of Fort Nelson, B.C. in an effort to verify whether Kleopatra is
indeed dog bone shaped or binary. I would travel by
three different airlines with 21 complete occultation
stations and David would bring just under a dozen. I
would deploy north of centerline with 3km to 5km
spacing to the north 1 sigma prediction line. I succeeded in prepointing 16 stations, but was only able
to reach 14 to start recording and apply the time
stamp. David would deploy south of centerline as
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Figure 4. The profile of the September 12, 2008 (9) Metis
occultation (courtesy Timerson, 2009) showing how 31
positive chords can give great detail of the Metis shape.
Also of significance are the 3 positive chords by David
Dunham which are the first positive chords for the
Mighty Mini.

September 26, 2008 (216) Kleopatra. The actual
path of Kleopatra shifted 13 sigma south from the
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predicted path. All 14 of my Mighty Mini stations
recorded misses as well as 2 of David’s stations. Out
of the nearly 20 stations deployed between David and
I, only two positive chords where recorded by
David’s southern most stations, thus revealing this
path shift. Despite the effort seeming to be unsuccessful, the field test of our deployment methods
would go a long way to assuring future successes
such as (135) Hertha event in December 2008.
December 11, 2008 (135) Hertha. The graphical
results sort of speak for themselves. I would provide
an unprecedented 14 of the 22 positive chords toward
the Hertha occultation profile, finally demonstrating
the significance that one multi chord effort can make.
With this high resolution profile of Hertha we were
able to compare through post analysis the inverted
lightcurve model from Durech and determine the
excellent fit between the two reductions. A reflective
lightcurve was derived by Brian Warner at his Palmer
Observatory (Warner, 2009). This light curve also
verified that Hertha was at near peak intensity, thus
maximum elongation in orientation at occultation
event time.

Figure 6. The Durech 3D lightcurve inverted model for
the predicted event time for the December 11, 2008 (135)
Hertha occultation (courtesy Durech, J., 2009).

Figure 7. The (135) Hertha reflected lightcurve kindly
provided by Warner B. acquired at Palmer Observatory
which allowed us to confirm that Hertha was at a phase
of 0.72 or near full elongation during the December 11,
2008 occultation. (courtesy Warner, B., 2008).

4. Conclusion

Figure 5. The December 11, 2008 occultation profile of
(135) Hertha (courtesy Timerson, B., 2009). Of significance is that 14 positive chords were recorded by a
single observer, Degenhardt, S. (Degenhardt, S., 2009).
The other observers were Dunham, D., Holmes, A.,
Lyzenga, G., Maley, P., Mroz, G., Owen, B., Stanton, R.,
Wasson, R., Young, J..

Numerous other multi station deployments were
achieved both before and after these three featured
events. Emerging trends have become clear. The
number of events that have more than one station per
observer is increasing, thus the quality of occultation
data is improving. Also, the quantity of extra stations
per person is sharply on the increase due to both the
equipment miniaturization effort and the psychological effect of others wanting to be one that contributes
multiple chords for asteroid reduction profiles.
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Figure 8. My statistical analysis I derived of the number
of extra observing stations above 1 per person from
January 2000 to January 2009. An increase is noticed
beginning in late 2007 when common C-mount camera
lenses were found to be useful for the brighter occultation events, followed by a sharp rise upon the introduction of the Mighty Mini and then the Orion 80mm ST.
(courtesy Degenhardt, “Effects of Optical Miniaturization
on Occultations,” 2009).

High resolution occultation measurements can
also detect and measure single and multiple body
systems with great detail. Given that occultation
lightcurve data can provide one to two orders of
magnitude greater resolution information about an
asteroid’s profile than even the best ground based
adaptive optics observation, it is essential that both
the effort on the part of observers and funding for
these observers increase to facilitate high-resolution
asteroid profile data.
The synergy between the reflective lightcurve,
inverted lightcurve, and occultation lightcurve disciplines is obvious. I believe a consortium of some sort
needs to be formed between these three to form a
united minor planet documentation effort. The value
of each data to the other has become apparent after
recent occultation events.
Future events will also require a group effort. On
November 21, 2009 (234) Barbara will occult a relatively bright star. Barbara was recently listed as a
possible binary object after the team of VLTI-MIDI
determined this through a new interferometric imaging technique (Delbo et al., 2009). A high resolution
occultation profile of Barbara would go a long way to
validate this new imaging technique by the VLTIMIDI team.
As of the writing of this paper an even newer deployment technique is on the horizon. Programmable
remote controls commonly found on the retail market
can now allow a scheduled record for unattended
remote stations. This will widen the deployment distance and number of stations window such that a 20
station deployment over more than 100km may become easy to deploy (given ample dark time).
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Figure 1 asteroid profiles were reduced by Brad
Timerson using Occult 4 (Herald, 2009). Observer(s)
for April 9, 2009 (752) Sulamitis is George, T., December 5, 2008 (43) Ariadne is Degenhardt, S. (2
positives), March 17, 2009 (583) Klotilde are Jones,
R., Lambert, R., Lucas, R., Maley, P., McGaha, J.,
and Nye, D., September 12, 2008 (9) Metis are
Benner, L., Blanchette, D., Breit, D., Carlisle, R.,
Clark, J., Coughlin, K., Degenhardt, S. (9 misses),
Dunham, D. (3 positives), Hicks, M., Jones, R., Lucas, G., Lyzenga, G., Morgan, W. (2 positives),
Nolthenius, R., Nugent, R., Royer, R., Sanford, J.,
Sorensen, B., and Vincent, M. (2 positives).
The work of J. Durech was supported by the
grant GACR 205/07/P070 of the Czech grant agency
and by the Research Program MSM0021620860 of
the Ministry of Education.
Funding for observations at the Palmer Divide
Observatory is provided by NASA grant
NNG06GI32G, National Science Foundation grant
AST-0607505, and by a 2007 Gene Shoemaker NEO
Grant from the Planetary Society.
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Abstract
One goal of the Alt-Az Initiative is the development of transportable 1.5 meter class research telescopes. To this
end, several Initiative members are developing lightweight, low cost, primary mirrors. Both multiple and single
mirror telescope configurations are being considered. Thin meniscus mirrors are being slumped, and approaches
for actively correcting these thin mirrors are being investigated. Sandwich mirrors with glass spacers and others
with Foamglas cores are under development. Nanocomposite, polyurethane, and glass replica mirrors, which do
not require optical grinding or figuring during production, are being evaluated. Finally, spin-cast polymer mirrors
are being explored. Although several of these mirror developments are still very experimental, and some may
only be useful in optically undemanding applications such as on-axis aperture near IR photometry or low resolution spectroscopy, it is our hope that these efforts will enable the development of transportable, low cost, lightweight, 1.5 meter class telescopes.

1. Introduction
The Alt-Az Initiative (www.AltAzInitiative.org),
launched in June 2007 at workshops in Portland and
San Luis Obispo, is a catalyst for the development of
lightweight, low cost modest aperture (2 meters and
less) alt-az research telescopes. To date the Initiative
has convened two full conferences and eleven workshops, launched or completed twelve technical initiatives, and this fall will release an edited book, Lightweight Alt-Az Research Telescope Developments
(Genet et al., 2009). Many of the topics discussed
below will be covered in greater detail in this book.
The Initiative’s first alt-az technical demonstration telescope, the Cal Poly 18, recently saw first
light. It has no gears, belts, or friction wheels; instead
it incorporates direct drive motors and high resolution

encoders into the telescope’s structure. The structure,
designed by California Polytechnic State University
students using finite element analysis, has an unusually high natural frequency. The use of direct drives
combined with a stiff structure counters wind gusts.
In May 2008, the Alt-Az Initiative issued a challenge to develop lightweight, low cost, 1.5-meter,
transportable telescopes that could, as a minimum,
produce useful scientific results in at least one area of
research. We reasoned that the cost, aperture, and
transportability requirements were difficult enough to
require the innovative application of technology, yet
not so difficult as to discourage a spectrum of lowbudget efforts to meet this challenge. Key is the development of lightweight, low cost primary mirrors.
This paper, with an eye on the 1.5 meter challenge,
discusses a number of approaches undertaken by Initiative members to reduce mirror weight and cost.
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We recognize that some of the primary mirror
approaches we are investigating will only be applicable to less demanding, dedicated, special-purpose
research telescopes, and in all likelihood will not
meet the stringent demands of high optical quality,
general purpose telescopes. Telescopes that must
perform well across a wide range of instruments/scientific programs – including some that are
optically demanding – may inherently be more expensive than specialized telescopes dedicated to less
optically demanding programs. There is, for example,
a world of difference between 1.5-meter telescopes
intended for high quality, wide-field imaging that
requires sub-arc second image quality, and telescopes
dedicated to on-axis applications such as near IR aperture photometry with a 1 mm diameter photodiode
or low resolution spectroscopy. Initiative members
have an interest in both high and low optical quality
telescopes, and both are being pursued.

2. Multiple Mirrors
The weight and cost of mirrors is roughly proportional to the third power of their aperture, while
their light gathering area is, obviously, only proportional to their second power. Thus, other things being
equal (including equivalent light collecting area), a
telescope with multiple smaller mirrors will have
mirrors that, in total, are lighter in weight and lower
in cost than a telescope with a single large mirror – a
fact not overlooked by the Keck, Thirty Meter, Giant
Magellan, and other large telescope designers. Of
course multiple mirrors create serious complications,
and that is why they have rarely been used in 1-2
meter class telescopes. Initiative members are considering two multiple mirror approaches – one with
multiple independent optical systems on the same
mount (requiring multiple instruments or fiber feeds),
and the other with multiple mirrors bringing light to
focus on a single instrument or fiber feed.
2.1 Multiple Foci
Josh Schmidt, a mechanical engineering student
at California Polytechnic State University, used finite
element analysis to design the optical tube assembly
for a “four shooter,” 1.5-meter telescope. Each f/3.5
mirror was 0.75 meters in aperture – well within the
state-of-the-art for affordable, lightweight mirrors.
Two instrumental modes were considered. In one
mode, the primary mirrors were fixed in position with
cameras placed at each of the four prime foci. Such a
system could be used for simultaneous four color
photometry or, alternatively, single color photometry
with co-added images.
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In the other mode, either the four primary mirrors or four small steering mirrors were tip/tilted to
compensate for differential flexure between the four
optical systems as the telescope changed altitude. In
this mode, each optical system needed to have its
own autoguider. A 1.5-meter equivalent “four
shooter” could, for instance, feed an off-telescope
spectrograph with four fibers aligned along the spectrograph’s slit for optical efficiency (Barry, 1995).
One objective of Schmidt’s (unpublished) analysis was to determine if the optical paths for multiple
fiber feeds could be kept sufficiently aligned with
fixed primary mirrors in a rigid structure to avoid the
need for tip/tilt adjustments. Schmidt concluded this
would be difficult, although his analysis did not entirely rule it out.
2.2 Single Focus
More traditionally, many multiple mirror telescopes bring light to a single focus to avoid the difficulties inherent with multiple instruments. To achieve
the highest possible resolution (approaching the theoretical limit for their aperture), large multiple-mirror
telescopes at prime mountaintop sites require their
multiple primary mirrors to be co-aligned with a precision that maintains optical coherence, a demanding
and expensive undertaking.
At less than pristine sites and, especially for less
optically demanding dedicated applications such as
on-axis aperture photometry or low resolution spectroscopy, there is no reason to maintain optical coherence – the resolution of a single mirror is more
than sufficient for the task at hand. Similarly, while
many general-purpose telescopes strive for wide
fields-of-view, specialized telescopes may only require a very narrow, essentially just on-axis field-ofview.
High quality, large aperture, multiple mirror telescopes utilizing matching sets of aspheric primary
mirrors, such as off-axis paraboloids, are difficult and
expensive to manufacture. Multiple spherical primary
mirrors, on the other hand, are relatively easy to produce, although the individual mirrors still need to be
tip-tilted with considerable precision. Furthermore,
the sizeable spherical aberration produced by a large
effective aperture spherical primary with a fast effective primary f/ratio needs to be corrected – a difficult
task for large fields-of-view. A spherical primary
with aspheric secondary optical configuration, such
as used in Pressman Carmichael systems, can produce reasonably wide fields-of-view, although the
convex aspheric secondary is somewhat difficult to
produce. However, if only a very narrow, prime focus, field-of-view is required, then a two-element,
all-spherical surfaces refractive corrector can provide
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sufficient correction at an affordable cost. Initiative
member Dave Rowe has designed such a corrector
for a 1.5-meter, f/3.5 telescope.

3. Meniscus Mirrors and Active Optics
Small telescope opticians have extended the routine production of 2-inch thick Pyrex glass to 32-inch
diameter mirrors as fast as f/3.5. Such Pyrex mirrors
have been pushed experimentally to an aperture of 48
inches and as fast as f/3.0. Although eminently suitable for multiple mirror 1.5 meter telescopes (such as
one with four 30 inch mirrors), these Pyrex mirrors
may not be suitable for single-mirror 1.5 meter telescopes because Pyrex sheet widths are normally limited to 48 inches and, of greatest import, a 60-inch
(1.5 meter) two-inch thick Pyrex disk weighs about
600 pounds – not exactly lightweight.
Initiative members are working on an alternative
that may overcome these difficulties by switching
from Pyrex to ordinary soda-lime float glass (plate
glass) and limiting mirror thickness to ¾ of an inch
or, at most, 1 inch. Plate glass is low in cost, readily
obtainable, and can be purchased in widths up to 96
inches. Of course a 60-inch mirror only 1 inch thick
is very floppy and will almost certainly require active
control of some sort to maintain its shape.
3.1 Slumped Float Glass Mirrors

Figure 1. Deep sagitta plate glass f/3 mirror. An amateur
slumped the blank in his home-made kiln.

Initiative member David Davis, using low cost
and easily constructed kilns he designs and builds
himself, has worked out a process to slump common
plate glass “table tops.” A 60 inch diameter, ¾ inch
thick glass disk from Glass Tops Direct costs $374
plus $135 shipping, and weighs about 200 pounds.
Initiative member Mel Bartels suggests that meniscus plate glass (soda lime float glass) mirrors rep-

resent a new approach for large, fast telescopes. The
synthesis of thermally controlled mirrors (fans), inexpensive plate glass, and computer controlled kilns
for slumping is producing promising results.
Meniscus mirrors, other things being equal, are
significantly stronger than flat back mirrors. Consider
a piece of paper – it is very floppy. Contrast it with a
coned shaped coffee filter, which is very strong. A 12
inch standard thickness Pyrex mirror is often used
with a 9 point back support. A 13 inch diameter 1
inch thick meniscus mirror needs but a 3 point back
support as determined empirically with a star test at a
1 mm exit pupil. Meniscus mirrors can be slumped to
very fast speeds, maintaining constant thickness from
center to edge.
Compared to Pyrex, plate glass mirrors are an
order of magnitude less costly. Thin plate glass meniscus mirrors can be cooled rapidly with a fan,
reaching equilibrium in minutes. However, plate
glass mirrors have a pejorative reputation which may
hamper their widespread adoption. They are difficult
to figure due to their sensitivity to small temperature
changes. These mirrors require aggressive measures
to keep them at ambient temperature to properly test
them. On the other hand, plate glass does grind and
polish quicker than Pyrex, and some commentators
state that it takes a better polish with less scattered
light.
3.2 Active Primary Mirrors
As apertures increase, the downside of large aperture, lightweight, thin meniscus mirrors is that at
some point they require active support. While such
support is, obviously, a complication, the actual cost
may be modest, and actively supported thin meniscus
plate glass mirrors may be a cost-effective approach
to achieving large apertures in lightweight, transportable telescopes.
Initiative member Mike Connelley has developed
an “active” mirror cell for an 8-inch, f/4.5 plate glass
mirror that is ½ inch thick. His goal was to determine
whether he could correct astigmatism and perhaps a
few higher order aberrations (such as trefoil) by hand.
To this end he built a very simple warping cell. He
reasoned that if he could warp the mirror to compensate for the astigmatism in his eyes, then he might be
able to compensate for the warping of a much larger
mirror due to changes induced by gravity loading.
His mirror is glued onto 8 aluminum pads with
silicone adhesive. Each of 8 screws is threaded
through a hole near the tip of each of 8 wooden fingers. The head of each screw is captured in the aluminum pads so that each screw is free to turn inside
the pad but can't move around (side to side or in and
out). Each pad is made of two plates. The lower plate
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(cell side) has a large countersunk hole for the machine bolt head. The upper plate (mirror side) glues
to the top to trap the bolt head. Turning the screw
changes the separation between a wooden finger and
the mirror, deflecting the finger. The spring force
made by deflecting a finger applies a force to the
mirror via the screw connecting them.

This approach is used by the eight-meter Subaru telescope with recalibration of their table only required
about once a year.

Figure 3. Gemini active mirror voice coil. Genet visited
to Gemini to discuss active mirror support with control
systems engineer Chris Carter.

Figure 2. Mike Connelley’s manually adjusted active
primary mirror. Note the 8 wooden flex fingers.

Connelley’s experiment was just a quick, low
cost demonstration on a small telescope. Implementing active control “for real” on a big mirror would be
more complex. For example, the warping plate
probably wouldn't be just a chunk of plywood with N
fingers sticking out. There might need to be an inner
ring of actuators. In Connelley’s experiment the
screws carried the full weight of the mirror even
when the scope was pointed horizontally (i.e. when
the mirror was vertical), so that the force on the
screws was perpendicular to the screws. Although
this wasn't unreasonable for an 8-inch mirror, it
probably would not work for much larger mirrors. A
sling or other radial support system would be required. Finally, it would probably be inappropriate
for a large research telescope to utilize hand adjustments. Such adjustments could be made via motors
turning screws, or by forces imposed on the mirror
via “voice coils,” i.e. linear motors.
We are only concerned with making very low
frequency (much less than once per second) adjustments of primary mirrors to correct for the lower order Zernike terms, especially astigmatism as altitude
changes. The requisite adjustments could be determined by observing “off-line” a number of bright
stars distributed in altitude using an automated coefficient determination algorithm that minimizes the
spread of the stellar image. During operation, the
current altitude of the telescope would be noted, and
the required settings interpolated from a lookup table.
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Two undergraduate electrical engineering students at California Polytechnic State University, Eric
Mendez and Efrain Villasenor, are currently developing low cost electronic controls for voice coil meniscus mirror adjustment that features both hand pad and
computer (PC) control of D/A converters that translate interpolated digital values from a look up table to
analog signals. These analog signals are amplified by
power operational amplifiers that drive the active
mirror’s voice coils.
3.3 Active Auxiliary Mirrors

Figure 4. Rear of Greg Jones’ semi-passive bimorph
mirror. Wires are connected to individual sectors.

Initiative member Greg Jones is working on an
entirely different approach to active optical correction: a small, semi-passive bimorph mirror. Instead of
using actuators to apply forces directly to the primary
mirror itself, a much smaller, semi-passive bimorph
mirror near the instrumental payload is distorted via
applied voltages in a manner that cancels out the
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gravity-induced distortions in a lightweight primary
mirror. These corrections can be applied via a lookup
table versus altitude as discussed above.
Bimorph semi-passive mirrors consist of two
thin disks: one an active piezoelectric material coated
with a thin layer of conductive metal on each side,
and the other a thin front surface mirror. The two
disks are bonded together with a low shrinkage adhesive. The metal coating on the back of the piezoelectric disk is divided into sections. When a high voltage
(100-350 volts) is applied to these sections, the piezoelectric material in each section contracts or expands an amount dependent on the applied voltage
and its polarity. The combination of these expansions
and contractions warp the thin mirror disc in a modal
manner. A computer controls these voltages through
digital-to-analog converters and high voltage operational amplifiers.

4. Glass Sandwich Mirrors
A sandwich mirror can be thought of as thin meniscus mirror that has been sliced in half to form two
very thin disks. When these two disks are separated
by lightweight glass spacer material of one sort or
another, the resulting mirror can be as stiff as a conventional “full thickness” mirror, yet as lightweight
as a thin meniscus mirror. The potential advantage of
sandwich over meniscus mirrors is that while their
structure is more complex, they should not require
active support. Initiative members have been pursuing two types of glass sandwich mirrors: one uses
small-diameter, solid glass disks as the spacers, while
the other, still very experimental, uses a lightweight
glass foam spacer.
4.1 Fused Sandwich Mirrors
Ritchey made the first “fused” mirror, an eggcrate structure – just one of his many innovations.
The Hubble Space Telescope features what is, perhaps, the most famous fused mirror. Hextek mirrors
are made from hollow glass tubes stacked between
two thin glass plates. The entire assembly is fused
together in a kiln while injecting gas under pressure
into the tubes which, when molten, fuse together into
hexagonal shapes – hence the company’s name.
While fused mirrors are lightweight, they are not
generally low cost due to their intricate nature.
Initiative member Tong Liu has developed an
unusually simple, low cost, lightweight sandwich
mirror blank which is comprised of an optical front
plate, a backing plate, intermediate reinforcing
plate(s) if needed, and many small, identical disksupport spacers between the plates. The plates and

spacers are all made from readily available and low
cost soda lime float glass. The entire assembly is
slumped and fused together in a kiln. By using the
same low cost material for all the plates and spacers,
a mirror blank of essentially any size up to the width
limit of the basic material (96 inches) can be constructed. A key feature of Liu’s approach is the use of
thin plate glass material throughout the mirror in order to obtain favorable thermal performance.
Currently the size of Liu’s sandwich mirrors is
limited by his kiln and polishing machines to 20
inches. However, he is developing mirrors up to 40
inches in diameter, and a 60 inch sandwich mirror is
not out of the question.
4.2 Foamglas Sandwich Mirrors
Initiative members have been investigating the
use of foam glass as lightweight spacer material between the top and bottom glass plates of a primary
mirror. Foamglas, a cellular glass product manufactured by Pittsburgh Corning, made its debut in 1942.
Cellular glass has a unique combination of properties
which includes being chemically stable, thermally
insulating, compression-resistant, and nonflammable.
One of the first uses of Foamglas was the flotation of
anti-submarine nets, buoys and minesweepers during
WWII. Since that time, cellular glass has been widely
utilized in many industries, primarily as an insulation
material.
Steve Badger, Director of Development at Pittsburgh Corning, points out that Foamglas is made
from sand, recycled glass, and other abundantly
available materials which are mixed to produce a
specific composition of molten glass. The glass is
extruded into a hollow tube, ground into a fine powder, and mixed with a gas-generating agent. The
powder is then put into molds which pass through a
cellulating oven where the material is heated to produce a cellular glass block with millions of hermetically sealed glass cells. The Foamglas insulation
blocks are then passed through an annealing furnace
to allow carefully controlled cooling of the blocks.
Finally, the blocks are cut to size, tested, and packed.
Soda lime Foamglas comes in three densities,
and there is also a single density, low coefficient of
temperature expansion (CTE) borosilicate version of
Foamglas. The soda lime version of Foamglas is
quite inexpensive, lightweight, readily available, and
easily milled. With a Foamglas core and thin top and
bottom float glass plates, the materials for a two meter mirror blank might only costs $700 and weigh 300
pounds. This could bring large optics into the range
of the serious amateur.
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5.1 Nanocomposite Replica Mirrors

Figure 5. Foamglas puck being machined by Andrew
Arigema. Plate glass can be fused or cemented to the
finished pucks. Still highly experimental.

Initiative member Andrew Aurigema has been
machining concave surfaces in the tops of Foamglas
blocks, while David Davis has been slumping and
fusing glass plates to Foamglas in his kilns. Both
have been investigating the use of adhesives instead
of kiln fusion to fasten glass plates to Foamglas
cores. Attendees at the recent Alt-Az Initiative conference in Hawaii were intrigued when Davis pointed
out that Foamglas sandwich mirrors float on water.
He then proceeded to toss a Foamglas mirror blank
on the floor without damage.
The brittle nature of the Foamglas cell walls allows easy shaping with simple power equipment.
Final shaping can be done with simple flexible surfaces or the slumped glass shell itself. Aurigema
found that the easiest way to shape the surface was to
build a pendulum cutter – a Dremel tool suspended
on a wire rope or thin metal rod whose length
matched the desired radius of curvature. He recommends using ultra low CTE epoxy mixed with glass
micro balloons as the bonding agent. The resulting
"frosting like substance" spreads easily and fills
voids. This mixture is also suitable for sealing the
outer side walls of a Foamglas core.

5. Replica Mirrors
We have, above, considered several ongoing developments that could significantly reduce the weight
and cost of 1-2 meter mirrors. We now turn to methods that could, potentially, not only reduce their
weight, but drastically reduce their cost through the
elimination, during production, of grinding and figuring mirrors (albeit the convex master molds used in
the replication process would still need, one time, to
be ground and figured).
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Initiative member Peter Chen has been developing very lightweight carbon fiber replica mirrors for
several years and is achieving success with this approach. Previous work at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center had demonstrated that diffraction limited optical telescope mirrors were achievable using a
combination of polymer resins and graphite fiber
laminates. However, tests showed that these ‘composite mirrors’ became severely distorted when subjected to moderate cooling (from 20oC to 0oC). The
cause of this undesirable behavior was traced to an
inherent incompatibility between the two basic components of a composite mirror.

Figure 6. Carbon fiber composite mirror. The cat weighs
more than the mirror. New mirror materials now allow
much larger temperature changes.

Over the past four years, major steps have been
taken to resolve this problem. A new class of ‘nanocomposite’ replica mirrors has been developed using
a radically different structure incorporating cryogenic
polymers, carbon nanotubes, and carbon nanofibers.
Tests have shown that nanocomposite replica mirrors
can withstand cooling by liquid nitrogen to -150o C
without damage or distortion. Work is currently focused on the development of meter class mirrors,
mirrors with built-in active figure control, and ultrasmooth mirrors for space ultra-violet astronomy.
5.2 Polyurethane Replica Mirrors
Initiative member Kiran Shah is experimenting
with polyurethane replica mirrors. These mirrors
have a solid polyurethane front surface supported by
a dense polyurethane foam puck which can be either
cast or machined. The concave top of this puck is
coated with a solid, thin layer of polyurethane resin
that is pressed against a convex master that has been
coated with a release agent. Successive thin layers of
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solid polyurethane are added until the built up solid
surface develops a reasonable inverse replica of the
master.
This work is highly experimental, and Shah does
not expect high optical quality. However, the cost to
make these mirrors, in volume, could be extraordinarily low and, thanks to their very light weight, a number of spherical replica mirrors could potentially be
assembled into an unusually low cost and lightweight, large aperture, multiple mirror telescope with
an instrument and refractive spherical corrector at
prime focus. The instrument might consist of a near
infrared aperture photometer or low resolution spectrograph.
5.3 Glass Replica Mirrors
A team at the Brera Observatory in Italy, consisting of doctoral student Rodolfo Canestrari and his
advisors Mauro Ghigo and Giovanni Pareschi, is
working on Foamglas sandwich mirrors that do not
require optical finishing. In his approach Canestrari is
gluing to a Foamglas core two thin borosilicate glass
sheets, each about 1.5 mm thick. The front sheet is
pre-shaped to the desired optical figure. This step can
be accomplished following either one of two different
processes, both based on the replica concept.
In the first process, a precise copy is made from
a high optical quality ceramic convex mold using a
hot slumping process (Ghigo, 2007) and then glued to
a Foamglas substrate (Canestrari, 2008). Although
the mold itself can be quite expensive, this cost can
be amortized through the mass production of many
replica mirrors. In principle, the optical quality
reachable on the replicated thin glass meniscus mirrors is high enough that no further figuring is required.
In the second process, a glass copy of a diamond
milled aluminum convex master (Pareschi, 2008) is
formed at room temperature by adhering an initially
flat thin glass sheet to the master using vacuum suction. A Foamglas substrate is then glued to the back
side of this now slightly concave glass sheet. One
side of the Foamglas core is pre-shaped with a computer controlled mill-like tool to match the curvature
of the front glass sheet. The gluing is accomplished
with very low shrinkage epoxy and thermal curing.
Because the mirror quality is only that of float glass,
and this glass must be flexed, this process is only
suitable for less demanding optical quality mirrors
(an arc minute or slightly better) with a long radius of
curvature (tens of meters), such as those used in
Cherenkov radiation telescopes.
With either approach, stiff and lightweight mirrors can be produced with mass-to-area ratios of only
15-20 kg/m2.

5.4 Polymer Spin-Cast Mirrors
A liquid revolving at a constant speed naturally
assumes a parabolic shape. Spin-casting is capable of
pre-forming large monolithic glass mirror blanks
(Hill 1989), and has been used by Roger Angel and
others to produce large-diameter, light weight, openback, monolithic cellular glass mirrors, such as the 8meter mirrors on the Large Binocular Telescope. Peter Wangsness has successfully applied this technology to 1-2 meter class mirrors. Although saving
much material and grinding, such spin cast mirrors
still require normal optical finishing.
A diffraction-limited surface can be created on
spinning liquid mercury mirrors (Borra et al., 1989).
If, instead of mercury, one spun a liquid polymer
(epoxy), once it sets the spin table could be turned off
and the parabolic shape would be retained. For optical quality, the ideal materials (chemical system) for
polymer spin-casting should have low viscosity and
surface tension, a high glass transition temperature,
good strength and hardness, low shrinkage, and a
slow reaction rate.
Archibald (1957) produced spin-cast epoxy solar
collectors almost a meter across and concluded astronomical mirrors were possible. Ninomiya (1979)
investigated this method with various materials and
identified several problems. His epoxy mirror was
superior to those made from other materials. Alvarez
et al. (1993) produced 1.8-meter off-axis mirrors for
millimeter wavelengths while Richardson and Griffiths (2001) fabricated mirrors for use at 2.5 microns.
Chen et al. (2008) demonstrated a composite spincast mirror containing simulated Moon dust as a prototype for lunar solar collectors and telescopes.
A group in South Carolina headed by W. A.
Scrivens (with Initiative members K. Lisa Brodhacker and Terry Richardson) has progressed toward
spin-cast epoxy mirrors for visible wavelengths using
a resin system of diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A
(DGEBA) epoxy with 4,4-methylen-bis-3-chloro-2,6diethylaniline (MCDEA) as the curing agent and an
industrial diluent, cyclohexane dimethanol diglycidyl
ether, known as ED757. They use two spinning
mechanisms with air-bearing supported platters with
diameters of 0.7 and 2.0 meters. Though some problems remain, this group has obtained a sub-arc minute resolution image of the Moon with a masked off
epoxy mirror. A paper on this work is currently being
prepared for publication.

6. Conclusion
We expect that several but not all of the developments discussed above will lead to relatively low
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cost, lightweight primary mirrors for 1.5-meter class
transportable telescopes. The achievable optical quality may differ greatly from one approach to another,
so while some types of mirrors may be suitable for
high quality optical imaging, others may only be suitable for the least optically demanding dedicated research applications such as aperture photometry or
low resolution spectroscopy. Whatever the outcome
of these developments, we hope that they will help
pave the way toward larger aperture, lightweight, low
cost, transportable telescopes.
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Optimizing Opto-mechanical Performance
Using Simple Tools and Techniques
Tom Krajci
Astrokolkhoz (Астроколхоз) Observatory
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tom_krajci@tularosa.net

Abstract
You just purchased a modest setup for your observatory – perhaps a mass produced Schmidt-Cassegrain on a
German equatorial mount. However, optically and mechanically it's not performing as well as you would like.
What can you do? Some simple assessments and repairs may make all the difference. Assessments can be as
easy as visual inspection of various mount components, such as the tripod, where gaps between components
reduce stiffness or allow unexpected shifts when loads change. Some assessments are only slightly more involved. Main mirror flop can be evaluated by aligning the main telescope and finder on a bright star and then
slewing to various parts of the sky. Pointing differences between the two will be readily apparent if this problem
exists. Most mid-level mounts use worm drives, but often excessive spacing between worm and worm gear produces large, and unnecessary amounts of backlash. Visual inspection of your dovetail mounting system may
leave doubts in your mind as to adequate stiffness. Imaging through the entire night may show you that your
aluminum tube telescope causes excessive focus shift as temperature drops. Over time, your SchmidtCassegrain corrector plate may no longer be securely held by its retaining ring, and the same may apply to the
secondary mirror cell. Repairs for these problems are often not difficult if you're mechanically inclined. Gaps in
mount components can be eliminated with shims. Combating mirror flop may be the most difficult task. This can
involve re gluing the main mirror and bolting the main mirror cell in a fixed position. Corrector plate and secondary mirror cells can be improved with setscrews and shims – implementing sound kinematic principles. Worm
gear spacing can often be adjusted with simple tools. This brief paper can't possibly cover all problems and solutions, but it can give you the proper mindset to looking at your system with a critical eye and implementing simple, inexpensive fixes. You may be pleasantly surprised by the improvements.

1. Introduction
As amateur scientists, we are on the horns of a
dilemma. High-end, high-performance equipment is
expensive, but the amateur astronomy market is large
enough to provide us with mid-level equipment and
software that promises surprising performance and
capabilities. However that market is aimed at amateurs that largely do visual observing or aesthetic
imaging, not unattended science data collection. Our
unique requirements often push the envelope of midlevel gear, but do not exceed it. The challenge is getting the necessary performance improvements using
simple tools and techniques.
Let's imagine you've recently purchased a telescope and mount for your observatory. It's not highend gear – you had a limited budget. Unfortunately,
the optical and mechanical performance is less than
stellar. Collimation, and perhaps focus, shift as the
scope points to different parts of the sky. The pointing model is not very accurate. Often it's a gamble
just to get the target on the CCD after a long slew.
You need to be at the scope to make sure it acquires
the next target. Sleep is in short supply. What can

you do? Before you rush out and spend many thousands of dollars on a high-end rig, let's explore the
avenue of making optical and mechanical adjustments and modifications to your current equipment.

2. Prioritize Your Repairs
What needs to be adjusted? What needs to be
modified? The best way to answer this is by conducting some simple inspections and measurements of
your equipment. Based on your findings, you can
determine what needs your attention.
This paper is organized to present an assessment
method, followed by ideas for repairs or improvements. However in practice it’s wiser to make all
assessments first, then decide which repairs, if any,
need to be implemented. But even that is not possible
unless you first disassemble all scope and mount
components. Ultimately you'll probably find that you
choose to do a few repairs, and as you disassemble
your system a few more problems become apparent
and you decide to expand your repair strategy.
NOTE: If your telescope and mount are still under warranty, think carefully before you make ad-
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justments or repairs. You may void the manufacturer's warranty.

3. Assessments and Possible Repairs

coupling stiff in one direction, but could probably be
improved in the other direction. One solution is to
drill and tap additional mounting holes to improve
stiffness in other directions.

I’ll assume that your rig is a mid-level German
equatorial mount and a mass-produced Schmidt Cassegrain telescope. These are perhaps that most common items you find on the market, and they often
have mechanical shortcomings that can be easily
found with simple assessments.
3.1 Pier or Tripod
The first place that needs review is the pier or
tripod. This is supposed to be the stiffest, most reliable part of the mount, but sometimes fit and finish of
the parts will leave gaps that allow components to
shift unexpectedly. Perhaps the most common example is the coupling of tripod legs to the tripod’s central hub. Figure 1 shows a gap between a tripod leg
and its mounting lugs. The components are firmly
held by bolts, but the small air gap means that lateral
motion is not well constrained. A simple, yet effective solution is to add shims between these components to remove the air gap. Shims can be sheet
metal, such as roof flashing, or washers of the appropriate thickness.

Figure 2. Dovetail originally mounted to declination with
only two bolts. Five bolts make the coupling stiff in all
directions.

3.3 Dovetail Bar
The dovetail bar attached to many commercial
Schmidt-Cassegrains can be a potential source of
flexure. How large are the machine screws that couple the bar to the telescope? How thick is the dovetail
bar? Where along the dovetail bar will it couple to
the mount? Near the end, where it’s coupled to the
telescope, or in the middle, where it’s far less stiff?
Figure 3 shows a simple brace between dovetail bar
and telescope rear casting that can make a significant
improvement to stiffness.

Figure 1. Gap between tripod leg and central hub. Loss
of stiffness is the result.

3.2 Dovetail Mounting
Many amateur systems are coupled to the mount
by a dovetail joint. This is very convenient, and facilitates quick changes of optical tube assemblies, but
the dovetail on some mid-level equipment may not be
as stiff as desired. Figure 2 shows how a dovetail
plate is held to the top of the declination axis. Originally it was held with only two bolts. This makes the
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Figure 3. Dovetail braced to rear casting to increase
stiffness.
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3.4 Electrical Connections
Modern mounts depend on electronics and computer control to provide features and performance
expected by today’s market. Electrical connections
can be a weak link in the chain, especially in mid
level mounts that do not feature hollow shafts and
through-mount wiring. Telescope mounts move
through the night, and low temperatures make external cables stiff. Connection points are subject to repeated strains. Loss of connection can be a source of
frustration when the mount loses alignment, or safety
issues when a runaway slew results in mount crash.
Examine your cables and connectors. Do the cables
remain flexible in the cold? Are the connectors designed to handle repeated strains, or might they need
additional strain relief? Figure 4 is a temporary repair
to one connector scheme that lacked strain relief, and
used a connector design that was not intended to handle repeated movement.

Figure 5. External cables on your mount? Cable management is important.

3.6 Hard Stops and Limit Switches

Figure 4. External mount cable and flimsy connector,
initially with no strain relief.

3.5 Cable Management
Mid level mounts often do not have provisions
for through-cabling in hollow mount shafts. This
forces you to use external cables. Are all your external cables organized so that they do not catch on the
mount as it slews about? Do they prevent the mount
from pointing to any areas of the sky? Figure 5 shows
one way to organize your cables.

Figure 6. One of two limit switches added to a mount's
declination axis.

Many mounts have built in safety features, but
many mid-level mounts were not designed for unattended operation. This means a person was expected
to be present to prevent problems from happening.
Think about your mount’s functionality and safety
features. Does it have limit switches or other safety
features to prevent mount damage when you are not
there? Are these safety features present on both axes?
Do they depend on software to interpret and execute
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actions, or are they low level/fail safe measures? Figures 6 and 7 show the addition of a limit switch and
trigger to a mount's declination axis.

produces large, and unnecessary amounts of backlash. Carefully balance your scope and mount, then
observe a star with a cross hair eyepiece while you
gently push on the mount in the directions that the
axes move. All mounts will have flexure that shows
as star motion that is proportional to the amount of
hand pressure you apply, but those mounts with backlash will show the star moving a large distance from
almost zero force, then suddenly stopping when the
worm and worm gear make contact again. Figures 8
and 9 show a typical servo motor and worm, in a
block assembly, and how this assembly is mounted to
mate with the worm wheel. The worm block can be
loosened and repositioned so that worm wheel backlash is greatly reduced, and perhaps eliminated.
3.8 Mirror Flop: The Greatest Problem

Figure 7. Limit switch trigger – a short length of coat
hangar wire.

3.7 Worm gear backlash

Mid-level commercial Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes often adjust focus by moving the main mirror,
and the mechanical design of this focusing scheme
allows the mirror to tilt sideways while being moved.
This causes mirror flop – lateral image shift at the
focal plane, a loss of collimation, and degradation of
the pointing model. How large is mirror flop in your
tube assembly? It can be evaluated by aligning the
main telescope and finder on a bright star and then
slewing to other stars in various parts of the sky.
Pointing differences between the two will be readily
apparent if this problem exists. Is the amount of mirror flop only a small fraction of your CCD field of
view, or could it be larger than your imaging field?
3.9 Another Cause, Another Test

Figure 8. Typical worm and motor in a block assembly.

The main mirror cell often slides on the SCT's
central baffle tube. A large gap between mirror cell
inner diameter and baffle tube outer diameter allows
the main mirror to tilt as it's pushed and pulled by the
focusing bolt. Point your scope at a star, and approach and achieve focus by turning the focusing
knob in one direction. Note the location of the star,
and then approach and achieve focus by turning the
focusing knob in the opposite direction. How much
of an angular difference do you observe?
3.10 Main Mirror Cell Support: The Ugly Truth

Figure 9. Worm block mounted to mesh with worm
wheel.

Most mid-level mounts use worm drives, but often excessive spacing between worm and worm gear
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Figure 10 shows an SCT main mirror removed
from its cell, and balancing on a small pan head
screw on a wooden dowel. It's not easy to see in this
photo, but the balance point is very close to the mirror's front. Why?
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Figure 10. Finding the main mirror balance point empirically.

middle, but with all the tools in one end of the box.
You will find that an ineffective way to carry that
load with your hand. Either move the tools and balance point, or move the handle to match the balance
point. This is the issue with SCT main mirror support.) Figure 11 shows one manufacturer's method of
coupling the mirror to its cell – a paste adhesive.
Unfortunately, the adhesive is at the rear, not the
front of the mirror. Figure 12 shows another manufacturer's coupling method – a band of masking tape.
Again, it was positioned at the mirror's rear, not front.
Mirror flop is almost guaranteed to occur if you support the main mirror far from its balance point. What
can you do? A simple fix is to reposition the band of
tape. (A better tape choice may be Teflon because of
its low friction properties.) A more involved fix involves re gluing the mirror. There are a number of
adhesives one can use for this task that cure at room
temperature, and are flexible, to include soft epoxies.
One manufacturer of such adhesives is Insulcast.
http://www.insulcast.com/

4. Fixing the Rest of the Problem

Figure 11. Main mirror coupled to cell with adhesive
paste.

Figure 13. Setscrew holes added to rear of main mirror
cell.

Figure 12. Main mirror coupled to cell with masking
tape.

Commercial SCT mirrors are often conical –
thickest in the center, and tapering down to be thinnest at the outer edge. This balance point is where
you want to couple the mirror cell to the mirror.
(Imagine grabbing a tool box, with its handle in the

Many ways have been proposed over the years to
fix the problems caused by main mirror focusing. I
have chosen to cut the Gordian knot and eliminate
main mirror focusing by bolting the main mirror cell
to the baffle tube. (You must then use an external
focuser.) Figure 13 shows where setscrew holes can
be drilled and tapped at the rear of the main mirror
cell. Similar holes should be put in the front of the
cell. (This will require drilling access holes in the
rear casting so that the set screws can be tightened
after the tube assembly is reassembled.)
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5. Optical and Mechanical Centering
You won’t notice this problem unless you disassemble your tube assembly while doing other maintenance. Measure the distance on your Schmidt Cassegrain corrector plate from outside edge to inner
edge of the hole that carries the secondary mirror
cell. If this distance is not the same for all measurements, the central hole is not concentric. This can
cause collimation problems when reassembling the
scope. Figure 14 shows that in cases where the corrector plate central hole is well off-center, you have
to remove metal from the secondary mirror cell so
that you can mount it properly with respect to the
corrector plate's outer edge.

Figure 15. Collimating external focuser with respect to
the central baffle tube.

Figure 16. Ensuring that secondary mirror cell and corrector plate are aligned with the central baffle tube.
Figure 14. Offset corrector plate hole for secondary mirror cell? You must remove some metal to center it properly.

6. The Baffle Tube Is the Standard
If you disassemble your scope, take the time to
evaluate mechanical centering at each reassembly
step. Many components can be shifted and adjusted,
but the central baffle tube can't. Therefore I consider
the baffle tube as my alignment and collimation reference point. Figure 15 shows a home made v-block
carrying the baffle tube, and one way to check the
collimation of an external focuser. Figure 16 shows
how to evaluate mechanical centering of the secondary cell with respect to the baffle tube. If you take
the care to check such issues during reassembly, your
final collimation, which is limited to only tilting the
secondary mirror, should provide you with the best
that your scope can optically deliver.
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7.

Optical Support and Constraint

This is another problem you won’t notice unless
you disassemble the tube assembly. Components,
such as the corrector plate, and secondary mirror cell
fit into recesses or spaces that are considerably larger
than the component. This makes reassembly easy, but
also creates a gap that allows the parts to move about.
This can spoil alignment if they shift after reassembly. Examine how all your optical components are
constrained. Are clamping force and friction the only
ways to hold the components in position? If so, you
can add hard stops. Figure 17 shows the use of small
setscrews in the corrector plate cell. They can be adjusted to precisely position the corrector, but don't
forget take into consideration the contraction of the
aluminum cell in cold weather. You will need to provide a thermal contraction gap when you install the
corrector at room temperature, and perhaps use nylon
tipped setscrews to allow firm contact at all temperatures, but avoid damage on the coldest nights.
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Figure 17. Setscrews instead of cork shims to act as
hard stops for the corrector plate.

8.

Focus and temperature

Aluminum is an inexpensive telescope tube material, but it has a high coefficient of thermal expansion. As night temperatures drop, it becomes shorter,
spoiling focus. To further complicate matters, commercial Schmidt Cassegrain designs often use a secondary mirror with a focal length multiplication factor of five. Movement of the focal plane is proportional to the square of this multiplication factor. This
means for every 0.001 inch the telescope tube
changes length (i.e. mirror spacing changes), the focal surface moves by 0.025 inch. Is your optical tube
assembly made of aluminum? You can replace it with
a material that has a lower thermal expansion coefficient. Carbon fiber is almost ideal, but you may not
find it in the desired size for your scope. Steel is one
half the expansion of aluminum, readily available,
and inexpensive. Don't forget that steel is stronger
than aluminum, so your replacement tube can be
thinner, and only slightly heavier than the original
aluminum tube. Figures 18 and 19 show a locally
produced steel tube, with ventilation holes that will
be covered with automotive air filter material.

9. SCT Ventilation: Two Good Reasons
to Use it

Figure 18. Locally produced steel tube, with ventilation
holes. Inexpensive, and only one half the thermal expansion of aluminum.

Figure 20. Holes drilled in rear casting to accept 12VDC
fans.

Figure 19. Steel tube – fitted, tack welded and bolted
together.

Commercial SCT's are closed tubes, which keeps
out dust and dirt, but at a price. The tube interior and
optics are slow to cool (especially if you use a carbon
tube because it's a good insulator). Tube currents
from warm optics will spoil high resolution performance, and temperature induced focus shift will lag
ambient air temperature. The use of ventilation fans
will quickly eliminate tube currents, and get the entire tube assembly to ambient temperature in a short
time. After the initial cooling period after sunset, you
may find that any remaining focus shift for the rest of
the night is fairly small. If that's the case, you often
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can forgo the use of temperature compensated focusers that can be an additional cost, and the added complexity of motors, electronics, cables, and software
can be additional failure points that lower overall
system reliability. Figure 20 shows holes drilled in an
SCT rear casting for ventilation fans.

10. Find a Mentor
Amateur scientists are few and far between. The
same goes for people that have experience doing repairs of mounts and telescopes. Their experience and
advice can be valuable, and may save you lots of time
and grief. Contact amateur science organizations like
the Center for Backyard Astrophysics, or the American Association of Variable Star Observers. They are
more than happy to connect you with people that can
be of help.
Additionally, modern software makes it possible
for a mentor to operate your computer from a distance while explaining things to you. This can be far
better than a slew of emails or phone calls. Once you
find a mentor, you may find that a virtual visit or two
gets you over much of the software learning curve.

11. Conclusion
What can you expect from a mid-level telescope
and mount that have been inspected, assessed, and
repaired? Figure 21 shows one example of a TPoint
model of over 200 points, down to an elevation of
twenty eight degrees. With such pointing performance, you may be able to point in the blind to targets
all night, with no need for guide stars, autoguiders, or
plate solve images to correct for pointing errors. At
first glance you may consider this a surprising level
of performance from a mid-level rig, but it's one that
I think is often achievable with a sound method of
inspection, assessment, adjustment, and repair.
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Figure 21. Pointing model performance of a well tuned,
mid-level mount and telescope.
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Enhancements to the Sentinel
Fireball Network Video Software
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Abstract
The Sentinel Fireball Network that supports meteor imaging of bright meteors (fireballs) has been in existence for
over ten years. Nearly five years ago it moved from gathering meteor data with a camera and VCR video tape to
a fisheye lens attached to a hardware device, the Sentinel box, which allowed meteor data to be recorded on a
PC operating under real-time Linux. In 2006, that software, sentuser, was made available on Apple, Linux, and
Window operating systems using the Python computer language. It provides basic video and management functionality and a small amount of analytic software capability. This paper describes the new and attractive future
features of the software, and, additionally, it reviews some of the research and networks from the past and present using video equipment to collect and analyze fireball data that have applicability to sentuser.

1. Introduction
The Sentinel Fireball Network is network
throughout the United States and Canada that includes about 50 video cameras that collect fireball
(meteors of -8 or more magnitude, brilliant) data. The
history of the Sentinel equipment is not well known,
but some fragments are available. A good account of
its early history is given by Jim Gamble (2004). The
developer and sponsor is Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico, funded by the
Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). Sentinel’s
development is aimed at acquiring “ground truth” for

large fireball events recorded by their instruments on
high altitude satellites. To enhance the probability of
mutual observation, it was important to make the
installations low cost and utilize volunteer hosts so as
to maximize the areas covered.
The network began around 1998 with the distribution to Canadian sites of several dozens of video
camera and convex reflecting acrylic mirrors with the
camera above it, according to Ed Majden. Each site
was equipped with a VCR to record fireball events.
Around 2004, the first Sentinel2 video box, PC software, and accompanying all-sky cameras with
weather proof enclosures were distributed in both
Canada and the United States. That box sorted out
moving images from continuous video imaging data,

North American All-Sky Site Database. From the MIAC web site, http://miac.uqac.ca/MIAC/miac_frames_e.html.
The page is by Dr. James Whitehead. Note significant clusters of sites around Colorado-New Mexico, Western
Ontario Canada and Colorado.
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thereby, reducing the total amount of video data
reaching an IBM PC operating real-time Linux. In
2006, Sentinel3 became available operating on
Linux, Apple and Windows operating systems. Sentinel3 migrated from the C language to the Python
language. The Sentinel box was updated, but has the
same capabilities as earlier. Basically, the software
allows for the collection of fireball imagery, but with
few analytic abilities. Providing them in the Python
program is the subject of this paper.
Video and still digital cameras for collecting data
on meteors date back to the latter part of the 20th
century. Analytic techniques for meteor photometry,
sky calibration, and trajectory determination on computers dates back to that time. The earliest computer
programs were often written in FORTRAN. Some
recent and past software programs were named
FIRBAL, MetRec, AstroRec, Radiant, QRicht, RedSky and Wolf, to name a few. Each serves some particular need of the author and their professional associates for fireball research. There is no accurate history of the various computer programs produced.
These are not programs that reach anywhere near the
use of other common astronomy programs.








Average Fireball Trajectory for More Than Two
Stations
Projection of any Measured Point of the Trajectory to Any Station
Length, Velocity, Deceleration Versus Time
The Fireball Orbit
Photometry
Dark Flight and Impact Point

Today these items still constitute the areas of the
most interest to video and photographic observers.
To supplement Ceplecha’s paper, a 4000+ line
program in FORTRAN was produced and used by
observers in a European meteor network. As of this
writing, a copy seems no longer available. However,
it’s probably fair to say that it was a set of programs
related to each of the above areas, and likely included
a library of functions for various computational purposes. The program itself is not very likely directly
applicable to modern digital video observations without modifications; however, the paper and methods
have relevance today.

2. Fireball Analysis and Research – A
Bit of History
In 1987, in what seems to be considered as a
pivotal, or pioneering milestone, a paper was published by Zdenek Ceplecha (1987) on the analysis of
fireball photographic data. His work centered around
the use of the Zeiss Distagon fish-eye (all-sky) lens,
and the use of the Zeiss Ascorecord photographic
plate positional measuring device for astronomical
objects. A device, in use since 1951, called a rotating
shutter suspended above the camera was used to
break recorded fireball paths into segments. Thousands of plates were examined. He divided the areas
of analysis roughly as:




Conversion of Plate Positions to RA and Dec
(Source extraction)1
Determination of Fireball Atmospheric Trajectory
Projection of Points of Fireball Trajectory for
Two Stations

1

Unlike other optical situations, here one must estimate the distortion of the all-sky lens along the radial
axis from the center of the image. This is discussed
below in connection with a mapping function.
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Figure 1. Two stations, A and B. L is the shortest line
between the two vectors. The midpoint is shown by a
small circle.

Digital fireball work seems to have begun around
2003 (Dates on papers seem to be sometimes elusive.) Interest seems to have begun with the creation
of the Michigan Technological University, Houghton,
Michigan, and their CONCAM (Continuous Camera)
Global Sky Monitoring Network. Quite possibly
there were other video pioneering networks. This
network exists with members at several sites around
the world, with all-sky cameras observing the night
sky in real-time. Currently, there are three active
sites, the MMTO in Arizona, Canary Island observatory, and Cerro Pachon observatory in Chile. The
image/figure shows some of its capability, Shamir
(2004). Initially, there were about 8 sites. Typically
SBIG CCD cameras are used with rotating shutters,
as with the Zeiss Distagon. A notable departure in
analytic methods is their use of fuzzy logic, Shamir
(2004), to automate the identification of stars in an
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all-sky image. The result of this method was a 35K
line C program written for the Linux OS.
Notable fireball networks efforts are from the
MetRec, Sentinel, and the University Of Western
Ontario (UWO) Group and nearby universities and
amateurs to UWO. MetRec is operated by Sirko Molau in Europe. Sentinel is supported under the auspices of the Sandia, as above. MetRec uses a Matrox
Meteor II (a coincidental name) frame grabber, allsky lens, image intensifiers, and MetRec software.
Sentinel equipment was described above. The Ontario group began with the use of a number of Sentinel cameras and equipment, and has gone on to develop new hardware and software technology with
them and other cameras they have acquired.
In the intervening years, a handful of noteworthy
papers have emerged on plate photography and video
imaging. See the references.

3. Recent Enhancements to Sentinel
Software
The only program distributed with the Sentinel
hardware is called sentuser. It is written in Python
and provides a GUI (Graphic User Interface) to collect, display and manage video data. It contains one
analytic function, which determines and plots brightness along the captured fireball track. In the last several months, I have added a configuration file for
retaining program parameters, and a number of cosmetic changes. A more important addition for future
analytic work is the ability to write FITS file. The
addition of FITS should open some new doors to
analytic capabilities outside of sentuser. This format
has a strong place in astronomy, both amateur and
professional. Some software products that are within
the reach of amateurs that use this format are
AIP4WIN (Berry, 2005), CCDSoft (Bisque, 2009),
and IRAF (Boroson, 2009).
In actuality, it should be possible to execute the
FIRBAL and Wolf programs mentioned above from
sentuser via their compiled code. The unavailability
of FIRBAL code, and missing test data for Wolf prevented any thoughts of accessing them in sentuser for
now. The author verified, that Wolf will compile and
execute under Linux, but no attempt was made to go
further without sufficient test data. To use Wolf under Windows would require a Windows user to install Cygwin, which provides Linux features (including a C compiler) that would make it possible to use
it from sentuser in Windows.

Figure 2. All-sky camera distortion.

4. Short Term Objectives for Simple
Analytical Modifications to Sentinel
Software
Determining true north and the zenith in an image is very important in meteor work. For any serious
computerized meteor analysis to take place, they are
needed at each meteor station. Further, they are
needed to help investigators without advanced analysis methods available them to identify key points in
the sky from images. Currently, sentuser does not
have this capability but it is easy to provide, as described next.
The simplest method is to take stacked images
every, say, 15-30 minutes through several hours of
the night. Stacked images are needed because the
camera in single frame operation cannot register
much below 0-th magnitude. The resulting set of images when examined as a composite, placing one
frame on top of the other should show a circular star
trail around the North Pole. Finding the center is a
simple use of geometry; however, that does not establish north on the horizon. To complete the determination, one must find the transit time on the local meridian, and image a bright star at that position. Transit
times can be found from common planetarium software, or provided by sentuser from a list of bright
stars. Another image of star at a different elevation
on the meridian should provide three points to draw a
straight line through. The line should intersect the
horizon where north and south were located. To find
the zenith, one needs a similar line. In this case, one
could image three or four bright stars at different elevations at some azimuth many degrees east of the
local meridian. One needs to make sure at least one
star is 180 degrees away in azimuth from the others,
and on the opposite side of the zenith.
This technique should provide a good estimate of
both positions for simple and quick preliminary
analysis. These two values can be obtained by more
advanced methods described in the next section as a
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fall out of those methods. A simple change in the
software to do this is to schedule the stacking of these
images at required transit times. Even knowing these
two points does not mean one accurately knows the
horizon--more on that in the next paragraph.

Figure 3. Annotated objects using fuzzy logic methods.
CONCAM.

It is known that all-sky lenses generally cause
distortion in the zenith angle, that is, the angle measured from the zenith along a radial path to the horizon. The mathematical function is sometimes called
the mapping function, transfer map function, or plate
map. An example of distortion is shown in for the
gnomonical lens, r = f*tan(θ), where theta is measured from the zenith.
It is not often that manufacturers provide them
with their specifications, so one must derive it empirically. If one knows the zenith, then it becomes
fairly easy to derive a utilitarian mapping function
knowing the altitude and azimuth of maybe as few as
10 reference stars. For example, a third or second
degree polynomial might work well. If one knows the
mapping function, then it would be easy to draw on
an all-sky image concentric circles around the zenith
that represent angular elevations. Using a mouse
pointer, one could read out approximate azimuth and
elevation. (az/el) for an object. This further opens the
door to some simple, perhaps rough, estimates of
distance from two station data. A more accurate
mapping function can be derived by the advanced
methods in the next section.
However, there’s very likely enough error in the
projections that the vector from each station does not
intersect the other. One might consider finding the
line of minimum distance between the two vectors
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Figure 4. Stacked image from Sentinel camera. Note
Orion circled in lower right.
Zenith Angle
(degrees)
0
10
20
30
40
…

Meteor Distance
(km)
80-120
81-122
85-128
92-138
104-156
..

Table 1. Approximate meteor distance versus zenith
angle.

and using it to determine the midpoint between the
two vectors along that line. It’s a very simple calculation. Robotic vision methods use something close to
this technique for judging distance. The entire determination of rough distance estimates could be done
by sentuser at one station given the data from the
other. Of course here, one is now in the position of
further getting the preliminary radiant, and direction
of the fireball without much effort using two separated track points.
Finally, another method of use to single station
operation for determination is given by the web article, “The Meteor Meniscus” by James Richardson
(1999). A meniscus is a concave cap. The author uses
the upper atmosphere layer where meteors begin to
burn up, some 50-75 miles, radius of the earth, and
the zenith angle of any part of the track to get a rough
estimate of the distance. The calculation is very sim-
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ple and could easily be accommodated in sentuser.
See part of the author’s computation in the table. He
didn’t account for the bulge of the earth at various
latitudes, but that is not a complex calculation for any
site.
Another area of near term interest is photometry.
Presently, sentuser has a light curve capability to plot
the pixel count above a background level in a frame
against frame numbers as a starting point for the development of brightness or magnitude. Some sentuser
users use an Excel spread sheet to compute magnitude based on a comparison against the full moon.
These and other possibilities used by Weryk (2009)
are of interest as part of future enhancements.

to astronomical coordinates Right Ascension (ra) and
Declination (dec). To do this one needs quite a few
known reference stars, maybe 30 to 100, in an image
spread around the entire sky for an observing station.
The known positions of these stars contain enough
information to extrapolate from equations provided
by least-squares and applicable coordinate transform
equations to determine the ra/dec to all pixels
throughout the image, and consequently any meteor
track on a similar image.

Figure 6. Sentinel light curve.

Figure 5. Least-squares fit.

5. Medium Term Objectives for
Advanced Analytical Modifications to
Sentinel Software
Ceplecha’s paper divided much of meteor analytic work with cameras into nine areas. For the current purposes of Sentinel through this year, only the
first three or four are of interest after the techniques
suggested in the last section are being considered for
implementation. These advanced techniques are well
detailed in his paper, and subsequent related papers
highlight and extend other features of these techniques to particular applications. The details are
mathematically advanced. Rather than detail that
work here, it seems appropriate to try to explain the
methods briefly in simpler terms to provide some
understanding of what they entail for a general audience interested in meteor work, and those who might
want a deeper understanding of them for advanced
work. In particular, the use of least-squares statistical
method is highlighted.
Probably the most important aspect of any of this
work is the conversion of image frame pixel positions

Least-squares is a commonly used method with
many applications. In fact, whenever you take the
average of anything, say, your average vehicle speed
over 10 miles, you have used it. It is sometimes referred to as curve fitting. In the case of the plot, one
has points along the y (vertical) axis that appear to
trend upwards as x advances to the right, and it seems
like a line might fit those points. A good way to do
this is to pass a line given through the data by
y=b+a*x, where y is a variable on the y-axis, and x
on is on the x-axis (the vertical and horizontal axes,
respectively, on the plot). To do this least-squares
attempts to find a line whose residuals (errors in y at
each x), and the distance between y of the line and
the corresponding observed value for x (y-y’, where
y’ is the observed value), so the line is a “best” fit.
Well not quite. Instead the square of the residuals are
used, and the minimization of these residuals is taken
over the sum of the squares of them. A residual on
the plot would be the difference between the x point
on the line and the dot for x. The method produces
estimates for a and b, and consequently the equation
for the line. As you, can see, the resulting line is quite
a good representation. Note random noise for deviations from the line was generated for each point on x.
They were added to the equation with a=1 and b=4.
25 points were generated. The final estimates for a
and b were 0.96 and 4.36, respectively. Quite accurate considering the size of errors (residuals) shown.
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In calculus, the method of least-squares is analogous to finding the minimum value of y in:
(y-c1)2 + (y-c2)2, where c1 and c2 are constants.

Let’s consider the general case when z and Z
agree. The figure illustrates this. The rectangle is an
image plate with reference stars on it. The “*?” is a
star or other object with an unknown ra/dec.
The X-Y coordinates are dimensionless, and
called the standard coordinates. Note they are lined
up with the ra and dec. The x-y coordinates are for
the plate, which does not necessarily agree with X-Y,
because of the way the camera is mounted. The coordinate transforms between the two systems are given
by:
X = a*x + b*y + c
Y = d*x + e*y + f

Figure 7. Camera and standard coordinates.

The x and y are known points on the plate. The a,
b, c, d, e, and f are coefficients that need to be determined (estimated) from the data, give by reference
stars. Above we did this for a and b of an equation for
a line. If we use the x-y coordinates of three reference
stars for each equation, then we have two sets of
three equations with three unknowns.
Xj = a*xj + b*yj + c, where j = 1, 2, 3
Yj = d*xj + e*yj + f, where j = 1, 2, 3

Figure 8. X-Y and x-y coordinate system on plate.

Let us now consider the situation of an image,
and how it relates to the least-squares. The figure
shows the coordinate situation for the plate (frame) of
an image. The perpendicular to the frame is assumed
pointing at the zenith, but likely is only close. The
mid-point of the top of the image is pointing north,
but is likely only close. So we have a coordinate system for what “should be” (X-Y) and one for “what
is” (x-y). The x-y system is related to the actual
frame. We need to find from our known data the orientation of the true (X-Y) system. Note that the actual coordinate system z and Z axes are shown but
are not critical to this discussion (See the paper by
Borovicka (1995), for a method that estimates the
position of the zenith. It is not necessarily identical to
the center of projection. The third axes are used here
are to emphasize that the difference between all three
axes in both systems) is that the two systems are rotated and tilted with respect to one another. The tilt
suggests that we are not pointed at the zenith, and
therefore and measurements in elevation need to be
corrected. The same is true for the errant north, which
needs correction to estimate the true position of azimuth. These anomalies in the axes are produced by
inaccuracy in mounting the camera.
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(1)

(2)

We can solve both sets independently and produce values for all six coefficients. One might think
from an algebraic understanding of solutions to systems of linear equations these six values are sufficient. That’s true. But three data points provides a
rather weak estimate of the coefficients. However,
adding more stars gives an algebraic set of equations
that cannot be solved exactly.
Like the equation fitting problem described
above, we instead regard Y and X as being in error,
by r. That is, a residual, an unknown amount for each
observation. Re-writing the equations gives:
rj = Xj - a*xj - b*yj - c, where j = 1, 2, …, n
rj = Yj- d*xj - e*yj - f , where j = 1, 2, …, n (3)
This change of view allows us to introduce many
more known star positions, and utilize least-squares
to more accurately estimate the six coefficients.
Again like the fit problem above, we can minimize
the sum of squares using these residuals and arrive at
better estimates for the six coefficients. This is done
with the least-squares method. Here we minimize
(sum of squares): r12 + r22 + r32+ … rn2, where n is
the number of reference stars.
Now given an (x, y) position on the plate, we can
find the corresponding (X, Y), using the derived coefficients from equation (1). Converting the X into ra
and Y into dec is straightforward, Berry (2005). Two
estimated coefficients of the six and two known other
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equations are all that is needed. The latter equations
involve sine, cosine and arctangent functions. So now
we know the ra and dec of the “*?” object in the plate
figure.
All in all, least-squares are a very useful method
in much of astronomy. In meteor work, this method
continues to apply in situations that follow from
computing the coordinate of unknown objects, for
example, providing an atmospheric trajectory. One
should not be surprised I suppose. The great mathematician Karl Fredrick Gauss first derived leastsquares for astronomical purposes in the early 1800s.

6. Summary and Future Expectations
This paper has reviewed some of the history of
fireball research with video cameras, and suggested
simple and complex methods for use with the sentuser software program. Realization of the effectiveness of these methods at the author’s site requires
more implementation and extensive checking results
against real data derived from single and dual station
observations to determine their validity and usefulness.
The Sandia sponsors are currently developing
methods for creating a database that will allow users
to submit their data to it. Further, there is a plan to
create analysis software that will examine the data
submitted. This work is contracted to New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces. NM. The head of the
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
will oversee the work. The sponsors are about to announce in the next several months a simple replacement for the Sentinel box, which examines data for
movement before sending it to a computer. The replacement is a commonly available and inexpensive
frame grabber. It is now working on both Linux and
Windows.
As stated earlier, some of Sentinel usage is simply collection, with little need for immediate analytic
work. In those cases elementary data, direction,
brightness, composite images, derived from sentuser
could be used for reporting and supplementing eyewitness fireball sightings. Bucheim (2008) discusses
some of these needs. It would be quite possible to add
to sentuser an ability to create and print reporting
forms dated with the Sentinel location of the site, sky
maps, and other relevant data.
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Abstract
A photometric method is described for accurately quantifying the brightness of short-period comets far from perihelion. The method utilizes the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Catalog (Data Release 7) as a homogeneous source of
reference star magnitudes. Results are based on SDSS-r’ filtered images taken using 2.0-m aperture telescopes
for which the exposure time was adjusted to achieve a constant motion-blur of 2.0 pixels (0.56 arcsec) on the
CCD chip. Aperture photometry using circular and tilted elliptical apertures was performed on images, which
were stacked to increase signal to noise. Magnitude dependence on ‘seeing’ was determined, and this calibration was used to normalize photometry to constant seeing thereby maximizing photometric accuracy. From observations of Comet 17P/Holmes between 2008 October and 2009 March, a very significant outburst of 17P was
found to have occurred on 2009 Jan 4.7 (±0.5 day). Night-to-night measurements of the brightness of the inner
coma (3000-km radius) exhibited a scatter of only 0.015-0.019 mag. No short time-scale (<36 hr) periodicity was
found in the fading lightcurve. From literature data, it was estimated that reflected light from the nucleus contributed 7-11% of the signal within the inner coma and it is concluded that either the nucleus of 17P must be relatively spherical (projected axial ratio of <1.25), or, if its shape is more typical of other comet nuclei, it has a rotational period in excess of 10 days (assuming the observations were not made with the nucleus ‘pole-on’ to the
Earth). Evidence from intermittent activity displayed by the nucleus is indicative of a possible 44 day rotation period.

1. Introduction
Comets comprise a wide variety of objects, the
orbits of which have been perturbed such that they
pass close by the sun, are heated and subsequently
emit dust and gas to form a visible coma or tail.
Short-period comets make repeated passes through
perihelion losing gas and dust each time but as they
recede from perihelion they quickly cool and decline
in activity. Photometry of active comets can be used
to estimate the rate of dust production emitted from
the nucleus. The most widely used approach is based
on the model of A’Hearn and colleagues (1984)
whereby an assumption is made that dust is ejected
isotropically and travels away from the nucleus at
constant velocity. This model predicts that the integrated magnitude within a circular aperture centered
on the pseudo-nucleus is proportional to the radius, ρ,
of the photometric aperture. One key feature of the
model is the ‘Afrho’ parameter defined as:
A f ρ = (2Dr/ρ)2 . (Fcom/Fsol) . ρ

(1)

where, A is the albedo, f is the filling factor of
the grains within the photometric aperture, D is the

comet-Earth distance in AU, r is the heliocentric distance of the comet in AU, Fcom is the observed flux
reflected within the photometric aperture and Fsol is
the flux of the Sun at 1 AU. This parameter equates
to the diameter of a hypothetical disk of dust, which
reflects the same amount of light as the dust in the
coma. By use of the isotropic flow model and making
assumptions about the density, size and velocity distribution of dust grains, the Afrho quantity can be
related directly to the dust production rate at the nucleus (Kidger, 2004). This approach has been very
successful in interpreting processes in active comets
where dust production takes place from active sites
representing a small fraction of the surface of the
nucleus. However, for post-perihelion comets, temperatures decrease significantly with increasing heliocentric distance, and the concept of continual dust
production may not accurately represent conditions at
the nucleus if active regions shut down.
Since dust is lifted away from the surface by viscous drag from escaping gases, the grains will possess a wide velocity distribution and so even if gas
production were to suddenly shut down, some dust
grains would remain near the nucleus, slowly expanding into space and dissipating with time. This
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would create the illusion of a declining gas production rate whereas what we may be observing is a
solid comet nucleus, akin in properties to those of an
asteroid surrounded by a slowly expanding dust cloud
dispersal of which is aided by the solar wind. When a
Jupiter-family comet is say more than 18 months past
perihelion, an alternative model may be valid; that of
an inactive rotating nucleus embedded in a cloud of
dust grains. Variable aperture photometry can be performed on images of the nucleus and coma, for example to look for any periodic modulation in the
brightness of the very inner coma characteristic of the
reflected light contribution from a rotating nucleus.
Since comet nuclei tend to be significantly more
elongated than asteroids, it is feasible to look for rotational modulation even when a substantial inner
coma is still present. The challenge is largely one of
carrying out aperture photometry to a high degree of
precision and accuracy.

2. Existing Methodologies for Comet
Photometry
2.1 ICQ – Visual and CCD photometry
The traditional approach to the photometry of
comets is set out in the note on this subject at the
International Comet Quarterly (ICQ) website:
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/icq/cometphot.html. The
format for reporting observations has developed over
the years based on visual and photographic observations of comets. In recent years the ICQ format has
been adapted to include reports based on CCD observations although magnitudes are generally only reported to a precision of the nearest one decimal place
(at most two places of decimal can be reported using
this format). Magnitude reports are generally quoted
for a single photometric aperture. No reference is
made in the ICQ webpages to the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) catalogs as a source of magnitude
data, nor to the SDSS photometric system.
An article entitled, CCD Photometry of Comets
can also be found on the ICQ website at
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/icq/CCDmags.html, but
this has limited relevance as it was written in 1997
since when technology and observing methods have
changed considerably.
2.2 Cometary Archive for Amateur Astronomers
CARA
This project was developed by the Comet Section of the Unione Astrofili Italiani (Italian Amateur
Astronomer Union) arising from collaboration between active amateur and professional astronomers.
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Details can be found at http://www.cara-project.org/.
The main goal of CARA is to collect good photometric data based on the Afrho photometric quantity. A
Windows-based computer program, WinAfrho (currently version 1.85), has been developed to assist in
the photometric reduction of CCD images. The
methodology includes the use of R and I filters along
with Hipparcos stars to improve calibration accuracy.
2.3 FOCAS II and the Spanish Approach
The most significant recent advance in the photometry of comets is the result of the work of the
Spanish amateur, Julio Castellano, and his colleagues
in developing advanced software named FOCAS for
automating astrometric and photometric reduction of
CCD images. The title is an acronym of ‘FOtometría
Con AStrometrica’. Details can be found at
http://astrosurf.com/cometas-obs/_Articulos/Focas/
Focas.htm. The approach used is to carry out multiaperture photometry using square aperture boxes
(multi-box photometry) centered on the pseudonucleus. The first version of the software was published in December 2003 and has undergone numerous revisions since. It uses the software, Astrometrica, written by Herbert Raab, to derive a plate solution for each image analysed. A star subtraction routine is employed to isolate the contribution from the
coma. One very recent innovation has been to include
the Carlsberg Meridian Catalogue (CMC-14) as a
source of reference star magnitudes. The latest version is dated 2009 Jan 24. FOCAS II software supports both Spanish and English language and also
permits the photometric analysis of asteroids and
variable stars.
Several dozen Spanish amateur astronomers and
others employ FOCAS II in their work. Many of the
active amateurs subscribe to the Yahoo e-group, entitled
Observadores_cometas,
at
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/Observadores_
cometas/. FOCAS II generates astrometric reports in
the standard Minor Planet Center (MPC) format,
along with a special format for reporting photometric
results with magnitudes quoted to the nearest two
decimal places along with an estimate of the error
involved in their determination and other related data.
The results on comets are compiled at
http://astrosurf.com/cometas-obs/.

3. 2007 Outburst of Comet 17P/Holmes
3.1 Orbital characteristics
As with other Jupiter-family comets, the orbit of
17P is subject to significant change following rela-
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tively close approaches to Jupiter. For the 2007 return, the comet traveled from an aphelion distance of
5.19 AU reaching a perihelion of 2.05 AU on 2007
May 4. The orbital inclination is 19.1 degrees and the
orbital period is 6.9 years. Its perihelion distance at
its previous return was 2.18 AU.
3.2 Super-outburst of October 23/24
The outburst of Comet Holmes on 2007
Oct 23.7 ± 0.2 d is unrivalled as the most powerful
event of its kind on record (Sekanina, 2008). It took
place almost 6 months after perihelion passage when
the comet had reached 2.44 AU from the Sun. The
only other time this object has been known to undergo outbursts was on 1892 Nov 4 (a few days before its discovery by Edwin Holmes) and on 1893 Jan
16, when it was some 5 months, and 7 months, respectively post-perihelion. The amplitude of the 2007
super-outburst amounted to 14 magnitudes, peak
brightness being attained almost 2 days after the initial explosion. Sekanina (2008) estimated that about
2% mass was lost from the nucleus.
3.3 The Subsequent Fade and a Possible 45-day
Periodicity in Activity of the Comet Nucleus

Figure 1. Photometry of comet 17P/Holmes showing the
fading brightness of the inner coma (10x10 arcsec box)
alongside a plot of the degree of condensation of the
pseudo-nucleus (shown in the upper plot). Data courtesy of M. Campas, M.R. Kidger and the Observadores_cometas group.

4. “Project Holmes”
The total magnitude of the near-spherical dust
coma remained more or less constant at magnitude
2.5-3.0 for several weeks although it continued to
expand during this time at a speed of about 0.5 km/s.
However, the inner coma and pseudo-nucleus faded
quickly reaching 10th magnitude within 10 days or so.
The Observadores_cometas group were very active
in monitoring the fade and, over the following five
months, carried out more than 2600 measurements of
the coma brightness using photometric apertures
ranging in size from 10-60 arcsec square. The lower
plot shown in Figure 1 comprises R magnitude measures of the inner 10 arcsec region of the coma clearly
depicting the fading lightcurve, which appears to
show anomalous brightenings at intervals of 45 ± 1 d
following the initial super-outburst (Kidger, 2008).
On each occasion, the periodic enhancement in
the brightness of the inner coma persisted for around
8-14 days before falling back to the underlying fade
rate of the lightcurve. Each enhancement is indicative
of a minor outburst of activity especially as the
analysis of the relative brightness of the inner coma
to the outer coma shows that on each occasion there
was a step change in the degree of condensation of
the inner coma as shown in the upper plot of Figure
1. This latter measure is independent of any frame-toframe differences in magnitude calibration.

The spectacular outburst of 17P/Holmes in 2007
October drew much attention including that of the
present author, who within three weeks of the outburst submitted a paper describing a possible mechanism to explain the phenomenon (Miles 2007). A key
feature of the proposed mechanism is the requirement
that the comet nucleus rotates unusually slowly. Indeed, the prediction made was that the rotational period of the nucleus would lie in the range, 15-75
days. This compares with known values for eleven
Jupiter-family comet nuclei ranging between about 541 hr (Fernandez, 2005).
The photometric data discussed in the previous
section appears to show a 45-day periodicity in activity, re-occurring three times after the initial superoutburst. Given that a large mass of material had
been ejected by the initial explosion, it is reasonable
to suppose that the site of the explosion would remain
mildly active afterwards for some months at least,
and that each time the incident solar radiation at the
site reached a maximum, an enhancement in activity
would result.
Clearly more observations would be required to
further investigate 17P/Holmes but this would have
to wait until late 2008 when the comet had passed
solar conjunction and would reappear in the morning
sky in the constellation of Cancer. Unfortunately by
then, the comet would be at a heliocentric distance of
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about 4 AU and therefore much fainter and effectively out of range of small telescopes. The author
and colleague, George Faillace, applied for and were
allocated time on the 2.0-m Liverpool Telescope
(LT) on La Palma, Canary Islands, to monitor
17P/Holmes during the period 2008 Oct – 2009 Jan.
In addition, a proposal was submitted to the Faulkes
Telescope Project to use the 2.0-m Faulkes Telescope
North (FTN) instrument on Maui, Hawaii. At the
time, these two telescopes were almost identical having the same optical design, camera type and Sloan
filters. The objective was to monitor the comet at
regular intervals during times when the bright Moon
was absent from the sky taking a series of exposures
during observing runs of 0.5-1.0 hr duration. In practice, the comet was imaged from the LT on 8 nights,
of which 4 nights were satisfactory for photometry.
From the FTN, a total of 16 nights were suitably
photometric out of 27 nights in all.

5. Photometric Reduction – An
Alternative Approach
5.1 Observing Methodology
The primary objective of “Project Holmes” is to
determine the rotation period of the nucleus of
17P/Holmes. This is a tall order given that the comet
has a significant motion occupying different telescopic fields on different nights. To identify a periodicity of say 45 days requires one to carry out absolute photometry of the target over an entire apparition
lasting some 4-5 months. Furthermore, just to make
life even more difficult, since the 2007 outburst, the
comet nucleus has been surrounded by a relatively
bright coma and so any rotational signature will be
diluted by the coma contribution within the photometric aperture. Residual cometary activity will also
complicate the resultant lightcurve. It is therefore
very important to be able to accurately measure the
brightness of the innermost region of the coma at
frequent intervals. For these reasons, only relatively
large-aperture telescopes situated at a good observing
site would be suitable: hence the choice of 2.0-metre
aperture instruments.
Absolute photometry requires access to suitable
reference stars preferably on the same frame as the
target object. It was clear that the preferred filter
passband to use for all images would be Sloan-r’.
Signal to noise would be maximized with this filter
and comparison stars from the SDSS catalogs could
be utilized for calibrating frame zero points.
Blurring of images due to motion of comets and
asteroids is potentially problematic if photometry of
the highest precision is sought. Various options were
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considered including tracking the telescope offset
from sidereal rate to match the motion of the comet –
this facility is available with the LT. The best solution, however, was to track the scope at sidereal rate
and to select the exposure time of each frame so that
the comet moved exactly 2.0 pixels (0.56 arcsec)
during the time interval the shutter was open. Analysis of the cometary images was then performed using
standard-sized elliptical photometric apertures to take
account of this motion blur.
5.2 Multi-aperture Photometry of SDSS Stars in
Stacked Frames
Examples of stacked frames are shown in Figure 2. Typically, sets of 5-10 frames were processed
in two ways; one involved stacking on the stars (zero
motion, as per the upper image) using the software,
Astrometrica, to create a deep, high SNR image from
which multi-aperture photometry was performed using circular apertures of radius, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and
12 pixels; the other involved stacking the same set of
images using Astrometrica but in this case the centre
of each frame was moved at the same speed and in
the same direction as the comet (typically in the
range 0.1-0.5 arcsec/min). The latter approach yields
a stacked frame as per the lower image in Figure 2
and it is this image which is used to measure the intensity of the comet as described in Section 5.3.
A total of 48 stacked sets of images were generated from 20 nights of observation on the FTN and
LT between 2008 Oct 1 and 2009 Feb 26 (Table 1 in
Appendix). In each case, the frame zero point was
measured with the aid of the proprietary software,
AstPhot32, written by Stefano Mottola. SDSS stars
listed in Data Release 7 were selected as comparisons. They were generally chosen from the magnitude range, 14.0 <r’ < 17.0 to maximize photometric
accuracy. Near the bright end of the range, care was
taken to make sure that pixels within the star images
were not close to saturation. For each 4.6 arcmin
square field of view, some 3-10 SDSS stars were
suitable for use as photometric references.
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Figure 2. An example of stacks of 7 x 68-sec Sloan-r’
filter exposures taken on 2009 Jan 20.527 (mid-time)
using the 2.0-m aperture Faulkes Telescope North. In the
upper image, frames were stacked on the stars to permit
photometry of SDSS stars, a,b,c,d, and g enabling an
accurate determination of the frame zeropoint. In the
lower image, the eight frames have been stacked and
tracked with the motion of the comet applied (0.492
arcsec/min at P.A. 276.0 deg).

The match found between the Sloan-r’ instrumental magnitudes and standard Sloan-r’ data was
virtually independent of star color. The r’ transformation coefficient was determined to equal -0.003
± 0.010 as a function of g’-r’. Stars with a g’-r’ color
index of less than +0.3 or greater than +1.4 were
nonetheless avoided. The average standard error for
the frame zero point of the 48 stacks was 0.0045 mag
with the calibration of the smallest (3- and 4-pixel
radius) photometric apertures being systematically
slightly worse than the average. This level of calibration accuracy was very encouraging and clearly al-

Figure 3a. Magnified view of stacked frames (each 7 x
68-sec) showing a 1.8 arcmin square field traversed by
the comet located near R.A. 08:54:25, Dec. +26:38:00.
Mid-times: 2009 Jan 20.527 (lower) and 20.598 (upper).

Figure 3b. SDSS chart of the same region of sky depicted in Figure 3a (plate centre at R.A. 08:54:25, Dec.
+26:38:00).
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lows the possibility of highly precise photometry
even though the comet traversed some 15 degrees of
sky during the course of the apparition.
During the early part of the monitoring period,
the inner (3-pixel radius) coma of the comet was a
little fainter than r’ = 20.0 and the outer measured
region (12-pixel radius) was just fainter than r’ =
19.0. Clearly with the comet so faint, one of the main
potential sources of photometric error would be any
inadvertent inclusion of faint background field stars
or more especially galaxies in the measuring aperture. Two approaches were employed to minimize the
risk of contaminating the aperture: one involved
checking the stacked images of the field traversed by
the comet at different times as shown in Figure 3a.
Here it can be seen that at both the epochs shown, the
comet occupied regions of the sky devoid of other
objects down to about magnitude 24. The second
approach was to check the SDSS chart such as the
one shown in Figure 3b ahead of time to ensure that
the track of the comet was free from background objects. Indeed, in the case of the FTN, it was possible
to select specific observing times to satisfy this requirement: this helped greatly in assuring that if the
sky was clear for each observing run, useable images
would be secured. Fortunately, the area of sky traversed by the comet lay at a relatively high galactic
latitude (about +31 to +43 degrees) in the constellation of Cancer and so it was relatively easy to find
uncontaminated regions of sky along the track.

18x16, 22x20 and 26x24 pixels. These yielded the
integrated intensity within an equivalent 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-,
8-, 10- and 12-pixel radius aperture. Under good sky
conditions, it was possible to reach SNRs of 60-70 in
tracked and stacked images of the 20th magnitude
inner coma.
5.4 Normalising Photometry to Constant Seeing
Conditions
Given the procedure outlined above, the main
residual source of error in photometric measures of
the faint inner coma of distant comets arises from
variations in the FWHM or seeing. The reason for
this is that differential photometry is carried out relative to stars, which are point sources. If the comet
exhibited a ‘bare nucleus’ (i.e. no attendant coma
present), then it too would be a point source and seeing would be fully corrected for. If, however, there is
an appreciable coma surrounding the nucleus then, as
the seeing deteriorates, an increasing proportion of
the coma spreads into and contaminates the measuring aperture. The end result is that as the seeing gets
worse, the apparent brightness within the measuring
aperture increases.

5.3 Circular and Elliptical-aperture Photometry
of the Comet Nucleus in Tracked and Stacked
Frames
Photometry of the comet was undertaken on the
tracked and stacked frames using AstPhot32. In
comet photometry it is important to subtract the correct background sky signal from the coma measure.
The procedure used here was to measure two diametrically opposite areas of sky located about 150 pixels
(about 40 arcsec) either side of the pseudo-nucleus,
which from the stacked frames could be seen to be of
a uniform intensity and free of faint objects. Each
area of sky contained 900 pixels and the average of
these two areas then provided a suitably accurate
measure of the background signal at the location of
the comet.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, aperture photometry of the pseudo-nucleus was performed using elliptical apertures tilted with the long axis pointing in the
direction of motion of the comet. For the large majority of frames, the exposure time corresponded to exactly 2.0 pixels motion on the CCD and so the
photometric apertures employed had short- and longaxis dimensions of 8x6, 10x8, 12x10, 14x12, 16x14,
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Figure 4. Effect of changes in seeing on the measured r’
magnitude of 17P/Holmes (3x4-pixel elliptical aperture).
The seeing factor is the average difference in the intensity of reference stars measured using a 3-pixel radius
photometric aperture compared to the same stars
measured using a 12-pixel aperture, expressed as magnitude.

This effect is shown in Figure 4 which illustrates the change in measured brightness of the inner
coma using a 3-pixel aperture versus seeing for
tracked and stacked images of the comet recorded on
2009 Jan 20 and Feb 17. The term ‘seeing factor’
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employed here corresponds to the average difference
in the intensity of reference stars measured using a 3pixel radius photometric aperture compared to the
same stars measured using a 12-pixel radius aperture,
expressed as magnitude.
Given the form of the relationship plotted in
Figure 4, it is possible to generate an empiricallyderived correction for changes in seeing for measurements in each of the smaller photometric apertures. This was done for the four smallest apertures
so that measurements could be corrected to a standard seeing factor of 0.500.
Few observers take the trouble to correct for
changes in seeing when performing comet photometry and yet as can be seen here, it is a key factor if
ultimately the highest precision is to be extracted
from the image data. Some care has to be taken in
deriving empirical corrections for seeing. For example, if the nature of the coma changes significantly
then this may have an effect on the value of the correction and so the calibration may need to be checked
from time to time. One is also reliant on changes in
seeing taking place during the course of an observing
run in order to get a handle on this effect. To maximize calibration accuracy, one trick is to stack a subset of those frames having the poorest seeing, and
another set having the best seeing so as to generate
datapoints over the widest possible range of seeing
on a particular night. This was done in the case of the
Jan 20 and Feb 17 images (shown in Figure 4) to
yield the datapoints at either end of the range of seeing experienced on these two nights.

6. Photometric Results
6.1 The Fading Coma About One Year After the
Initial Super-outburst
The first photometric observations were made on
2008 Oct 1 when the comet was located in the morning sky at a solar elongation of just 60 degrees. So
that all data could be compared in a standard way, the
aperture measurements were reduced following the
approach used by other observers of distant, relatively inactive comets. A good example is that of
Snodgrass et al. (2006). The principle of the data reduction method is to treat comets as though they were
asteroids. So the measured magnitude, mr, in any
given aperture is reduced to unit heliocentric distance, Rh, unit geocentric distance, ∆, and zero phase
angle, α, on the basis of the relationship:
r’(1,1,0) = mr – 5.log(Rh. ∆) – β.α

(2)

where distances are expressed in AU, α in degrees,
and β is the phase coefficient in magnitudes per degree. A commonly assumed value for β of 0.035
mag/deg was adopted for the analysis (Lamy et al.,
2004).
Equation (2) is a quite precise description of the
changes in brightness of low-albedo asteroids and
bare cometary nuclei. With 17P/Holmes, the comet
still retained a very appreciable coma and so the
analysis was further extended by interpolating the
reduced magnitude in different apertures to standard
dimensions at the distance of the comet. Various values were examined and a volume space having a radius of 3,000 km radius was generally used for the
present analysis. In practice this corresponded to a
radius of 3.5-4.6 pixels depending on the Earth-comet
distance at the time.

Figure 5. Lightcurve of 17P/Holmes from observations
by R. Miles and G. Faillace using the 2.0-m Faulkes
Telescope North, the 2.0-m Liverpool Telescope, and by
L. Buzzi using the 0.6-m reflector of Schiaparelli Observatory indicated by the points marked (204). Reduced
magnitude, r’(1,1,0), corresponds to a 3,000-km radius
photometric aperture normalized to a seeing factor
equal to 0.500 mag.

Figure 5 shows the photometric results obtained.
During the last three months of 2008, the light reflected from the nucleus and inner 3,000 km radius of
the coma declined by about 0.7 mag, i.e. by almost a
factor of two. This decline rate is almost twice the
fade rate (1.5 mag) for the inner coma (reduced to
standard distance and phase angle) two to five
months after the initial super-outburst (from data as
shown in Figure 1, provided by M. Campas and R.
Naves).
The coma was expected to continue declining in
intensity so as to reveal an increasing contribution in
the light reflected from the nucleus thereby making it
easier to distinguish its rotational characteristics. In
practice, sometime between Dec 8 and the next observations on Jan 5, the comet was found to have
undergone a very marked outburst.
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6.2 Discovery of a new outburst on 2009 Jan 4/5

Having gone into outburst, the challenge was to
determine the exact time when this began. Further
observations were possible on Jan 7, which seemed to
show that the inner coma had further brightened (see
Figure 6) thus indicating that the start of the outburst
must have been just a few days earlier.
To check whether anyone had observed 17P
around these dates, the author looked at MPEC
2009-B43, the list of ‘Observations of Comets’ issued
by the Minor Planet Center on 2009 Jan 21. As it
happened, two astrometric positions had been reported by Luca Buzzi of Schiaparelli Observatory
(MPC Code 204) for Jan 4.190 and Jan 4.224. After
corresponding with Luca, he sent me the FITS images taken with a 0.6-m aperture reflector stacked
both on the stars and on the comet so that the photometric reduction could be carried out. From the
analysis, it appeared that at the epoch of his observations no brightening greater than about 0.15-0.20 mag
had occurred. Luca was able to take another series of
images of 17P on Jan 31.1 such that the change in
brightness between Jan 4 and Jan 31 could be determined with a precision of about ±0.06 mag. Having
observations of 17P made with the FTN on Jan 30.5,
it was possible to plot the MPC 204 magnitudes on
the overall lightcurve shown in Figure 6 so that the
Jan 31 data fitted the lightcurve exactly thereby deriving a more accurate reduced magnitude for the
Jan 4.2 measurement. The conclusion arrived at was
that the start of this new outburst took place on 2009
Jan 4.7±0.5, which corresponds to 439.0 ± 0.7 days
since the initial super-outburst.
6.3 Effect of the Outburst on the Intensity
Distribution Within the Coma

Figure 6. Figure 6. Comet 17P/Holmes in outburst. Note
the stellar appearance of the inner coma on Jan 5.5, i.e.
less than 1 day after the onset of the outburst. Field of
view: 24 arcsec square, log stretched images, false colour (all images: 2.0-m FTN).
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In addition to the overt brightening of the comet,
the effect of the new outburst was to temporarily
change the degree of condensation of the pseudonucleus, more specifically the relative intensity of the
coma in photometric apertures of increasing size.
Figure 7 illustrates this as plots of the brightness in
each aperture relative to the brightness in the largest
photometric aperture (12-pixel radius) on different
nights. The intensity distribution on 2009 Jan 30 (26
days after the outburst) was virtually identical to its
pre-outburst form as recorded on 2008 Dec 8. In contrast, those on Jan 5.5 and Jan 7.6, about 1 and 3 days
after the new outburst, both show a significant enhancement in the brightness of the inner coma. After
about 1 day, the inner (3-pixel) coma had brightened
by some 0.7 mag whereas in the largest (12-pixel)
aperture, the total brightening was only 0.3 mag. At
this time, 3 pixels equated to almost exactly 2,000 km
in the plane of the sky at the distance of the comet
(3.28 AU from the Earth). It appears that a significant
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proportion of material expelled during the outburst
travelled away from the nucleus at speeds of less than
50 m/s.

hours. They also tend to be relatively elongated in
comparison with asteroids in that their projected axial
ratios are typically in the range, 1.3-2.0 (Snodgrass et
al., 2006). Since elongated bodies generally exhibit
two maxima and two minima in their lightcurve per
360° rotation, it is instructive to examine the photometry reported here to test whether periodicity is
apparent over short time-scales.

Figure 7. Intensity of the coma of 17P/Holmes in apertures of increasing size relative to its brightness in the
largest photometric aperture (12-pixel radius). Note the
enhancement in the intensity of the innermost coma on
Jan 5.5 and particularly on Jan 7.6 following the outburst on Jan 4.

6.4 Comparisons between the 2009 Jan 4/5
outburst and minor outbursts reported after
the initial super-outburst
The magnitude of the Jan 4/5 outburst attained a
maximum of 0.85 ± 0.1 mag at 3,000 km radius and
0.6 ± 0.1 mag at 8,000 km radius. The decline from
maximum became significant about 15 days following the start of the outburst and continued monotonically for the remainder of the observing period. This
behavior is characteristic in degree and duration to
the suspected three minor outbursts described in Section 3.3, which were indicative of a 45±1 day periodicity. The tantalizing question is whether outburst
activity continues to arise intermittently from a particular region of the nucleus such that the interval of
439 days reported here for the second significant outburst of 17P/Holmes corresponds to exactly TEN
revolutions of the nucleus and hence its rotation rate
is actually 44 days.
6.5 Photometric Scatter and Constraints on the
Rotational Characteristics of the Nucleus
Comet nuclei exhibit a wide range of rotation periods, the large majority of which are less than 36

Figure 8. Detail of the fading lightcurve of 17P/Holmes at
three epochs. Middle plot derived from images taken
with the LT, the others using FTN images. Lines shown
were obtained by ‘least squares’ linear regression.

Figure 8 depicts three sections of the lightcurve
each plotted to the same scale. The standard deviation
of the points relative to a least-squares linear regression is just 0.015-0.019 mag, so that if the rotation
rate were less than 36 hours, the peak-to-trough amplitude of the combined light from the nucleus and
coma would need to be less than about 0.03 mag.
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Figure 9. Plot of residual magnitude vs. Julian Date. The
residuals are in the sense ‘observed’ minus ‘calculated’
nd
(the latter using two separate 2 order polynomial fits to
the data between JD2454741-809 and 2454852-889).

A further analysis was carried out using the period-search software, Peranso written by Tonny
Vanmunster. Here, two separate 2nd-order polynomial
fits were made to the monotonic fades in the lightcurve before and after the outburst: that is between
JD2454741-809 and between JD2454852-889. The
difference between the measured and calculated
magnitudes is plotted in Figure 9 against Julian Date.
The ANOVA method was then used within Peranso
to search the residual magnitude data for periods of
less than 36 hours but nothing of significance was
found.

3.5-m aperture telescope. They determined an average R magnitude of 22.86 ± 0.02 at 2005 Mar 6 and a
V-I color index of 0.85. This observation equates to
an R(1,1,0) magnitude of 16.22 or an r’(1,1,0) magnitude of 16.4 given the somewhat different passbands
of the filters used. Since the r’(1,1,0) magnitude during the fading sections of the lightcurve (Figure 5)
was 13.5-14.0, we can expect the contribution of the
light reflected from the nucleus to amount to some 711% of the total light reflected within the central
3,000 km radius region.
If the short time-scale variability is less than 0.02
mag amplitude, then either the nucleus of 17P must
be relatively spherical (projected axial ratio of
<1.25), or, if its shape is more typical of other comet
nuclei, it must have a rotational period in excess of
10 days. The remaining unlikely possibility is that the
nucleus was orientated almost pole-on to the Earth.

7. Observations at Future Apparitions
The next few apparitions of 17P/Holmes should
be favourable ones for carrying out further studies of
its nucleus. The next opposition occurs on 2010 Feb
24 at R.A. 10h 25m, Dec. +05 44', i.e. in a not-toocrowded region of the sky at a galactic latitude of
+49 degrees in the constellation of Sextans. According to the JPL Horizons ephemeris, at the 2010 opposition it is expected to be 1.3 mag fainter than this
year’s opposition and so should still be within range
of a 2.0-m telescope. Opposition in 2011 is on Mar
20 at about R.A. 11h 38m, Dec. -11 58' at a galactic
latitude of +47 deg in the constellation of Crater with
the comet similar in brightness to the 2010 opposition. Faint background galaxies will be the most
likely source of photometric error during both these
apparitions.

8. Discussion and Conclusions
Figure 10. Example of a phase plot of residual magnitudes folded on a trial period of 16.3 hr. No significant
periodicity is evident.

An example of the ‘best’ phase plot that could
be generated is that shown in Figure 10, where the
data have been folded on a trial period of 16.3 hr. No
significant periodicity is evident. Furthermore, the
amplitude of any variability if present is hidden by
the scatter in the data, hence any short time-scale
periodic variability is probably less than 0.02 mag in
amplitude.
Snodgrass et al. (2006) were able to observe
17P/Holmes in 2005 when it was returning from
aphelion at a heliocentric distance of 4.66 AU at
which time no coma was present as seen using a
60

During this observing campaign, the coma associated with the nucleus of Comet 17P/Holmes has
prevented a clear view of the bare nucleus. Not only
did the coma fail to dissipate sufficiently quickly, it
actually underwent a re-outburst further obscuring
the nucleus. As such, only limited constraints have
been placed on its shape and rotational characteristics
which are indicative of the nucleus being a very slow
rotator. Although rather speculative, the time of reoutburst has been accurately determined and this fact
along with the observation by others of recurrent activity following the initial super-outburst, leads to the
intriguing possibility that the nucleus spins once
every 44 days.
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Comets look to have different spin characteristics to asteroids in that they seem to have a flat spin
rate distribution compared to the Maxwellian-shaped
distribution of asteroid spin rates (Snodgrass, 2006).
In simple terms, this is thought to arise from the outgassing and outburst activity of comet nuclei which
serve to speed up or slow down their rotation. Hence,
we can expect a significantly larger fraction of comet
nuclei to be slow rotators in comparison with asteroids in line with the findings reported here.
Despite the limited conclusions arrived, this
work has demonstrated a practical methodology utilizing the SDSS Catalog for accurately quantifying the
brightness of short-period comets far from perihelion
especially when they are still associated with a residual coma.
Whether the injection of dust into the coma is a
continual one for more distant comets approaching
perihelion is not certain. The application of the
‘Afrho’ parameter as a measure of dust production
rate could be misleading in these cases. The results
reported here show that, apart from the single outburst event, the nucleus faded in a uniform manner.
This fact might be explained on the basis of a wide
distribution of velocities within the dust coma and no
replenishment of dust particles through continued
outgassing from the nucleus. The reduced solar wind
at larger heliocentric distance would then result in a
slower dissipation of the coma.
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11. Appendix: Observational Details

Date (UT)
Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

1.613
3.592
3.604
3.616
5.598
5.615
6.590
6.599
6.609
6.619
30.170
30.182
30.194
2.198
2.210
2.222
8.143
8.155
8.167
5.514
5.530
7.570
7.584
7.597
20.487
20.527
20.535
20.589
20.598
21.547
21.562
22.487
22.493
23.589
23.599
27.505
27.922
30.487
30.500
30.513
4.565
17.396
17.414
17.434
17.449
19.428
26.485
26.494

Integration
Time (sec)

Seeing
factor
mag

SDSS
ref.
stars

Zeropoint
error mag

Hel.
Dist.
AU

Geo.
Dist.
AU

Phase Angle deg

960
725
725
725
1092
936
656
656
656
656
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
954
954
770
770
616
544
476
476
476
476
476
476
405
472.5
476
476
336.5
720
680
680
680
140
738
820
820
880
924
490
550

0.452
0.297
0.248
0.277
0.433
0.399
0.351
0.262
0.300
0.237
0.671
0.705
0.676
0.473
0.425
0.440
0.684
0.631
0.642
0.679
0.696
1.218
1.212
1.048
0.499
0.343
0.382
0.655
0.506
0.357
0.356
0.475
0.596
0.770
0.877
0.551
0.500
0.619
0.699
0.642
0.707
0.711
0.793
0.927
0.735
0.525
0.553
0.517

3
4
3
3
5
5
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
6
5
5
3
3
5
5
5
6
8
8
6
6
9
9
8
8
6
6
8
8
5
4
5
7
7
5
10
10

0.011
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.008
0.008
0.004
0.004
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.007
0.002
0.002
0.007
0.005
0.008
0.007
0.008
0.004
0.003
0.003

3.848
3.965
3.965
3.965
3.972
3.972
3.976
3.976
3.976
3.976
4.056
4.056
4.056
4.063
4.063
4.063
4.083
4.083
4.083
4.175
4.175
4.181
4.181
4.181
4.222
4.222
4.222
4.222
4.222
4.225
4.225
4.228
4.228
4.231
4.231
4.243
4.245
4.253
4.253
4.253
4.268
4.306
4.306
4.306
4.306
4.312
4.333
4.333

4.244
3.880
3.880
3.880
3.856
3.856
3.844
3.844
3.844
3.844
3.568
3.568
3.568
3.546
3.546
3.546
3.484
3.484
3.484
3.279
3.279
3.271
3.271
3.271
3.254
3.254
3.254
3.245
3.245
3.255
3.255
3.256
3.256
3.258
3.258
3.267
3.268
3.277
3.277
3.277
3.301
3.398
3.398
3.398
3.398
3.417
3.494
3.494

13.1
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.4
14.4
14.4
14.4
12.9
12.9
12.9
12.7
12.7
12.7
11.9
11.9
11.9
6.3
6.3
5.8
5.8
5.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.0
2.0
2.2
2.2
2.2
3.0
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
6.3
7.8
7.8

r’
(1,1,0)
Reduced
mag
13.319
13.618
13.650
13.657
13.640
13.672
13.628
13.687
13.663
13.667
13.809
13.836
13.851
13.860
13.867
13.862
13.874
13.892
13.869
13.360
13.375
13.199
13.224
13.205
13.529
13.532
13.509
13.519
13.507
13.533
13.520
13.579
13.540
13.545
13.537
13.688
13.697
13.693
13.686
13.712
13.795
13.947
13.943
13.911
13.926
13.946
13.970
13.998

Table I. Observing log for 17P/Holmes carried out using the Faulkes Telescope North and the Liverpool Telescope (entries in italics). Reduced magnitude, r’(1,1,0), corresponds to a 3,000-km radius photometric aperture normalized to an
intermediate seeing factor of 0.500 mag.
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Abstract
Spectrashift has recently branched out from its radial velocity work detecting exoplanets, and has now fully implemented an exoplanet transit search program. Junk Bond Observatory’s 0.8 meter fully automated RC telescope has been engaged in this effort full-time since October of 2008. To date the search has examined more
than 40,000 light curves. The Spectrashift strategy is to look at fewer but fainter stars putting this search into the
magnitude range the majority of professional searches can not penetrate. Custom software was developed for
the reduction pipeline to handle the volume of data. The software implements artificial intelligence algorithms to
sort out the most likely candidates for human inspection at the end of the pipeline. To date the project has come
up with several “triple hits” where a transit-like event has happened on three occasions. The Spectrashift team’s
ultimate goal is to include a network of non-professional telescopes around the world for 24 hour coverage of star
fields. It is believed this is the first serious non-professional transit search effort.

1. Introduction
With the list of exoplanets now topping 300, the
discovery of new solar systems outside our world is
becoming routine. The radial velocity method still
remains the most productive with most of the known
exoplanets found by this method. Transit searches
however are coming on strong and finally living up to
their potential. At the time of this writing, there were
58 extrasolar planets discovered by their transits
(Schneider, 2009) and the quantity is growing yearly.
Transiting planets offer unique insights. The
ability to determine precise planetary masses and the
use of additional techniques such as spectroscopy that
can add information about their atmospheres etc.
makes them an invaluable asset to astrophysics. The
Extrasolar Planets Encyclopedia web site (Schneider, 2009) currently lists 25 exoplanet transit
searches out of 60 total, indicating the transit search
method is the most common form of planet hunting.
This popularity is primarily due to the limited hardware requirements for this type of search. Most professional transit searches use relatively small telescopes with a very wide field. This is done to increase the number of stars observed, and consequently increases the odds of detection. While this
has been true in theory, in fact, the transit searches

have not been as productive as expected given the
number of observed stars. As David Charbonaeu
stated (personal communications) “it’s not for a lack
of detections”
The reality is that a wide, crowded, star field will
produce many “hits” that require detailed follow up.
This additional telescope time remains an obstacle to
many search programs and has been solved, at least
in one case, by the use of highly skilled amateurs in
the XO Project (McCullough et al., 2009). Most of
these detections turn out to be eclipsing binaries that
affect the nearby stars and cause their light curves to
display transit like features on a regular basis.
The radial velocity searches have been successful looking at one star at a time. Their methods allow
for planet detection “off plane” and are therefore expected to achieve better results. If one were to ask
“how many stars need to be looked at for a transit to
have the same odds?” the number is quite a bit less
than the tens of thousands of stars observed by professional searches and statistically observing several
thousand stars produces similar odds (Beatty and
Baudi, 2008). The “less is more” concept has been
implemented by the Spectrashift Team in their transit
search strategy.
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2. Instrumentation / Software
The Spectrashift Transit Search Project evaluated
the probabilities for detection of both methods
against the additional problems of false detections.
This was combined with the fact virtually all of the
professional searches have covered much of the
northern sky but only down to about 12th magnitude
due to their smaller aperture telescopes. A deeper
search would have two benefits, less problems with
false detections with a less crowded star field, and a
large quantity of “virgin” stars to look at.
The search telescope implemented full time for
the project is Junk Bond Observatory’s 0.8 meter,
F4.6 Ritchie Chretien made by Optical Guidance
Systems (Fig 1). This telescope is fully automated
with scripting by the late Jeff Medkeff and utilizes a
Santa Barbara Instruments STL-6303E CCD with a
3072x2048 pixel array. It has been modified with a
focal reducer to achieve a 27x17 arcminute field of
view. The exposure times range from 30 out to 160
seconds and records useable signal-to-noise stars
down to 16th magnitude.

Figure 2. 16” Meade LX200 used for candidate followups. F2.6 with Apogee U47 water cooled camera.

Figure 1. Junk Bond Observatory 32” RC. Reduced to
F4.6 with SBIG STL6303E CCD.

The telescope used to follow up possible candidates is Raemor Vista Observatory’s 0.4 meter
Meade LX200 (fig 2). It uses an Apogee ALTA U47
1024x1024 back illuminated CCD camera with a
10x10 arcminute field of view.
The search strategy is to image the same 5 nearly
adjoining fields repeatedly through the night for one
month. Each night produces approximately 60 images
for each field with about 200 stars per field. The five
fields on average produce data for 1000 stars per
night.
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The data reduction software is the largest obstacle in any transit search program. The requirement of
producing light curves for over 1000 stars a night can
not be achieved by any manual means. Most professional searches utilize complex algorithms that are
continually refined over the years to automatically
detect transits. The Spectrashift team has written its
own custom software pipeline using the Interactive
Data Language (IDL). Initially the star fields are
manually calibrated and then aligned. The software
then does the following processes completely automatically: finds all the stars in a field above a set signal to noise threshold; identifies the sub pixel X/Y
location of each star’s centroid; uses the list of centroids to do aperture photometry on each star in each
frame for the nights run; compiles the list of magnitudes for each star into separate light curves; cleans
the light curves of three sigma outliers; searches
every star in the field for the best matching reference
star or stars; orders the selected reference stars from
best to worst; subtracts the best reference from each
object star; applies proprietary mathematical tests to
determine if the light curve has a possible transit;
automatically bypasses the stars that fail the test; presents the best candidates to the user for human inspection. The interrogator can “mark” stars with a
keystroke or add additional reference stars. At a later
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time the accumulated “hits” are processed to see if
any stars show multiple events with equal spacing.
The software was blind tested with star fields
that had a known transit but the exact star was unknown to the operator. The software detected transits
with the typical 20 millimag depth and longer than an
hour in duration. In actual use, real world data is always plagued with clouds and systematic errors at the
millimag level. The human eye remains one of the
best pattern discerning devices available as exemplified by the highly successful Puckett Supernova
Search (Puckett, 2009).

3. Results
At the time of this writing, the search project has
logged over 80 observing nights and reduced approximately 40,000 light curves. On an average night
the operator is presented with about 20 candidate
stars per field with a light curve similar to figure 3. A
flat light curve at the millimag level is rare due to
clouds and systematics. The magnitude scale is reversed so dips in the light curve show up as peaks for
easier visual detection. A typical “hit” is shown in
figure 3. This peak has an amplitude of about 20 millimags and a duration of about 2 hours which is typical for a transiting planet.
A detection like that shown in figure 3 would be
flagged by the operator and its information automatically recorded into a database for later processing.
When enough hits have accumulated, usually about
half way through the month for a particular run, the
database is transferred to an Excel spreadsheet and
post- processed looking for multiple hits on the same
star.

Figure 4. Triple light curves showing multiple hits on
one star.

Figure 3. Transit detection light curve showing characteristic dip in brightness. Note light curve is inverted for
ease of visualization when scanning for transits.

To date the search has produced approximately
30 hits, showing up as two events on the same star.
Follow up observations by the Raemor Vista 16”
telescope are initiated only if a triple hit is found.
One such candidate was found in January showing
three detections at five day intervals as shown in figure 4. Initial analysis showed that the third hit was off
cadence by about 12 hours and subsequent follow up
observations at the expected times showed no dimming events.
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4.

Conclusions

The search for exoplanets has now clearly come
into the range of the non-professional astronomer.
This search program is demonstrating strategies that
fit in between the professional efforts which adds to
the total horsepower expended on the search for other
worlds.
The development of larger consumer CCD’s,
high performance automated telescopes and the software to manipulate them is ongoing. The possibilities
for the non-professional astronomer making new and
significant discoveries in astrophysics continue to
expand.
The Spectrashift Transit Project has now dedicated one scope full time for transit detections and
expects to have a second scope online later in 2009.
The debug and test phase has finished but additional
enhancements are proceeding on the software for
ease of use. The future goal of the project is to enlist
other telescopes around the globe to coordinate
twenty-four hour-a-day observations to enhance the
detectability of exoplanets in short period orbits.
.
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Abstract
To date, there has yet been no confirmed detection of signals transmitted by an extraterrestrial (ET) entity/civilization. Reconsideration of this problem from the vantage point of amateur astronomy has suggested a
logical and reasonable alternative to current professional radio and optical searches. The experiment is suited to
the capabilities and strengths unique to the serious amateur having his own well equipped observatory.

1. Introduction
Recent and continuing characterization of large
numbers of ego-planets suggests a campaign which is
not only within reach of the non-professional observer but also fits well with strategies conceivably
adopted by alien civilizations having technical capabilities comparable to those of Earth today and wishing to advertise their existence. By employing several
“cues” relating to transmission timing, frequency
selection, data rate, etc, such a civilization could
dramatically increase the likelihood of their finitely
powered communication signal being detected by
observers in another solar system. Earthbound observers who recognize the utility of these same
“cues” can optimize their own data collection to
(hopefully) be “in sync” with the ET's transmissions
and thus greatly increase both the efficiency of their
searches and their corresponding likelihood of success.
The strategy discussed herein is two sided, in
that both the transmitting and receiving ends of the
interstellar communication link are considered. Specifically with regard to the amateur astronomer, the
role to be played here on Earth would be that of the
recipient of the intelligence-carrying signal. The
transmitting side of the communication, which is
undoubtedly the more difficult of the two given that
the equipment is much more costly and requires
power utilization beyond the scope of a modestly
funded individual or small group, has, for the purposes of this discussion, been assigned to the
extraterrestrials.
Note, importantly, that there is little required of
the transmitting party that is not available to us today
using well founded, existing technology. If an institute or government funded agency were to decide that
it wished to broadcast a “here we are” message to

other solar systems then, using this communication
approach, this might be accomplished.
This paper explores the idea that a very weak
communication signal may be detectable by either or
both professional and amateur astronomers employing techniques used largely today for the observation
and timing of transiting exoplanets across relatively
nearby stars. Using narrow band filters (such as 3 nm
H-alpha filters) and appropriate selection of image
collection period, those looking in a logically predeterminable right place at the correspondingly right
time may possibly detect purposeful communication
directed toward Earth by an extraterrestrial civilization.

2. Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Moe: Which Star
To Look At?
At the time this paper is being prepared, no
Earth-analog planet in orbit about another star has yet
been identified, this despite our detection of well over
300 exoplanets to date. Bottom line is simply that this
task is very hard and our current technology is not yet
sufficiently developed to have achieved this milestone. As such, we really have little confidence in
predicting which stars have habitable planets and
which do not. So where do we look for alien communications? A cue useful in answering this question
results from our considering this problem from the
alien entity’s point of view.
The first component of our strategy envisions the
ET’s as having recognized the utility of employing
the planets within their own solar system as a cue for
where to aim a narrow-beam transmission. More specifically, a conceptual “shadow vector” associated
with their system’s most massive planet (which is
assumedly a gas giant comparable to our own) may
be used by both communicating parties to “synchro-
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nize” the direction toward which to focus their respective efforts. As one might expect, the shadow
vector originates at the ET’s star and extends radially
outward, passing directly through the system’s largest
planet. Naturally this vector lies within this large
planet’s equatorial plane, following along its orbital
travel around the ET star (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Over interstellar distances, even a very narrow
beam will swell much larger than even the largest possible telescopes, certainly larger than that available to
any individual or small institution.

A planet residing in a different solar system (say
Earth) which just happens to (briefly) lie along this
moving shadow vector would view the distant gas
giant as transiting across its host star. Such an alignment which permits the viewing of such a transit is
relatively unique to both planetary systems involved.
The number of systems known to be hosting transiting planets is currently about 50. More are expected
to be discovered at an ever increasing rate due to the
efforts of any number of survey studies in place now
or in the near future.
A key component of this strategy is the recognition that the ETs will know which other stellar systems can observe their own giant’s transit across their
own sun, namely those (briefly) lying along the
“shadow vector” just discussed. Having detailed,
accurate information about the orbital and physical
characteristics of their own planets (in the same way
that we ourselves do) allows the ETs to know exactly
where the shadow vector of their largest is pointing at
any given time. Knowledge of their star’s size results
in the ET’s certain determination of their system’s
“disk of transit viewability”, specifically its angular
“thickness” and orientation. This, combined with
their undoubtedly existent star catalogs, permits them
to aim and, just as importantly, time their transmission optimally for just those (relatively few) systems
passing behind their giant’s sweeping shadow.
Since both parties are aware of the transit in alien
system and which systems can observe it, they share
a common “cue” as to which stars to direct their ef-
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forts (and when to do so, discussed in the next section).
It is important to understand that the extraterrestrial entities do not need to actually reside on or near
this largest planet in their system, but rather only that
it is used as that most easily observed as transiting by
those in other systems many light years (ly) distant.
As a matter of fact, life forms as we know them could
not actually reside on such a massive planet, it likely
being a gas giant similar to our own Jupiter. Rather,
the inhabited planet would most likely be a rocky,
terrestrial one too small to be observed in transit by
other star systems (hence the use of the giant for this
purpose).
It’s also readily conceivable that the alien entities
reside on a terrestrial-like moon in orbit about this
largest of planets or orbiting another smaller gas giant. Obviously in this case, the timing of signal
transmission is simplified by the giant and themselves being essentially co-located.

3. When To Look
The strategy just discussed for selecting which
stars on which to focus one’s effort leads straight
away and obviously to the corresponding strategy for
the selection of when to study them. Using the midpoint of the giant’s transit across the alien star as a
timing strobe or “hack”, both the transmitting and
receiving entities can coordinate and optimize their
respective communication efforts. This is despite
either party knowing anything about the other, including whether or not the other even exists.
Observers on Earth will need study the transmitting stellar system on multiple transit occasions to
allow for the possibility that the ETs simply cannot
transmit during a particular transit. For example, their
inhabited planet might possibly be aligned with the
“shadow vector” so as to lie behind the host star or
the giant itself.
Alternatively, the transmitter is likely located on
the surface of their home planet (or moon); if this
planet rotates about its own axis over “short” periods
(as ours does every 24 hours) then the timecoordinating transit for the target star might well occur when the planet/moon is facing away from the
shadow vector. Even if the planet is tidally locked
such that it does not rotate about its own axis, there
will still be times in its orbit where the shadow vector
points in a direction not accessible to the transmitter.
Similarly, the transmitter may simply be inoperative
due to periodic maintenance, bad weather, wars, temporary budgetary shortfalls, or whatever. The species
might even hibernate, during which period their system would appear silent.
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Note that for the situation (discussed earlier) in
which the inhabited planet is different from the transiting giant, care would of course be needed by the
ET’s to correct the timing of their transmission to
account for geometric and velocity differences between the gas giant and their own inhabited rocky
planet from which they transmit.

4. Inferring The Signal’s Frequency
Unfortunately, the identification of “where” and
“when” to look for signals from an extraterrestrial
civilization is the easy part, relying primarily on the
work done by others in their discovery of transiting
exoplanetary systems and their corresponding orbital
ephemeris.
To date, the majority of SETI searches have
sought alien transmissions using various searches of
the radio spectrum. There are, however, decided advantages associated with looking for interstellar
transmissions in the optical band, which may be
loosely defined as extending from the infrared frequencies up to those in the ultraviolet range. The
foremost of these is that associated with the gain of
the systems used for both the transmission and reception.
Gain is normally measured with respect to a hypothetical antenna that radiates equally in all directions (i.e., an omni-directional, isotropic radiator) and
can be expressed by Equation 1 (note: for the purpose
of these discussions, the terms antenna, reflector, and
aperture are used interchangeably). Hence, the larger
the size of the antenna relative to the wavelength being received, the greater the gain and, correspondingly, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
(1)

Gain in terms of the aperture efficiency, radius, and
wavelength (η, r, and λ, resp.)

Beam width is closely related to gain and can be
expressed by Equation 2. Resolution is on the same
order as the beam width, commonly about 30%
smaller.

(2)

3 dB beam width in terms of wavelength and aperture
radius (λ and r, resp.)

4.1 Difficulties with Radio
Radio wavelengths are large, those used by radio
astronomers commonly being on the order of centimeters or millimeters. This explains why the parabolic reflectors used by radio telescopes are so huge.
The DSS-14 “Mars” reflector at Goldstone has the
largest steerable single antenna, have a diameter of
70 meters (230 feet). The largest parabolic antenna in
the world is that located at Arecibo in Puerto Rico.
Constructed inside the depression left by a karst
sinkhole, the reflector is a whopping 305 meters
(1,000 feet) in diameter. Even larger effective/synthetic arrays can be assembled from tens or
hundreds of widely spaced, smaller, individually
steerable receiver antennas, such as the Very Large
Array (VLA) observatory in New Mexico. The signals from the 27 VLA antennas, arrayed along the
three arms of a Y-shape, are interferometrically combined to provide an effective baseline of up to 36 km
(22.3 miles), resulting in angular resolutions approaching about 0.05 arc seconds at a wavelength of
7 mm (43 GHz).
The problem, of course, with reflector systems
such as these is that, while being magnificent feats of
technology and engineering, they are incredibly
costly and complex, far exceeding the resources and
capabilities of any individual or even modestly sized
group or institution. As discussed earlier, such systems costing hundreds of millions (perhaps even billions) of dollars cannot and will not be utilized for a
tremendously speculative, long odds activity such as
SETI research. This is particularly true since SETI
research is, by its nature, exceedingly time exhaustive--- and time is in very short supply for such premier, leading edge scientific tools. Even if SETI data
is collected “parasitically” on a powerful system as a
tag-along effort to a primary science investigation,
the operation may not be particularly useful since it is
unlikely that a premiere radio antenna asset will incidentally be pointing at an exoplanet as it transits its
star.
Hence, one must accept that any search for alien
transmissions in the radio regime will have to be
done using much more modest, manageable equipment, probably with steerable parabolic antennas no
greater than 10 meters in diameter. Per Equation 1,
the corresponding gain for such an antenna would be
in the neighborhood of 53 dB at S-band, roughly
1/50th that of the Goldstone observatory and only
about 1/900th that of Arecibo. The beam width (and,
hence, the resolution) similarly increases rapidly with
diminishing aperture size – keep in mind that the
width for both orthogonal directions is affected. Per
Equation 2, the highly desirable 43 arcsec beam
width at Arecibo and even the 3 arcmin beam width
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at Goldstone swells to a far less attractive 22 arcmin
for the more attainable 10 meter reflector (again, all
at S-band)--- this last is disappointingly approaching
the angular size of our full moon, 31 arcmin. These
performance parameters get much, much worse very
quickly as the radio wavelength utilized for the
communication drops below that of the microwave
domain (i.e., gigahertz).
4.2 Advantages of Light
As astronomers of all sophistication levels well
know, the optical telescope is a miraculously elegant,
inexpensive, high performance scientific tools.
Unlike radio astronomy, optical telescopes are low
tech and have a history dating back at least 400 years
to the age of Galileo. They don’t even need electricity, although all modern ones do for guiding, mirror
shaping, image collection, etc. Working with inexpensive, commonly available materials, even young
ATM’s (Amateur Telescope Builders) manufacture
telescopes having remarkable performance with precision tolerances (only fractions of a micron across
the entire face of even 16-20 inch mirrors – 1 part in
5 million). Yet with such “simple” instruments, one
can directly view quasars (3C 273) some 2 billion
light years from Earth.
In this light (pardon the pun), one can reasonably
infer that intelligent life forms wishing to communicate over interstellar distances have also developed
and have access to this same easily attainable technology. Similarly, they can assume that those on the
receiving end seeking potential communication (ie,
we here on Earth) have this capability as well. This
cannot, on the other hand, be said of radio astronomy
which, even for us, is barely 60-70 years old and requires advanced knowledge of physics and electronic
component manufacturing techniques. For any of a
variety of imaginable reasons, intelligent life residing
in other star systems may be very well acquainted
with optical astronomy while possibly being less experienced (or possibly even completely) inexperienced with radio astronomy. Even with such radio
knowledge, they may well not have the will or resources or social “cohesion” necessary for the construction of a high performance (and therefore correspondingly complex and expensive) radio observatory. Communication using optical means has far few
assumptions associated with both ends of the communication effort, and particularly with the receiving
party. The visual spectrum corresponds to the “low
hanging fruit” for astronomical observation, being
low tech, compact, inexpensive, and simple to develop. This is consistent with the saged KISS philosophy (“Keep It Simple, Stupid”).
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The last point to be made about the advantage of
light over radio frequencies involves the “ease” with
which exceedingly high energy and finely controllable beams can be generated by way of laser physics
and technology. While beyond the financial and
technical reach of an individual or small institution,
continuously emitting lasers having power of hundreds of kilowatts are available and in use today here
on Earth. Those emitting a megawatt or more are on
the immediate horizon.
For the remainder of this paper, the adoption of
(“visible”) laser light is assumed for both the transmitting and receiving parties involved in the communication effort.
4.3 Beam Width
Beside light being an obvious, more “fundamental”, easily accessible, low-tech communication medium for both sender and receiver, it has performance
advantages vastly exceeding those of radio.
Because of a desire to keep the signal’s energy
density sufficiently high, thereby ensuring its detectability, beam width becomes very important to the
transmitting party; clearly it wishes to minimize unavoidable angular divergence (widening, spreading)
leading to energy dilution. It is a given that, regardless of how tight a transmitted beam is, interstellar
distances are such that only a miniscule portion of it
will enter the receiving aperture (even for the most
fancifully enormous telescope).
Equation 3, below, characterizes the divergence
angle for a Gaussian beam in terms of the wavelength
and “beam waist” diameter involved. For the purposes of this “orders of magnitude” type of discussion, using a Gaussian beam model is perfectly acceptable--- it describes a beam having peak intensity
at its center and smoothly rolling off to nothing in a
characteristically decreasing fashion across the beam
width.

(3)

A Gaussian beam’s divergence angle in terms of its
“waist” radius (i.e., its narrowest point) and the wavelength involved. Note that its dependencies are unsurprisingly the same as that for Equation 1 and familiar
equations for telescope resolution.

Consider the very plausible case of a mid-visible
laser (say 656 nm (H-alpha)) being collimated by an
optical system having a beam width of ½ meter; this
is not too very different from that being utilized by
the US Air Force today on its Airborne Laser (ABL)
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anti-missile defense system. Equation 3 predicts a
divergence angle of only some 1.67 μrad or 0.34
arcsec. At a distance of 1 light-year (9.46x1012 km),
such a beam will have fattened to about 15.8 million
km, which is a little more than 1/10th of an astronomical unit. This type of calculation will be used
later in the computation of the energy density arriving at the aperture of a telescope located at interstellar distances from where the signal originated.
One might wonder at the practicality of generating a tightly collimated laser beam having a one meter diameter. Keep in mind that the initially generated
beam does not itself need to be a meter (or larger) in
diameter but can rather be initially on a more familiar
scale of millimeters or centimeters. This conventionally sized thin beam is then directed thru a telescopelike system “in reverse”, spreading and subsequently
re-collimating the beam to the desired width. Care, of
course, would be needed in the design and material
selection of the optical components of such a system,
but this technology is already well in hand today here
on Earth. It is conceivable that beam widths even on
the order of 10 meters could be generated using
Keck-like optics with active mirror shaping, at a
much greater cost.
Of course we’re talking about interstellar distances much greater than one light year. Even the star
system closest to Earth, Alpha Centauri, is 4.3 ly distant. Figure 2 presents the number of visible stellar
systems as a function of range out to 100 ly. Also
shown is the corresponding width of our 1 meter example beam over this same range. Choosing an arbitrary example distance of 50 ly (within which radius
are some 1400 star systems), we see the beam is just
over 5 astronomical units wide.
The effects due to “reverse scintillation” experienced by the beam as it passes thru the atmosphere
out to space have been not been considered in detail.
However, just as for viewing of the heavens, these
effects can be mitigated, or at least minimized, by
proper selection of the site from which to emit. Adaptive optics could similarly be utilized. Ideally the
transmitting laser would reside in orbit above any
atmosphere, but such sophistication is neither needed
nor assumed for the purposes of this high level analysis.
A similar beam generated at radio frequencies
would have a width far too large to be efficient--- at
interstellar distances, the beam would be much larger
than the “habitable zone” around a distant star, such
that most of the energy would be wasted. For a Goldstone-like system (remember, a steerable antenna is
needed) having a dish some 70 meters in diameter,
the 3 dB beam width is about 6 arcmin at S-band (2-4
GHz). Even if we’re considering only those 38 star
systems with 15 ly, the beam would be some 180 AU

wide at that range, equivalent to 3 times the orbital
diameter of Neptune and more than 65 times wider
than the estimated habitable zone in our own solar
system.

Figure 2. Even over a distance of 100 ly, our example 1
meter beam has diverged to only 0.5 AU

The signaling entities will very likely not know
the orientation of the planetary/ecliptic plane for the
distant stellar system being targeted or the position of
any rocky planet/moon at the time their signal arrives. Hence, this sending entity would ideally adjust
their transmitted beam width such that its width (at
the range of the intended stellar system) matches the
system’s habitable zone.
Doing so maximizes the signal’s energy density
while maintaining confidence that any inhabited body
would fall within the beam--- neither too big (wasting
energy) nor too small (potentially missing somebody)
The habitable zone for any particular system depends largely on its star size and type (Figures 3 and
4). For Earth, the habitable zone is estimated to extend between 0.95 to 1.37 AU from the sun. Hence,
an alien that wanted to announce his existence to us
(here on Earth) could maximize the likelihood our
detecting his signal by transmitting a beam whose
width, upon reaching us, has diverged to some 3 AU,
centered on the sun. We just saw determined, however, that a 1 meter beam would diverge to only
about 5 AU even after having travelled some 50 ly.
This is some 70% too big such that, at this range, a
50-cm transmitted beam would be wasting energy by
having much of it pass beyond the habitable zone.
It can be easily calculated that a transmitted
beam some 88-cm wide, corresponding to a divergence angle of 0.95 μrad (just under 0.2 arc sec) is
optimal for this case of a transmitting alien wishing
to illuminate a region 3 AU in diameter some 50 ly
away at a wavelength of 656 nm (mid-visible).
It will be useful later in this paper to recognize
that this beam width and divergence angle can be
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equivalently thought of as the divergence corresponding to an isotropic light source some 923 km behind
the actual position of the laser’s emitting aperture, as
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 3. A range of theoretical habitable zones for stars
of different mass (our solar system at center).

“obvious” to both communicating parties is clearly
needed.
It is no surprise that the wavelength of light to
which human vision is most sensitive corresponds
exactly that at which our sun radiates most brightly,
around 550 mn (Figure 6). It is fortunate that most
long lived main sequence stars, specifically those that
we expect might be suitable for intelligent life to
have developed, have peak brightness wavelengths
similar to our sun.
A less obvious fortuitous outcome is that this
wavelength is one suitable for building simple telescopes, with regards to materials, simple crafting, and
associated optical physics – were we optimized to see
in the x-ray or microwave bands, for example, things
would be appreciably more difficult.
Recognizing this peak wavelength as an attribute
that should be logically “obvious” to other intelligent
beings, selection of a wavelength in this neighborhood for interstellar communication would appear
reasonable.

Figure 4. Habitability zones for different stars.

Figure 5. Conceptual equivalency of the transmitting 18
cm, 4.5 μrad divergent laser beam to an isotropic point
light source some 41.2 km behind it.

4.4 Selection of the Wavelength and Bandwidth
Having reasoned that the use of narrow beam laser light is a logically “obvious” and efficient means
of communicating, the task remains of selecting the
correspondingly best wavelength to be used. The
region between deep infrared (10-5 m) and deep ultraviolet (10-8 m) still spans some 3 orders of magnitude
in frequency, far too wide for any uncoordinated,
coincidental, “random” selection to be common between “sender” and “receiver”. Given that lasers, by
their nature, generate light having bandwidth that is
tiny relative to this wide extent, some logical means
of deducing a common frequency selection that is
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Figure 6. Solar radiation spectrum.

But even having narrowed the choice of wavelengths down to one near to that for which a star most
intensely radiates, the selection is still too undefined
to be suitable for focused searches of interstellar
communication, especially for those in which no precoordination between the two involved parties has
been worked out.
Fortunately, there are several very specific frequencies within this range having unique significance, specifically those corresponding to absorption
lines for various elements. And the most obvious of
these, of course, are the Balmer lines for hydrogen
corresponding to energy transitions between the
atom’s 2nd and higher energy states. And of these,
that at 656.281 nm, corresponding to H-alpha transition between energy levels 2 and 3, is especially significant since it is both the lowest order transition in
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this series and that line closest to the wavelength of
peak brightness for sun-like stars.
One could make a reasonable argument that the
absorption lines associated with transitions between
hydrogen’s lowest two energy levels, corresponding
to the first line in the Lyman series, is more fundamental and “obvious” than H-alpha. This first Lyman
line, however, resides deeply within the ultraviolet
region of the spectrum at 91.13 nm, far from our
more general frequency selection “signpost” discussed earlier associated with peak radiance (around
550 nm) of common G-type stars (such as the sun)
and other similar types. Certainly searches for extraterrestrial signals could (and probably should) be
conducted at this and other “special” wavelengths.
At first glance, the idea of searching for alien
communications at optical frequencies, indeed at the
very peak of solar irradiance, seems counter-intuitive.
One might think that the best place to look for alien
transmissions would be at wavelengths where there is
little “competition”, ie at wavelengths where sun-like
stars do not radiate strongly, but this initial assumption is flawed. The justification for this selection of
H-alpha is discussed in the next section wherein SNR
concerns are addressed, and hinges on the synergistic
utilization of very narrow filters and the inherently
narrow bandwidth of the transmitted laser signal.
4.5 Energy Density Over Interstellar Distances
As counter-intuitive as the selection of H-alpha
as the optimal wavelength may seem for an optical
communication strategy, investigation of signal energy density and associated SNR values does indeed
support it.
Keep in mind that accurate photometric measurement of stars, particularly during events like
exoplanetary transits, requires sufficient numbers of
photons to be collected by the observing telescope to
achieve a suitable SNR. The milli-mag precision at
which current transits are studied require SNR’s on
the order of hundreds (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Light curve of first observed exoplanet transit,
HD209458, in 2000.

Perhaps counter-intuitively, it is easier to measure miniscule changes in stellar luminosity for bright
stars than it is for dim stars. This is, of course, due to
the need to accurately measure the true, desired luminosity in the presence of random noise introduced
through any number of sources. These noise sources
certainly include (but are surely not limited to) that
generated within the CCD imager itself, tube currents
within the telescope, atmospheric scintillation, and
“seeing” conditions, to name but a few. The more
photons collected, the easier it is to accurately measure the true stellar luminosity despite unavoidable
noise.
A key concept of the SETI strategy discussed in
this paper is that one should not search for optical
extra-terrestrial signals isolated from competing
sources. Radio wavelength SETI, for example, is
performed at wavelengths for which stars are relatively quiet (as compared to their much greater output
at optical wavelengths). A laser of any imaginable
power, say many orders of magnitude greater than the
1 Mwatt laser considered earlier, operating by itself
away from any star, would still have an SNR far too
weak to be detected with even the largest of our current day telescopes over interstellar distances; accurate photometric measurement of this “laser only”
signal would be impossible. Rather, it is desirable to
seek optical signals which have been superimposed
on top of the light generated by the host star. The star
provides the necessary SNR, the alien signal provides
the relatively weak (mini-mag) irregularities which
will indicate intelligence.
Hence, there are two components to the photometric data that gets collected by the “receiving” observer which need to be individually assessed in order to validate the idea that an optical communication
could be unambiguously recognized. The first component is that generated by the host star (specifically
at the wavelength being reviewed for signal), the sec-
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ond being that associated with the communication
signal itself.
4.5.1. Stellar Energy Density
The star for which we have the most detailed irradiance data is, of course, our own sun. Continuing
with the example we’ve been carrying along then, the
stars for both the transmitting entities and the receiving entities (ie, we here on Earth) are assumed for
simplicity to be sun-like G-types, having an absolute
magnitude of -4.83. At our example interstellar
communication distance of 50 ly, G-type stars, including the sun, would have an apparent magnitude
of -5.8, getting brighter (and numerically less negative) as this range decreases.
Figure 8 shows the solar irradiance of the sun
over the frequency span from 120 nm (ultraviolet) to
4000 nm (infrared), as detailed in the 2000 ASTM
Standard Extraterrestrial Spectrum Reference E-49000
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am0/
ASTM2000.html

star (as seen through the filter). Too wide and the
laser is lost amongst the stellar glare; too narrow and
the starlight is too attenuated to be accurately measured.
Our interstellar communication distance of 50 ly
can easily be converted to a distance of 3.15x106 AU
Due to the 1/r2 attenuation factor associated with all
electromagnetic radiation, the luminosity of this sunlike star as viewed through our filter (i.e., 3nm wavelength range centered at H-alpha with 100% transmittance assumed for simplicity) plummets precipitously
to a miniscule 4.5x10-13 W/m2. This corresponds to
magnitude -12 which, while dim, is sufficient for an
amateur sized telescope (say 14”) to measure accurately with commonly available CCD imagers using
integration periods of just a few minutes.
See, for example, Ron Bissinger’s paper “Amateur and Profession Astronomer Collaboration
Exoplanet Research Programs and Techniques”.
Bissinger discusses using a 14” telescope to photometrically measure exoplanet transits having depths
of 0.2% to 0.3% (2 to 3 mmag) against magnitude 12
stars and brighter. His own light curve of a 2006 transit of HD149026b is presented in Figure 9.

These data will be used as representative for
other sun-like G-type stars and those similar.

Figure 9. Exoplanet transit with 0.3% depth.

4.5.2. Signal Energy Density

Figure 8. Solar irradiance (2000 ASTM E-490-00).

The numerical data from which Figure 8 are
generated reports that the sun’s irradiance at 657 nm
(that of H-alpha) to be 1.4 W/m2/nm, as measured at
the Earth’s distance from the sun and above the atmosphere (ie, air mass of zero). H-alpha filters come
in a vast variety of pass band widths, but given that
the spectral line is itself some 1 nm wide, use of a
common 3 nm filter on the observing telescope will
be assumed for this study. Over this 3nm frequency
band, centered on H-alpha, this irradiance is 4.5
W/m2, again as measured from Earth, 1 AU from the
sun. Selection of this filter width determines the
amount of “competition” the laser signal faces from
the host star and the apparent magnitude of the host
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In an earlier section we determined that an 88cm laser beam (having a corresponding divergence
angle of some 0.95 μrad or just under 0.2 arc sec)
was optimal for our example case of a transmitting
alien wishing to illuminate a habitable region 3 AU in
diameter some 50 ly away at a wavelength of 656 nm
(H‐alpha). Too, we found this beam width and divergence angle equated to an isotropic point source
some 92 km behind the laser aperture.
Let us assume that the laser being employed is
comparable with that available here on earth today,
say 1 Mwatt (also discussed earlier). For our beam,
this works out to an energy density of some 1.65
MW/m2 as measured straight out of the transmitting
system. Utilizing the same 1/r2 attenuation factor
discussed in the last section, we can easily determine
that our signal’s energy density, after travelling 50 ly,
similarly plummets to just 6.3x10-18 W/m2.
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Perhaps initially surprising, this signal energy
density does not change as a function of the distance
over which the beam travels. This is because we’re
considering the illumination of a constant 3 AU habitable region regardless of the target star’s distance
from the transmitting entity. Rather, the beam width
being transmitted must be adjusted and/or optimized
to correspond to a divergence angle which results in 3
AU illumination at the target system’s specific range.
4.5.3. Signal vs. Stellar Energy Density Ratio
Combining these two results we see that, at this
distance of 50 ly, the host (sun-like) star’s light, over
a 3nm band centered at H-alpha, is some 71,000
times brighter than that of the ET’s 1 Mwatt signaling
laser. Perhaps more useful, this equates to a 0.0014%
change in luminosity, corresponding to a photometric
increase of just 0.015 mmag. For the amateur this is
exacerbated by the transmitting star’s small apparent
magnitude through the filter of -12.
This is admittedly a soberingly small change of
luminosity to try to detect. It is, in fact, beyond the
ability of any system or technique currently available,
either amateur or professional.
Perhaps surprisingly, the situation changes little
when the separation between the communicating
stars is reduced (or increased). Remember that the
laser signal’s energy density at the target star is independent of range, offsetting the luminosity of the
“sending” entity’s star by a constant 6.3x10-18 W/m2
regardless of its type, brightness, or range. The percentage change in luminosity certainly changes with
distance but not in a particularly useful manner. As
the separation is decreased, the star’s “base” apparent
magnitude (both filtered and unfiltered) increases but
the associated mmag increase due to the laser simultaneously decreases, making the change more difficult to detect. If the communication range is increased, on the other hand, the magnitude change due
to the laser gets bigger, making it more obvious, but
simultaneously the star’s “base” luminosity gets
smaller, decreasing the SNR. See Figure 10.
The simplest solution to this predicament, particularly from the amateur SETI investigator’s perspective, is for the transmitting entities to utilize a
more powerful laser. This solution is, however, “inelegant” because all SETI problems can be solved in
this way given that the transmitted signal is sufficiently powerful. Given enough power, one could
pick up an alien’s communication on one’s car radio
or observe it with the naked eye simply by looking up
at the sky. This paper has endeavored to limit both of
the communicating parties, human and extraterrestrial alike, to technology which is available here on

Earth today. Reliance on petawatt lasers or continentscale optical telescopes is deemed “cheating”.
A perhaps acceptable extension to existing capabilities is a “modest” increase to the power of the
extraterrestrial’s laser. Rather than employing a meager 1 Mwatt laser, consider the case of a 100 Mwatt
laser (perhaps consisting of a battery/array of individual, identical 1 Mwatt lasers all aimed and operated simultaneously). As shown in Figure 10, change
in luminosity of a sun-like star some 50 ly distant
(filtered apparent magnitude still -12) would now be
on the order of 1.5 mmag, which is sporty but right at
the boundary of current day photometric precision.
Results are much the same if we modify the
type/brightness of the star being viewed. Consider the
case of an inhabited system whose star has a mass ½
that of our sun. Such a star generates only 1/10th as
much light as the sun and therefore has a magnitudes
2.5 dimmer. The apparent magnitude of this star, as
viewed unfiltered from 50 ly, has now dropped to 8.3; through our 3 nm H-alpha filter, the magnitude
plunges further to -14.5 – too dim for our amateur,
using his 14” scope, to collect photometric measurements at mmag precision.

Figure 10. Luminosity change of a sun-like star from
laser augmentation.
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Figure 11. Luminosity change of a star having 50% the
mass of our sun from laser augmentation.

Utilizing our original (currently attainable) 1
Mwatt laser for this case of a smaller alien star, the
change to the star’s luminosity at H-alpha is 0.014%
or 0.15 mmag, inarguably better than for the sun-like
star but still too little to be noticeable by systems
today. However, if we swap in our fantasy 100 Mwatt
laser, things start looking downright cheery. While
still at magnitude -14.5 (as viewed thru the H-alpha
filter), admittedly requiring the use of a telescope
larger than that commonly available to an amateur,
the change in luminosity due to the laser would be a
beefy, easily identifiable 15 mmag. In fact, a fantasy
laser 1/5 this size, ie 20 Mwatts, is all that is needed
to provide a 3 mmag change in this smaller star’s
luminosity at 50 ly (Figure 11).

5. The Question of Data Rate
In the previous discussions, photometric data
collection of a transiting exoplanet has been used as a
“model” for data collection for the purposes of seeking interstellar communications from extraterrestrials.
Doing so, however, is undoubtedly non-optimal for
this purpose. (Exo)planetary transits, due to their
inherent nature, have durations ranging from minutes
to several hours, but no more. In order to ascertain
the detailed characteristics of the transit (ie, its exact
duration, its rate of luminosity change at the beginning and end of the transit, its depth and “flatness”,
etc), the event must be subdivided into small intervals, each corresponding to a different measurement.
Using Bissinger’s transit curve as an example (Figure
7), the 3-hour event was dissected into approximately
90 individual data points, each representing some 2
minutes.
Such fine fidelity, however, is not needed for the
communication of a simple beacon-like signal intended merely to advertise a sentient being’s existence. Disambiguation as to the natural vs. artificial
cause of fluctuations in a stars luminosity should re76

quire only a few bits. The transmission of these few
bits does not even have to be limited exclusively to
the duration of time synchronizing transit. Transmission of this message could begin well before the start
of the transit and continue well after it has finished.
As such, integration intervals for the photometric
measurements could be extended well beyond the
aforementioned 2 minutes, perhaps to an equivalent
integration of an hour or even longer. Long integrations such as these may result in appreciably greater
SNR, permitting luminosity measurements having
precision exceeding the 1-2 mmag discussed earlier.
Alternately, it may allow the seeking of extraterrestrial communications from dimmer stellar systems
having magnitudes even smaller than the -12 discussed earlier.
This possibility, and many others, are potential
topics of future analytical study, extending the concepts explored herein.
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Abstract
An Ascop S-20 photomultiplier tube mounted in a Mt. Wilson designed dry-ice cold-box assembly was used with
a pulse-counting system to measure the colors, magnitudes, rotational rates, and phase coefficients of over 300
different asteroids between 1978 and 1993. During this time period, nearly one third of all known asteroid rotational rates (~150) were obtained from this effective system. All observations were made with manual telescopic
pointing, with data written out long-hand utilizing the 0.6 meter telescope at JPL’s Table Mountain Facility. Nearly
40 refereed journal (mostly ICARUS) papers were published containing these results, with yet a few more to
come.

1. A Brief History of TMO Times
In 1924-25, the Smithsonian Institute investigated Table Mountain to become a new ‘field station’
as an additional site for doing solar work. Charles
Abbot led the effort in establishing Table Mountain
as a viable site for atmospheric and solar system studies. The first solar data was taken in the fall of 1924,

with a full ‘field station’ in operation by late 1925
(SIA 2008).
In 1940, a number of Caltech grad students made
visual and photographic observations of the Venus
inferior conjunction in June with a crude 6-inch telescope using 3¼ x 4¼ film (Meinel, 2008). In September of 1941, these same students mounted a campaign to observe the Mars opposition with a portable
20-inch telescope, thus helping to establish Table
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Mountain’s reputation as the excellent astronomical
site that it has been for nearly a century.
Soon after the Jet Propulsion Laboratory took
over the lease permit from the Smithsonian Institute
in early 1962, a complete telescope facility was constructed with a darkroom and work area. A new 16inch f/20 Cassegrain reflector was purchased and
installed with first light obtained on August 1, 1962.
The initial work to be done with this instrument was

to conduct a series of synoptic photographic patrols
of the planets Venus, Mars, and Jupiter, in the U, B,
V, R, and I wavelengths. This work was carried out
with a specially designed planetary camera, utilizing
Eastman Kodak spectroscopic plates. Depending
upon the object and sky conditions (daylight or
night), 4-6 rows of 4-6 images each were recorded on
photographic plates.
It was on February 13, 1964 that the first attempt
at photoelectric photometry was made by two JPL
astronomers and the author (Young). The original
photometer was mounted at the base of the telescope
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using the eyepiece draw-tube, but was never very
stable in its mounting. During the spring and summer
that followed, photometry was done of the brighter
planets, the moon, and Titan. The photometer was a
three filter (U, B, and V) system, utilizing a 1P21
sensitive tube, and several selectable apertures. This
instrument was an analog device, feeding two strip
chart recorders; Mosley and Texas Instruments. This
complete setup was never kept, and no pictures were
ever taken of it. More importantly, the telescope itself
was not stable enough to effectively gather meaningful science. With a new telescope on the horizon, the
synoptic photographic patrols continued yielding
over 60,000 planetary images until 1966.
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The completion of the new 24-inch Cassegrain/Coude (f/16-f/32) telescope housed in a separate building/dome in 1966 saw first light in March of
that same year. This telescope is of the asymmetric
design, meaning one can track completely across the
sky from east to west, without the need to ‘flip’ the
telescope across its pier. Soon, thereafter, a new
pulse-counting photometer was built, and began operations in May of the same year. Dr. Ellis Miner
(JPL) and the author began color photometry of the
inner satellites of Saturn that continued during the
next two years (Miner, 2009).

There were two Ascop photometers made; one
with an S-4 (blue-sensitive), and the other an S-20
(red-sensitive) tube, and used in-line pulse amplifiers.
Although absolute photometry was attempted, the
project never yielded any published results. The pulse
counting electronics were rack mounted in a rollaround cabinet, which included a UTC clock, a
‘nixie’ tube pulse-counter, a paper printer, and the
various power supplies for each photometer. Although completely manually operated, this system
provided a convenient method to record the data.

In 1967, an Ebert-Fastie 1-meter scanner was
added to the 24-inch instrument pool, and utilized
these same two photoelectric tubes. This instrument
could automatically scan in wavelength from 30006000 A in second order, and 6000-12000 A in first
order.

The two photometer instruments were of the Mt.
Wilson ‘cold box’ design, quite widely used by many
photometrists of the day. Both these photometers
used dry ice to cool the electronic tubes. Table
Mountain had a liquid CO2 container which was periodically filled from a JPL source. A small dry ice
maker was attached to the container, and 3-inch diameter 'tubes' 8 inches long were made and then
crushed to be packed into the photometer 'cold
boxes'. The scanner and pulse-counting electronics
were designed and built by Dr. James E. Gunn (later,
professor of astronomy at Princeton). Dr. Gunn studied the physical properties of the ‘Coma’ cluster of
galaxies’, while Miner and Young began several
years of relative asteroid photometry, including their
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1976, and began an ambitious photometry program of
variable stars, flare stars, and galaxies. These programs were more for training students with telescope
operations, but also provided a good ‘outreach’ program with JPL for college students looking for careers in astronomy. In 1979, Harvey Mudd College
students built a new and more sophisticated photometer that was designed specifically around Table
Mountain’s 24-inch telescope. This photometer was
used through 1990, but was then slowly phased out
by the use of Harvey Mudd’s new CCD camera.

observations of 1566, Icarus, an NEA, where they
obtained a rotational rate of 2h 16m, the shortest
known rotation for an asteroid up to that time (1968).
Following this, the two astronomers continued asteroid rotational rate determinations along with the
physical properties of 230 Athamantis and 349 Bamberga using absolute photometry in early 1969. A
second NEA, 1620 Geographos, made a close approach in September of the same year, and data was
obtained over 6 different nights.

Further studies were made of 192 Nausikaa and
887 Alinda in 1974, followed by a four month campaign of observations of the NEA 433 Eros starting in
December of that same year. These data were used in
a major publication in ‘ICARUS’, the International
Journal of Solar System Studies, volume 28, Number
1, May 1976, which was a special “Eros” issue.
In the mid-1970s, Harvey Mudd College (of the
Claremont College complex) began scheduling telescope time for their astronomy students and advisors.
They provided their own instrument sometime in
80

In the summer of 1978, Alan W. Harris (then
with JPL) suggested a photometric program to look at
the physical properties, including phase relations,
shapes and pole orientation, and rotational rates of all
asteroids brighter than 15th magnitude. This was an
ambitious program, but the method of observations
had already been perfected, especially by Young. The
existing S-20 photometer was the instrument of
choice for this effort.
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climbing up the small roll-around floor ladder, and
‘paddling’ the telescope to the PSS chart field using
the finder scope. The finder has a FOV of about 40
arc minutes. Then looking into the photometer’s eyepiece with the light path ‘mirrored’ into view, and the
aperture slide removed, the asteroid was located and
centered in the FOV. With the aperture then placed
into position, and with a small backlight illuminating
the 20 arc second diameter aperture, the telescope
was ‘paddled’ to center the asteroid.

The actual observational methods employed
were distinct and specific. The 24-inch was set using
analog RA and declination clocks and a variable
speed ‘joystick’ lever. Small positioning motions
were made from the telescope using a variable speed
paddle. Each asteroid, comparison and standard star
had individual charts prepared for each night. Palomar Sky Survey (PSS) charts with clear plastic overlays containing the hourly asteroid positions were
used in conjunction with a 6-inch finder scope. Although most asteroids themselves were seldom seen
in the finder, the field stars on the PSS charts were
the guides for locating the individual asteroids.

The photometer head, using a 40mm focal length
eyepiece, had a clear field of around 12 arc minutes
with the aperture slide removed. The asteroid was
readily found among the field stars, and a small
sketch of the area was then drawn for the observer’s
use during subsequent observations throughout the
entire night. Comparison stars were chosen from ones
along the asteroid’s nightly tract, and were always G5
or similar classification. These were easily seen in the
finder scope alone.
The sequence began by moving the telescope to
the asteroid’s position with the ‘joystick’ control,

With the illumination and mirror removed, the
light path was then uninterrupted into the photometer
itself. A cable attached to the pulse-counting electronics had a small push-button to start the first of
four 16-second integrations, and was initiated from
the telescope by the observer. When the button was
pushed, the UT time was noted by the observer, and
then while seated next to the ‘nixie’ tube counter, the
observer recorded the numbers (between 4 and 7 digits) representing the amount of light striking the photometer tube. The observer pushed a duplicate button
(on the electronics rack) for the succeeding integrations, and continued noting the numbers manually on
the log sheets. At the end of the four integrations, the
observer moved the telescope with the paddle (now
in his hand) to remove the asteroid from the aperture.
This could be done without the observer leaving the
pulse-counting system, and was merely an educated
(experienced) guess of 5-6 seconds of time. Then two
16-second integrations were recorded for the background sky reading (without the asteroid). Careful
monitoring of the sky background numbers gave the
observer enough confidence that there were no faint
stars in these ‘sky background’ integrations. If any
suspicions were noted, the paddle was again activated, and further integrations were made. This completed the asteroid data.
The entire sequence was now repeated for the
comparison star, with all the ladder, finder, photometer, button pushing sequences repeated in the exact
same fashion as before. During the best of conditions,
each complete asteroid/comparison star sequence
took about 4-minutes. Standard stars were scheduled
throughout the entire night, with emphasis on obtain-
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high quality of his observations that such refined
methods of analysis have been possible, and the
quantity of his observations are directly responsible
for the development of the automated methods of
analysis reported here.”

ing good extinction values. This was accomplished
by scheduling times to obtain the best extinction
numbers relative to each specific asteroid in regards
to their pre-calculated air mass values. Asteroids
were generally observed above 2 air masses, and depending upon their declination, some were in the
night sequence for 8 hours. The most asteroids observed in one night was a series of 12, along with
their respective comparison stars and standards. The
most data gathered consisted of nearly 300 trips up
and down the ladder on a particularly good night in
September, 1985. 1932 16-second integrations were
taken during a total of 9 hours and 33 minutes. This
left only 58 minutes to set the telescope and find the
objects in the photometer during the entire night’s
run, or an overall science efficiency rating of about
90%!
During the period from 1978 to 1993, more than
300 different asteroids, including several NEAs, were
observed in three colors (UBV). Rotational rates and
phase relations were determined for ~150 objects,
along with several pole orientations. An average of
30 nights throughout each calendar year was used by
Young, Harris, and occasional summer students, to
collect these data. Nearly 40 separate publications
resulted from this 15 year program, with yet a few
others still possible. Table Mountain Observatory
contributed about 1/3 of all known asteroid rotational
rates during this fast-paced energetic and demanding
program, as recorded in the TRIAD (Tucson Revised
Index of Asteroid Data) computer files as of around
1984. It is also noteworthy that in “Photometric
Lightcurve Observations and Reduction Techniques”
(Harris and Lupishko, 1989) under ‘Dedication and
Acknowledgments’, the authors state, “This chapter is
dedicated to James W. Young, the Resident Observer
at Table Mountain Observatory. It is a tribute to the
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A small group of JPL scientists brought one of
the first CCD cameras to Table Mountain in the late
1980s, but the initial results were terribly slow readouts, with relatively small CCD manufactured chips
(Baines, 2009). As time marched on into the mid1990s, CCD photometric observations became increasingly commonplace. The amateur astronomer
now became a key player in asteroid photometric
observations with more and more inexpensive CCD
devices and camera configurations available. In early
1989, a small LN2 cooled 512x512 CCD camera was
used on the 24-inch telescope by astronomers from
Harvey Mudd and two other Claremont Colleges.

JPL astronomers also had access to this new
camera, and began different solar system studies of
comets, asteroids and planetary satellites. This camera was also the first such digital system employed
regularly on the 24-inch telescope, using an Apple
computer and software. This camera was used as the
primary instrument for photometry until 1995 when
JPL acquired its first CCD cameras.
Up until September, 1994, all observations made
with the 24-inch telescope were done on the observing floor inside the (cold) dome. The floor is built on
a hydraulic ram, and can be raised a total of seven
feet. Although the raising capability of the floor provided more convenient access to the telescope and
instrumentation, new computers and control equipment for the telescope along with various instruments
become a burden to move on and off the observing
floor. With less need for absolute telescope monitoring, control of instrumentation, and recent upgrade to
a digital telescope control, all operations could be
done from outside the dome. A computer programming specialist was hired to make a ‘telescope con-

trol program’ (TCP) unlike most others on the market.

The newest feature was the ability to input offset
tracking rates for all solar system objects. The longtime adjacent storage room at the second story level
was converted to an operational telescope control
room. All telescope and instrumentation control was
now possible from an insulated and heated (winter)
and cooled (summer) control room. Observations
were now conducted from a well-lit and comfortable
environment. An increase in scheduled telescope time
was especially obvious during the long winter nights.
This is the current status of operations at the present
time.
In 1995, a 1024x1024 LN2 Photometrics camera
was acquired by JPL, soon followed by a second
(same size) one with a faster readout. All aspects of
asteroid photometry then flourished once again with
nearly 90% of all astronomy observations concentrated on asteroid studies. The main observational
programs currently active at Table Mountain are
photometric programs involving all types of asteroids, comets, and planetary satellites, along with astrometric measurements of newly discovered NEOs
and comets for the IAU/Minor Planet Center. Precision astrometry measurements are made with a 4K
CCD, primarily for spacecraft asteroid and/or comet
fly-by missions, as well as predicted asteroid occultations of stars (Owen, 2009). It is noteworthy that the
main operational 1K CCD camera for Table Mountain Observatory has been in continuous use for
nearly 14 years. The 24-inch is now used remotely by
several JPL astronomers, with very little intervention
by the TMO staff necessary (excepting filling the
cameras with LN2). A new 2K water/antifreeze
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cooled camera is nearly operational as of the spring
of 2009.
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Abstract
Our knowledge of an asteroid starts with determination of its position over time using astrometry, calculation of
orbital parameters, and collection of time-series photometry data to reveal its lightcurve, rotational period, and
amplitude. Selectively, radar studies are performed by Arecibo and Goldstone to obtain orbital, size, shape, and
surface data. Further insight into asteroid populations, general taxonomic class, albedos, estimated diameters
and shape require knowledge of their absolute magnitude (H) and phase slope parameter (G) values. The H-G
0
values are determined through reduced photometric data as the asteroid passes through its opposition or 0
phase angle. Collection of these data is ideally suited to smaller observatories since the time required is considerable and therefore costly for larger facilities. The H-G parameters were determined for 901 Brunsia and 946
Poesia thereby yielding new insight into their absolute magnitudes, albedos, diameter, and general taxonomic
classification.

1. Introduction
Early in the 19th century our first study of asteroids was positional or astrometry; tracking their unusual paths across the night sky. With improved observational practices and tools accurate calculation of
orbital parameters was possible. Today, the search for
and tracking of asteroids represents a major source of
scientific study for smaller observatories particularly
with the interest in potential near earth or hazardous
asteroid encounters.
Class
C,S
A,B,D,F,G,T
E,M,P
Q,R,V

General Characteristics
Carbonaceous and Stoney Objects
Spectrally distinct, most populated
Small Classes
Spectrally distinct
X-Group Mostly Metallic; MMetallic’s, E-higher albedos, P-lower
albedos
Q(Apollo type), R(349 Dembrowska
type), V(Vesta type)

Table 1. 14-Classification Tholen Asteroid Taxonomy

By the early 1980’s attempts were made to classify asteroids not only by family or group based upon
orbital elements of eccentricity and inclination but
also on what is defined a taxonomic class. Taxonomic class is an attempt to classify the minor planet
by another measurable factor other than orbital data.
The widely used classification system, Tholen
(1984), prescribed a process using broadband spectrophotometric colors obtained during the Eight-

Color Asteroid Survey (ECAS). This system, Table
1, separates asteroids into 14 taxonomy classes, each
denoted by a single letter. The effort was driven by a
need to better understand surface properties, mineralogy, and other factors that could distinguish between
asteroid types and describe their unique characteristics such as albedos.
Associated with each of these classes have been
characteristic albedos. Albedos, or the fraction of the
incoming radiation within a given band pass (usually
visible) that is reflected by the body, have been determined from direct measurement by infrared observations (Tedesco, 1992). The albedos are necessary
in many areas of study for family and class distinction and understanding of the surface characteristics
and are essential for determination of the asteroid’s
diameter unless directly measured using radar or occultation.
In order to better use the added knowledge
gained since 1984, an improved classification was
necessary, one that preserved the basic Tholen
classes yet better discriminated between the taxonomic classes. A system using more than the eightcolor ECAS approach was necessary. To obtain the
data a high throughput long-slit spectrograph was
used to measure the visible spectra of 1447 asteroids.
The Small Mainbelt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey
(SMASSII) data was used to develop a 26-class taxonomy with defined spectral characteristics (Bus and
Binzel, 2002). The SMASSII classifications use the
same basic Tholen groups with numerous subclasses
and a few modifications.
With the advent of the LINEAR and LONEOS
asteroid surveys, amateurs were encouraged at the
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2000 Minor Planet Amateur-Professional Workshop
at Lowell Observatory to move from astrometry towards photometry. As reported in The Minor Planet
Bulletin (Warner, 2009), that direction was pursued
by amateurs. Since that time, amateurs have changed
direction and contributed nearly 90% of all asteroid
lightcurves entered into the asteroid Lightcurve Database (LCDB) during 2008. This exceptional amateur contribution has been spurred by the pull for
“more data” by professional colleagues studying asteroids and the solar system. This pull and the inherent need of many amateurs to contribute to science
have made a unique combination.
So what is a good next pursuit that will continue
the advancement of the science? As noted, astrometry
and photometry add significantly to the asteroid
knowledge base. We get orbital data, PHA prediction, an understanding of family groups, and lightcurves with periods and magnitudes. However, we
are still missing absolute magnitude (H), albedos,
approximate diameter, and a good understanding of
taxonomic class.
From correlation studies (Harris, 1989), there is
a relationship between taxonomic class and albedos.
Additional asteroid data has permitted correlation
with SMASSII allowing for improved accuracy and
extension to most of the 26 classes and subclasses
(Warner et al., 2009a). Table 2 shows the summary
association between taxonomic class, albedos and the
phase slope parameter (G), which defines the behavior of the asteroid’s reduced magnitude both near and
away from opposition (see the discussion in Section
2). Determination of (G) and the absolute magnitude
(H) at opposition, or zero phase angle (α = 0°), will
provide a good approximation of the taxonomic class
and albedo and permit calculation of the asteroid diameter to reasonable accuracy.
Taxonomic
Classification
C,G,B,F,P,T,D
M
S,Q
E,V,R

Albedo (pv)
0.057 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.04
0.20 ± 0.07
0.46 ± 0.06

(G) Slope
Parameter
0.12 ± 0.08
0.20 ± 0.07
0.24 ± 0.11
0.43 ± 0.08

Table 2, Relationship between taxonomic class, albedo,
and G (Slope Parameter) from the LCDB (Warner et al.,
2009a).

2. The IAU Two-Parameter H,G
Magnitude System for Asteroids
Figure 1 shows the relative geometry as an asteroid approaches opposition or zero phase angle (α =
0°), the position where the Sun, Earth, and asteroid
are all in line. Figure 2 shows the phase curve of two
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asteroids, each with a different albedo. Note that at
about  = 7°, the phase curve is no longer linear and
increases dramatically; this is the so-called “opposition effect.” The slope of the linear portion of a phase
curve and the behavior 0° <  < 7° can be directly
tied to the albedo of the asteroid. The phase slope
parameter (G) describes both portions of the curve in
a complex phase relation formula.
In Figure 2, a low albedo asteroid shows a
steeper slope (G = 0.12) while a typical high albedo
asteroid shows a flatter slope (G = 0.37).

Asteroid



Earth

Sun

α

.

e

α  phase angle
e = elongation

Figure 1. Asteroid Opposition Geometry

The opposition effect is a function of surface
characteristics e.g., mineralogy, surface grain size,
spectral reflectance, space weathering, etc. and is the
subject of numerous scientific studies. In simple
terms, the opposition effect is caused by two phenomena, shadow hiding and coherent backscatter;
small surface features, pores, and pits that are normally shadowed becoming more illuminated and reflecting as zero phase angle approaches and an effect
typified by coherent light where the backscatter peaks
significantly as the viewer looks directly down the
source’s path (Hapke et al., 1998).
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large amplitude or an inadequate number of observations this technique can be problematic.

Figure 2, Brightening effect for low albedo (steeper
slope) and high albedo asteroids versus phase angle.

To characterize this effect the International Astronomers Union (IAU) adopted a two parameter
system for asteroids employing the absolute magnitude (H) and a slope parameter (G). The absolute
magnitude (H) is the reduced magnitude at mean
brightness and zero phase angle (α = 0°). The phase
slope parameter (G) is indicative of the gradient of
the phase curve and scaled for G ≈ 0 for steep phase
curves or low albedos and G ≈ 1 for shallow sloped
high albedos curves. The scaling can be seen in Figure 2 with the steeper curve G = 0.12 and shallower
G = 0.37. The relationship is described as:
H(α) = H – 2.5log[(1-G)Φ1(α) + GΦ2(α)]
Finding (H) and (G) requires use of reduced V
magnitudes of the asteroid at each phase angle used.
The reduced magnitude is the observed V magnitude
converted using the following expression:
Vr = Vo – 5.0 log(Rr)
Vr is the reduced magnitude, Vo is the observed
magnitude, R is the Sun-asteroid distance, and r is the
Earth-asteroid distance both in AU. The values of (H)
and (G) can be found using the algorithm written by
Alan Harris and implemented in the MPO Canopus
H/G Calculator (Bdw Publishing, 2008). With the
asteroid rotating and modulating the reflected light
based upon its phase, it is best to determine first the
rotational period, amplitude, and the phase position
of Vo prior making the conversion for distance. Figure 3 shows an example of an offset adjustment for a
measured point 0.09 magnitude below the mean amplitude of asteroid 901. The data point is adjusted by
-0.09 magnitude and then corrected to Vr. By taking a
large number of observations over many weeks and
letting the periodic variations average, the same results can be achieved. However, with an asteroid of

Figure 3, Adjusting Vo to the mean asteroid magnitude.

Number
11
76
160
303
309
444
551
615
678
834
954
1443
1453
1863
2268
3352
4786
6455
8116
11500
16064
16173
16403
26760
32039
85275
95626
119951
120348
136108
136472

Asteroid Name
2007PU11
Parthenope
Freia
Una
Josephina
Fraternitas
Gyptis
Ortrud
Roswitha
Fredegundis
Brunhamia
Li
Ruppina
Fennia
Antinous
Szmytowna
McAuliffe
Tatianina
1992 HE
Jeanperrin
1989UR
1999 RH27
2000 AC98
1984 WJ1
2001 KP41
2000 JO23
1994 LY
2002 GZ32
2002 KX14
2004 TY364
Haumea
Makemake

G
0.23
0.31
0.17
0.107
0.19
0.27
0.22
0.28
0.13
0.20
0.25
0.21
0.23
0.28
0.10
0.23
0.19
0.46
0.34
0.23
0.19
-0.14
0.27
0.37
0.05
0.25
0.07
-0.025
0.159
0.184
0.110
0.074

Table 3. Measured H-G parameters from the LCDB (Warner et al., 2009a)

To adequately capture the phase curve, observations need to be within one degree of opposition and
include observations out to at least 200 phase angle.
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The data can usually include observations on either
side of opposition (a small number of asteroids, e.g.,
44 Nysa, have shown different phase curves on each
side of opposition). This effort can take from a few
days for a near-Earth asteroid to weeks and even
months depending for a main belt object. For KBOs,
Pluto and similar objects,  is always < 2-5° and so
it’s not possible to get a proper phase curve. For observational time reasons alone not many good phase
curves have been obtained. In the Lightcurve Data
Base (LCDB, Warner et al., 2009a), there are 33 entries with completed observationally based H-G data
(Table 3). Note the wide range of (G) values and the
large variation from the default G = 0.15 value given
when actual measured data is not available. This
demonstrates the necessity for H-G data to obtain
approximate taxonomic classes and estimated geometric albedos for each asteroid.

ric data over the phase range of 0° to 200 or greater.
During the period longer instrumental data were collected to determine the period. The lightcurve for 901
Brunsia is shown in Figure 4. The data was phased
using MPO Canopus and determined to be 3.1363 ±
0.0002 h with an amplitude of 0.28 ± 0.02 mag,
which is close to an alternate period given by
Wisniewski et al. (1997) and recently adopted in the
LCDB (Brian Warner, private communications).

3. Analysis of 901 Brunsia
Observing targets for the H-G parameter study
were obtained from the quarterly lightcurve photometry opportunities paper (Warner et al., 2009b) published in The Minor Planet Bulletin. This is an extremely useful summary of asteroid research opportunities for lightcurves, low phase angle, spin/shape
modeling, radar, and other studies. Chosen were upcoming low phase angle asteroids 901 Brunsia and
946 Poesia. They were both at good sky positions for
Stonegate Observatory, had V magnitudes in the 13
to 16 range, and oppositions occurring within 6
weeks of each other.
Observations were made with a 0.36 meter C-14
f/6.6 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope and SBIG ST10XME camera. The camera was run at -15C and
binned 2x2. The resultant 1.4 arcsecond/pixel scale
was slightly over sampled for the nominal 3-5
arcsecond FWHM seeing. No guiding was necessary.
The Michigan winter sky was very poor for photometric work with only one night in ten being useful
during some periods.
On each night a Landolt reference field was imaged with V, R, and Clear filters at an air mass as
close as possible to 2 followed by a Henden field as
close as possible to air mass of 1 and, in close proximity to the study asteroid. Exposures ranged from 10
to 120 seconds. The nightly three-color data was reduced using MPO Canopus/PhotoRed routines (Bdw
Publishing, 2008), computing transforms, extinction,
and V-R color indices for the reference stars and object, thus reducing the values to standard magnitudes.
Asteroid 901 reached zero phase angle on December 13, 2008, and was focused on first. The initial
direction was to obtain as good as possible photomet-
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Figure 4. Lightcurve of 901 Brunsia Phased to 3.1363 h.

The reduced V0 magnitude data from 901 Brunsia were corrected to mean value using the process
described in Section 2 and corrected for the (R) Sunasteroid distance and (r) the Earth-asteroid distance.
The previously mentioned Canopus H/G Calculator
was used to make these calculations and plot the data.
Figure 5 shows the resultant 901 H-G parameters.
With the resultant G = 0.258 ± 0.045 and referencing the Table 2 taxonomic classification, 901
Brunsia falls into the SQ classification with an estimated albedos (pv) of 0.20. Reviewing the SMASSII
(LCDB) classifications confirms the same result
(Warner et al., 2009a). Looking up the orbital elements in the MPCORB file and comparing with
LCDB class-family grouping supports an S taxonomic classification. Knowing the estimated albedos,
pv = 0.20, and absolute magnitude, H = 11.93, allows
calculation of the diameter using the expression
(Pravec and Harris, 2007):
logD(km) = 3.1235 – 0.2H – 0.5log(pv)
This expression yields a diameter (D) of 12.2 km for
901 Brunsia.
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Figure 5. 901 Brunsia H-G parameter phase angle plot

4. Analysis of 946 Poesia
Figure 6. Lightcurve of 946 Poesia Phased to 73.5 h.

The same process was used for 946 Poesia. The
zero phase angle occurred on January 16, 2009.
Photometric data were collected and reduced on 10
nights for use in the H-G parameter determination.
Many of these nights were not close to photometric.
Long differential photometry runs were also interdispersed wherever there was a possible “reasonable”
night to determine the asteroids period. The effort
was difficult due to the short visibility periods for
both seeing and sky position. Even with more than
1100 data points the period was not determined with
certainty. The best solutions are shown in Figures 6
and 7, 73.5 h and 102.9 h, respectively. The amplitudes for both are 0.24 ± 0.05 mag. Longer nightly
runs and successive days would have been useful to
resolve the uncertainty.
The adjustments to mean magnitude values and
Sun-asteroid and Earth-asteroid corrections were
made as described with 901 Brunsia. Both the 73.5 h
and 102.9 h periods were used to plot the H-G parameters. The plots are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Figure 9, with means established using the 73.5 h
period yielded the lowest error H-G parameters.
There is no other published data for 946 Poesia for
period or H-G Parameters.
Using the 73.5 h data, values of H = 10.54 ± 0.06
and G = 0.028 ± 0.06 were determined. This places
the asteroid below the standard tolerance of the CG
taxonomic class (Table 2) with estimated albedos of
0.057. Referring to the SMASSII classifications in
the LCDB, the best fit is subclass Ch with a G =
0.094 ± 0.08 and pv = 0.056. Correlating the orbital
elements of 946 Poesia in MPCORB with the LCDB
class-family data, there is a good fit with taxonomic
class C. Using the albedo, pv = 0.056, and absolute
magnitude, H = 10.54, the diameter of 946 Poesia is
D = 43.7 km.

Figure 7. Lightcurve of 946 Poesia Phased to 102.9 h.

Figure 8. 946 Poesia H-G Parameters using 73.5 h period
for finding the mean magnitude.
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Abstract
While there is no formal definition of a “slow rotator” among asteroids, anything with a period of at least 24 hours
can be considered to be at least at the fast end of the group. These objects are of particular interest to those
studying the evolution and dynamics of the asteroids within the solar system for several reasons. Most important
among them is to generalize theories regarding the Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) effect,
which is the thermal re-radiation of sunlight that can not only affect the orientation of an asteroid’s spin axis but
its rate of rotation as well. In those cases where the spin rate is decreased, an asteroid can eventually be sent
into a state of “tumbling” (NPAR – non-principal axis rotation) that can last for millions of years. However, not all
slow rotating asteroids appear to be tumbling. This is not expected and so careful studies of these objects are
needed to determine if this is really the case or if the tumbling has reached a condition where the secondary frequency – the precession of the spin axis – has been reduced to near zero. Furthermore, there appears to be an
excess of slow rotators among the NEA and inner main-belt populations. Determining whether or not this is true
among the broader population of asteroids is also vital to understanding the forces at work among the asteroids.

1. Introduction
For the purposes of this work, “asteroids” are
what the International Astronomical Union has
named “small solar system bodies” that do not display outgassing or tails like comets (though this is not
definitive either since some asteroids are believe to
be extinct comets). The term “asteroid” is supposedly
defunct but old habits – and strong opinions about the
reclassification – are hard to break.
Many properties of asteroids can be determined
by simple photometric observations. Unfiltered data
can lead to the determination of the rotation rate and,
with lightcurve inversion techniques, even the spin
axis orientation and shape. Occultation observations
can fix limits on the actual size of a given asteroid. If
filtered observations are made, then a general classification of the taxonomic type of the asteroid (its basic mineralogical composition) can be determined
from the color index. Observations put on the standard Johnson V system can also be used to determine
the size of the asteroid by determining its “absolute
magnitude” (H), which is defined as the magnitude of
the asteroid at 0° phase angle when 1 AU from the
Sun and Earth.
Those same observations for finding H can be
used to find the phase slope parameter (G), which
describes how the asteroid’s magnitude changes as it
nears opposition. This, in turn, can lead to estimates
on the nature of the asteroid’s regolith (surface) since
the way the asteroid’s brightness changes near oppo-

sition is determined in part by the smoothness of the

Figure 1. The total height of the bar represents the
number of objects with a published and reliable lightcurve that were entered into the Lightcurve Database
(LCDB, Warner et al. 2009). The light-shaded section
represents those curves that were published in a
journal other than the MPB. The dark-shaded portion
of the bar represents curves published in the Bulletin.

surface.
In short, photometric observations – well within
the purview of the backyard astronomer – can provide us with a considerable amount of data that can
be used to increase our understanding of these objects
of lesser size and, in turn, our understanding of how
the solar system was created and evolved.
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The most common observations are those to determine lightcurve parameters. A lightcurve is a plot
of the asteroid’s magnitude versus time, often
“phased” so that data covering several cycles is
merged into a single plot showing one cycle with
duplicate coverage of all or parts of the curve. The
period of the lightcurve is the rotation rate of the asteroid, usually measured in hours. More than 3000
asteroids now have lightcurve parameters established
well-enough for statistical studies.
In fact, it is the backyard astronomers, those with
telescopes on the order of 0.5 meter and smaller, who
have provided the bulk of lightcurve results the past
few years (see Figure 1). Even with that many asteroids with lightcurve parameters, analysts are hungry
for even more data, data that the large surveys won’t
produce for many years and, in no small number of
cases, can’t produce.

low amplitude lightcurves, faint (small or distant)
asteroids, and – relevant to this paper – slow rotating
asteroids. Figure 3 shows a plot of the Hungaria
group that has at least some control over those biases,
in particular that of rotation rate.

2. Asteroid Rotation Rates

Figure 3. Total count versus rotation frequency of Hungaria group members with “good” lightcurve parameters. using data mostly debiased against rotation rate.
Note the strong excess of slow rotators, which is also
seen in debiased data sets that include NEAs and inner
main-belt asteroids.

Figure 2. Total count versus rotation frequency (1/P) for
approximately 3000 asteroids in the LCDB, regardless of
size or group association. The top plot shows the
counts in bins of f = 0.25/day from 0 < f < 2. The bottom
plot shows the counts in bins of f = 1/day from 0 < f  12.
This data suffers considerably from observational biases, including against slow rotators.

Asteroid rotation rates range from about ten seconds to 2 months with a typical value being in the
range 4-8 hours. A detailed examination of rotation
rates based on data from the Asteroid Lightcurve
Database (LCDB) can be found in Warner et al.
(2009). It’s important to understand that the plot
above, which uses the LCDB data, suffers strongly
from observational biases, including those against
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What stands out most in Figure 3 is the strong
excess of slow rotators and the otherwise relatively
flat distribution up to f = 9/day. These same traits
were found in a larger, well-controlled survey by
Pravec et al. (2008) that included near-Earth asteroids
(NEAs) as well as those in the inner main-belt, including about 50 Hungarias, all with diameters in the
range of 3 < D < 15 km. This size restriction is important, as discussed in the next section.

3. Blame it on YORP
The Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack
(YORP) effect is the thermal re-radiation of sunlight
by asteroids that imparts a small torque on the asteroids that, in turn, can affect their spin rates and spin
axis orientations. YORP (see Rubincam, 2000 for a
thorough discussion) has become the catch-all explanation for many happenings within the asteroid system. To paraphrase one astronomer at a meeting of
planetary scientists, “If no other explanation is available, blame it on YORP.”
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The degree to which YORP can affect the spin
rate is directly related to the size of the asteroid, its
distance from the Sun, and its shape. The YORP effect is strongest on small, irregularly shaped bodies
near the Sun with a size limit of D ~ 40 km. If the
asteroid is in prograde rotation (like the Earth), the
thermal torque should cause the asteroid to migrate
outwards from the Sun while retrograde rotation will
lead to an inward migration. This will be established
with certainty when sufficient spin axis data are
available, most of which will be the result of lightcurve work by backyard astronomers. A dramatic
example of this is seen with the Hungaria group. In a
paper by Warner et al. (2009), fairly conclusive evidence is given for the outward migration of that
group’s largest body, 434 Hungaria.
YORP has been shown to be the likely mechanism behind the formation of binary asteroids among
the NEA and inner main-belt populations (Warner
and Harris, 2007, Pravec et al. 2007; 2008). If the
torque is in the right direction, the asteroid’s rotation
rate speeds up. Eventually, it can reach a speed where
fission occurs. The shedded mass can form into a
small satellite or, in some cases, if forms a second
body that is no longer gravitationally bound to the
parent and the two become an “asteroid pair” that
share very similar orbital characteristics (Vokrouhlický and Nesvorný, 2008).
On the other hand, YORP can cause an asteroid’s
spin rate to decrease, eventually to the point where it
is spinning so slowly that tidal forces, or YORP itself, can cause the spin axis to start to precess, i.e.,
the asteroid enters into “non-principal axis rotation” –
it’s tumbling. As seen in Figure 3 and in other debiased studies, there is an excess of slow rotators
among the NEA and inner main belt populations. The
cause appears to be YORP and has to do with the
time that it takes for the asteroid to stabilize back into
single axis rotation (see Pravec et al., 2008).
While YORP may be to blame for the excess of
slow rotators, the exact reason and mechanism are
not yet understood. For example, theory says that all
asteroids of a given size range and rotation rate
should be tumbling. This is not the case. Also, some
asteroids that should not be tumbling are. Why? Only
a more extensive survey, with careful attention to
removing biases and accuracy of data may lead to
some answers. This is where the backyard astronomer can lend a hand.
3.1 Stop the Tumbling
Tumbling is not a natural state for asteroids or
any spinning body for that matter. Toss a brick in the
air. Initially, it will likely be tumbling. If you toss it
high enough, then before it falls (don’t be underneath

it), it will stabilize into a single axis rotation before it
crashes to the ground.
For asteroids, the time it takes to stop tumbling,
the so-called “damping time” is related to the diameter and rotation period by
T = (P/17)3 / D2

(1)

where P is the period in hours, D is the diameter in
kilometers, and T is the damping time in Gy (billions
of years). The factor of 17 can vary by 2 in either
direction and is a compromise on assumed density
and other physical characteristics such as internal
strength of the body and its elasticity.
From this, it is easy to see that tumbling asteroids are most likely to be found among very fast and
very small rotators or very slow and moderately-sized
rotators. For example, an asteroid with a period of
160 hours and diameter of 4.3 km (2735 Ellen),
would have a damping time of almost 45 Gy, about
ten times the age of the solar system and three times
the age of the Universe! By all accounts, this asteroid
should be tumbling. Yet, there is no conclusive evidence that it is (as will be shown later). Why?

Figure 4. This shows the rotation rate versus size of
approximately 3000 asteroids. The diagonal lines represent “tumbling” barriers with damping times of 100 My,
1 Gy, and 4.5 Gy. Anything below and to the left of the
4.5 Gy line should be tumbling.

Figure 4 shows a plot of asteroid spin rates versus diameter. The famous “spin barrier”, above which
only one asteroid is found, sets the upper limit for
rotation speed for “rubble pile” asteroids, those
bound by gravitation. Beyond that, the asteroid must
have a strength-bound structure, e.g., a monolith, or it
would fly-apart. It is believed that rubble pile asteroids that approach the spin eventually shed mass by
fission and form a binary system or asteroid pairs.
Relevant to this discussion are the three diagonal
lines that represent “tumbling barriers”, those repre-
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sent damping times of 100 My, 1 Gy, and 4.5 Gy (the
last being the age of the solar system). If an asteroid
is below and to the left of the line, it should be tumbling. So far, this maybe only one tumbler in the region between the 100 My and 1 Gy lines. There
should be more.
A first explanation is that since <100 My is
“modern times” that all asteroids in that region have
had sufficient time to revert to normal rotation. To
have none (maybe one) is beating the odds a little too
much. Another explanation is that the asteroids have
nearly stopped tumbling and so any residual evidence
has been reduced to minor variations of only a few
hundredths of a magnitude in the lightcurve and were
written off as noise. This and a third explanation, an
observational bias against slow rotators, are the more
likely reasons for the lack of tumbling asteroids between the two lines. Careful and patient work will
serve to remove those two causes and provide a more
accurate picture of tumbling asteroids.
Note that this not a problem that, by and large,
the upcoming large surveys will be able to resolve.
Their observing cadence and density of coverage will
be insufficient to work most tumbling asteroids, especially those with low amplitudes in the secondary
period (caused by the precession of the spin axis).
The backyard astronomer owns this turf and should
take advantage of the situation to make significant
contributions to science.

4. Working Long Period Asteroids
Those who regularly work long period variable
stars (LPV), e.g. Miras, may wonder why there’s any
problem working asteroids with long periods, especially when their targets have periods on the order of
year whereas the longest known period for an asteroid is “only” two months.
For one, variable star observers have the very
distinct advantage in that their targets do not move.
Also, many of the stars they work have nearby comparison stars that have well-determined magnitudes
and color indices. They can use the same comparisons every night and, especially if using differential
photometry, their work is much easier than for the
asteroid observer who is usually working with a different set of comparisons every night and even sometimes several sets within a single night.
Another consideration is that an asteroid is not
only moving across the sky but its distance from the
Earth and Sun are constantly changing. So, too, is its
“phase angle”, the angle between the Earth and Sun
as seen from the asteroid. The changing distances
cause the asteroid to change brightness regardless of
any rotation effects. The changing phase angle can
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affect the brightness of the asteroid beyond that
caused by changing distances, most notably when
phase angle is < 7° when the so-callled “opposition
effect” causes the asteroid to brighten faster than
simple geometry would dictate. All these variations
due to reasons other than rotation must be removed
from the data before period analysis can begin. Otherwise, for example, the changing brightness of the
asteroid as it approaches and then recedes from opposition will be interpreted as a secondary variation
with a period equal to the synodic period of the asteroid.
There is also the issue of what is adequate coverage. For general LPV observing, it’s sufficient to get
a data point once every few days. If a number of observers, each getting their occasional points on different nights, the resulting lightcurve can be fairly
dense and more than adequate for period analysis.
However, if one is looking for micro-scale events
such as flickering or some other phenomenon, such
sampling may not be sufficient.
In the case of asteroids, the “flickering” could be
the minor variations of a tumbling asteroid where the
secondary frequency due to the precession of the pole
has a very low amplitude and can easily be mistaken
for noise in the overall data set. Even if the “precession amplitude” is not on the order of a few hundredths of a magnitude, the coverage of the curve
must be sufficiently dense over a number of cycles
before an accurate 2D Fourier solution can be developed. As an aside, that 2D solution is the product and
not the addition of two periods, which is usually the
case in even more complex variable star lightcurves
where several periods can be involved.
4.1 Finding Common Ground
This all translates into getting data for an asteroid that can be calibrated from night-to-night on the
order of 0.05 mag, preferably 0.01-0.02 mag, and
with sufficient density each night to be sure the trend
of the data can be firmly established. A few data
points over several hours cannot always (and rarely
does) accomplish this.
There are several approaches to calibrating data
from several nights. Some are more accurate but take
longer and require better observing conditions than
many backyard astronomers usually see. Others,
while not as accurate, do get “close enough” and
serve in those cases where very small “precession
amplitudes” are not seen. These will be discussed
only briefly here since full treatment is best left to
books dedicated to photometry and can be dependent
on the software used to measure images. See the References section for some suggested reading.
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Before starting, keep in mind that most asteroid
work is done without filters. That’s because most
targets are too faint otherwise, even if the goal is only
0.02-0.03 mag precision in individual measurements.
One could increase the exposure time to compensate
but, at some point, the longer exposure may “blur”
the data so that subtleties in the lightcurve are lost.
This may not be an issue for long period asteroids but
it can easily be the case for those rotating more rapidly and particularly so for binary asteroids where
mutual events (eclipses and occultations) of varying
durations occur.
I’m also presuming here that one doesn’t use
auxiliary telescopes with much wider fields of view
to get reference fields and magnitudes (see Miles,
2005), i.e., all observations are through the main telescope.
4.2 Offset from Nearby Reference Field
This technique has been described in many
sources (see, for example, Binzel, 2004; Warner,
2006). It can be used even if observing with a clear
(or no) filter but at least some observations of a
nearby field with stars of know magnitudes and the
target field must be made using a standard filter.
In brief, several images are taken of the “reference field” which has at least one, preferably several,
stars with well-known magnitudes. The average of
the differences between the instrumental and catalog
magnitude of the stars is used to find an offset that
can be applied to the instrumental magnitudes of the
comparison stars in the asteroid field. This puts the
comparison(s) approximately on a standard system,
e.g., Johnson V. You don’t want to apply the offset
directly to the asteroid since conditions may change
during the night, causing the offset value to change
accordingly.
When measuring the images, you find the differential instrumental magnitude between the asteroid
and each comparison and then add the catalog value
for the comparison to get a standardized magnitude
of the asteroid. If you’re using several comparisons,
you would take the average of the several values
found for the target to derive a single, averaged
value.
By using the differential magnitude between target and comparison, most effects due to changing sky
conditions are removed from the data. This is not
entirely true if, for example, working close to the
horizon where the extinction across the field can
change significantly, or if the comparison stars and
asteroid are significantly different in color. In the
later case, the scatter in averaged data points may
increase with increasing air mass. Always try to use
comparison stars of near solar color in asteroid work.

The main disadvantage to this approach is the assumption that conditions do not change between the
time you get the images for the “external” reference
field and those of the asteroid field used to find the
reduced catalog magnitudes of the comparison stars.
It’s best to get these images when the two fields are
at the same air mass and near the meridian. This may
require breaking out of an observing routine to get
the images, causing a long gap in the data. Murphy is
forever vigilant and would have it that the gap in data
is when something important happens, such as catching a maximum that won’t come around again for
weeks. For long period objects, this is probably not a
problem, but for most other work, it might be.
This method also does not allow for color corrections between each comparison and the target. So, as
the field’s air mass changes, the difference in the
instrumental magnitude between the asteroid and a
given comparison may change more (or less) that that
just due to rotation of the asteroid.
4.3 Same Field References
Of course, if you have stars of known magnitudes in the same field as the asteroid, life is much
easier. However, it’s hard to get asteroids to be so
obliging as to be in such fields every night. If the
field of view is not large, 20 arcminutes is typical,
then not even Tycho stars can be found in every field
every night. This means having to rely on secondary
means of getting standard magnitudes.
The approach I use is based on a set of equations
that convert 2MASS J-K values into BVRI magnitudes (Warner, 2007) based on stars in Landolt fields.
I’ve constructed a catalog of approximately 30 million stars where J-K magnitudes were available and
used the equations to also store BVRI magnitudes.
The typical error in V is ±0.05 mag and ±0.03 mag in
R. Admittedly, this is not case across the entire sky.
Areas of severe reddening will have much larger errors. Still, this catalog and technique below have
served well for getting data onto an internal standard,
often to ±0.03 mag or better and only rarely > ±0.1
mag.
The usual procedure is to open an image near the
start of the run and select a set of comparisons that
are near-solar color and don’t show a large deviation
from a plot of computed versus instrumental magnitude. Figure 5 shows a plot in MPO Canopus of such
data.
Most stars fall close to the least-squares solution.
Those well off the line are ignored since either the
derived magnitude is wrong for some reason or there
may have been a problem on the image (hot/cold
pixel). Saturated stars would be at the lower left and
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fall off quickly below the line. There were no saturated stars in the example image.

mag in the correction for phase angle and so appear
to affect the zero point for the entire session.
If following an asteroid over a wide range of
phase angles and, in particular, getting data within
the ±7° zone around opposition and > ±10°, it is possible to determine a more accurate value for G and so
use it for estimating the correction for phase angle for
each session. This may improve (one hopes not
worsen) the night-to-night matching of sessions.
4.4 Full-Bore Photometry

Figure 5. A plot from MPO Canopus that shows R magnitudes derived from 2MASS versus instrumental magnitudes. Only stars near the black least-squares line are
used for comparisons. The green box indicates the position a candidate star. In this case, its V-R of 0.402, which
is near the average color of an asteroid, makes it a good
choice for a comparison.

Once five comparisons are located on the image,
the average of their derived magnitudes is used for a
“nightly zero point.” No weighting is given to the
individual values in the average and, more properly,
the average should be based on flux and not magnitude.
The differential instrumental magnitudes (target
minus average of comparison instrumental magnitudes) are used in the period analysis, with the data
corrected for the geometric and phase considerations
given above. For each session other than the first, the
difference between the average of the comparisons
for a given session and the first session is also applied to each differential magnitude. No attempt is
made to convert the differential values to a standard
system. A “session” is considered to be all data of the
same target on the same night using the same filter
and set of comparison stars.
As mentioned above, this method of setting session zero points often leads to data from night to
night matching to better than 0.05 mag. Most of the
errors in the matching can be attributed to the conversion from J-K magnitudes to BVRI. However, some
may also be the result of not computing the proper
correction for changing phase angle.
This relies on a value, G, called the “phase slope
parameter.” The larger the value for G, the average of
which is 0.15, the “flatter” is the asteroid’s behavior
near opposition. For data near opposition, having the
wrong value for G could result in errors of up to 0.1
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For the more difficult cases (low amplitude “precession amplitude”) or just for the greatest accuracy,
you would use multi-filter photometry to establish the
transforms for your system. These values determine
how well your system matches the standard system
versus color of the star.
You would then need good first order extinction
and nightly zero points (see the photometry books in
the References section) such that you could put the
comparison stars on a standard system yourself. You
would then find the differential instrumental magnitude between the asteroid and each comparison, correct that difference in color between the two, and
apply the final value to your derived magnitude for
the comparison to get the asteroid’s magnitude. As
before, if you’re using several comparisons, you
would average the various results to find a single
value.
For this approach, I do not recommend finding
the average instrumental magnitude of the comps
before finding the differential value, unless you correct each instrumental magnitude to where it was the
same color as the asteroid. This is overly complex
since you should also be working in flux (intensity)
and not magnitudes.
Since you had to take multi-filter images of the
field to find the color indices of the comparisons to
find their standard magnitudes, you can determine the
color index of the asteroid as well. Like working with
any variable object, you have to take and use those
images in such a way to ignore or mostly eliminate
the effects of changing brightness.
For example, you wouldn’t take images in a sequence of VVVRRR when the asteroid is fading and
then use the first V and first R to find the color index.
The asteroid will have faded, maybe considerably,
between those two observations and so you get an
incorrect V-R color index.
4.5 The Sum of All Methods
There are many ways to getting observations
onto a standard system or, at the least, an internal
system such that data from different nights can be
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mixed together. The three outlined above are just
broad strokes used to paint the picture. However its
done, critical work on slow rotating asteroids demands it. Otherwise, it may not be possible to analyze the behavior of this class of asteroids correctly.

system. It also means getting at least double coverage
of larger portions of the lightcurve to help isolate the
effects due to tumbling and those due to the siderealsynodic period difference. This may mean getting
help from observers at widely separated longitudes.

5.

6. Case Studies

A Difference of Periods

For very long period asteroids, there is one more
consideration that can mask subtle indications of
tumbling: the sidereal-synodic period difference. This
is identical in principle to the difference between a
sidereal and solar day on Earth. In this case, the difference is caused by the motion of the Earth and asteroid such that the interval between successive times
when a feature on the asteroid is at the “sub-Earth”
point is not exactly equal to the true rotation period
of the asteroid.
The sidereal-synodic difference is given by
Pravec (2005) as

Some case studies of specific asteroids will help
show some of what’s involved in working longperiod asteroids.
6.1 1235 Schorria

P = PAB * P2
Where DPAB is the hourly rate of change of the
Phase Angle Bisector (see Harris, 1984) expressed as
a fraction of one rotation and P is the period in hours.
For example, say that the PAB longitude changes by
0.4° in a day and the latitude does not change. Then
PAB

= 0.4 / 360.0 / 24.0
= 0.0000463

Figure 7. One night’s data from the lightcurve for 1235
Schorria using a floating vertical scale.

If the period of the asteroid is 100 h, then
P

= 0.0000463 * 1002
= 0.463 h

The value given by this formula is not absolute.
It can be longer or shorter depending on the viewing
aspect of the asteroid (e.g., equatorial versus poleon). Note also that the sign of the value depends on
whether the asteroid is in prograde or retrograde rotation.
How does this affect working a long period asteroid? If P is a significant portion of the period,
then it is not always easy to determine if a phase shift
of a feature in the lightcurve that is seen more than
once is due to tumbling, to the sidereal-synodic difference, or to both. This is particularly true if the feature’s vertical location (magnitude) does not change
significantly.
In short, this makes things much more difficult,
but no less important, when working long-period
asteroids and would justify the more complicated but
exacting methods for calibrating data to a standard

Figure 8. One night’s data for 1235 Schorria on the same
scale as the full lightcurve.

Figure 7 shows the data from a single night of
data obtained from the Palmer Divide Observatory on
the Hungaria asteroid, 1235 Schorria. The vertical
scale is about 0.15 mag and the data show an increase
of only 0.03 mag over a period of about 6 hours. If
one were not careful to get nightly calibrations, there
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would be a great temptation to take such data and try
to find a period within the noise after forcing the individual runs to overlap, i.e., by ignoring the slow
increase.
Figure 8 shows the same data as in Figure 7 but
the vertical scale is now the same as will be used for
the full lightcurve. This demonstrates how one can be
fooled into thinking that they’ve caught an asteroid
pole-on (minimum lightcurve variation) and/or to try
to force sessions to overlap.

The two were added in quadrature to obtain the final
error.
The period of 1265 h, if approximately correct,
makes 1235 Schorria the second slowest rotator know
at this time.
6.2 2735 Ellen
2735 Ellen, named after well-known radar astronomer, Ellen Howell, is another slow rotating
Hungaria asteroid. Data obtained in 2009 February
and March at the PDO found a period of “only” 159
± 2.0 h and amplitude of ~1.6 mag. Figure 8 shows
the lightcurve for 2735 Ellen using data obtained at
the Palmer Divide Observatory in 2009 February and
March. The night-to-night calibrations were based on
the approach described in section 4.3, i.e., catalog
values of the comp stars as taken from 2MASS to
BVRI conversions.

Figure 9. The full lightcurve of 1235 Schorria spanning
almost two months.

Figure 9 shows the complete lightcurve of 1235
Schorria obtained from PDO. To help find the solution, I tried finding a half-period, based on the assumption of a monomodal curve. In all but two cases,
the data required no more than 0.03 mag adjustment
to fit that half-period solution. The other two required
< 0.1 mag adjustment. Once enough sessions were
available, I was able to work on a full-period solution
that assumed a bimodal curve. Since the amplitude
was > 1.0 mag, this was a safe assumption since there
is no reasonable shape that can generate a trimodal
(or more complex) curve with such a high amplitude
at the lower phases angles at which the asteroid was
observed.
Using the half-period approach was was complicated somewhat by the uneven maximums. Since
there is no substantial double coverage of the curve,
it is impossible to say if the uneven maximums are
due to the shape of the asteroid or tumbling. The
symmetry of the two halves could be taken to imply
the difference is due to shape, but the Universe is full
of false leads and surprises.
Note that the period error is 80 h. That is a substantial fraction (6%) of the period. This value includes not only the formal error of the period reported by the Fourier analysis, but also the rather
large sidereal-synodic period difference for this particular apparition, which was approximately 50 h.
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Figure 10. Lightcurve for 2735 Ellen.

Figure 11. A single night’s data from the lightcurve for
2735 Ellen.
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Figure 11 shows the data from a single night’s
run. Here it was easy to see that the asteroid had a
lengthy period since a six-hour run showed no maximum or minimum. The half-period approach was
again used to narrow the period solution possibilities.
In this case, the symmetrical, high-amplitude lightcurve allowed for a much smaller formal error and
the P was small as well. The combination allowed
for a stated error of only 2 h, or about 1% of the period.
6.3 (143651) 2003 QO104

Figure 12. The lightcurve of (143651) 2003 QO104.

Figure 12 shows the lightcurve for the near-Earth
asteroid (NEA) (143651) 2003 QO104. The night-tonight calibrations were generally ± 0.05 mag. However, a couple required larger adjustments. This is a
known issue with using the 2MASS conversions.
Since a good curve could still be achieved by with
vertical adjustments only, i.e., the period did not
change with those adjustments, it is believed that the
shifts were not due to tumbling but the occasional
“failure” of the calibration method. If nothing else,
this served as a reminder that only the more rigorous
calibration of data using standard stars can remove
(almost) all doubt about the alignment of the various
sessions.
Note that the data for April 15 do not quite align
in phase with the rest of the curve. This was the beginning of the second pass on the curve. If the period
is forced such that the data match the minimum from
March 17 (~115.5 h), almost all of the other sessions
become misaligned in phase. Is this due to tumbling
or to the sidereal-synodic period difference, which
was approximately 0.5 h? Given the available data
set, it is impossible to say.

7. Conclusion
Working long-period asteroids is vital for several
reasons. First, there is a decided bias in the available
lightcurve database against slow rotators. This needs
to be corrected if we are to get an accurate picture of
spin characteristics among the asteroids. Second, it
appears that there is an excess of slow rotators among
the main-belt and near-Earth populations. Why? In
the case of smaller asteroids, D < 10 km, this may be
due to influences due to YORP, which can slow an
asteroid down to a near complete stop and then set
the asteroid into a tumbling state. The exact mechanisms and theory to explain this have yet to be determined for want of sufficient data. For larger asteroids, collisional forces are the most likely cause behind tumbling. More data are needed on asteroids of
to determine just how the tumbling motion is dampened over time, i.e., the dependencies on size, structure, and location within the asteroid belt, among
others.
Large surveys on-line or about to come on line
will not be able to deal with slow rotators effectively,
at least without waiting for years of data to accumulate. Even so, they will not be able to handle brighter
asteroids, those within relatively easy reach of the
backyard astronomer. The surveys will be able to
spot questionable cases, not just tumblers but maybe
binaries and asteroids with unusual shapes. It will
require dense coverage with at least reasonably calibrated data to resolve those questionable cases. This
is a job for the backyard astronomer who, as long as
he’s willing to be flexible and follow the trends in
research, will never be at a loss for something to do.
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Abstract
In 2002, Schelte J. Bus and Richard P. Binzel proposed a new taxonomy for main belt asteroids based on slope
values over segments of the spectral curve; this new classification system has started to gain general acceptance.
Their analysis was based on spectrographic data gathered in the late 1980s and early 1990s at Kitt Peak Observatory on research instruments of 2.4 and 1.3 meters in aperture. Most of the original 1447 asteroids were each
observed on a single night. A few, which were observed on multiple nights, exhibited unexplained variations.
Spectrums and photometric color studies have been done of some asteroids since then, mostly as studies of
dynamical families. The authors have undertaken a “proof of concept” project to explore and resolve the technical challenges associated with reobserving some of these asteroids and extending the survey beyond the original targets using small telescopes. Employing a commercially-made 0.36 meter catadioptric telescope and camera/spectroscope combination, the authors have attempted to reproduce some of the curves from asteroids included in the Bus and Binzel papers. Their work has focused on demonstrating the fidelity and repeatability of a
th
data capture and analysis process on targets of at least 13 magnitude. The authors profile the hardware and
software used to conduct the proof of concept project, techniques for data collection and analysis, and review the
results of their work to date.

1. Introduction
For over a decade amateur astronomers have
made important contributions to the understanding of
main belt asteroids via photometric observations
conducted on telescopes of less than 0.5 meters with
CCD cameras. Data collected in this manner have
served as the basis for numerous papers addressing
the rotation rates, shapes and, in some cases, the binary nature of these solar system bodies.
Just as the photometric study of asteroids shifted
from large, professional facilities to backyard observatories, advanced amateurs are now exploring the
opportunity to use the quality and capabilities of
commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) astronomical
equipment, as well as increasingly sophisticated image capture techniques, to make new contributions to
the study of asteroids.
One promising arena for amateur observers is the
classification of asteroids through spectra and photometric color studies, particularly as part of the study
of dynamical families.

In 2002, Schelte J. Bus and Richard P. Binzel
proposed a new taxonomy for main belt asteroids
based on slope values over segments of the spectral
curve (Bus & Binzel, 2002a, 2002b). Their data used
color curves generated from spectrographic data
gathered in the late 1980s and early 1990s at Kitt
Peak Observatory as part of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Small Main-belt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey (SMASS).
SMASS used research instruments of 2.4 and 1.3
meters in aperture and observed 1447 asteroids. For
most, data was captured on only one night; a few,
which were observed on multiple nights, exhibited
unexplained variations. One asteroid, when observed
with two different spectroscopes, exhibited slightly
different color curves.
The authors have undertaken a “proof of concept” project to explore and define the technical challenges associated with reobserving some of these
asteroids and extending the survey beyond the original targets using small telescopes and other COTS
astronomical gear.
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2. Telescope & Camera Configurations
Based at the Goat Mountain Astronomical Research Station (GMARS–G79), the authors operate a
total of three observatories, all equipped with commercial 0.36 meter catadioptric telescopes. The two
telescopes that were used to collect data as part of
this project were a Meade LX200R operated on its
standard fork mount, and a Celestron C-14 on a
Paramount ME. The two observatories are further
differentiated by their control systems, one of which
is based on Apple Macintosh computers running
TheSkyX Serious Astronomer (LX200R), and the
other utilizing the Windows XP platform running
TheSky6 Professional (C-14/Paramount).
In all cases the instrumentation package was an
off-the-shelf SBIG DSS-7 spectrograph and ST7XME CCD camera. The strengths of this equipment
choice are its relatively high sensitivity, moderate
weight and ease of use. Its shortcomings include a
limited spectral range (0.350 to 0.750 μm) and an
inability to guide on the target or any other object in
the camera’s field of view.
For spectroscope control and image capture the
authors used two different software packages. When
in the LX200R observatory, the instrumentation was
run by Equinox Image (EI), a Macintosh application
for SBIG camera control. The version of EI used by
the authors was modified to support slit and grating
operations, as well as provide a slit proxy in the focusing display for telescope aiming. When using the
C-14, SBIG’s CCDOPS was the capture and control
software; CCDOPS was also used to crop the spectra
prior to processing.

or for that matter, on any object in the field of view –
proved to be a significant limitation the authors were
unable to overcome during this phase of their project.
The other equipment shortcoming that compromised the project’s ability to duplicate the SMASS
results was the spectral range of the DSS-7. While
easily capable of capturing the blue end of the spectrum as short as 0.350 μm, the usable range in the red
effectively ended at 0.750 μm – considerably short of
the 0.925 μm captured at Kitt Peak.

4. Spectra Capture
Spectra from 23 asteroids were captured February to April 2009 at the authors’ observatories at
GMARS, several on multiple occasions. Only eight
are presented here. Those with insufficient signal-tonoise were excluded. Table 1 details the observing
circumstances of the spectra included in this paper.
Imaging was usually limited to clear, moonless nights
when the relative humidity at the site was 35% or
less, and transparency (as forecast by the Clear Sky
Chart) was 80% or better. All targets were imaged
when above 35° altitude and usually near their meridian crossings. With one exception, the asteroids were
observed at air masses of 1.5 or less.

3. Operational Considerations
Technically, both observatories could fulfill the
requirements of the data gathering process. Target
asteroids could be identified and located by either
version of TheSky, and GOTO slews on the instruments were generally accurate to within one arc minute with both systems aided by TPoint. Overall accuracy and productivity was higher for the Paramount
observatory – a combination of its superior mechanical precision and the fact that it is a refined configuration for robotic photometric observations of asteroids.
As for tracking, the Paramount provided more
consistent results for exposures exceeding two minutes than the LX200R. However, even with object
tracking enabled through TheSky6, keeping an asteroid on the spectrograph’s narrow slit was a challenge
for exposures that sometimes reached five minutes.
Indeed, the inability to guide on the target asteroid –
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A typical imaging session included captures of a
solar analog star and a flux reference star. The solar
analog star was used to calibrate the asteroid spectra
for its relative reflectance spectrum and the flux reference star the intensity (see Section 5). Each evening
session also included a spectrum of a planetary nebula for use in checking the calibration of the spectrograph though the use of the prominent OIII and Ha
lines.
Ambient temperatures during the winter allowed
the ST-7 camera to be operated at -20° C, thus limiting its electronic noise. Darks were captured at the
same operational temperatures, averaged and subtracted from all exposures.
The DSS-7 has a multiple slit widths; in all cases
we used the 100 micron slit as a compromise between
resolution and light gathering. Exposures varied by
reported target brightness. Asteroids ranging from
magnitude 10 to 12.5 were typically recorded in 120
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second exposures; targets in the magnitude range
from 12.5 to 14 had 180 second exposures. In some
cases multiple exposures were integrated to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio. Several attempts to take 300
second exposures were disappointing as the target
generally moved off the slit during the capture, limiting the effective exposure time.

5. Spectra Processing
The spectra were processed largely following the
methodology in the Bus-Binzel papers. Data reduction was performed using Visual Spec, a spectroscopy analysis program developed and maintained by
Valerie Desnoux (2008).
Asteroids reflect light from our sun. Observations were taken every night of solar-analog stars to
calibrate relative reflectance of each asteroid. Two
well established solar analogs were used; Hyades 64
(HD28099, Mv = 8.1, G8V) and HR4486
(HD101177, Mv = 6.4, G0V). HR4486 was checked
against Hyades 64 on a single night and produced
very similar results.
Each spectrum was divided by the solar analog
and normalized to unity at 0.550 μm. Although the
spectrograph/CCD combination produces wavelength
coverage from approximately 0.340 to 0.780 μm, we
trimmed the spectra to 0.435 to 0.750 μm to match
the spectrums in the Bus-Binzel paper and because of
the rapid quantum efficiency falloff from our system
past 0.750 μm.
The plotted wavelength spectrum represents the
flux ratio of sunlight reflected from the asteroid's
surface relative in the incident sunlight. Some of the
spectra contained broad absorption features that
might indicate some minerals present on the asteroids. Some laboratory studies have made progress in
identifying some of these minerals. However, the
purpose of this survey is not to identify absorption
bands but to measure the changing slope of the asteroid spectrum. This process has been more difficult to
identify. It is thought that one of the primary causes
of an increase in spectral slope (reddening) is space
weathering (Chapman, 1996).
In the Bus-Binzel paper they applied a parameterization process to each asteroid spectrum. They
used principal component analysis to modify each
slope and ultimately decided to calculate and remove
the average slope from each spectrum in the SMASS
data set. Following their methodology, after having
normalized the asteroid and solar analog spectra and
having divided the asteroid spectra by the solar analog spectra, we then took the resulting spectral plot
and applied a smoothing algorithm to assist in determining the slope. Then, we divided the asteroid's

spectra by its average slope so that our spectra were
prepared in the same manner with the residual spectrum whose value at 0.550 μm is still 1.00 and whose
mean value over all channels is approximately 1.

6. Comparison to SMASSII Results
The authors expected from the start of the survey
that spectra generated by our 0.36-m telescopes
would be far nosier that those generated by the 1.3-m
and 2.4-m telescopes at Kitt Peak. Midway into the
project we also realized some of the limitations imposed by the inability of our spectrum to reach past
0.750 μm. Also, through happenstance, many of our
targets were at a phase angle near 20 degrees or larger. Observing asteroids at a high solar phase angles
can result in an artificial increase in the spectral slope
called phase reddening.
Nonetheless, we were pleased to see that within
these limitations, the resulting spectra generally compare favorably with those from SMASS. Spectral
parameterization of the limited data set is probably
not sufficient resolve each of the 26 classes defined
by Bus-Binzel (2002a, 2002b). However, some broad
categorizations such as the C or S taxonomic classes
could be accomplished based upon slope parameters
from 0.435 to 0.750 μm.

7. Conclusion
The authors believe that their proof-of-concept
project has demonstrated that the telescopes and data
capture techniques of backyard observers are capable
of producing spectral analyses that are sufficient to
support the classification of asteroids according to the
taxonomy described by Bus-Binzel. The inability to
characterize the spectral curves from 0.750 μm to
0.925 nm was a deficiency of the project, and limits
the ability to address all 26 proposed categories.
However, alternative instrumentation with a broader
spectral range could remedy this shortcoming.

8. Future work
The authors are examining various options for
COTS spectrographs that are capable of capturing
spectra over the full range of 0.40 μm to 0.925 μm
and incorporate cooled detectors for reduced noise on
long exposures. Light-weight, or the ability to cartmount with a flexible low-loss fiber-optic connection
to the telescope, are other key considerations.
Pending the identification of suitable hardware
and software, the authors may seek a grant to pursue
a systematic data collection project that would revisit
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work already done by the SMASS project, and then
extend it to asteroids as faint as 15th magnitude.
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Abstract
Many eclipsing binary light curves exhibit a feature known as the O’Connell effect, where the two out-of-eclipse
maxima are unequally high. The effect is entirely unexpected, because the two side-by-side configurations of the
components should appear equally bright from our line of sight. Several theories have been proposed to explain
the effect, including asymmetrically distributed starspots, clouds of circumstellar dust and gas, or a hot spot
caused by the impact of a mass-transferring gas stream. Currently, most published models of systems with
asymmetric maxima incorporate starspots to rectify their models to fit the observational data. However, the limitations of starspot solutions, as well as other possible explanations for the asymmetry, are rarely discussed. In
order to revitalize the study the O’Connell effect, the astronomy program at Truman State University in Kirksville,
Missouri has initiated a project to construct complete BVRI light curves of poorly studied eclipsing binary systems
exhibiting the O’Connell effect, including V573 Lyr and UV Mon. We are also exploring methods of applying Fourier analysis to large, all-sky databases to extract correlations that may help to evaluate competing theories for
explaining the effect.

1. Introduction
One of the most challenging aspects of modeling
an eclipsing binary system is accounting for the
O’Connell effect, where the two out-of-eclipse
maxima of a photometric light curve are unequally
high. Some asymmetries in a light curve are to be
expected, such as unequally deep minima, which reflects a temperature difference between the components. In contrast, the maxima are expected to be
equally high, because the observed luminosity of an
eclipsing binary system when the two components
are side by side should be equal to the luminosity in
the configuration half an orbital period later when
they have switched positions. This is not the case
with systems exhibiting the O’Connell effect.
Although it has been called “one of the celebrated difficult problems in the field of close binary
systems” (Liu and Yang, 2003) and has been recognized for more than a century, the O’Connell effect
has still not been conclusively explained for the majority of the systems exhibiting it.
Originally, the asymmetry of light curve maxima
was attributed to increased tidal distortion and mutual
irradiation between the components at periastron, the

point of closest approach in an eccentric orbit (Roberts, 1906). In the first major study of the phenomenon, Mergentaler (1950) showed that the size of the
asymmetry was not correlated with orbital eccentricity. He instead proposed H– absorption to explain why
the advancing hemispheres of the two components
are darker than the trailing hemispheres, which could
account for the difference in observed luminosity at
the two side-by-side configurations.
The asymmetry was also studied in depth by
O’Connell (1951), who searched for correlations between the size of the asymmetry and other parameters
directly measurable from visual and photographic
light curves, such as the orbital period and the depths
of the eclipses, or parameters derivable from models
of the systems, such as the relative dimensions of the
components and their atmospheric densities. The
most convincing correlation O’Connell found was
between the size and the color of the asymmetry. In
his data set, the size of the asymmetry tended to be
greater at shorter optical wavelengths. Wesselink and
Milone (1968) also found this correlation in RT
Lacertae, where the occurrence of asymmetric
maxima was first called “the O’Connell effect.” The
sign of this color correlation appeared to contradict
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Mergentaler’s H– absorption theory, so O’Connell
suggested that Struve’s “twin-stream” model (Struve,
1948) might be a more appropriate explanation.
In a follow-up study that refined and expanded
upon O’Connell’s correlations by incorporating
higher quality UBV photoelectric data, Davidge and
Milone (1984) found the color correlation to be
equally strong but with the opposite sign, so they reinvoked Mergentaler’s H– absorption theory. They
attributed the sign discrepancy to selection effects in
compiling the data sets used in both studies.
It should be noted that these early theories (periastron enhancements, H– absorption, and the twin
stream model) are no longer actively promoted to
explain the effect.
Two major factors are responsible for thwarting
attempts to develop a single, broadly applicable theory. First, the O’Connell effect is known to be highly
variable in some systems, e.g. CG Cygni, YY Eridani, RT Lacertae, and XY Ursae Majoris (Milone et
al.; 1979; Yang and Liu, 1999; Çakirli et al., 2003;
and Pribulla et al., 2001, respectively), but appears to
be relatively stable in others. Second, the effect has
been found in over-contact, semi-detached, and nearcontact systems alike, with no apparent respect for
the differences in their basic physical properties.
Taken together, these two factors indicate that
there are probably different mechanisms causing the
asymmetry in different eclipsing binary systems.
Unless more correlations can be found through population studies, which would allow theories for explaining the O’Connell effect to be generalized on the
basis of photometric data alone, the mechanism causing the effect must be determined on a case-by-case
basis. Observational techniques in addition to photometry, such as spectroscopy, must be employed to
determine which model applies in each case.

2. Theoretical Models for Explaining the
O’Connell Effect
Each of the theories discussed in this section has
been successfully applied to a handful of extensively
studied systems, but for the majority of the systems
exhibiting the O’Connell effect, the underlying cause
has not been conclusively determined.
2.1 Starspots
Chromospheric activity is the most common explanation for unexpected light curve asymmetries
such as the O’Connell effect.
Differential rotation is believed to be the primary
driver of chromospheric and magnetic activity, which
can be manifested by surface phenomena such as
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flares and starspots that alter the observed luminosity
of the star when viewed as a point source. Flares are
transient events, but starspots are slowly evolving
surface features formed when strong magnetic fields
inhibit the convection of hot plasma to the surface,
resulting in regions that are cooler and hence darker
than the surrounding photosphere (see Berdyugina,
2005, for an introduction to starspot theory). When
distributed asymmetrically, starspots can account for
the difference in luminosity at the two out-of-eclipse
configurations of an eclipsing binary system.
The Wilson-Devinney (WD) code is the most
commonly used eclipsing binary modeling program
for the extraction of physical parameters from observational data (Wilson and Devinney, 1971). Currently, the only way to model unequal maxima using
the WD code is to incorporate one or more idealized,
circular starspots with a specified latitude, longitude,
radius, and temperature factor. These parameters, as
well as all the other parameters that affect the shape
of a theoretical light curve, can be adjusted by a residuals-minimizing routine to converge on a good fit
to the observational data.
Spot modeling is useful because it can sufficiently model many types of surface inhomogeneities, including cool starspots like those found on the
Sun, but also “hot spots,” which may be caused by a
flare or the by impact of a mass-transferring gas
stream. Spot models have been successfully applied
to explain the O’Connell effect in many eclipsing
binary systems, especially those now classified as RS
Canes Venaticorum (RS-CVn)-type binaries. These
systems consist of cool, rapidly rotating close binaries with large starspots and highly active chromospheres. Their light curves feature “distortion waves”
superimposed on the general variability of the system.
In many cases, however, the capabilities of
eclipsing binary modeling codes appear to be ahead
of the observations for justifying them. The most
convincing starspot models are based on more than
just a single photometric light curve, but a single
light curve is exactly what many spot models rely
upon (e.g. Robb et al., 1999; Yang and Liu, 2002; Oh
et al., 2005; Hawkins et al., 2005; Zboril and Djurašević, 2006).
In order to explain asymmetric maxima, some of
these models incorporate a single, enormous starspot
occupying a substantial fraction of the stellar disk
(Djurašević, 1993; Samec et al., 1998; Austin et al.,
2007), which would seem farfetched unless interpreted as an “active region” where starspots are more
likely to be clustered. Some investigators (e.g. Bell et
al., 1990) acknowledge the problem by fitting two
unspotted models to each maximum separately and
then compromise on a starspot solution somewhere in
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between, while others (e.g. Milone and Hrivnak,
1984) do not bother to model the system at all because the asymmetry is so large. Interpretations and
compromises aside, many starspot models simply are
not justified; investigators risk blinding themselves to
the potentially interesting and unique natures of these
systems by slapping on a starspot here and there just
to get a good fit to the observational data.
Indeed, photometric data has been shown to be
generally insufficient to locate or even confirm the
existence of starspots in eclipsing systems (Maceroni
and van’t Veer, 1993). Furthermore, Prša (2006)
claims that it is possible to mimic the eclipsing nature
of a binary system by strategically placing spots onto
a single, isolated star, which would completely fool
someone who relies solely on photometric data.
This example serves as more of an illustrative
than realistic case of solution degeneracy, a problem
that severely erodes our confidence in starspot models: the parameters that define the size, location, and
temperature of a spot are highly correlated with the
other physical parameters that affect the shape of a
light curve (temperatures, mass ratio, inclination,
reflection and gravity darkening coefficients, etc.).
The residuals-minimizing routine must navigate an
immensely “hilly” solution space in order to locate
the global minimum best representing the physical
parameters of the system. Even without starspots, the
routine can become trapped in a local minimum representing a “good” fit to the data. With the inclusion
of starspot parameters, it is possible for many different parameter solutions to achieve a “best” fit to the
observational data. Without additional constraints,
there is simply not enough information inherent in a
photometric light curve to uniquely determine a solution for all the adjustable parameters of the model.
Photometry is simply too information-deficient
to prove that a starspot model uniquely describes a
system. Long-term, broad band photometric studies
that track the movement and growth of active regions
where starspots are likely to form, such as on VW
Cephei (Linnell, 1986) and RT Lacertae (Çakirli et
al., 2003), can corroborate the existence and evolution of starspots. Multi-color light curves coupled
with Doppler imaging studies (e.g. Hendry and
Mochnacki, 2000 in the case of VW Cephei) can
strengthen starspot models, as can other indicators
generally associated with chromospheric and magnetic activity, including chromospheric Ca II H and K
and Hα emission, coronal X-ray emission, Zeeman
splitting, polarization effects, molecular band features
(e.g., TiO and VO) in stars otherwise too hot to form
molecules, and ultraviolet and radio emission (see
Berdyugina, 2005, for a discussion).

2.2 Gas Stream Impacts
Although the starspot explanation may apply to
systems with small-amplitude, time-dependent distortion waves that alter the observed out-of-eclipse luminosity, it is difficult to understand how starspots
can be consistent with the apparent long-term stability and extraordinary size of the asymmetry in other
systems. It is conceivable that the intense, complex
magnetic interactions of close, synchronously rotating binary stars may allow starspots to become fixed
in position and enormous in size, but it seems more
likely that other mechanisms are responsible for the
asymmetry in these systems.
The leading alternative theory invokes an accretion hot spot formed by the impact of a masstransferring gas stream flowing through the L1 Lagrange point. The location of this point and the circumstances required for mass transfer are defined by
the geometry of a close binary system. In the WD
code, this geometry is described by the Roche model
generalized for elliptical orbits and asynchronous
rotation (Kallrath and Milone, 1999).
The Roche model is based on the principle of
equipotential surfaces. Along these surfaces, the
combined gravitational and centrifugal forces are
constant, so the two components of a binary system
take on the shapes of these surfaces, assuming they
are in hydrostatic equilibrium. The components will
be nearly spherical when they are far apart compared
to their radii, but will take on more of a teardrop
shape with the tip oriented toward the companion if
the components are very close.
The stationary solutions of the Roche potential
represent the five Lagrange points of the system
where the net gravitational and centrifugal force is
zero. The L1, L2, and L3 points all lie along an axis
connecting the center of mass of each component
with the center of mass of the system. The L1 point is
between the components, and the L2/L3 points are on
the far sides of the components. The L4/L5 points are
located at the vertices of equilateral triangles with
their shared base along the axis between the two
components. A certain critical surface called the inner Lagrangian surface has the shape of a threedimensional figure eight, intersecting itself at the L1
point. This surface defines the Roche lobes of the
system. The size of each component relative to its
Roche lobe, in turn, defines the morphological classification scheme of close binary systems.
A system is “detached” when the stars are nearly
spherical and located well inside their Roche lobes,
and is “near-contact” when the stars are teardrop
shaped and close to meeting their Roche lobes. When
both stars exceed their Roche lobe, the system begins
to resemble a peanut, and mass may be freely ex-
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changed between the components. In this case, the
system is classified as “over-contact.” If only one of
the stars exceeds its Roche lobe, the system is classified as “semi-detached.” The outer surface layer is no
longer gravitationally bound to the star, so mass will
flow through the L1 point in the form of a gas stream.
Matter will either accumulate on the surface of the
companion star, or orbit the companion for a while,
forming an accretion disk.
Either way, the impact of the gas stream on the
companion star may create a “hot spot” that is
brighter than the surrounding material. If the hot spot
is displaced from the central axis between the components, which is likely to be the case if the gas
stream is deflected because the system is rotating, the
accretion impact model can potentially account for
the difference in luminosity at the out-of-eclipse configurations.
Both GR Tauri (Gu et al., 2004) and V361 Lyrae
(Andronov and Richter, 1987; Kałużny, 1990; Gray
et al., 1995; Hilditch et al., 1997) are prime examples
of systems exhibiting asymmetric maxima that have
been adequately explained by an accretion hot spot
caused by a mass-transferring gas stream between the
components. V361 Lyr in particular is an intriguing
system. Its light curve has the largest O’Connell effect we have found in the literature so far (ΔmV ≈ 400
mmag, ΔmI ≈ 200 mmag), and it appears to exhibit
considerable variation in its abnormally wide secondary eclipse.
2.3 Circumstellar Matter and Asymmetric
Circumfluence due to Coriolis Forces
At least two other models for explaining the
O’Connell effect have been proposed in recent years,
but they have not received as much attention as
starspots or impacts from mass-transferring gas
streams.
The first, developed by Liu and Yang (2003), is
akin to the accretion impact theory but relies upon the
presence of free circumstellar material instead of direct, one-way gas flow in a binary system. The two
components are assumed to sweep through a stationary cloud of circumstellar material consisting of gas
or dust, possibly previously ejected from the components themselves. The kinetic energy of the captured
material is completely transformed into thermal energy, causing the leading hemispheres of the components to glow brighter than normal.
With this model, Liu and Yang found a way to
predict Δm, the difference in peak brightness of the
light curve maxima. The model relies upon having
accurate values for the density of the circumstellar
material, mass ratio, relative radii of the components,
and their surface temperatures. The value for the den110

sity of the assumed circumstellar cloud in particular
is not easy to estimate.
Liu and Yang compare the predicted values of
Δm to the observed values for several systems. The
agreement is reasonable but not exceptional. While
the assumptions of this particular model are unrealistic, the fact that Liu and Yang found a way to predict
Δm is an impressive accomplishment
It might also be possible for an asymmetrically
dense cloud of gas or dust in a binary system to account for the O’Connell effect alone, without having
to collide with the stars, by attenuating the light emitted at different orbital phases by different amounts.
Observational evidence that could potentially support
the existence of circumstellar matter includes infrared
excess and spectral features indicative of cool dust or
ionized gas far away from the star. A successful
model relying upon attenuation effects must be able
to explain how the circumstellar material can remain
in orbit for long periods of time before falling back
on the stars, or how the material can be replenished.
The model must also be able to offer a mechanism
for asymmetrically distributing the material in the
first place.
Another model for explaining the O’Connell effect, proposed by Zhou and Leung (1990), assumes
that the circulating flow of material between the
components of an over-contact binary is asymmetrically deflected due to Coriolis forces, created by the
rotating frame of reference, which causes hotter material to accumulate more toward one side of the system than toward the other. They do not offer a way to
predict Δm with their model or observations that
could support or refute it.

3. Our Research: Observations and
Population Study
We began our own study of the O’Connell effect
in May 2008 as part of an NSF-funded summer undergraduate research program at Truman State University, Missouri’s statewide public liberal arts and
sciences university. Initially, our research focused on
constructing multi-color light curves for poorly studied eclipsing binaries exhibiting the O’Connell effect.
As of May 2009, we have measured light curves for
six systems: GSC 03751-00178, V573 Lyrae, V1038
Herculis, ZZ Pegasus, V1901 Cygni, and UV
Monocerotis. Only results for V573 Lyr and UV Mon
are presented here.
Observations of V573 Lyr and UV Mon were
made at the Truman State University Observatory in
Kirksville, Missouri, using either a 20-cm or 35-cm
Meade LX200GPS telescope. We used both a SBIG
ST-402ME CCD camera with B, V, and I filters, and
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a SBIG ST-9XE CCD camera with B, V, R, and I
filters. AIP4Win (Berry and Burnell, 2000) was used
for all photometric data reduction.
V573 Lyr was discovered in the first-generation
Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment,
ROTSE-I (Akerlof et al., 2000), which supplied data
for the Northern Sky Variability Survey. V573 Lyr
currently has no other published light curve besides
the single band pass NSVS data, shown in Figure 1.
The system was observed over the course of eight
nights during the summer of 2008. V573 Lyr is a
relatively bright star (V = 10.70 at maximum) with a
period of 0.873 days. Our BVRI light curves are
shown in Figure 2.

Wachmann (1964) first identified UV Mon as
variable, misclassifying it as a Cepheid variable and
assigning an incorrect period. Schmidt et al. (1995)
properly classified it as an eclipsing binary system,
but acquired only a very sparse light curve. Curiously, UV Mon is still classified in the General Catalog of Variable Stars (Kholopov et al., 1998) as a
suspected RR Lyrae variable. This system has been
observed as part of the All-Sky Automated Survey
(Pojmański, 2002); the ASAS light curve is shown in
Figure 3. UV Mon has a period of only 0.416 days,
but is somewhat faint, especially when observed with
a blue filter. Our light curves in V and I obtained in
the spring of 2009 are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 1. Light curve of V573 Lyr acquired by the
ROTSE-1 telescope (Akerlof et al. 2000).

Figure 3. Light curve of UV Mon from the ASAS database (Pojmański 2002).

Figure 4. VI light curves for UV Mon acquired at the
Truman State University Observatory.

Figure 2. BVRI light curves for V573 Lyr acquired at the
Truman State University Observatory.

UV Mon may prove to be an especially rewarding system, because the extremely large O’Connell
effect and the overall shape of its light curve are
reminiscent of V361 Lyr. This suggests the possibility that a model invoking an impact by a masstransferring gas stream may also explain the
O’Connell effect in UV Mon.
So far, our research on the O’Connell effect in
eclipsing binary systems has primarily been observational, but we have begun to piece together all of the
theories and application of theories to individual systems in order to build a comprehensive, up-to-date
picture of our knowledge of and insight into the pos-
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sible causes of the O’Connell effect. We are currently
exploring methods of analyzing light curves from
massive, all-sky databases in order to follow up on
the population studies performed by O’Connell
(1951) and Davidge and Milone (1984) by searching
for correlations between the size of the O’Connell
effect and other system parameters.
Our population study, however, will be larger,
more detailed, more accurate, and less affected by
selection effects. We will quantify the “size” of the
O’Connell effect using additional measures that take
into account the overall asymmetry of the out-ofeclipse regions of a light curve. Finally, we will only
compare these measures to parameters that can be
directly extracted from observational data, rather than
comparing them to parameters derived through models, as we believe the accuracy of these models, especially those incorporating starspots, to be suspect for
the reasons discussed above.

Previous investigators have relied upon the conventional Δm measurement to quantify the size of the
O’Connell effect. This value is given by
(1)

where m(max I) is the peak magnitude after the primary (deepest) eclipse and m(max II) is the peak
magnitude after the secondary eclipse. m is often
measured by sight to a precision of about 10 mmag,
or by fitting curves to the regions around the maxima
to yield a precision limited by the noise in the data.
When the light curve is phase shifted so that the
primary eclipse is located at phase  = 0.0, the
maxima lie very close to the phase quadratures
( = 0.25 and  = 0.75). m is positive when the first
maximum is higher (brighter) than the second, and
negative when the first maximum is lower.
McCartney (1999) proposed two additional
measures of asymmetry at the phase quadratures that
go beyond simply measuring the difference in height
of the maxima: the O’Connell Effect Ratio (OER)
and the Light Curve Asymmetry (LCA). These are
helpful in detecting asymmetries in the out-of-eclipse
regions of a light curve that may not be readily apparent by visual inspection.
OER is the ratio of the areas beneath each maximum of a light curve. In McCartney’s original
scheme, data points are expressed in units of flux and
are partitioned by phase into n equally wide bins,
with n chosen to sufficiently sample the light curve
(McCartney chose n = 40 in his study). The mean
flux Ik in the kth bin is normalized by subtracting the
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McCartney’s second measurement, LCA, uses
the same binned data points to quantify the deviance
from symmetry of the two halves of the light curve. It
is essentially the root-mean-squared value of the difference between the mean fluxes of bins that are
paired by reflecting the light curve across the secondary eclipse ( = 0.5) divided by the mean flux of the
reflected bin:

LCA 

4. Measurement of the Asymmetry

m  m(max II)  m(max I)

flux I1 at primary minimum. OER is then calculated
by dividing the total flux beneath the first maximum
(bins 1 to n/2) by the total flux beneath the second
maximum (bins (n/2) + 1 to n):

2
1 n / 2 ( I k  I ( n 1 k ) )

n k 1
I k2

(3)

These two measures have not been widely applied in the literature, but they may prove to be more
valuable than the simple Δm value in tracking
changes in light curve asymmetry in a single system
over time and in comparing many systems exhibiting
asymmetric maxima.

5. Fourier Analysis of Eclipsing Binary
Light Curves
When measuring the O’Connell effect in a large
collection of light curves it is helpful to simplify the
process with Fourier analysis. Close approximations
to Δm, OER, and LCA can all be found by fitting a
truncated Fourier series to a light curve:
n

m( )  a0   ak cos(2 k )
k1
p

  bk sin(2 k )

(4)

k1

where m() is the magnitude at phase , a0 is the
mean magnitude, and n and p are the orders of the
cosine and sine series, respectively.
The first sine term has extrema at  = 0.25 and
 = 0.75 and is therefore the dominant harmonic accounting for the asymmetry at the phase quadratures.
The associated b1 coefficient is the semi-amplitude of
the first sine harmonic, so –2b1 is a close approxima-
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tion to the size of the O’Connell effect as measured
by m.

Figure 6. Coefficients corresponding to an 8-term Fourier series fit to the BVRI and NSVS light curves for V573
Lyr.
Figure 5. Visual light curves for V573 Lyr and UV Mon
(dots), along with an 8-term Fourier series fit to the data
(solid line) and the Fourier component corresponding to
the b1 term (dotted line).

The b1 coefficient preserves the sign relationship
of the asymmetry, which is important because it encodes the relative orientation of the primary and secondary components at each maximum, but it has the
opposite sign of m because the magnitude scale is
inverted (hence the negative sign in –2b1).
Other Fourier coefficients contain information
about the general shape of the light curve, so they can
be plotted against b1 for the purpose of extracting
correlations among them (e.g., Rucinski, 1973 and
1997). For example, the first cosine term is the dominant harmonic contributing to the unequal depth of
the minima, so –2a1 measures this difference. Furthermore, coefficients a2 and a4 can be used to discriminate among the different possible system morphologies (Rucinski, 1997a).
The method of Fourier analysis also allows for a
simple computation of OER and LCA. Adhering to
McCartney’s convention the photometric data must
be expressed in units of flux instead of magnitude.
This can be achieved through a change of variables
by expressing flux as a function of magnitude, where
I(max)=1 and m(max) is the magnitude at the brightest of the two maxima:

Figure 7. Coefficients corresponding to an 8-term Fourier series fit to the VI and ASAS light curves for UV
Mon.

I (m( ))  I (max)  0.4 m ( ) m (max)

(5)
Using Eq. 5, the summations in the formulas for
OER and LCA (Eqs. 2 and 3) can be modified to extract values from the Fourier series instead of binned
data by integrating the flux function I() over the
appropriate interval of :
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It may be computationally easier to use the same
formula for I(m()) to manually convert each data
point from magnitude to flux. Then, fit another Fourier series I() to the light curve and use this function
in the formulas for OER and LCA. I() computed in
this way is essentially equivalent to I(m()) but is
simpler to integrate.
Whether the light curve data is converted from
magnitude to flux point wise or through a change of
variables, care should be taken when calculating the
OER and LCA using Fourier series because the two
measures, especially LCA, are highly sensitive to
asymmetries in the shape of I(), which is only an
approximate characterization of the original shape of
the light curve. Choosing a higher order for the Fourier fitting function would achieve a closer fit to the
observational data and would help to alleviate this
problem, but the integration would then require more
computation time.

6. Fourier Analysis and All-Sky Surveys
for Population Studies
Although seemingly more complicated, fitting a
Fourier series to a light curve and determining approximations to m, OER, and LCA using the resulting function is extremely useful because Fourier coefficients can be determined for each eclipsing binary
system in all-sky survey databases using automated
algorithms, as has been done with the ASAS data.
With these coefficients and Eqs. 6 and 7, it is not
necessary work with the original data to extract valuable information from the light curves.
Our goal is to use these coefficients to determine
parameters that describe the asymmetry in the light
curve maxima and the overall shape of several thousand eclipsing binary light curves in the ASAS database. In addition to m, OER, and LCA, the degree of
contact, amount of higher-order asymmetry, difference in eclipse depth (and hence difference in component temperatures), and overall amplitude of the
light curves can all be extracted from Fourier analysis. These parameters can be plotted against the dif114

ferent measures of the O’Connell effect in order to
determine if any correlations exist among them.
Rucinski (1997b) provides an excellent example
of using Fourier analysis on eclipsing binaries in the
Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE)
catalog by plotting b1 against a1 (which measures the
difference in eclipse depth), a2 (which is proportional
to the overall amplitude of the light curve), the period, and the intrinsic V – I color index (which was
acquired through another source). The last of these
plots reveals that a handful of extremely red systems
all have large, negative values of b1. Rucinski also
plots a histogram of the number of systems with periods greater than 0.4 days binned by b1. The histogram
reveals that a greater number of systems have positive values of b1 than have negative values, which he
concludes is a real phenomenon not attributable to
systematic errors from data reduction.
Before applying the same Fourier method to the
ASAS database, several complications must be addressed. If a light curve has higher-order asymmetries, such as when the maxima are not located precisely at  = 0.25 and  = 0.75, –2b1 will be a poor
approximation to m. A simple remedy is to solve
dm()/d = 0 and search for extrema near the phase
quadratures. This will indicate the actual phase values for which the function m() achieves its maxima.
Then, the original function can be evaluated at those
phases and one maximum subtracted from the other
as in Eq. 1.
A more difficult problem to deal with is the quality of the ASAS data, which is regrettably quite poor
with low signal-to-noise and many outlying data
points. There are also limitations in the classification
method and the fitting techniques used to compute
the Fourier coefficients. Many systems classified as
EC, ESD, or ED (contact, semi-detached, and detached) do not appear to the eye to be eclipsing binaries at all, but the automatic fitting algorithm has
produced a set of Fourier coefficients for them anyway. It may be necessary to double check each system to be included in our sample by visual inspection
to ensure it is indeed an eclipsing system with a sufficiently accurate period so that we can be confident
the Fourier coefficients are meaningful.
Additionally, many light curves in the ASAS database do not seem to be appropriately phase shifted
so that the primary minimum is at  = 0. For these
systems, –2b1 is worthless as an approximation to m
because the asymmetry of the maxima becomes redistributed among the other Fourier harmonics instead of being concentrated primarily in the first sine
term. This can be remedied by solving dm()/d = 0
and searching for the true maxima, instead of assum-
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ing they lie at precisely  = 0.25 and  = 0.75, in the
same way as discussed earlier in this section.
The ASAS database can be cross-referenced with
other catalogs that list eclipsing binary systems exhibiting certain interesting properties. Two that are
particularly important in the study of possible explanations of O’Connell effect are systems with coronal
X-ray emission, a potential indicator of chromospheric activity, and systems with a high rate of period
change, an indicator of mass transfer. Szczygieł et al.
(2008) compiled a catalog of active eclipsing binary
X-ray sources by merging the ASAS and ROSAT All
Sky Survey (RASS) databases and picking out the
systems in the overlap. Similarly, Pilecki et al. (2007)
compiled a catalog of ASAS eclipsing binaries that
appear to have high rates of period change over the
several years of data collection.

Andronov, I.L., and Richter, G.A. (1987). “V361
Lyrae: An exotic binary system with a “hot spot”
between the components?” AN 308, 235.

7. Conclusion

Davidge, T.J., and Milone, E.F. (1984). “A study of
the O’Connell effect in the light curves of eclipsing
binaries.” ApJS 55, 571.

The O’Connell effect in eclipsing binary systems
has stood for many decades as one of the most perplexing challenges in binary star studies. While many
different theories have been proposed to explain this
effect, no one theory has been successfully applied to
more than a handful of binary systems. More broadly,
there has been no clear demonstration of a correlation
between the assumptions of any one theory and the
morphology or physical parameters of binary systems
that exhibit the O’Connell effect.
The goal of the astronomy program at Truman
State University is to explore the nature of the
O’Connell effect and to pursue avenues of research
that may someday contribute to a solution to this
long-standing puzzle. We are continuing to construct
multicolor photometric light curves of eclipsing binaries with a significant O’Connell effect, and we are
exploring the use of Fourier analysis of light curves
to facilitate working with large numbers of light
curves from all-sky surveys.
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Using a Web Cam CCD to do V Band Photometry
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Abstract
With the plethora of cheap web cam based CCD cameras in the market today, it seemed expedient to find out if
they can be used to do photometry. An experiment was planned to determine if it was possible to do this kind of
exacting measurement. Arne Henden (AAVSO) believed it would be possible to do V band photometry to 0.05
mag accuracy with a web cam CCD. Using a 6” refractor, the heart of M42 was repeatedly imaged. Theta 2 and
SAO 132322 were the comparison stars and V361 Orion was the target variable. Since the ¼ HAD CCD chip
only allows for a field of 10x7 arc minutes using the 6” refractor, the number targets was limited. The RGB on the
chip itself provides the filters needed for photometry. The G band pass on the chip ranges from 425-650 nm with
a peak band pass at 540, V band pass is 475-645 with a peak at 525. The results indicate that a web cam CCD
can be used for V band photometry. With a 10 second calibrated exposure without the Peltier cooling being engaged, the results for the 2 target stars were ± 0.18 mag. The star Theta 2 was 0.18 brighter in V than the actual
measurement from the Tycho catalog. SAO 132322 was -0.012 mag dimmer than the listed Tycho measurement. Then using SAO 132322 and Theta 2 as comparison stars, V361 Orion was estimated at 7.786 magnitudes. This is inline with visual estimates received before and after this date. With more estimates of known
magnitude comparison stars, a correction factor should be estimated and applied to the variable work that will
make it more accurate. This correction factor should bring it close to Arne Henden’s estimate of 0.05 mag accuracy.

1. Introduction
A short visit with just about any amateur astronomy forum indicates the high level of interest in astronomical imaging. Though much of the imaging is
done with DSLR cameras at this time there is still a
number that are using web-cam based CCD systems.
These systems are cheap and easily obtainable. Modifications can be made by the user or cameras purchased with the modifications already included. If
these readily available cameras can be used for photometry then many amateurs can make real contributions to science.
The telescope for this effort was a Celestron 6”
achromatic refractor mounted on a SkyView Pro
Mounting. To help centering, a 1.25-inch flip mirror
system mounted on a 2 inch adaptor was used. No
focal reducers or filters were used. The SkyView Pro
mounting uses a non-GOTO dual control tracking
system. It would track without star distortion for 45
seconds with the camera setup.
For the test a SAC-7b camera was used. It features a Sony ¼-inch Progressive Scan HAD
ICX098Ak chip. This is an anti-blooming color chip.
There is a Peltier cooler installed though it was not
used for this experiment since many amateurs have
converted their own cameras and they do not have
cooling features. The camera control software was

Astrovideo 3.5.0 and the images were processed by
AIP4Win V. 1.4.21.
This setup is an early example of low cost webcam CCD technology. The anti-blooming feature was
good for pretty pictures but hurt the camera’s linearity. The color chip also seems to be a disadvantage on
first glance. Upon consultation with Arne Henden of
the AAVSO it was suggested that the built in color
filters could be used to provide acceptable V photometry to a 0.05 magnitude accuracy. This would be
sufficient to provide low-level photometry that would
still be much improved over visual observations. A
whole new area for amateurs, with very low cost
equipment, could dramatically expand the numbers
participating in variable star research.

2. Characteristics
Upon examination it seemed that using the built
in Green band pass filter to do V band photometry is
possible and even practical. Below is a comparison of
the traditional UVBRI filters and the spectral characteristics of the Sony HAD ¼-inch CCD chip.
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age did not include the variable V361 ORI, the 10second exposure captured the whole field of comparison stars as well as the variable in question and anything longer than 10 seconds overexposed the
brighter comparison stars and caused them to become
un-measurable. The final image used for the measurement was a 10-second image captured in FITS
format. The image was automatically broken down
into RGB channels by the Astrovideo program. Only
the G channel was used for measurement.
Figure 1. Filter characteristics for the UBVRcIc system.

Figure 2. The spectral response of the built in RGB filters on the ¼” Sony HAD CCD.

As you can see the spectral response of the built
in filters are very similar to the BVR of the UVBRI
filter set. The G band on the chip, ranges from 425650 nm with a peak band pass at 540 and the V band
is 475-645nm with a peak at 525nm. The others are
similar but not as close. B band is 350-555 nm with
the peak at 425nm. The B of the UVBRI set is 365550nm with a peak of 470 nm. The R band is 560850nm with a peak at 625nm.
The conclusions are that you can use an RGB
based webcam CCD chip to do serious photometry.
Though the numbers seem to indicate that you can do
photometry in BVR with this setup, only the V band
was experimented with since it corresponds closest
with visual observations.

3. The Procedure
Because of the small field of view of the Sony
HAD 0.25-inch chip with an f/8 telescope, the targets
were limited for this test. The trapezium area of M42
was chosen because of the proximity of several
brighter comparison stars to variable V361 ORI
(SAO 132329). This is an under-observed variable
that is well within the range of an unguided webcam
based CCD camera. Due to it’s proximity near the
Trapezium it is also an easy find for an amateur.
Several images of the Trapezium area were taken
with exposures of 5 second, 10 seconds, 15 seconds
and 20 seconds. With the 5 second exposure the im-
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Figure 3. The Trapezium, Theta 2 and V361 ORI from a
C6” Refractor and SAC-7b camera with a calibrated 10
second exposure. Unguided.

The frame was calibrated by using a dark frame
consisting of 20 dark frames taken at 10 seconds and
combined. There is still a great deal of signal noise
due to the lack of cooling on the chip. Though it is
better with the cooling activated, it still shows a lot of
image noise. There was no combining of images;
only one-10 second frame was used to measure magnitudes. The calibration and measuring was done in
AIP4WIN using standard dark subtract and comparison star photometry.

4. The Data
The comparison stars for this estimate were
Theta 2 and SAO 132322. The star Theta 2 was .18
brighter in V than the actual measurement from the
AAVSO VSP. SAO 132322 was -0.012 mag dimmer
than the listed Tycho measurement. Comparison stars
SAO 131887 at 6.2 magnitudes (AAVSO) and SAO
131876 at 8.0 (Tycho) were used to check Theta 2
and SAO 132322. These stars were chosen because
they would be linear due to their lower magnitude. A
check was performed since the chips anti-blooming
properties could change the reading of Theta 2 if it
went into effect. Then, using SAO 132322 and Theta
2 as comparison stars, V361 Orion was estimated at
7.786 magnitudes. AIP4WIN comparison photometry
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tools were used. This is inline with visual estimates
received before and after this date.

Krajci, T. Private communication.
North, G. (1991). Advanced Amateur Astronomy. pp
235-250. Edinburgh University.

5. Conclusions
It is possible to use a webcam CCD to do V band
photometry. If other standard stars are imaged and
magnitudes compared, then a correction factor can be
applied to the observations and more precision
achieved. Air mass corrections would also bring it
closer to the target of 0.05 magnitude accuracy.
One very important factor is to not overexpose
the images. Since there is anti blooming on most
chips of this kind you must stay below the saturation
threshold for a star. The images will stay linear if
care is used in the exposure time.
Though it is quite possible to achieve good results, it is not easy. Dedicated astronomical CCD’s
make doing precise photometry much easier. There
are features like auto dark subtract that speed up and
simplify the process. Though the costs are higher, it
will make photometry more enjoyable. Still, for the
amateur just wanting to experiment with photometry,
a webcam based CCD will provide many hours of
satisfying science.

Romanishin, W. (2006). “An Introduction to
Astronomical Photometry Using CCD’s”. University
of Oklahoma. http://observatory.ou.edu.
Temple, P. (2008) “Using a Webcam for
Photometry”. Mid-America Regional Astrophysics
Conference presentation, Kansas City, MO.
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Abstract
We show that a digital SLR (DSLR) camera (Canon XTi) follows a linear response to light exposure when images
are saved in raw format. We also demonstrate its usefulness for photometry of bright variable stars such as Beta
Lyrae (4.2m - 3.2m) and other bright variable stars. Mounted on stationary tripod, fitted with a standard zoom
lens set at 55 mm FL at f/5.6, this camera obtains reasonably precise photometry (± 0.02m ) for bright stars. Imaging bright stars with a telescope and CCD imaging detector is hampered by rapid saturation and the lack of
suitable bright comparison stars in the field of view. Subtracting the average brightness for Beta Lyrae, we can
easily detect the intrinsic variability of Beta Lyrae (15%) with a period about 280 days. More such observations
are requested to learn more about the period and phase of the intrinsic variability of Beta Lyrae.

1. Introduction
Digital SLR (DSLR) cameras have become
popular among amateur astronomers as convenient
cameras for deep sky photography (Covington,
2007). However, not much has been published using
these cameras for astrophotometry. Focusing these
cameras is difficult when mounted on a telescope; the
driver software to remotely operate the cameras is
temperamental; these cameras have small pixels resulting in excessively large image files; and these
non-conventional techniques are often regarded as
“toys”. We have found that the DSLR when used
with a “stock” lens (zoom set to 55 mm Focal length)
produces reasonably precise photometric results
( 0.02 mag or 2%) for bright stars – stars between
magnitude 3 and magnitude 4 – even when mounted
on a non-tracking tripod.
Beta Lyrae, the prototype for eclipsing binaries
of the “Beta Lyrae” type, has been well studied for
many years. The two components are tidally distorted
(Bruton et. al., 1996); there is significant mass exchange between the two components forming a significant accretion disk/torus (Terrell, 2005). Harmanec and Scholz (1993) describe the Beta Lyrae
system as a B6-8II star that fills its Roche lobe, do-

nating mass to the secondary Be star. The large optical thickness of the accretion disk/torus contributes to
the broad eclipses. The primary eclipse occurs every
12.93 days when the mass donor B6-8II star is
eclipsed by the largely-obscured secondary star (type
Be). The equally broad secondary eclipse occurs
when the primary star passes in front of the extended
disk halfway through the cycle. The light flux at the
primary and secondary eclipses dips to about 40%
and 65% of the maximum light respectively.
Harmanec and Scholz (1993) have also compiled
an accurate long-term ephemeris from many radial
velocity observations covering a span of 100 years.
The measurable rate of change in the period over the
years of observation (18.9 sec/yr) indicates a relatively large mass transfer rate.
In addition to the regular eclipses, the Beta Lyrae
system shows significant intrinsic variability (8%
above and below the average light). Van Hamme et.
al. (1995), using photoelectric photometer observations over a 7 year span, found a 283 day cycle for
the intrinsic variability of Beta Lyrae. The intrinsic
variability of Beta Lyrae is the subject of this study.
Surprisingly, not much is known about the intrinsic variability of Beta Lyrae. The large brightness,
paradoxically, makes it difficult to observe with CCD
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2. Linearity of DSLR
Digital cameras have been developed for photography as their principle use as opposed to astronomy.
The common format for image storage (JPEG) is
highly processed compared to direct CCD output.
Digital cameras transform the linear CCD output into
a logarithmic response in order to produce images
that mimic both the human visual response and traditional film. In addition to transforming to logarithmic
output JPEG format also loses photometric precision.
Each pixel in a JPEG image is digitized to only 256
gray levels for each color. Thus JPEG images are not
appropriate for precision photometry.
Fortunately, most DSLR cameras can also store
images in a raw format in which each pixel for each
color is stored as a 12-bit integer read directly from
the camera’s A/D converter. The raw A/D output
should be a linear function of light flux.
A Canon XTi (D400) DSLR camera was used.
The sensor consists of 5.7 m square pixels, with a
total chip size of 22.2 x 14.8 mm (10 M pixels). Each
pixel in a Canon sensor contains a separate transistor
amplifier integrated on the chip. A conventional CCD
detector uses a single amplifier at the end of the
charge transfer process. The Canon sensor with an
amplifier at each pixel is called a “CMOS” sensor.
The amplified photoelectrons are then transferred to
the A/D converter as in a conventional CCD sensor.
Each pixel is coated with a single pixel-sized
Red, Green, or Blue micro filter arranged in a Bayer
array (Covington, 2007). Some image compression is
employed in Canon’s proprietary raw format called
“CR2”. The DSLR images are read and converted to
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standard “FITS” images using commercial software
(MaximDL). Each raw image for a 10 M-pixel camera requires about 8 Mb of storage.
An experiment was performed to test the linearity of the DSLR when using the proprietary raw
mode. A light box was constructed using two blue
light-emitting diodes (LED’s) inside the box. The
box was lined with white paper on all six sides of the
box. The LED’s were powered with a regulated electronic power supply. The box had a hole (about 1.5
cm diameter) through which the camera viewed an
extended source of the inner paper lining illuminated
by scattered light from the LED’s. The camera was
positioned 214 cm from the box opening, and focused
on the opening using the zoom lens set at 55 mm FL
at f/5.6.
With the LED’s in the light box powered with a
regulated power supply, the opening in the box was
photographed by the DSLR in a darkened room using
the raw format. The current in the LED’s was adjusted so that saturation of the detector occurred with
integration time of about 20 sec. The integration
times were varied from the shortest possible to more
than enough time to saturate the detector. Each exposure was accompanied by a “dark” frame of equal
integration time (the power to the LED’s was cut
off). The dark frame was subtracted from the original
light frame using MaximDL. The raw net images
were converted to color and stored in “FITS” format.
In each image the average blue value of an 8x8 pixel
array in the center of image of the blue light was
measured and plotted as a function of exposure time
(Figure 1).
Linearity of DSLR Raw Mode
5000
4000
Pixel value

detectors on a telescope. The field of view for a SBIG
ST7 camera on a 600 mm focal length telescope is
about 40 arcminutes. Thus comparable bright comparison stars are absent from the same field of view
as the variable star – losing the advantage of imaging
detectors in photometry. Bright (naked-eye) stars also
quickly saturate CCD detectors with integrations
times less than 0.5 second. Short integration times
suffer from atmospheric scintillations.
The DSLR camera, with a smaller sensitivity
than an astronomical CCD camera and fitted with a
“stock” lens fills the niche for bright star photometry
(stars brighter than magnitude 4). The DSLR is very
convenient for precision photometry of these bright
stars: no telescope to guide, no field computer needed
to drive the camera, and extremely portable. The
simplicity enables nearly continuous daily coverage
for a star such as Beta Lyrae. A world-wide network
of observers using this tool should reveal new information regarding Beta Lyrae and its intrinsic variability.
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Figure 1. The response of the DSLR pixel values as a
function of exposure time to a LED light source shows a
linear response to light.

Care was taken to always use the same 8x8 array
of blue pixels for this measurement. The camera and
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3. Spectral Response of DSLR
The DSLR and other one-shot color cameras obtain the color by means of a Bayer array of microscopic filters: a red, green, or blue filter for each
pixel (Covington, 2007). The arrangement for the
filters is:
RGRGRGRG…
GBGBGBGB…
RGRGRGRG…
GBGBGBGB…
etc
A raw image from the Bayer array appears as a
“checkerboard-like” monochrome image. To convert
the raw image into color, the software calculates all
three colors (RGB) for each pixel by averaging the
appropriate colors from the neighbors. We use
MaximDL software to construct the color images and
to store them in FITS format.
To measure the approximate spectral response of
the camera a holographic diffraction grating (733
grooves/mm) was placed over the lens. Imaging
through the grating, the camera was focused on a
200-Watt tungsten lamp (vertical filament in a clear
bulb). The camera was pointed off axis so that the
spectrum of the filament lamp was photographed.
The images were also dark field corrected. The dispersion of the spectral image was calibrated by photographing the spectrum of a hydrogen discharge
lamp in a similar manner. Normalized spectral profiles of the resulting red, green, and blue images are
shown in Figure 2. These spectral bands approximate
the standard Johnson B, V, and R bands.
The blue and green bands for the Canon XTi are
somewhat wider than the Johnson bands. It will be
important to measure transformation coefficients and
transform data to a standard photometric system.
These are now being developed, but present a special
challenge for DSLR cameras. The standard stars such
as the cluster M67 recommended by the AAVSO
(Cohen 2002, Bensen 1993) are much fainter and
require that the DSLR photograph the cluster through
a telescope. The telescope optics are expected to affect the spectral response.

DSLR Blue-Green-Red Response
1
Relative sensitivity

light box were fixed and stationary for the total span
of exposure times and dark frames. This avoided the
necessity of using flat field compensation for the test
images. Figure 1 shows that indeed the camera response is linear up to the 12-bit saturation level, and
is appropriate for photometry. It is assumed that other
makes and models of DSLR cameras exhibit linear
response to light.
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Figure 2. The spectral response for the red, green, blue
color planes for the Canon XTi camera. Each color is
normalized to its maximum sensitivity.

4. Photometric Photography of Stars
This section describes the step-by-step procedure
for observing the bright variable stars with the DSLR
camera. The camera’s standard zoom lens was set to
its maximum focal length (55 mm), and the aperture
was set to maximum opening (f/5.6). The ISO was set
to 800 using raw image format. With the camera
aimed and focused at the target using a stationary
tripod, a set of about 11 images with 15-second integration times was made. More images were obtained
on partially cloudy nights (cirrus clouds).
For Beta Lyrae, the raw image files were processed using MaximDL according to the following
protocol:
 A master dark frame was subtracted from
each raw frame.
 The net raw images were flat field compensated using a master flat frame (see below).
 The resulting flat compensated Bayer array
images were converted to RGB color with no
enhancements to the color balance.
 The color images were binned 4x4 to create
files of a more manageable size and to conserve computer memory.
 The different color planes were separated to
allow photometry.
 Digital aperture photometry of the variable
star and several check stars was performed on
each green image with Gamma Lyrae selected as the reference star.
 The magnitudes of the selected stars were
saved in a spreadsheet file for each observation session.
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Commercial analytical software (Matlab) was
used to calculate the relative light flux values,
mean values for each observation session, the
standard error of the mean (typically <  1%
for a 11-frame observation).

The stellar magnitudes were converted to light
flux because subtractive arithmetic was later used to
calculate the intrinsic variation of Beta Lyrae.
The dark frames were created using the same
camera settings with the lens cap in place. Averaging
the series of dark frames in MaximDL produced a
master dark frame. The same master dark frame is
used for many observation sessions.

master flat was created from a collection of raw flats
and stored in FITS format without color separation.
The effectiveness of flat field corrections were
tested by plotting the profile of a bright sky (moon
light, day sky, etc) without and with flat field corrections.

6. Results
A phase plot of the resulting light curve for Beta
Lyrae is shown in Figure 3. The date for zero phase
was calculated from the ephemeris given by Harmanec et. al. (1995):
T = HJD 2408247.966 + 12d.913780  E
+ 3.87196  10-6 E2

5. Flat Fields
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where E is the number of cycles since the initial epoch T0 (JD = 2408247.966). The Harmanec ephemeris is based on about 100 years of radial velocity
measurements.
Beta Lyr DSLR
1.2
Beta Lyr Green Flux

Flat fields are very critical for DSLR photometry. All optics systems are subject to vignetting off
the axis of the image – especially “fast” optical systems (low f/numbers) and a wide field of view (23
degrees with the 55 mm focal length on our camera).
Finding a suitable flat field object is quite difficult for
this wide field of view. It is important that the flat
field source is sufficiently faint so that long (several
sec) integration times can be used. Otherwise the flat
frames will be subject to variable shutter times across
the field of view due to the finite time for a focal
plane shutter to open and close. It is also important
that the flat field source be truly uniform. This rules
out the sky and traditional twilight sky due to variations in sky brightness across the wide field of view.
It is also important that the lens setting (focal length
and aperture) and ISO setting be identical with
photometric exposures of stars.
Suitable flat fields were obtained by photographing a dimly lit wall in a semi-dark room. The camera
was held fairly close to the wall (usually 10-30 cm);
the wall was illuminated by a dim lamp or narrow
door opening off to one side at a suitable distance.
Care was taken to avoid the camera shadowing the
wall illumination. A flat field exposure time was chosen such that the sensor was about 2/3 to 3/4 saturated (viewable by histograms on the camera display). During flat field exposures, the camera was
held in motion (circular, back and forth, and up and
down) to avoid graininess and unevenness in the
obliquely illuminated wall from affecting the flat
field. It is not important that the flat field exposure
time be identical to the image frames, but it is important that the flat field exposures be long enough to
avoid the shutter variations mentioned above. It is
also not important that the flat exposures have the
equal red, green, and blue light levels, because the
flat field frames are normalized in the processing. A
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Figure 3. The light curve for Beta Lyrae. The phase is
calculated from the ephemeris of Harmanec (1993). The
solid line represents the mean curve from Van Hamme,
et. al. (1995). The DSLR observations were made between late June 2008 and late April 2009.

The observations in Figure 3 were made between
late June 2008 and late April 2009 (127 observations). The scatter in the plot is due to the intrinsic
variation of Beta Lyrae. Van Hamme et. al. (1995)
made extensive photoelectric observations of Beta
Lyrae with a 30 cm telescope covering 7 years. The
solid curve in Figure 2 is Van Hamme’s mean light
curve produced from Fourier analysis of the light
curve vs. phase for 7 years of photoelectric data.
The Van Hamme mean light value was subtracted from the normalized DSLR observations of
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7. Discussion
With several more years of observations of Beta
Lyrae, especially with a team of observers to provide
even more continuous coverage, we should be able to

Intrinsic variation of Beta Lyrae
0.15
Residual Green Flux

the light flux to examine the long-term intrinsic
variation of Beta Lyrae (Figure 4).
The Van Hamme (1995) light curve for 7 years
of observations is reproduced in Figure 5 along with
the DSLR data inset but rescaled to the Van Hamme
plot. Although we have observed only one cycle of
the intrinsic variation of Beta Lyrae, the data in Figure 4 hints that the intrinsic variation is nonsinusoidal. The next rise in the intrinsic light curve is
predicted to occur in August-September 2009 – prime
evening observing season for stars in Lyra. Our
DSLR camera used no telescope – only the stock lens
and a stationary tripod. The data is comparable to
telescope data with a photoelectric photometer.
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Figure 4. Intrinsic variation of Beta Lyrae after subtraction of the mean Van Hamme light curve. The 283 day
cycle can be clearly seen. The heavy curve is an “eyeball” smooth fit to the data.

Van Hamme, et. al., 1995.
7 years of photoelectric photometry
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Inset: DSLR data on same scale
as Van Hamme
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Figure 5. The DSLR data superimposed on the Van Hamme (1995) photoelectric data that shows the intrinsic variation
for Beta Lyrae. The sine wave on the Van Hamme data represents the 283 day cycle for the intrinsic variation of Beta
Lyrae. The inset is the DSLR data from Figure 4 scaled to fit the scale of the Van Hamme plot. Notice the more continuous coverage for the DSLR data and approximately the same scatter.
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learn more about the nature of the Beta Lyrae system.
Is the intrinsic variation due to the primary star, the
secondary star, the accretion disk, or possibility a
third star or large planet? Careful measurements of
the primary and secondary eclipse minima should
reveal if the intrinsic variability for Beta Lyrae arises
from the primary or secondary star. If the secondary
star brightens, the primary eclipse will not be as deep
as during the faint part of the intrinsic cycle. This
would deepen the secondary eclipse. The opposite
change in eclipse depths is expected if the primary
star is the source of the intrinsic brightening. If the
enhanced brightness of the system arises from the
accretion disk, or a hotspot on the perimeter of the
disk, the width of the secondary eclipse will broaden
or have unequal slopes. Precision measurements of
eclipse depths will be facilitated by extended (6 hour)
runs centered on the predicted primary and secondary
eclipses. The Julian dates and times for the primary
and secondary eclipses are easily calculated on a
spreadsheet using Eq. 1.

8. Other Variable Stars
We have observed the Cephied variable, Zeta
Geminorum (period 10.15 day) using the DSLR and a
similar protocol during the winter 2009 observing
season. The results are shown in Figure 6.
The light curve in Figure 6 shows the reproducibility of the magnitude of this star within .02 magnitude (2% of light value). Notice that Zeta Geminorum
shows a sinusoidal variation of magnitude contrary to
many Cepheid variables that show a steeper rise in
brightness than decline. The color index measured
with the DSLR also demonstrates the changing color
of the Cepheid variable. The color index is slightly
asymmetric.
We have also begun observations of Epsilon
Aurigae in anticipation of the predicted eclipse (27
year cycle) that begins August 2009.

9. Conclusions
We have shown that we can perform precision
photometry of bright stars (brighter than 4.5 mag)
using a DSLR camera mounted on a stationary camera using a “stock” zoom lens (f/5.6, 55 mm FL). The
precision is comparable to a photoelectric photometer
mounted on a 20 cm – 30 cm aperture telescope. The
accuracy will depend on adequately obtaining the
transformation coefficients and correcting for atmospheric effects. This work has begun.
The ease and speed of the photometric observations fill a niche for scientific understanding of these
bright stars such as learning about the source of the
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Figure 6. The light curve (top) and the color index (bottom) for the Cepheid variable Zeta Geminorum obtained
with DSLR. Notice the asymmetry of the color index
curve.

intrinsic variation of Beta Lyrae that has eluded studies with telescopes.
We intend to continue to observe Beta Lyrae using these techniques; determine the transformation
coefficients and recruit more observers using a standard photometric system; and carefully measure the
eclipses (both primary and secondary) with near continuous light curves. With several years of observations the photometry results should reveal some additional secrets of Beta Lyrae.
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11. Notes
MaximDL is a product of Diffraction Limited,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. www.cyanogen.com. It is
important to obtain the version that includes the plugin for DSLR cameras as well as the version that
includes photometry.
Matlab is a product of The Mathworks, Inc, Natick,
Massachusetts, USA. www.mathworks.com.
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Abstract
We report on a coordinated observing campaign in April and May 2008 to study the eclipsing dwarf nova DW
Ursae Majoris. This belongs to the group of SW Sex stars, nova-like variables containing accretion disks which
exhibit superhumps in their light curves suggesting that their accretion disks are elliptical and precessing on time
scales of a few days due to tidal interactions with the companion star. It has been suggested that the changing
geometry will cause the depth of eclipses to be modulated on the accretion disk precession period. The aim of
this campaign was to provide for the first time sufficient continuous photometric coverage of an eclipsing superhumper to test this hypothesis. 26 experienced amateur CCD photometrists in 7 countries participated in the
project and altogether made almost 55,000 magnitude measurements over a 4 week period, keeping DW UMa
under observation for more than 50% of the time. The results provide direct measurements of the orbital, superhump and disk precession periods, confirming unambiguously that the superhump signal is a beat between the
orbital and precession periods. They also reveal modulation not only of the eclipse depth but also of the eclipse
time of minimum and width on the accretion disk precession period. The project is a good example of cooperation between the amateur and professional communities to address an open research issue.

1. SW Sex Stars
These are an unofficial class of cataclysmic variables (CVs), not in the GCVS, which was first proposed by Thorstensen et al. (1991) with the comment
“…these objects show mysterious behaviour which is
however highly consistent and reproducible.” The
four original SW Sex stars were PX And, DW UMa,
SW Sex, V1315 Aql. The class now includes around
50 members of which about half are definite members and the others either probable or possible based
on observed characteristics. Hoard (2009) maintains
an on-line list of SW Sex stars.

2. Observed characteristics of SW Sex
Stars
These are novalike variables with bright accretion disks showing occasional VY Scl-type low states
and no observed nova or dwarf nova outbursts. There
are circumstantial similarities between SW Sex stars
and VY Scl stars. SW Sex stars are often eclipsing
systems with V-shaped eclipses and periods mostly in
the range 3-4 hours. They may exhibit positive and/or
negative superhumps. Spectroscopically they show
single-peaked Balmer, HeI and HeII emission lines

which may not be fully eclipsed, not double peaked
lines as expected in bright edge-on CVs. Superimposed on the emission lines is a transient narrow absorption feature around phase 0.5. Phase offsets are
observed between the radial velocity and eclipse
ephemerides. There is much variation in detail between individual systems.

3. Possible Physical Interpretation
Predominantly (~50%) but not exclusively these
are high inclination systems. It is possible a selection
effect is at work here so our interpretation of these
objects may be influenced by their inclination. They
are likely to have a high sustained mass transfer rate
which keeps the accretion disk full and bright, but
sometimes the accretion process turns off altogether
causing the low states. They are thought to have an
eccentric accretion disk which may be flared at the
edge and/or tilted. The accretion stream is possibly
punching through the edge of the disk and flowing
over the disk creating a bright spot where it impacts
the disk, but this bright spot is weaker than that observed in most dwarf novae. The single-peaked emission may be due to the relative dominance of a single
bright spot on the disk. The absorption feature super-
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imposed on the emission lines is possibly caused by
light from the back of the disk passing through the
accretion stream or bulges on the front disk edge.
There may also be a strong accretion disk wind from
the inner region of the disk. Current models have
difficulty explaining all the observed properties.
There is also a suggestion that some SW Sex
stars may be intermediate polars in which the white
dwarf has a weak magnetic field. An example is LS
Peg as reported by Rodrıguez-Gil et al. (2001). This
would result in a truncated inner disk with the accretion stream flowing onto the magnetic poles of the
white dwarf. One consequence of this should be circular polarisation and/or rapid coherent modulation
in X-ray and UV light curves. There is evidence of
these in some SW Sex stars.
The bottom line is that we really don’t know
what mechanisms operate in SW Sex stars, particularly in relation to the accretion disk, and how they
relate to other CVs with similar periods. But as they
constitute about 50% of CVs with periods in the
range 3-4 hrs they are important and need further
study.

4. Understanding more about Accretion
Disks in SW Sex Stars
In eclipsing SW Sex stars the eclipses should be
a good diagnostic tool for probing the accretion disk.
Observer

Country

Amigo
Arranz
Boyd
Brady
Castellano
dePonthiere
Dubovsky

Spain
Spain
UK
USA
Spain
Belgium
Slovakia

Fernandez
Gomez
Krajci
Miller
Nakajima
Naves
Oksanen
Pickard
Pinilla
Reina
Rodriguez
Sanchez
Shears
Staels
Stein
Vandenabbeel
Vanmunster
Virtanen
Yoshimura

Spain
Spain
USA
UK
Japan
Spain
Finland
UK
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
UK
Belgium
USA
Belgium
Belgium
Finland
Japan

Table I. Observer details.
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Stanishev et al. (2002) suggested a correlation between the depth of eclipses and the precession phase
of the accretion disk in the SW Sex star PX And, but
their coverage was insufficient to be able to say anything definite. Stanishev et al. (2004) noted a variation in depth of eclipses in DW UMa but they also
had insufficient data to be able to analyse the variation.
DW UMa is an eclipsing SW Sex variable with a
mean V magnitude outside eclipse of 14.5, an orbital
period of 3 hr 17 min and an accretion disk precession period of about 2 days To gain sufficient data to
be able to verify a correlation between the depth of
eclipses and the accretion disk precession phase
would ideally require continuous observation of DW
UMa for several days. This is something which professional astronomers would find difficult to achieve
with time-limited access to a telescope at a fixed longitude.

5. A Pro-am Collaboration Project
We saw a good opportunity for pro-am collaboration by involving the global amateur community in
trying to address this challenging observational goal.
At the joint BAA/AAVSO meeting at Cambridge
University in the UK in April 2008, we proposed a
project which sought to engage amateur observers
distributed around the world with the aim of keeping
Equipment used

0.25-m f/6.3 SCT + ST-7XME CCD
0.35-m f/5 SCT + MX716 CCD
0.35-m f/5.3 SCT + SXV-H9 CCD
0.4-m reflector + ST-8XME CCD
0.2-m f/3.3 SCT + ST-7 CCD
0.2-m f/6.3 SCT + ST-7XMEI CCD
VNT 1000/9000 f/3.3 + ST9-XE CCD
Hugo 265/1360mm + DSI Pro CCD
0.4-m SCT + ST8 CCD
0.2-m f/10 SCT + ST-8XME CCD
0.28-m SCT + ST-7 CCD
0.35-m SCT + SXVF-H16 CCD
0.25-m f/5 SCT + Mutoh CV-04 CCD
0.3-m SCT + ST8-XME CCD
0.4-m RCT + STL-1001E CCD
0.3-m SCT + SXV-H9 CCD
0.25-m f/4 SCT + ST7XME CCD
0.25-m f/3.3 SCT + ST-7 CCD
0.2-m f/7 SCT + ST-9 CCD
0.35-m f/10 SCT + ST-9 CCD
0.28-m SCT + SXV-H9 CCD
0.28-m f/6.3 SCT + MX-716 CCD
0.35-m f/7 SCT + ST10XME CCD
0.2-m f/5.7 SCT + ST7-XME CCD
0.35-m f/6.3 SCT + ST-7XME CCD
0.2-m SCT + ST-7XME CCD
1-m RCT

Obs.time
(hr)
2.6
8.2
18.3
84.1
3.2
50.8
59.6
1.5
1.7
74.7
50.8
35.9
8.3
37.9
13.8
4.6
1.5
2.7
5.8
9.7
72.1
45.4
1.2
47.2
12.0
11.3
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DW UMa under as near as possible continuous
photometric observation for one month. Guidelines
for observing including recommended comparison
stars, exposure times, S/N goals, and filters were circulated to the amateur community via a Google
group through which observers could also submit
their data and receive feedback on progress with the
project.
During the next 4 weeks, 26 observers in 7 countries around the world observed DW UMa whenever
their skies were clear. Together they made 155 observing runs, observing DW UMa for a total of 27.7
days. They submitted almost 55,000 images of DW
UMa, each of which provided a magnitude measurement and estimated error. Most observers ran unfiltered but some V and R filtered data was taken. 109
of the 219 eclipses during this period were observed,
some by as many as 8 observers. DW UMa was being
observed somewhere in the world for a total of 15.4
days during the 30-day period, more than 50% of the
time. Regular feedback via the Google group was an
important factor in the success of the project by keeping people motivated.
The contributing observers are listed in Table I.

6. Aligning Light Curves
The first step in the analysis was to align the individual observers’ light curve segments. This was
achieved by a careful iterative process of comparing
the out-of-eclipse portions of light curves obtained at
the same time by different observers and applying a
constant magnitude adjustment for each observer to
bring the overlapping regions of all light curve segments into mutual alignment. Most observers used
the same comparison stars throughout and we found
the same adjustment factor could be applied for all
their runs, but if they changed comparison stars different adjustments were needed. With care, mutual
light curve alignment could be achieved to better than
0.02 mag. This alignment was crucial to the subsequent analysis as we were investigating persistent
modulation in the out-of-eclipse light curve of the
order of 0.1 mag. The resulting integrated 30-day
light curve is shown in Figure 1. This shows that DW
UMa exhibits continuous flickering with an amplitude of around 0.2 mag. We think it unlikely that
such dense coverage of a variable star has been
achieved before.
We checked the internal consistency of this light
curve alignment procedure for 6 observers who submitted unfiltered measurements of the four comparison stars. Knowing V magnitudes and B-V colours of
the comparison stars, a linear colour-dependent transformation was computed for each observer to bring

the response of their equipment approximately onto
the standard V magnitude scale. Knowing the colour
of DW UMa, this transformation was then used to
find the adjustment needed to bring their unfiltered
measurements of DW UMa approximately onto the V
magnitude scale. We found the relative adjustments
derived from this analysis for all 6 observers were
consistent to a standard deviation (s.d.) of 0.017 mag
with the magnitude adjustments made to align the
light curves of the same observers.

Figure 1. Combined 30 day light curve for DW UMa.

7. Light Curve Period Analysis
We first determined the main signals in the light
curve by removing the eclipses and carrying out a
Lomb-Scargle period analysis on the remainder of the
light curve. The resulting power spectrum is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Power spectrum from Lomb-Scargle analysis
of the combined light curve after removing eclipses.

Signal A is the accretion disk precession period
Pprec = 2.22(2) days, signal F is the orbital period Porb
= 0.1366(1) days and signal E is the superhump period Psh = 0.1455(2) days. This confirms that the superhump period is the beat between the orbital and
precession periods with the relationship
1/Psh = 1/Porb – 1/Pprec
This superhump period is consistent with the
positive or apsidal superhumps seen by Patterson et
al. (2002) and Stanishev et al. (2004). However we
see no sign of the negative or nodal superhumps
found by Patterson during 1996.
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8. Measurement of the Eclipse
Ephemeris

10. Superhump Period Excess and Mass
Ratio

Times of minimum and estimated errors were
found for all well-recorded eclipses from a 2nd order
polynomial fit to the lower half of each eclipse. This
gave 209 eclipse timings for 109 distinct eclipses.
Timings for the same eclipse were averaged. Orbit
numbers were assigned to each eclipse and a
weighted linear ephemeris computed as

Our measured values of the orbital and superhump periods give a superhump period excess ε =
0.065(1) in agreement with the value ε = 0.064(2) in
Patterson et al. (2005). Using Patterson’s empirical
relationship ε = 0.18q + 0.29q2, this gives a mass
ratio q = 0.256(3) which is at the lower end of the
range q = 0.39(12) proposed by Araujo-Betancor et
al. (2003).

HJD(min) = 2454564.46465(4)
+ 0.1366062(3) * E

(1)

No convincing evidence was found for a quadratic ephemeris. The orbital period of 0.1366062(3)
days from this eclipse analysis is consistent with the
value of 0.1366(1) days from period analysis. An OC plot with respect to this linear ephemeris is shown
in Figure 3. The RMS scatter in O-C is 22.9 sec. This
looks linear as expected for a constant orbital period,
but it isn't quite as we shall see.

11. Variation of Brightness with the Disk
Precession Phase
To investigate this further we applied sine fits to
the out-of-eclipse light curve for a range of assumed
precession periods and looked at the residuals as a
function of precession period. We found the best fit
occurred at a precession period of 2.231 days, confirming and refining the result from period analysis.
Figure 4 shows the combined light curve folded on a
precession period of 2.231 days together with the best
fit sine curve. The full amplitude of variation over the
precession phase is 0.12 mag. Removing the precession signal and folding on the superhump period of
0.1455 days reveals the superhump phase shown in
Figure 5 with an amplitude of 0.1 mag.

Figure 3. O-C times for 109 eclipses relative to the
ephemeris in eqn (1).

9. Previous Eclipse Timings
We also researched previously published eclipse
timings for DW UMa and found 146 measurements
made between 1983 and the start of this project. Most
of these did not specify a measurement error so we
calculated the following unweighted eclipse ephemeris

Figure 4. Combined light curve folded on a precession
period of 2.231 days.

HJD(min) = 2446229.0068(1)
+ 0.136606531(3) * E
The orbital period of 0.1366062(3) days measured during the project is consistent with its mean
value over the last 25 years.
Figure 5. Superhump signal folded on a period of 0.1455
days.
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12. Variation of the Eclipse Time with the
Disk Precession Phase
This had not been predicted but we thought it
worth investigating. To do this we applied sine fits
for a range of periods to the eclipse O-C times derived from the linear ephemeris in Eq. 1 and examined the residuals. The best sine fit occurred at a period of 2.231 days, exactly the same as the disk precession period. This offers convincing evidence that
the eclipse time of minimum is also correlated with
the disk precession phase. Figure 6 shows the eclipse
O-C times plotted against precession phase for a precession period of 2.231 days along with the best sine
fit. The amplitude of variation is ±13.5 sec about the
orbital period of 3h 17m. Binning the data and calculating means and standard errors yields a chi-sq probability for a sine fit of 0.10 whereas for a linear fit it
is ~10-10.

Figure 6. Variation of eclipse O-C times with accretion
disk precession phase assuming a precession period of
2.231 days.

Eclipses measured with different filters had different mean depths.
Filter
band
V
Unfiltered
R

Mean
eclipse
depth
(mag)
1.43(13)
1.33(09)
1.21(14)

No of
eclipses
measured
32
172
5

Table II. Eclipse depth versus filter.

These results are consistent with unfiltered CCD
cameras having a mean response between V and R.
Eclipses reduce the light intensity by 73% in the V
band and 67% in R, implying the eclipsed source is
bluer than the average colour outside eclipse. On average 29% of the light intensity is not eclipsed. We
investigated the variation of depth with precession
phase using the unfiltered eclipses and only eclipses
for which both the beginning and the end were observed were included in the analysis.
We repeated the same procedure applying sine
fits for a range of periods to the eclipse depth measurements and looked at the residuals. The best sine fit
again occurred close to the disk precession period,
supporting the previous suggestion that eclipse depth
is correlated with the precession phase of the accretion disk. Figure 8 shows a plot of eclipse depth
against precession phase for a precession period of
2.231 days along with the best sine fit. The variation
is ±0.044 mag on a mean eclipse depth of 1.33 mag.
Binning the data and calculating means and standard
errors yields a chi-sq probability for a sine fit of 0.16
whereas for a linear fit it is 0.003.

13. Variation of the Eclipse Depth with
the Disk Precession Phase
To investigate the suggestion that eclipse depth
varies with the disk precession phase, we first had to
extract eclipse depth information from the light
curve. Figure 7 shows our method of doing this for a
typical eclipse.

Figure 8. Variation of eclipse depth with accretion disk
precession phase assuming a precession period of
2.231 days.

14. Variation of the Eclipse Width with
the Disk Precession Phase

Figure 7. Method of measuring eclipse depth.

Finally, we decided to investigate whether the
eclipse width also varies with the disk precession
phase. We obtained the eclipse width using the 2nd
order polynomial fitted to the eclipse to obtain the
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Maximum eclipse delay – maximum brightness
Maximum eclipse depth – maximum brightness
Maximum eclipse width – maximum brightness

Phase difference
0.052
-0.137
-0.318

Angular difference
18.7°
-49.3°
-114.5°

Table III. Maximum phase variations.

time of minimum. The separation of the points on
this polynomial at mid-depth of the eclipse was taken
as the eclipse width. We again restricted our analysis
to the unfiltered eclipses. We repeated the same procedure as before applying sine fits for a range of periods to the eclipse width data and looked at the residuals. The best sine fit again occurred close to the
disk precession period indicating that the eclipse
width is also correlated with the precession phase of
the accretion disk. This result had not been expected.
Figure 9 plots the eclipse width against precession
phase for a precession period of 2.231 days along
with the best sine fit. The variation is ±0.40 min on a
mean eclipse width of 14.89 min. Binning the data
and calculating means and standard errors yields a
chi-sq probability for a sine fit of 0.50 whereas for a
linear fit it is 0.43.

Figure 9. Variation of eclipse width with accretion disk
precession phase assuming a precession period of
2.231 days.

15. Phase Differences
The phase difference and corresponding angular
differences between the phases of maximum eclipse
delay, depth and width, and the phase of maximum
brightness are listed in the table below.
The phase relationship between these precession
phases of maximum is relatively stable with respect
to the assumed disk precession period as shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Variation of precession phases of maximum
with precession period.

16. Conclusions
These results confirm that eclipses are a useful
diagnostic tool for probing the precessing accretion
disk in DW UMA and potentially other SW Sex stars.
We have confirmed the suggestion that eclipse depth
is correlated with the precession phase of the accretion disk. We have also found for the first time evidence of correlations between the disk precession
phase and both the eclipse time of minimum and the
eclipse width. The phase relationships we have found
between the variations in brightness, eclipse time,
eclipse depth and eclipse width with disk precession
phase are not consistent with those expected for a
simple geometrically flat, elliptical, precessing accretion disk. Additional factors, such as variations on the
thickness and/or brightness of the disk rim, may
dominate the observed behaviour.
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Abstract
New V, B, Ic, and R band photometry is obtained for V480 Lyr, V575 Lyr and GSC 2118 -0402. These new observations, when combined with other published observational data, allowed the determination of multiple period
values for each star. From its multi-period behavior and from an examination of other intrinsic parameters, V480
Lyr was determined to be that of an RV Tauri type star, which differs from earlier classifications of the star. The
new observational data on V575 Lyr confirmed two earlier observed periods of this variable star and identified an
additional third period of pulsation. Additionally the precession of the primary period was identified, and new B-V,
V-I, and V-R color indices were obtained. New observations of the V575 Lyr field star: GSC 2118-0402, are also
examined and analyzed. These observations identified the range of magnitude variation and pulsation periods,
which allowed the star to be tentatively classified as a Delta Scuti variable.

1. Introduction
V480 Lyr, V575 Lyr, and GSC 2118-0402 share
a common history, in that each star’s variability was
detected and recorded by the initial demonstration
phase of the Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment (ROTSE 1) from 1998, Ackerlof, et al,
(2000). V575 Lyr and GSC 2118-402 were first discovered as variables by this project, whereas V480
Lyr was first discovered by Gessner (1983) approximately fifteen years earlier. As with many automated
sky surveys, the period and classification of the variable need to verified and additional research done to
establish other important parameters for the star.
1.1 V480 Lyr
V480 Lyr is listed in the Global Catalog of Variable Stars (GCVS) as an EB binary (Beta-Lyra type).
This designation is based on the initial work of Gessner (1983) who produced a partial light curve and
postulated that the variable was an EB type with a
period of approximately 100 days. The Gessner light
curve is quite sparse and is shown in Figure 1. The
ROTSE 1 survey from 1998 produced a V-band set
of data for V480 Lyra that was interpreted as the
variable being a Cepheid, with a period of 44.5 days
(Ackerlof et al., 2000). This interpretation has been
repeated in several other publications (Samus et al.,
2003), and (Schmidt et al., 2007). Analysis of subsequent ROTSE data in 2003 and 2004, together with
new observations of this star by the author in 2007
and 2008 called into question the accuracy of this
interpretation and period.

Figure 1: Early Light Curve for V480 Lyra. From Gessner (1983)

1.2 V575 Lyr
The ROTSE 1 survey classified V575 Lyr as a
Delta Scuti variable, Ackerlof (2000) and its period
was given as 0.170407 d with a magnitude range of
12.6 to 12.9 V mag. Van Cauteren and Wils (2001)
observations of V575 Lyr confirmed the magnitude
variation as 0.3 V mag. but determined the primary
frequency as 0.145568 d. This study also found a
secondary period of 0.111501 d. Both the Ackerlof
(2000) and Van Cauteren (2001) reported observations were primarily V band observations, and did not
include color indices.
1.3 GSC 2118-0402
Ackerlof, et al, (2000) gave this star an initial
designation of J182911.97 +280808.3. Its period was
given as 0.274272 d with a mean visual magnitude
range of 13.67 and visual amplitude as 0.477. The
assigned variable type was an RR Lyrae Type C
(RRc) variable. Lomoz (2008) also produced partial
light curves of this variable, but did not publish other
analyses. Comparison of the ROTSE 1 position with
the USNO-A2.0 catalog shows this star as GSC
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2118-0402. Since GSC 2118-0402 also appears in the
field of V575 Lyr, the 2008 observations of V575
Lyr by the author, afforded the opportunity for a
more detailed study of GSC 2118-0402.

2. Observations
All observations by the author were made using
a Meade LX200 10-inch (0.25m) telescope, with a
Starlight Xpress MX 716 CCD camera, which has a
720x550 pixel array. A series of One-minute exposures were taken at f/6.3 (for an effective field of
view of approximately 16x12 arcminutes) with Johnson B, V, R, and Cousins I filters.. During data reduction, five contiguous one-minute exposures were averaged to produce data points in each band. Typical
seeing conditions for this low-altitude site were between 3.5 and 4.5 arc seconds FWHM for each image. The air mass for observations ranged from 1.01
through 1.45. All exposures were dark & bias subtracted, and also flat-fielded (using twilight sky flats)
according to established procedures. The software
tool AIP4Win, Ver 2.1 (Berry and Burnell, 2000) was
used to make photometric measurements.
The B, V I, and R photometric data on each
comparison star were normalized with measurements
taken from Tycho observations of comparison and
other field stars, corrected to the Johnson and Cousins system. Zero points were then determined from
the comparison star photometry and applied to photometry of each variable star using AIP4Win, to produce standardized BVRI measurements. The calculated photometric error of observations of the variable star was at or below 0.03 mag in all bands for
V480 Lyr and at or below 0.05 mag in all bands for
V575 Lyr and GSC 2118-0402.
In the summer (northern latitudes) of 2007, V480
Lyr was observed in nearly nightly sessions from JD
2454263.706 to JD, 2454382.608 (12 Jun through 9
Oct 07, and then again in 2008 from JD 2454632.705
to JD 2454726.632 (15 Jun to 17 Sep 08). In 2008,
V575 Lyr and GSC 2118-0402 were observed was
observed in approximately 5 hour observing sessions
each night from JD 2454625.773, through JD
2454640.951 (13 Jun through 23 Jun 08), and then
again on JD 2454702.8 (24 Aug 08).
All exposures of V480 Lyra included two comparison stars GSC 3130-1721 and GSC 3130-1779.
To insure that the comparison stars were not variable,
the difference between GSC 3130-1721 and GSC
3130-1779 were also measured for each exposure.
The standard deviation of the V band magnitude difference of these two comparison stars over all observations was found to be 0.017 mag.
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All exposures of V575 Lyr and GSC 2118-0402
also included two comparison stars GSC 2118-0113
and GSC 2118-0166, To insure that the comparison
stars were not variable, the difference between GSC
2118-0113 and GSC 2118-0166 were also measured
for each exposure. The standard deviation of the V
band magnitude difference of these two comparison
stars over all observations was found to be 0.054
mag.
The position determined for V480 Lyr was R.A.
(2000.0) 18h 40m 23s, Dec. (2000.0) +43° 56' 21”
based upon the reference coordinates in the USNOA2.0 Catalog and matches the position generated
from the SIMBAD website (FK5 2000.0 coordinates:
R.A. 18h 40m 23s, Dec.+43° 26’ 22”), or the coordinates in the GCVS.
Similarly, the position determined for V575 Lyr
was R.A. (2000.0) 18h 42m 23s, Dec. (2000.0) +29°
09' 54” based upon the reference coordinates in the
USNO-A2.0 Catalog and very closely matches the
position generated from the SIMBAD website (FK5
2000.0 coordinates: R.A. 18h 43m 29s, Dec.+29°
09’ 55”), or the coordinates in the GCVS.
Finally, the position determined for GSC 21180402 was R.A. (2000.0) 18h 29m 12s, Dec. (2000.0)
+29° 08' 00” based upon the reference coordinates in
the USNO-A2.0 Catalog and matches the position
generated from the SIMBAD website (FK5 2000.0
coordinates: R.A. 18h 29m 11s, Dec.+29° 08’ 08”),
or the ROTSE 1 Coordinates (Ackerlof et al., 2000).

3. V480 Lyr
3.1 V480 Lyr Discussion
Inspection of the 2007 and 2008 observations by
the author (Figure 2) shows a pattern of shallow and
deep minima for this variable. This pattern is also
apparent from an examination of additional data on
V480 Lyra from the ROTSE project from JD
2452473 through 2452706 (17 Jul 2002 to 9 Mar 9
2003) shown in Figure 3 (available through the
Northern Sky Variability Survey). The light curve of
V480 Lyra clearly is not that of a typical type 1 Cepheid, or EB type, but the pattern of minima, may
indicate that V480 Lyra may be a RV Tauri type star.
While a literature search will uncover a number
of published papers on RV Tauri stars and their respective behavior; in general, RV Tauri stars are luminous stars of F or G at maximum light and G or
early K at minimum light. Their visual light curves
have alternating deep and shallow minima, and have
periods between 30 and 150 days (Sterken and
Jaschek, 1996). Specifically, Pollard et al. (1993) list
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a number of characteristics for determining a stars
inclusion in the RV Tauri class of variable stars.

Figure 2: Visual Magnitude of V480 Lyra. From observations by the author in 2007 (squares) and 2008 (diamonds).

and the secondary, or shallow minimum at phase 0.5.
Additionally, the primary or fundamental period is
defined to be the time between primary minima.
A well known explanation for the alternating
shallow and deep minima of RV Tauri stars (Takeuti
and Peterson, 1983) suggests a 2:1 resonance exists
between the fundamental mode and the first overtone
vibrations of an RV Tauri star. To test this hypothesis
on V480 Lyra, the data from the 2007 and 2008 Vband observations by the author, together with the
2002 and 2003 V-band ROTSE data, were entered
into the software program Peranso (Vanmunster
2005). Utilizing the PDM (Phase Dispersion Minimization, PDM) period determination tool, two periods were readily apparent. One period is the primary
(fundamental) period at 104.2 ± 0.6d and is shown in
Figure 4. A second (first overtone) significant period
is seen at 52.09 ± 0.2d and is shown in Figure 5.
These two periods presumably represent the 2:1 resonance seen in RV Tauri stars.

Figure 3: Visual magnitude of V480 Lyra. From the
Northern Sky Variability Survey, 2002 and 2003

While Pollard, et al, lists a total of nine characteristics, some are only applicable to their comparison of a group of RV Tauri stars. Hence, the applicable characteristics to a single star, and this paper, can
be summarized as follows:

 There are alternating deep and shallow minima in





Figure 4: The fundamental (primary) period of V480 Lyra
at 104.2 ± 0.6d. From observations by the Author in 2007
and 2008, and from the Northern Sky Variability Survey,
2002 and 2003.

the light and color curves
Secondary minima depths are more variable that
primary minima depths
A mean phase lag exists between the color index
and light curves
During extremely deep pulsations, the photometric
colors get very blue.
The shorter period RVa subclass exhibits a constant mean magnitude

3.2 V480 Lyr Period Determination
Because of the alternating shallow and deep minima of RV Tauri stars, the usual method of determining the period from adjacent minima cannot be used.
The established convention for these types stars
places the primary or deepest minima at phase 0.0,

Figure 5: The first overtone mode period of V480 Lyra at
52.09 ± 0.2d. From observations by the Author in 2007
and 2008, and from the Northern Sky Variability Survey,
2002 and 2003.
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While each of these two periods were prewhitened, the PDM tool did not reveal any other significant periods beyond those within the margin of
error for each period found earlier. It is noted that the
interval between the two primary minima of the 2007
and 2008 observations by the author is 312 days, or
very close to 3 times the fundamental period of 104
days. As an additional check on the fundamental and
first overtone period, a self correlation analysis was
conducted, after Percy et al. (2003). This analysis
also revealed the 52 and 104 day periods previously
determined.

mag away from this value on a single instance (circa
JD 2451444.00)
The B-V color index shown in Figure 7, shows
deep and shallow minima, like the BVRI light curves,
although not at the same amplitude. Additionally, this
color index also shows the phase of the B-V color
curve precedes the visual curve by approximately
0.10 phase, typical of RV Tauri type stars. Also typical is the deep B-V index at a primary minimum,
indicative of the how blue the photometry becomes
for a RV Tauri star. The V-I and V-R color indices
are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively.

3.3 V480 Lyr Light Curves and Color Indices
Light curves for the BVRI photometry are shown
in Figure 6. Each curve shows the typical primary
and secondary minima and is phased for the primary
period of 104.2d. The differences between maxima
and the minima are listed in Table 1. The deepest
primary minima occurs in the B band (1.48 mag),
while the deepest secondary minima occurs in the R
band (0.61 mag). The ratio of magnitude change in
primary to secondary minima is approximately 3:1
for the V and B bands, while approximately 2:1 for I
and R bands.

Figure 6: The new observational data (shown as diamonds) of V480 Lyra from B (diamonds) V (squares), I
(triangles), and R (dots) band photometry. From observations by the Author in 2008.
Band
B
V
R
I

Max – Min
(Primary)
1.48
1.41
1.09
0.95

Figure 7: The B-V Color Index of V480 Lyra. From observations by the Author in 2008.

Figure 8: The V-I Color Index of V480 Lyra. From observations by the Author in 2008.

Max – Min
(Secondary)
0.42
0.50
0.61
0.57

Table 1: Magnitude differences between the Maxima,
Primary and Secondary minima from BVRI photometry
of V480 Lyr. From Observations by the Author in 2008

A comparison of mean V-band magnitude was
made using the ROTSE 2002 and 2003 data, together
with the 2007 and 2008 data from the author. For the
available data, the V480 Lyra mean magnitude is
remarkably constant at 12.68 V mag, varying 0.17
140

Figure 9: The V-R Color Index of V480 Lyra. From observations by the Author in 2008.
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3.4 V480 Lyr Color Index and Effective
Temperature
McWilliam (1990) and Amado, et al, (1996),
have provided empirical relationships for effective
temperature vs. color indices (e.g. B-V or V-I) for
stars of various spectral types. When V480 Lyr is
brightest and smallest diameter, using the minimum
V-I color index of 0.578 from Figure 12, this empirical relationship indicates an effective temperature of
7170º K, and that V480 Lyr is a F0 star. The maximum V-I color index (0.761) indicates the effective
temperature of V480 Lyr cools approximately 1100º
K during its maximum expansion, and effectively
becomes a G0 star.

Figure 10: The V Band Photometry of V575 Lyr. From
observations by the Author in 2008.

4. V575 Lyr
4.1 V575 Lyr Discussion
V575 Lyr has been classified as a Delta Scuti
type variable. The Delta Scuti stars are pulsating
variables situated inside the classical instability strip
at, or near the main sequence. Delta Scuti stars has
periods less than 0.3 days, although some authors
would limit the period to 0.25 d, Poretti (2001).
These stars are spectral type A or F, and are divided
into two main classes, Low Amplitude Delta Scuti
(LADS) types, many with amplitudes of millimagnitude ranges, and High Amplitude Delta Scuti
(HADS) types with amplitudes of between 0.23 and
1.0 magnitude, Breger and Pamyatnykh (1998). V575
Lyr, with an amplitude of 0.3 V mag, is thus, a
HADS star.

Figure 11: The B Band Photometry of V575 Lyr. From
observations by the Author in 2008.

4.2 V575 Light Curves
Inspection of the 2008 V band observations by
the author (Figure 10) shows a variation of between
12.23 to 12.52, magnitude, similar to the amplitude
reported by Van Cauteren and Wils (2001). The light
curve is slightly asymmetric, showing a steeper rise
to maxima, than the decline towards minima, which
is typical of Delta Scuti stars. Figures 11 through 13
show the magnitude variation in B, I, and R bands.
The shape of the light curve for the I and R bands
appear much more symmetrical than the V and B
light curves.

Figure 12: The I Band Photometry of V575 Lyr. From
observations by the Author in 2008.
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Figure 13: The R Band Photometry of V575 Lyr. From
observations by the Author in 2008.

Figure 15. Fundamental period of V575 Lyr From Observations of the author in 2008

4.3 V575 Lyr Period Determination
To determine the period of V575 Lyr the data
from four nights of V-band observations, centered
around JD 2454629, were entered into the software
program Peranso (Vanmunster 2005), and the PDM
period determination tool was used to determine possible periods. The resultant period diagram is shown
in Figure 14.

Figure 16. First Overtone period of V575 Lyr From Observations of the author in 2008

Figure 14. Period Diagram of V575 Lyr. From Observations of the author in 2008.

The first period found using the PDM analysis is
at 0.14597 ± 0.00041 d with an amplitude of approximately 0.3 mag and is shown in Figure 15. After
pre-whitening a second significant period is seen at a
0.11178 ± 0.0016 d, with an amplitude change of
approximately 0.2 magnitude and is seen in Figure
16. These first two periods, the fundamental, and first
overtone (0 and 1), correspond well to those reported by Van Cauteren and Wils (2001). After again
pre-whitening, a third period, the second overtone
(2), was seen at 0.09845 ± 0.00064 d, with an total
amplitude change of 0.1 magnitude. This is shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Second Overtone period of V575 Lyr From
Observations of the author in 2008

It is noted that the ratio of the first overtone to
the fundamental (1/0) is 0.765, and the ratio of the
second overtone the first overtone (2/1) is 0.880.
4.4 V575 Lyr Light Curves and Color Indices
Light curves for B-V, V-I, and V-R color indices
are shown in Figures 18 through 20. There is substantial scatter in the B-V curve, a result of the larger
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scatter in the B band observations. The V-I curve
shows more definition, with the index increasing towards larger phase points. The V-R curve shows the
index also increasing toward larger phase points.

Figure 18. B-V Color Index of V575 Lyr From Observations of the author in 2008

Figure 21: Delta Scuti Model Sequences for Metal Content Z. The parameters graphed for V575 Lyr is marked
with a filled square. From Petersen, and ChristensenDalsgaard, 1996

Figure 19. V-I Color Index of V575 Lyr. From Observations of the author in 2008

Figure 20. V-R Color Index of V575 Lyr. From Observations of the author in 2008

4.5 V575 Lyr Analysis
Utilizing the Delta Scuti calibration graphs of
Peterson and Christensen-Dalsgaard (1996), it can be
noted that using a plot of the log of the fundamental
period and ratio of the first overtone to fundamental
periods, indicate that V575 Lyra likely has a metal
content of Z = 0.02, and a Hydrogen content, X =
0.70. This is shown in Figures 21 and 22.

Figure 22: Delta Scuti Model Sequences for Hydrogen
Content X. The parameters graphed for V575 Lyr is
marked with a filled square. From Petersen and Christensen-Dalsgaard, 1996

Utilizing the Delta Scuti absolute magnitude and
fundamental period relationship form Peterssen and
Hog (1997):
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Mv = -3.73 log(0) - 1.90
the absolute magnitude of V575 Lyr can be calculated.
From the apparent and absolute magnitude, distance and luminosity can be calculated. Together
with the Mass-Luminosity and Mass-Radius relationship from Petersen and Christensen-Dalsgaard
(1996):
M/M = -0.128 + 0.271 * Log (L/L)
R/R = -0.3680 + 0.6012 * Log (L/L)
the mass, and radius of V575 Lyr can be calculated.
These results are show in Table 2. Also using the
empirical V-I color index vs effective temperature
relationship from McWilliam (1990), the minimum,
average, and maximum effective temperature of
V575 during its pulsation cycle can be calculated.
These results are also shown in Table 2.

Figure 23. Epoch of Maxima Change in V575 Lyr. From
Observations of the author in 2008

Stellar Type at
(Teff Max)

A8

This change is on the order of 10-4 cycles per
day, where as Berger and Pamyatnykh, (1998) calculate the stellar evolution changes should occur for
Delta Scuti stars on the on much longer timescales,
some 10-7 to 10-10 cycles per day. This suggests two
possibilities. First that V575 Lyra undergoes short
period changes, as other Delta Scuti stars, Arentoft
and Sterken (1999); or second, V575 Lyr is similar to
SZ Lyn whose changes in period is attributed to that
star (SZ Lyn) being part of a binary star system, and
the time of epoch changes are due to the light travel
time effects of orbital motion, relative to our line of
sight, Paparo and Seidl (1988). Additional multi-year,
and detailed observations of V575 Lyr will be necessary to determine a significant pattern to any subsequent O-C diagram of this star

Stellar Type at
(Teff Min)

F2

5. GSC 2118-0402

Parameter
Abs. Mag. Mv

Value

Luminosity (L/L)

29.64

Mass (M/M)

1.86

Radius (R/R)

Std. Pop.1 model

3.2

Teff Max

7548º K

Teff avg

7085º K

Teff Min

6744º K

Distance

Notes

1.15

5850 LY

mv = 12.42

5.1 GSC 2118-0402 Light Curves

Table 2: Calculated Properties of V575 Lyr

4.6 V575 Lyr Change in Maxima Epoch
While the primary period of V575 Lyr has been
established from multiple sources, it was noted that
plotting this period over a longer period of period of
time, approximately 75 days, shows a precession or
change in the epoch of maxima. Figure 21 show this
change, and it represents approximately a 0.27 phase
change, or the maxima occur about 57 minutes later
than would be expected from the first set of observations.
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Inspection of the 2008 V band observations by
the author (Figure 22) shows a noticeable amount of
scatter in the light curve. Fitting a spline curve to this
data produces a mean light curve that shows a variation of between 13.11 to 13.56, V magnitude, which
is within 0.02 mag of the total ROTSE 1 amplitude
(Ackerlof et al., 2001). The light curve is approximately sinusoidal, although showing a slightly
steeper rise to the maxima, than the decline. Figures
23 through 25 show the magnitude variation in B, I,
and R bands.
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Figure 24: V band observations of GSC 2118-0402. From
observations by the author in 2008

Figure 27: R band observations of GSC 2118-0402. From
observations by the author in 2008

5.2 GSC 2118-0402 Period Determination

Figure 25: B band observations of GSC 2118-0402. From
observations by the author in 2008

To determine the period of GSC 2118-0402, the
data from four nights of V-band observations, centered around JD 2454629, were entered into the software program Peranso (Vanmunster, 2005), and the
PDM period determination tool was used to determine possible periods.
The first period found using the PDM analysis is
at 0.276208 ± 0.00039 d and is reflected in Figure 26.
After pre-whitening, a second significant period is
seen at 0.174672 ± 0.00032 d. Again using a spline
curve fitting technique, the amplitude change of this
second period is approximately 0.14 visual magnitude. This curve is seen in Figure 27. These first two
periods are then the fundamental, and the first overtone (0 and 1). It is noted that the ratio of the first
overtone period to the fundamental (1/0) is 0.632.

Figure 26: I band observations of GSC 2118-0402. From
observations by the author in 2008

Figure 28. Fundamental period of GSC 2118-0402. From
Observations of the author in 2008
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Figure 29. First Overtone period of GSC 2118-0402. From
Observations of the author in 2008

Figure 31: V and B band observations of GSC 2118-0402.
The B band data is shown by small triangles and the V
band data is shown by small squares. Both curves have
th
been fitted with a 4 order polynomial trend line for clarity. From observations by the author in 2008

5.3 GSC 2118-0402 Color Indices
As in some Delta Scuti and RRc Lyrae stars, the
changes in magnitude differences by phase for the
typical color indices (B-V, V-I, and V-R) are small,
<= 0.2 magnitude, Smith (2004). Given these small
differences and the amount of scatter for the B and R
color curves, it was difficult to produce useful color
indices, or deduce any particular significance to any
computed color index from the data for GSC 21180402. That being said, it does appear that the minima
of the V band light curve is offset from either the B
or R minima by 0.1 to 0.15 phase. This can be seen
in Figures 28 through 30.

Figure 30: V and I band observations of GSC 2118-0402.
The I band data is shown by small triangles and the V
band data is shown by small squares. Both curves have
th
been fitted with a 4 order polynomial trend line for clarity. From observations by the author in 2008

Figure 32: V and R band observations of GSC 2118-0402.
The R band data is shown by small triangles and the V
band data is shown by small squares. Both curves have
th
been fitted with a 4 order polynomial trend line for clarity. From observations by the author in 2008

5.4 GSC 2118-0402 Analysis
With a fundamental period of GSC 2118-0402
(0.276208 d), its amplitude (0.45 V mag), and the
presence of a first overtone period 0.174672 d), these
characteristics would tend to classify this variable as
a High Amplitude Delta Scuti (HADS) star, Sterken
and Jaschek (2004). However both Breger (1979) and
Poretti (2001) indicate that there are both HADS and
RRc Lyrae stars in the period range of 0.25 to 0.30
days, and that it is difficult to separate the two groups
strictly based on period alone.
Poretti (2001) suggests utilization of the method
of Fourier decomposition of to help separate the two
stellar types. Fourier decomposition involves fitting
the photometric measurements to a cosine series of
the form, after Poretti (2001) or Antonello et al.
(1986):
V = A0 + Ai cos[iw(t -T0) +i]
Where w = 2period, Ai are amplitude coefficients
and iis the ith phase parameter. The Fourier parameters can be subdivided into two groups Rij =
Ai/Aj and ijiiij - ji. Of particular significance are the parameters R21 and 31 which have
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been used by Poretti (2001) and others to distinguish
between RRc Lyrae and delta Scuti stars.
For the 2008 observations of GSC 2118-0402,
these parameters are calculated for the I band data as:
R21 = 0.285 and 31 = 2.5. Using the graphs from
Poretti (2008), GSC 2118-0402 is plotted against the
reference Delta Scuti and RR Lyrae stars in Figures
31 and 32.

tween the Delta Scuti and RRc Lyrae groupings for
each parameter. Part of this ambiguity is due to Poretti (2001) having limited his Delta Scuti sample to
periods < 0.25 d. However, the GSC 2118-0402 parameters are clearly not part of the plotted RRc Lyrae variables for the same approximate 0.27 day period. Hence, it could be argued that the Fourier parameter placement indicates GSC 2118-0402 is more
likely a Delta Scuti type star.

6. Conclusions

Figure 33: The R21 Fourier Parameter for GSC 21180402, plotted against the reference delta Scuti (dots),
RRab (crosses), and RRc (open triangles) stars from
Poretti (2001). The position of GSC 2118-0402 is plotted
as an open square. From Poretti data mining of the
OGLE database in 2001 and observations of the author
in 2008

New photometry of V480 Lyr has been obtained,
and when combined with previously published data,
it can be readily established that V480 Lyr is a RV
Tauri type star. V480 Lyr shows an alternating pattern of shallow and deep minima, the depth of the
shallow minima vary more than the primary minima,
and the fundamental (104.2 d) and the first overtone
(52.09 d) show the expected 2:1 ratio for RV Tauri
stars. The Color indices show a phase lag with the
single color curves, the primary minima is very deep
in the blue band, and the mean magnitude of all pulsations is relatively constant, at 12.68 magnitude.
Previous multi-periodicity of the delta Scuti star
V757 Lyr has been confirmed, and a third period of
pulsation has been discovered. New BVRI photometry and color indices have been presented, and many
of the fundamental properties of V575 have been
calculated. Because of the change in the epoch of
maxima over approximately 75 days is much larger
than stellar evolution effects should allow, this is
suggests that V575 Lyr exhibits short period changes
or is part of a multiple star system. .
Detailed new observations of the star GSC 21180402 has demonstrated its multi-periodicity with a
fundamental period of 0.276208d, and a first overtone period of 0.174672 d. New BVRI photometry
and color curve differences have been presented. An
examination of the Fourier Parameters for the I color
curve indicate that this variable could be classified as
a High Amplitude Delta Scuti Star.

7. Acknowledgements

Figure 34: The 31 Fourier Parameter for GSC 21180402, plotted against the reference delta Scuti (dots),
RRab (crosses), and RRc (open triangles) stars from
Poretti (2001). The position of GSC 2118-0402 is plotted
as an open square. From Poretti data mining of the
OGLE database in 2001 and observations of the author
in 2008
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Examination of these Figures shows that the
noted Fourier parameters for GSC 2118-0402 lie be-
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Abstract
The eclipse of 3rd magnitude epsilon Aurigae is forecast to begin during August 2009, reaching totality by year's
end, based on all fsix prior eclipse events studied - 1982, 1955, 1930, 1902, 1874 and 1847. We have organized
a campaign during the past several years in order to raise awareness about this rare opportunity, and to promote
reporting of observations of all kinds. We have 40 registered participants, 76 people signed up for alert notices,
plus numerous informal expressions of interest. Categories of observations being reported in Campaign Newsletters (11 since 2006) which include Photometry, Spectroscopy, Polarimetry, Interferometry and Citizen Science
[website: www.hposoft.com/Campaign09.html ]. In this presentation, we provide a brief update on the optical and
near-IR photometry obtained to date. The nature of the short term light variations will be discussed in the context
of mapping the eclipse behavior. Spectroscopy benefits from small telescope capabilities now widely available,
along with traditional large telescope, higher dispersion work. Examples of each will be presented, along with the
research objectives. Polarimetry provided key insights during the last eclipse, and we continue to promote the
need for new data using this method. Finally, interferometry has come of age since the last eclipse, and a status
report on this powerful method to directly detect the passing dark disk will be provided. Along with these traditional measurements, we will briefly discuss efforts to promote Citizen Science opportunities among the public, in
coordination with AAVSO and as part of the International Year of Astronomy, IYA 2009.

1. Introduction
Epsilon Aurigae (ep-si-lon Awe-rye-gee) is a
very long period eclipsing binary (Algol-like). The
27 year eclipse interval includes a nearly 2 year
eclipse duration, wherein visual magnitude drops
from 3.0 to 3.8. As of this year’s SAS symposium,
we’re anticipating the start of the first eclipse of the
millennium during August 2009, with totality reached
during December 2009, and lasting ~15 months,
through March 2011. The end of eclipse is expected
during May 2011. This will be only the sixth documented eclipse in history (1983, 1956, 1930, 1902,
1874 and 1847). For additional detail about epsilon
Aurigae, see Hopkins, Schanne and Stencel (2008),
along with the book about the star by Hopkins &
Stencel (2009), and a feature article in the May 2009
issue of Sky & Telescope magazine. Because this
eclipse begins during the International Year of Astronomy (IYA), it has been adopted as an element of
the Citizen Science component of the US-IYA activities, with AAVSO leadership.

The reason for the continuing interest in this binary has to do with the difficulty of determining the
nature of the companion star – a dark, possibly quite
massive disk shaped object, orbiting the seemingly
normal F supergiant star that emits all the visible
light.
With normal eclipsing binary star systems, one
measures the brightness, changes and durations, to
obtain radii, temperatures of each star in the pair.
With spectroscopy, one can measure Doppler velocities, and solve for masses. This process calibrates all
the important parameters that describe a star. The
Vogt-Russell theorem says the mass, composition
and age of a star uniquely determines the stellar
structure, when normal laws of physics are applied.
This procedure works well, except for epsilon Aurigae: the F supergiant star seems to have an equally
massive, but invisible companion object. Thus, we
have the problem of “hiding” all that mass.
Some of the observational questions under investigation for this eclipse include: (1) will the preeclipse low-amplitude light variations persist into
eclipse; (2) will the beginning and depth of eclipse
match prior eclipse trends; (3) will the “mid-eclipse
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brightening” seen during the past two eclipses, recur.
Additional basic questions are receiving attention:
what is the true distance to the binary? HIPPARCOS
says 625 pc (with a 72 percent uncertainty!). What is
the physical diameter of the F supergiant star? Can
we finally decide between the high mass model for
the system (15 solar mass F supergiant star primary
and massive dark disk of uncertain origin) or the low
mass model (a rapidly evolving post-AGB “phony”
supergiant star with a companion shrouded by recent
Roche Lobe overflow mass loss)? Once again, epsilon Aurigae lies at the crossroads of modern astrophysics – providing evidence for details of high mass
stellar evolution, plus an extreme accretion disk and
possibly planet formation and destruction – all in one
bright star package!
Numerous prior observational studies have
shown the presence of additional absorptive material
during eclipse. The prevailing model (Huang, 1965
and thereafter) accounts for these data with a thin
disk crossing the body of the F supergiant during
eclipses (see Carroll et al., 1991).
In this paper, we will describe the observational
efforts already underway, thanks to the interest of
numerous observers worldwide, in advance of the
eclipse anticipated to begin after mid-2009. The ensemble of data streams will help provide a context
within which individual observations can help prove
or disprove hypotheses about this mysterious system.

2. Photometry
Photometry is the measurement of light. During
recent decades, single channel photometers have become readily available (e.g., the SSP-3 and SSP-4
units available from www.optecinc.com), and progress with CCD aperture photometry of faint stars
has been made (see papers at this meeting). Photon
counting photometers such as used at the Hopkins
Phoenix Observatory have proved to be very accurate
with even modest telescopes on the brighter stars.
A serious problem with epsilon Aurigae is that it
is so bright for modern instruments that saturation
and dead-time become problems. Everyone needs to
be reminded that this eclipse is also a fine visual
event – you can easily see epsilon Aurigae dim relative to nearby eta Aurigae (V = 3.2) and zeta Aurigae
(V = 3.8), which comprise the “Kids” asterism near
Capella. A light curve based on visual reports is assembled at the AAVSO Variable Star of the Season
page for epsilon Aurigae (Jan. 2008).
Hopkins Phoenix Observatory has compiled one
of the longest and most continuous UBV observing
records leading up to the oncoming eclipse (Figure
1), including 1982-1989 and 2003 to the present. As
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can be seen from the plot, epsilon Aurigae is anything but quiet between eclipses. The object of these
observations is to see if the out-of-eclipse variations
could be better understood. A key feature of the preeclipse light curves is the appearance of a quasiperiodic variation, recently showing a 65 day period,
deduced with Peranso software (Hopkins et al.,
2008). Interestingly, a long photometry record by
Nha et al. (1993) showed similar variations, but with
a longer characteristic period, closer to 95 days.
Monitoring will help interpret in-eclipse fluctuations.
If the acceleration trend persists, there may be exciting times ahead for the system within a few decades
– perhaps destruction of a Jupiter-sized object within
the accretion disk central region.
Beginning with the 2008/2009 season, more observers from around the world became involved with
the upcoming eclipse. These observers have submitted UBVRI and JH photometric data to the Campaign
newsletters. While the Hopkins Phoenix Observatory
uses a PMT based photon counter for UBV photometry, others have used an Optec SSP-3 for BVRI data,
an Optec SSP-4 for near infrared J and H and data,
CCD photometry for BVRI data and DSLR CCD
cameras for V data. Excellent photometric data have
been reported by:
David Trowbridge (Tinyblue Observatory, Greenbank, Washington, USA)
Dr. Tiziano Colombo (S. Giovanni Gatanoal
Observatory, Pisa, Italy)
Richard Miles (Golden Hills Observatory, Stourton
Caundle Dorset, England)
Paul Beckmann (Jim Beckmann Observatory,
Mendota Heights, Minnesota, USA)
Des Loughney (Edinburg, Scotland)
Brian McCandless (Grand View Observatory, Elkton, Maryland, USA)
Frank J. Melillo (Holtsville, New York, USA).
These data have been reported in our Campaign
Newsletter series, available free in .pdf format at our
campaign informational website (www.hposoft.com/
Campaign09.html). Figure 2 shows a composite of V
data from multiple observers. The quasi-periodicity
of out-of-eclipse variations remains a mystery. Over
the past several years, seasonal period analysis suggested the variation frequency to be increasing (Hopkins et al. 2008). The 2007/2008 season showed a
period of around 65 days.
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Figure 1. The UBV light curve of epsilon Aurigae between 2003 and 2009, obtained at the Hopkins
Phoenix Observatory by Jeffrey Hopkins.

Figure 2. The composite V light curve of epsilon Aurigae for the 2008-2009 season, obtained by
campaign observers J. Hopkins (HPO), D. Loughney (DES), B. McCandless (BEM), Frank Melillo
(FJM) and Paul Beckmann (JBO).
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This past season (2008/2009) appears to show a
significant period of 148.6 days, again deduced using
Peranso software - the Discrete Fourier Transform
(Deeming) method, with V band data. Other bands
yield a similar period. We continue to study these
photometric period trends.
These data have been reported in our Campaign
Newsletter series, available free in .pdf format at our
Campaign informational website: www.hposoft.com/
Campaign09.html. Figure 2 shows a composite of V
data from multiple observers. The quasi-periodicuty
of out-of-eclipse variations remains a mystery. Over
the past several years, seasonal period analysis suggested the variation frequency to be increasing (Hopkins et al., 2008). The 2007/2008 season showed a
period of around 65 days. This past season
(2008/2009) appears to show a significant period of
148.6 days, again deduced using Peranso software –
the Discrete Fourier Transform (Deeming) method,
with V band data. Other bands yield a similar period.
We continue to study these photometric period
trends.
With the help of Denver U. grad student, Brian
Kloppenborg, we’ve been pursuing J&H band photometry of epsilon Aurigae during early 2009. Using
an SSP4 photometer on a very unusual 16-inch telescope, we have very preliminary evidence of declines
in the J band during a time when the optical light was
at a record local minimum near RJD 54900. Whereas
we did double check that we measured full signal in
J, by re-centering the star in the aperture repeatedly,
these data probably need closer examination to be
verified. Brian McCandless in Newsletter 11 reported
some J band declines as well during this period, just
when V was steeply falling. Spectroscopically, the J
band contains Paschen beta and gamma lines, along
with the CN Red 0-0 band, but whether these are
active in epsilon Aurigae and causing the J band
“dropouts” needs confirmation, perhaps because encroaching disk flotsam is the cause.
For completeness, we note that infrared spectrophotometric measures have been obtained with IRTF
at Mauna Kea (SpeX – Stencel et al. Figure 3 –
BASS – M. Sitko et al. U.Cinc., and MIRSI – G. Orton et al., JPL) and the Spitzer Space Telescope
(MIPS – S. Howell, NOAO). A recent X-ray measurement made by the European XMM satellite has
been made (S.Wolk, CfA, private communication).
Results of these observations will be reported elsewhere.

3. Spectroscopy
We’re pleased to report that several professional
observatories have resumed gathering high dispersion
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spectra of epsilon Aurigae as it approaches eclipse. In
addition, the advent of affordable spectrographs like
the LHIRES and SBIG spectrometers make amateur
data collecting on bright objects relatively easy.
Some of our most active observers include Jeff Hopkins (Phoenix), Lothar Schanne (Germany), Robin
Leadbeater (UK), Joel Eaton (Nashville/TSU) and
Elizabeth Griffin (Victoria/DAO). Several observers
are concentrating on the H-alpha line near 6563Å,
which shows rapid variations of its emission wings.
Attempts to correlate the line attributes with the visual light curve have been frustrated by the complexity of the variations (see Hopkins & Stencel paper,
this volume). Leadbeater and others are also monitoring the “blue” region of the spectrum, e.g. 4600Å,
which Ferluga and Mangiacapra (1991) demonstrated
is an excellent region for the appearance of “shell
lines” during eclipse. Similarly, the resonance lines
of sodium (D lines near 5900Å) and potassium (K I
7664/7699Å) have shown significant absorption
strength increase during portions of prior eclipses
(Lambert & Sawyer, 1986), and monitoring of these
is encouraged.
Very interesting radial velocity changes are seen
at higher dispersion. Elizabeth Griffin (DAO) reported changes in the blue region between December
2008 and February 2009 that indicate “reverse P
Cygni” profiles appear in difference spectra. These
could be consistent with encroachment of the fringes
of the disk onto the F star body as eclipse nears. This
work highlights the findings of the long term radial
velocity curve, discussed by Lambert and Sawyer
(1986) and in new work by Stefanik et al. (2009). As
mentioned above, by monitoring the strength of Halpha, sodium, potassium lines, and in the blue region, evidence of the disk and its changes may be
within reach this cycle. Joel Eaton at Tennessee State
University has embarked on radial velocity monitoring with an automated spectroscopic telescope, which
offers great promise for providing fiducial velocity
data against which the light variations can be compared. Brian McCandless reported a brief appearance
of He I emission in the 6678Å line during 2009 April,
and observers are encouraged to look for the related
He I lines at 4471, 5876 and 7065Å, arising from the
UV source in the system studied with the IUE space
telescope (HST’s precursor) during last eclipse (see
reports in Stencel, 1985). Similarly, Struve and Elvey
(1930) reported transient emission in the core of the
H-beta line during autumn 1928 (eclipse ingress).
Ake (see Stencel, 1985) cites “extraordinary brightenings” in the ultraviolet near first and third contacts.
Spectroscopic monitoring can help narrow the range
of phases during which this UV window opens toward earth.
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Figure 3. IRTF SpeX pre-eclipse spectrum of epsilon Aurigae (upper trace, 1/9/09, Stencel & Kloppenborg) compared with the much cooler supergiant, zeta Aurigae (lower trace) – the latter showing strong CO lines. The
same CO features are expected to appear in the spectrum of epsilon Aurigae during eclipse.

4. Polarimetry
Another powerful method in astronomy involves
using polarized light. We use polarized lenses in sunglasses to reduce the light reflecting off water or
other surfaces. The process of reflection can polarize
light, terrestrially or from sources in space. The series
of polarized light measurements reported by Jack
Kemp and collaborators provides the best evidence so
far for the shape and tilt of the disk. (Kemp et al.,
1986; and see Kemp’s report in Stencel, 1985).
Kemp invoked a tilted disk and slight non-edgeon orbital inclination to explain asymmetries in the
polarization and previous light curves. Importantly,
Kemp also suggested that the primary star is a nonradial pulsator with hotter polar regions tilted towards
earth and/or an equatorial ring, to produce the asymmetric polarization observed.
Modern polarimeters need to observe epsilon
Aurigae in order to support this interpretation. Several instruments are available, including the ESPaDOnS instrument at CFHT (Harrington & Kuhn
(2009) which obtained data in 2006 on February 7
and 8. The observation shows a strong and complex
Hα signature. The polarization change is symmetric

at line center and spans the width of the line. The
polarization amplitude ~1% at the line center, not
unlike other Be stars. Ideally, CFHT will pursue this
opportunity, as indicated in a report by Nadine Manset in Campaign Newsletter 11.

5. Interferometry
One promising modern technology to apply to
epsilon Aurigae’s upcoming eclipse is called interferometry. This technique has been used for decades,
but modern computer control and laser metrology has
helped mature the methods to a point where a key,
direct test of the Huang disk model is possible. By
combining light from two or more telescopes, one
can measure diameters at the milli-arcsecond level
over telescope separation baselines of a hundred meters. Nordgren et al. (2001) reported the broadband
optical diameter of epsilon Aurigae to be 2.18 milliarcsec, using the Navy Prototype Optical Interferometer [NPOI]. Stencel et al. (2008) reported a
Palomar Testbed Interferometer [PTI] infrared diameter of 2.27 milli-arcsecond using a north-south
baseline, with indications of a larger diameter using a
north-west baseline. Very recent 4 telescope observa-
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tions at the Mt. Wilson-based Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy [CHARA] array seem to
indicate an asymmetry in the east-west axis, again as
might be expected due to encroachment onto the F
star of the disk’s outer edges. The state of the art has
advanced to a point where “closure phase imaging” is
possible, although the results are highly dependent on
assumptions used in the deconvolutions. In the best
case, imaging interferometry may be able to “see” the
bifurcation of the F star orb by the transiting disk
during eclipse – directly testing the basic Huang
model. Continuing observations are planned.

6. Citizen Science
We were involved in the 1982-84 eclipse events
and re-started our efforts in 2003, in order to raise
awareness of the pending eclipse and to promote observing and reporting, plus new theory. The websites
for the campaign this cycle are:
http://www.hposoft.com/Campaign09.html
http://www.du.edu/~rstencel/epsaur.htm
To date, eleven Campaign Newsletters have been
produced since Sept. 2006. We encourage all interested parties to provide us with reports of your observations and analysis. Your photometry and spectroscopy reports are especially welcome.
In addition to formal reports like these, which we
hope to continue, there is ample opportunity for
“Citizen Science” by members of astronomy clubs
and the general public. In cooperation with AAVSO
and the US node of IYA, we hope to inspire interested persons to learn how to observe and record
variable star brightness variations, with epsilon Aurigae as the major, unique opportunity starting in 2009.
For details about this project, see website:
http://www.aavso.org/aavso/iya.shtml.
An oddity concerning this eclipse is connected to
our current economic turmoil. More than once it has
been remarked that “certain rates are the most extreme since 1983” – bringing to mind events on earth
during the last eclipse. In the recent months, when the
Dow Jones stock market index dove to a record low
and then recovered, in early March 2009, circa RJD
54900, epsilon Aurigae had already dimmed to a
pre-eclipse faint record of V = 3.14 on RJD 54890,
and then brightened. Coincidence? Probably. Before
you invest based on cycles in epsilon Aurigae, recognize that past returns are not a guarantee of future
performance.

7. Conclusions
The eclipse is upon us! By promoting observation data of all kinds, we can hope to build a successful context for competition among the hypotheses
that try to explain this mysterious star system.
Whereas the F star is undoubtedly as or more complex than our Sun, the eclipsing body probably is the
source of some of the activity detected thus far in
epsilon Aurigae eclipse monitoring. Secular changes
short and long term are being documented, and these
will provide a rich ground for theory and debate as
the long vigil prior to the 2036 eclipse begins in a
couple of years. For more information and updates,
see our campaign websites, plus, new for this year:
https://twitter.com/epsilon_Aurigae.
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Abstract
The Hopkins Phoenix Observatory has been doing high resolution spectroscopy on the 3rd magnitude long period (27.1 year) eclipsing binary star system epsilon Aurigae since August 2008 using a Lhires III spectrograph
with a 2,400 line/mm grating mounted on a 12" Meade LX200 GPS telescope. Observations have been in both
the sodium D line region of the spectrum and with near continuous observations of the hydrogen alpha region.
The out-of-eclipse hydrogen alpha spectrum shows significant night-to-night variation. While many star systems
exhibit a strong hydrogen alpha absorption line, like Be stars. Epsilon Aurigae also shows strong blue and red
shifted emission components sometimes called wings or horns bracketing the absorption line. Unlike the Be stars
where the blue and red horns remain relatively constant, the hydrogen alpha horns of epsilon Aurigae seem to
be in a wild dance with continuous motion up and down. This paper will discuss techniques and result of recent
out-of-eclipse high-resolution spectroscopy of epsilon Aurigae.

1. Introduction
At the Hopkins Phoenix Observatory we have
spent the last 27 years doing mainly single channel
UBV photometry. In 2006 we experimented with JH
band SSP-4 photometry on epsilon Aurigae using an
8-inch SCT. It was discovered the signal-to-noise
ratio was poor. We then purchased a 12" LX200 GPS
for use with the SSP-4 photometer. After many hours
of observations it was decided that the 12" was also
too small to produce a good signal-to-noise ratio.
Indeed, during the eclipse the signal would be poor.
Experiments with a local observatory's 16" SCT
showed that a 16" telescope would produce a good
signal-to-noise ratio even when epsilon Aurigae was
in eclipse. We were in no position to replace the 12inch telescope with a 16-inch so JH band photometry
of epsilon Aurigae was shelved.
During the 2008 meeting of SAS a presentation
on Be stars using a Lhires III spectrograph and small
telescope showed that meaningful spectroscopy could
be done on a star system such as epsilon Aurigae
with our 12-inch telescope. A Lhires III spectrograph
was then purchased and coupled with our 12-inch
LX200 GPS telescope for spectral research of epsilon
Aurigae in conjunction with our continued UBV sin-

gle channel photon counting photometry. Because
stars are usually mostly hydrogen, the spectral line
for hydrogen alpha (6565 Å) usually shows some
very interesting features. Therefore the primary spectral region of interest for epsilon Aurigae is the hydrogen alpha region. Other regions of interest include
the sodium D line region, hydrogen gamma, calcium
II, potassium and magnesium lines. During the
eclipse other regions may show important changes
too.
This paper will discuss spectral observations
made at the Hopkins Phoenix Observatory using a
Lhires III spectrograph on a 12-inch LX200 GPS
telescope for high-resolution spectrometry of epsilon
Aurigae.
Spectroscopy is very different from photometry.
A night with high thin clouds is disastrous for photometry, but little bother for spectroscopy. In fact it
may even help by adding more significant atmospheric (H20) lines for calibration. The whole trick for
imaging a star to get its spectrum is to get as many
photons in the slit as possible. While having mastered
CCD picture imaging will help with the spectroscopy, having the star drift around will not hurt the
spectrum. As long as sufficient number of photons
enter the slit a good spectrum will result. In fact drift-
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ing back and forth in the slit will produce a wider
spectrum, but since the columns of the pixels will
have their ADU counts summed, it will not hurt. It
can actually help by allowing a higher count yet not
exceeding the ADU maximum for a given pixel.

2. Equipment
A Lhires III high resolution spectrograph with a
2,400 lines/mm grating is coupled to a Meade 12inch LX200 GPS telescope via the telescope's electric
focuser. Figure 1 shows an equipment block diagram.

Figure 2. High-resolution spectrometry equipment.

3. High Resolution Spectroscopy
Technique
A nightly observation required several specific
steps.
1. Open the observatory and turn on the equipment
and let the cameras stabilize.
2. Turn on the neon calibrator and focus the Lhires
III internal lens for narrow lines and maximum
ADU counts. Typically the maximum counts
were around 25,000 for 1.0 second exposures. If
counts were below 20,000 the focus could be
improved.
Figure 1 High-resolution spectrometry equipment block
diagram.

A DSI Pro (black case in Figure 2) monochrome
CCD camera is used to monitor the position of the
star to keep it centered in the slit. Guiding is done
manually. We could not find a suitable software program for the guiding. Because the star image “falls”
into the slit or most of it, the tracking programs seem
to get confused. While a bit more effort, guiding with
the telescope's hand box push buttons seemed to
work well.
A DSI Pro II (blue case in Figure 2) monochrome CCD camera with larger CCD chip is used to
image the spectrum. Separate Dell Latitude laptop
computers were connected to and controlled the two
cameras.
It was discovered that the Lhires III has significant light leak. While not shown in Figure 2, all
seams were sealed using strips of duct tape. Subsequent testing showed a great reduction of light leak.
Most of the light leak appeared to be at the end of the
spectrograph where the grating resides.
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3. Take 10-1.0 second exposures of the neon lines.
This is for backup calibration.
4. Find the star in the imaging camera. This is not
as easy as it may seem due to the small field of
view and less than perfect reflection of the slit
surface.
5. Focus the star image.
6. Put the star image over the slit about 1/4 the way
from the right side.
7. Star the spectrum exposure and keep the star on
the slit by manually guiding using a control box
to move the telescope.
It was found that an 8 minute exposure produced
an image that had good Analog to Digital Unit counts
(ADU) yet maximum counts were under the 32,000
ADU count limit of the software program IRIS which
requires signed integer fits files. While a neon spectrum was always taken prior to epsilon Aurigae's
spectrum, it was found that using the atmospheric
lines in the star system's spectrum was more accurate
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and worked well. The neon images were saved for
future reference.
Observations began by turning on equipment at
least 30 minutes prior to imaging. Once the equipment had stabilized the Lhires III neon calibrator was
turned on. The neon spectrum lines in the laptop imaging display were then focused for maximum ADU
counts thus producing the sharpest focus. Focusing
was done via an access cover plate on the die of the
Lhires three. Removal of the plate allowed access to
the large lens, which was turned to produce the focusing. The Lhires III focusing is very sensitive to
temperature and a slight temperature change can
cause a significant focus change. Once the focusing
was done 10-1.0 second images of the neon lines
were taken and stacked with darks subtracted, see
Figure 3 for the neon spectrum around the hydrogen
alpha region. The neon spectrum lines are located at
6532.88Å and 6598.95Å. Figure 4 shows the line
profile of the spectrum.
Next epsilon Aurigae was put close to the slit on
the guiding laptop screen. A close focusing of the star
was then performed. The focused star was then centered on the slit, usually about 1/4 a screen width
from the right side. Moving the star back and forth on
the slit has the effect of making the spectrum go up
and down on the imaging screen. Effort was made to
keep the star in the same position in the slit (Figure 5,
top image).

Figure 4. Neon spectrum profile.

Figure 5. Star image with slit.
Figure 3. Neon calibration spectrum.

The main imaging was then set for a 1.0 second
exposure and checked to see a faint spectrum. Since
the slit cannot be seen, once the slit is found by
watching the star “drop” into it and the star image is
producing a spectrum, the guiding computer's cursor
(+) is put over the star so tracking adjustments could
easily re-center the star by knowing precisely where
the slit is.
Manual tracking was used to keep the star in/on
the slit. Because epsilon Aurigae is bright, only the
center of the star's light would enter the slit producing
a star image on the guider screen with no center,
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(Figure 5, bottom image). When all was ready an 8
minute exposure was started. Atmospheric effects
tended to make the star jump around a bit, but manually adjusting the position kept the star fairly close to
the best position. Once the image was taken it was
saved as a 16-bit signed integer fits file (eaurha-8m1opt.fits). A folder was created to hold all files for a
given observation date.

atmospheric lines (Figure 7). With a little practice
and by sliding the template back and forth slightly
many of the lines become obvious. There were always some of the lines that appeared to not be present, but usually a sufficient number could be identified to make a good calibration.

4. Software
The software that comes with the DSI Pro cameras was used to control the cameras and image the
spectrum. This software is called Envisage and is part
of the AutoStar Software Suite. A dark frame was
automatically subtracted from the image.
Once the spectrum had been obtained, two freeware image processing programs were used. IRIS
was used to do some pre-processing on the spectrum.
The sky was subtracted by selecting 4 points, two
above and two below the spectrum and then IRIS to
subtract the sky. The resulting spectrum was then
optimized and saved. A second freeware program
called VSpec was then used for the final processing.
Because atmospheric lines are used for the wavelength calibration, the neon lines were not used.

5. Atmospheric Line Calibration
The eaurha-8m-1opt.fits file for the observation
of interest was then opened in VSpec. A profile was
created. The Atmo option was selected from the
Tools - Elements pulldown menu. The Line Atmos
was selected and the wavelength (lambda) region
beginning 6530 set.
From the Spectrometry pulldown menu Calibration Multiple Lines ... was selected. A template
with identified atmospheric lines around the hydrogen alpha region was created, calibrated and printed
out previously (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Atmospheric calibration template.

This template was then rested against the line
profile on the laptop screen to aid in identifying the
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Figure 7. Atmospheric line calibration.

Selecting the atmospheric calibration lines is a
three part job. First the cursor is dragged over the line
of the profile. Then the corresponding wavelength is
clicked on in the Elements window (Figure 8).
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6. Heliocentric Calibration
From the Spectroscopy pull down menu Heliocentric Correction was selected. Time of the observation (mid-point) and the observation latitude and
longitude data along with the star's right ascension
and declination were entered and Compute selected,
see Figure 10.

Figure 8. Elements window.

Finally the Enter key is pushed and the wavelength and position entered into the calibrating equation (Figure 9). After at least a half a dozen lines had
been identified the Calcul button in the Non linear
calibration window was clicked. The line profile
was then calibrated to the atmospheric lines. The
spectrum still needed to be adjusted to account for the
Earth's movement both around the Sun and its rotation. This was done by making a heliocentric calibration.

Figure 10. Heliocentric data entry window.

The Infos... window was then displayed showing
the calculated information including the Heliocentric
Correction (Corr. Lambda A) and Air mass, see
Figure 11. While there are several calculation results
listed, only the wavelength calibration (-0.585 Å) and
air mass (1.0166) were of interest.

Figure 9. Non-linear calibration window.
Figure 11. Heliocentric info window.
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From the Operations pulldown menu Translate... was selected. Here the heliocentric correction
(Corr. Lambda (A):) value -0.585 Å was entered
and Apply clicked on, see Figure 12.

Figure 14. Selecting area for normalization.
Figure 12. Heliocentric translation.

So far the Y (vertical) axis is the intensity in
counts (see Figure 13).

From the Operations pull down menu Normalize was then selected. The Y-axis is then changed
with 1.00 being where the continuum is. Absorption
is below the line and emission above.
To specify the line of interest the cursor is placed
at a point with the intensity close to 1.00, clicked and
dragged to the right to the next point with intensity
close to 1.00 and clicked again (Figure 15). Usually
the points will not be exactly 1.0 so the closest position to 1.0 is used.

Figure 13. Raw profile with actual Y-axis intensities.

Figure 15. Selecting computation area.

To determine equivalent width the profile must
be normalized. A section of the continuum that is
fairly level is selected by clicking and dragging the
cursor over the area and clicking again (Figure 14).
This selects the area to be used for the normalization.

To activate the computations on the area selected, from the Spectrometry pulldown menu,
Computation preferences... (Figure 16) was selected.

The corrected plot was saved. The wavelength
centers, the equivalent widths of the blue and red
horns and the main absorption line were then determined.

7. Normalization
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Figure 16. Computation preferences window.

The Computations... window (Figure 17) allows
choice of what items are computed. The main items
of interest are the LEQ (equivalent width) and Line
Center (wavelength).

Figure 18. Computation info window.

8. Observational Results
8.1 Sodium D Line
A representative out-of-eclipse spectrum of the
sodium D lines was taken for reference. Figure 19
show the spectrum and line profile.

Figure 17. Computations window.

Once the selection of what items to calculate has
been made, the OK was clicked on. The Infos... window (Figure 18) then appears and displayed the calculated results for the selected area.
For the area selected the equivalent width (LEQ)
the blue horn is 0.591 and the live center wavelength
is 6560.495 Å.

Figure 19. epsilon Aurigae Sodium D line.

8.2 Hydrogen Alpha
Near continuous observations of the hydrogen
alpha region of epsilon Aurigae were made at the
Hopkins Phoenix Observatory from August 2008
through March 2009. Figure 20 shows a typical spectrum and line profile of the hydrogen alpha region of
epsilon Aurigae. Figure 21 shows the detail.
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9.1 What is Equivalent Width?

Figure 20. epsilon Aurigae Hydrogen alpha spectrum.

Expressing a line profile's parts Equivalent
Widths allows expressing of the part's significance.
The area under the curve between the profile part and
the continuum is the EW of that part. The area is
equal to the Intensity (normalized to 1.0 for the continuum) times EW in angstrom (Å).
Figure 22 shows a diagram of an emission spectral curve. The area between the curve and the continuum is the EW of the curve. There is some debate
on the sign of the EW. In the days of film spectroscopy it seems areas below the continuum (absorption
lines) were considered positive while curves above
the continuum (emission lines) were considered
negative. This is a bit against common sense as usually values above a line are normally positive and
negative below the line. In fact many professional
papers in the last few years use the emission EW as
positive and absorption EW as negative. The bottom
line is it is best to specify what convention is used
when reporting EW. For this paper we use the convention of positive EW for above the line (emission)
and negative for below (absorption).

Figure 22. Equivalent width defined.

Figure 21. Hydrogen Alpha spectrum detail.

9. Spectral Data
There are several types of data that can be extracted from a spectrum's line profile. These include,
equivalent width (EW), Violet or Blue EW to Red
EW (V/R) ratios and wavelength centers to determine
Doppler shifts. Note that because this is high resolution spectroscopy and the spectral region is small, the
continuum is relatively level so no response or continuum calibration was done.
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Figure 23 shows a hypothetical hydrogen alpha
spectrum. The blue absorption line has an EW of 0.1. The blue emission line has an EW of +0.2. The
main absorption line has an EW of -0.6 and the red
emission line has an EW of +0.3. The values can then
be checked against other spectra for changes.
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Table I lists the equivalent widths of the blue and
red horns and absorption line, center wavelengths of
each and VR ratio.
Note: A value of 9999.999 indicates no data.
The equivalent widths for the blue and red emission horns and the main absorption line are plotted in
Figure 25.

Figure 23. Equivalent widths of Hydrogen Alpha.

Along with the EW is a term called the VR ratio
can be specified. This the ratio of the violet (V) or
blue emission line EW to the red (R) emission line
EW. In this case the V/R is 0.84.

10. Data Archiving

Figure 25. Equivalent width plot.

In addition to the large imaging files, even summarized spectroscopy data can generate a lot of data
quickly. A means of archiving the data is desired. A
FileMaker Pro database program was developed to
handle this job. Thumbnail images of the spectrum
profiles are stored for each image along (full sized
images can be seen by just clicking on the image)
with observational information and extracted data.
Figure 24 shows a screen shot of the main screen.

Figure 24. Spectrum data entry.
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11. Horn Dance
The hydrogen alpha region of epsilon Aurigae
has been doing a wild dance. An animated .gif can be
seen at
http://www.hposoft.com/EAurHA.gif
Reloading the page will replay the animation.
There are 45 images in the animated .gif with observations beginning 11 August 2008 and ending 13
April 2009. Figure 26 shows the last frame of the
animation.
While the left blue emission horn and center absorption line remain fairly stable, the right red emission horn varies greatly, going from non-existence to
close to the size of the blue horn. A variation in
wavelength can also be seen referenced to the 6565 Å
line. This would appear to indicate changes in radial
velocity. While the profiles were carefully calibrated
for wavelength (using both atmospheric lines and
accounting for a heliocentric adjustment), a more
accurate calibration maybe necessary for more precise determination of the radial velocity variations.

Figure 26. The Horn Dance.
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Date
2008
08/11
08/22
09/03
09/05
09/22
09/29
10/12
10/14
10/15
10/19
10/19
10/21
10/21
10/24
10/26
10/28
10/30
11/01
11/04
11/06
11/07
11/09
11/15
11/17
11/19
11/24
11/30
12/01
12/03
12/04
12/05
12/10
12/19
12/21
12/27
12/31
2009
01/03
01/10
01/14
01/16
02/04
02/18
02/20

Emissive
Blue Horn
Center 
EW
Å
0.424
6,561.40
0.273
6,561.52
0.292
6,561.33
0.342
6,561.51
0.265
6,561.12
0.163
6,560.71
0.225
6,560.52
0.378
6,560.62
0.343
6,561.28
0.256
6,561.66
0.268
6,561.32
0.342
6,561.32
0.262
6,561.50
0.396
6,560.14
0.341
6,561.41
0.359
6,561.30
0.305
6,561.31
0.136
6,561.50
0.203
6,561.54
0.317
6,561.52
0.451
6,561.34
0.309
6,561.15
0.432
6,561.42
0.545
6,561.51
0.578
6,561.62
0.477
6,561.44
0.479
6,561.62
0.547
6,561.58
0.423
6,561.61
0.659
6,561.71
0.376
6,561.60
0.603
6,561.71
0.644
6,561.74
0.652
6,561.59
0.545
6,561.17
0.619
6,561.33
0.615
0.542
0.328
0.588
0.440
0.373
0.465

6,560.88
6,561.58
6,561.53
6,561.50
6,560.94
6,561.74
6,561.94

Absorption

EW
-1.009
-1.056
-0.904
-0.887
-0.993
-1.327
-1.003
-1.127
-1.002
-1.088
-1.070
-1.011
-1.015
-0.881
-1.051
-1.025
-0.992
-1.046
-1.027
-1.007
-0.966
-0.882
-0.911
-0.944
-0.892
-0.924
-0.926
-0.949
-0.949
-0.828
-0.907
-0.807
-0.754
-0.665
-0.826
-0.813

Center 
Å
6,563.11
6,563.10
6,563.11
6,563.15
6,562.85
6,565.50
6,562.14
6,561.98
6,562.98
6,563.41
6,562.95
6,563.01
6,563.16
6,561.61
6,563.07
6,562.98
6,563.06
6,562.94
6,563.13
6,563.03
6,562.97
6,562.79
6,562.86
6,563.03
6,563.09
6,562.90
6,563.04
6,563.06
6,563.03
6,563.13
6,563.05
6,563.15
6,563.15
6,562.95
6,563.50
6,562.86

-0.749
-0.833
-0.879
-0.782
-0.770
-0.925
-0.865

6,562.44
6,563.17
6,563.14
6,563.09
6,562.35
6,563.35
6,563.42

Emissive
Red Horn
Center 
EW
Å
0.001 6,564.77
0.000
N/A
-0.023 6,564.76
-0.118 6,565.29
0.059 6,564.59
0.009 6,564.12
0.138 6,563.48
0.108 6,563.25
0.328 6,564.78
0.080 6,564.76
0.220 6,564.72
0.223 6,564.65
0.130 6,564.83
0.275 6,563.02
0.207 6,564.56
0.243 6,564.59
0.256 6,565.06
0.091 6,564.20
0.142 6,564.54
0.267 6,564.61
0.186 6,564.65
0.129 6,565.43
0.361 6,564.35
0.320 6,564.60
0.255 6,564.53
0.273 6,564.40
0.222 6,564.63
0.199 6,564.55
0.235 6,564.54
0.030 6,564.38
0.273 6,564.56
0.232 6,564.68
0.094 6,564.49
0.091 6,564.32
0.278 6,565.09
0.193 6,564.47
0.255
0.235
0.090
0.137
0.171
0.230
0.236

6,553.99
6,564.75
6,564.68
6,564.55
6,563.58
6,564.89
6,564.85

VR
424.000
9999.999
-12.696
-2.898
4.492
18.111
1.630
3.500
1.046
3.200
1.218
1.534
2.023
1.440
1.647
1.477
1.191
1.495
1.430
1.187
2.425
2.395
1.197
1.703
2.267
1.747
2.158
2.749
1.800
21.967
1.377
2.599
6.851
7.165
1.960
3.207
2.412
2.306
3.644
3.521
2.906
1.591
1.970

Table I. Epsilon Aurigae Equivalent Widths and Line Wavelengths
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12. Discussion and Conclusions
The interpretation of the astrophysical hydrogen
alpha line profile (also known as Balmer alpha) at
6563Å is made difficult by optical depth effects in
stratified stellar atmospheres (Mihalas, 1978). Because of the great abundance of hydrogen in stars,
photons do not travel far from their point of origin
before getting absorbed and/or scattered by other
hydrogen atoms. Thus, any simple mapping of emitting structures tends to be complicated by these intervening transformations. Additional information such
as multiple wavelength data, polarization and/or high
resolution imaging is needed to clarify the situation –
even in the well-studied solar atmosphere!
Hydrogen alpha in epsilon Aurigae was studied
by Struve and Elvey (1930), Adams and Sanford
(1930) and Wright & Kushwaha (1957). These observers noted that outside eclipse, the red and blue
emission wings/horns were often nearly equal. However, before and during ingress, the blue emission
became stronger. This is consistent with the results
presented in Table 1, where V/R > 1. During totality,
the central absorption strengthens and becomes
dominant (often hiding the emission wings), and during egress, the red emission tended to be the stronger.
We will certainly watch for this pattern to recur during the current eclipse cycle. It is instructive to compare this reported variation with the overall radial
velocity changes expected during eclipse, as shown
in the Figure 27 from Lambert & Sawyer (1986).

expect a clearer correlation between the light curve
and blue/red equivalent width variations in general
and during eclipse phases.
Second, one might imagine that variable hydrogen alpha emission arises from inhomogeneous mass
transfer between the F star and the eclipse-causing
disk, as in the model proposed by Struve (1956). The
F star would need to be near its Roche overflow limit
diameter for this to be viable, and the transfer stream
would be eclipsed during certain phases.
Could some of this material contribute to the
asymmetry of the eclipsing disk, which exhibits “lagging indicators” that persist past fourth contact
(Lambert & Sawyer, 1986)? Changes to the classic
hydrogen alpha profile during eclipse argue strongly
that variations arise in and around the eclipsing disk.
Perhaps these are mainly in a heated region facing the
F star, visibility of which varies through eclipse. During pre-eclipse and ingress, rotation of the heated
region is away from earth, the moving atmosphere of
which produces an inverse-P Cygni emission profile
in hydrogen alpha. During mid-eclipse, the heated
region is obscured and hydrogen alpha absorption
dominates. During egress and post-eclipse, rotation
of the heated region is toward earth and a P Cygni
emission profile is produced. This scenario unites the
radial velocity and hydrogen alpha profile descriptions.
To account for the previously reported decreasing quasi-period of the light variations and the changing length of totality (Hopkins et al., 2008), active
accretion in the eclipsing disk core could be involved.
Bottom line: this star has the capacity to surprise, so
careful spectroscopic and photometric monitoring
throughout eclipse is still needed.

13. Acknowledgements

Figure 27. Radial velocity plot.

What could give rise to the variable hydrogen alpha emission in epsilon Aurigae? There are several
possibilities, each of which presents challenges to
interpret fully and model numerically.
First (starting from the F star), an equatorial ring
encircling it, analogous to Be stars, has been proposed (Cha, et al. 1994; Kemp, 1985). If the disk is
supplied by material from stellar pulsation, we might
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Abstract
In December 2008 Jeff Hopkins of the Hopkins Phoenix Observatory (HPO) put out a request for assistance in
extracting data from images taken by the AAVSO SRO (Sonoita Research Observatory) of EE Cephei, an 11th
magnitude (V) long period (5.6 years) eclipsing binary star system that was due to eclipse in January of 2009.
The Hopkins Phoenix Observatory originally planned to do BVRI CCD photometry of EE Cephei for the 2009
eclipse, but equipment and logistical changes at HPO meant the EE Cephei project would not be possible. However, in the fall of 2008 Arne Henden of the AAVSO announced the availability of a remote robotic 16" telescope
(the Sonoita Research Observatory) in southern Arizona for use by members of the AAVSO. Jeff Hopkins contacted Arne Henden and arrangements were made to have the EE Cephei star system imaged with BVRI filters
beginning in November 2008 and running through February 2009. Image files were archived on the AAVSO web
site. Soon after his initial request went out, Jeff Hopkins was contacted by John Pye from Maui Community College, who agreed to help with the project by having one of his students, Lauren Elder, examine the image files
and extract EE Cephei and 3 comparison stars flux (ADU) counts for each band. The resulting data were then
sent to the Hopkins Phoenix Observatory for data reduction and analysis. The project was a successful joint collaboration with 40 nights of observations for over 300 BVRI data points from 20 November 2008 to 17 February
2009. Light curves for each band as well as color indices were plotted and eclipse contact points were determined. The data were also contributed to the EE Cephei Campaign organized by Cezary Galan at the Centre for
Astronomy at Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun (Poland). Our results are plotted along with those of several dozen other observers from around the world.

1. Introduction
EE Cephei is an eclipsing binary star system that
goes into a partial eclipse every 5.6 years. Its precise
nature is still a mystery. Features observed during
previous eclipses, and the lack of any evidence for a
star-like secondary, indicate that the secondary may
contain a dark, opaque disk covering a central lowluminosity star or binary system (Mikolajewski &
Graczyk, 1999; Graczyk et al., 2003). This may be

similar to the long period eclipsing binary system
epsilon Aurigae.
The 11th magnitude star system is located at: RA
(2000) 22h 07m 34.7s and Dec (2000) +55d 20' 39".
Figure 1 shows an image of the star field around EE
Cephei. Three comparison stars are specified and are
labeled a, b, and c. Table 1 lists the out-of-eclipse
magnitudes for EE Cephei and the magnitudes of the
comparison stars.
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Figure 2. Sonoita Research Observatory (From AAVSO
Web Site).

Figure 1. EE Cephei Star Field.

The project involved acquisition, extraction, and
analysis of image data in a joint collaborative effort
between the AAVSO Sonoita Research Observatory
(SRO) in southern Arizona, John Pye and Lauren
Elder of Maui Community College in Hawaii, and
Jeff Hopkins of the Hopkins Phoenix Observatory in
Phoenix, Arizona.

2. Data Acquisition
Imaging was done remotely at the AAVSO
Sonoita Research Observatory (Figure 2) located near
the town of Sonoita in southern Arizona, USA. This
facility is owned and operated by John Gross, and the
AAVSO has 1/3 of the time on the telescope.
The Sonoita Research Observatory consists of a
35 cm (C14) Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope mounted
on a Paramount, equipped with a SBIG STL-1001E
CCD camera, Johnson/Cousins BVRI filters, and a
clear filter, as shown in Figure 3. The pixel scale is
1.25 arcsec/pixel, with a 20x20 arcmin field of view.
For this project a typical run consisted of eight
images taken through four different filters (two per
filter), with a sequence of I, R, V, B, B, V, R, I.
Star
EE Cephei
BD+55o2690
GSC3932150
BD+55o26901

Image
ID
-a
b
c

U
12.88
10.86
11.31
11.59

Figure 3. SRO CCD Photometry Equipment (From
AAVSO Web Site).

Exposure times ranged from 20-80 seconds, depending on the filter, and were dark subtracted and
flat field calibrated. The resulting image files were
then archived on the AAVSO web site.
At this point the images could be downloaded
via FTP from the AAVSO web site to a computer at
Maui Community College, where they were uncompressed and archived by date for data extraction using
MaxIm DL (Diffraction Limited). Figure 4 shows a
representative image of the star field.
Magnitudes
B
V
R
12.49 10.72 9.08
10.68 10.38 10.09
11.47 11.23 10.99
11.47 11.22 10.96

Table 1. EE Cephei Comparison Star Data.
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7.68
9.87
10.81
10.75
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Figure 4. Representative sample of calibrated EE Cephei
star field image, after being downloaded from the
AAVSO Web Site and uncompressed.

first we needed to check the quality and consistency
of her work by comparing it to data already analyzed.
After being introduced to the project and the basic methods for extracting image data, she was assigned the same seven images from November 2008
that had previously been reduced and analyzed. Once
her work was completed we compared her results to
those already obtained, and addressed any potential
problems in the data extraction process carried out by
Lauren. After a thorough review of her work, percent
differences were found to be less than 0.4% on average from those previously obtained. It was now time
for Lauren to begin extracting image data from the
images archived on the AAVSO web site. For each
image Lauren was required to examine the FITS
header in order to determine the date and time of the
exposure as well as the filter that was used so the
image data could be organized for the reduction and
analysis to follow. Figure 5 shows Lauren at work on
the project at Maui Community College.

3. Data Extraction
The initial steps taken to extract the image data
involved John Pye at Maui Community College
(MCC) working with a set of images taken from the
SRO during November of 2008. AIP4WIN (Berry
and Burnell, 2005) was initially used to obtain ADU
counts for the target and comparison stars and to determine the best aperture sizes to use for the images
based on the FWHM of the star images and SNR
data. However, because this project was also an educational endeavor for MCC student Lauren Elder, it
was decided that MaxIm DL would be used to extract
the image data because of her familiarity with the
software, which was used during her enrollment in
the MCC Astronomy lab course.
Data from the November 2008 images were extracted again using MaxIm DL with appropriate aperture settings chosen, and results for the ADU counts
were compared to those obtained in AIP4WIN. When
compared they were found to be consistent within a
fraction of a percent. At this point data from seven
images taken through four different filters over a period of two days were sent to Jeff Hopkins for reduction and analysis. Standard deviations in the magnitude data were on the order of 0.02 m or less. We
now felt it was time to bring student Lauren Elder
into the project so she could begin extracting data
from the EE Cephei images, already being archived
on the AAVSO web site. Her involvement was to
continue through post-eclipse when imaging for this
project would stop, in mid-February of 2009. But

Figure 5. Lauren at work at MCC.

After carefully choosing aperture settings based
on image data she recorded ADU counts using the
Information window in MaxIm DL for each of the
three comparison stars as well as the target star. Figure 6 shows a screenshot of one of the images (magnified view) with the aperture settings used for extracting signal and background sky data.
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Figure 6. Aperture settings and Information window in
MaxIm DL for extracting image data.

Throughout the process random samples of her
work were double-checked and compared to insure
accuracy and consistency. Once completed, the data
was sent to Jeff Hopkins in Arizona for reduction and
analysis.
Figure 7. BVRI Initial Data Entry Screen.

4. Data Reduction and Analysis
A special database program using the FileMaker
Pro application was developed to enter the photometric data, do preliminary calculations, and then import
the results into a file for final data reduction and archiving. The AAVSO provided transformation coefficients and all data was transformed to the standard
system.
To begin the data reduction process, information
such as observatory, star, and system calibration data
is entered into the database program that will be
looked up and/or utilized in subsequent calculations.
An initial data entry screen is shown in Figure 7
where observer, date, and other information are entered. Other fields on this screen are either looked up
and filled in automatically or are calculation results.
When the Enter Data button is clicked a new screen
is shown (Figure 8) where up to three sets of data per
star and filter can be entered in the white data fields.
The data entered into these fields comes from the
ADU counts extracted from the images in MaxIm
DL.
After all the data has been entered for a specific
date the program will apply the transformations and
reduce the data. An example of an initial data reduction screen is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows an
example of a data reduction summary screen for a
particular record.
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Finally, the complete set of data for all the observation dates can be archived and exported into a
spreadsheet program for further analysis and to generate light curves. Table 2 shows a summary of the
magnitude data for EE Cephei used to generate the
light curves in each band. The average magnitude and
standard deviation data for a given date was determined from the two images taken through each filter
during an observing run, except on the dates noted,
where only one image was available for analysis
(usually due to a corrupted image file). The columns
denoted by the “#” symbol show the number of images on a given date used in the analysis.
4.1 Light Curves
Figures 11 – 14 show the plotted light curves for
the 2009 eclipse of EE Cephei in the B, V, R, and I
bands, respectively. Our data indicates the eclipse
was deepest in the shorter wavelengths (0.451 in the
B band as opposed to 0.354 in the I band).
4.2 Color Plots
Color index plots were also generated for EE
Cephei during the 2009 eclipse. They are shown in
Figures 15 – 18 for (B-V), (V-R), (V-I), and (R-I),
respectively.
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Figure 8. Example of BVRI Data Entry Screen.

Figure 10. BVRI Data Reduction Summary Screen.

Figure 9. BVRI Initial Data Reduction Screen.
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Figure 11. EE Cephei B Filter Light Curve.

Figure 13. EE Cephei R Filter Light Curve.

Figure 12. EE Cephei V Filter Light Curve.

Figure 14. EE Cephei I Filter Light Curve.
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Figure 15. EE Cephei (B-V) Color Index Plot.

beled Mag  is the minimum magnitude minus the
average out-of-eclipse (OOE) magnitude.
Contact times were determined by averaging the
out-of-eclipse magnitudes for each band and setting
that as the magnitude reference. A line was then
drawn through the ingress and egress data points intersecting the average out-of-eclipse magnitude to
determine the contact point. Since the eclipse is partial, the second and third contact points are coincident
with the mid-eclipse. Durations for each band are the
HJD difference between first and fourth contact. Our
data shows that the eclipse appears to have a shorter
duration for the blue band (26.3 days) compared to
the longer wavelengths (30 days).

5. Conclusion

Figure 16. EE Cephei (V-R) Color Index Plot.

This project was a successful collaboration between the AAVSO, the Sonoita Research Observatory in Southern Arizona, John Pye and Lauren Elder
of Maui Community College in Hawaii, and Jeff
Hopkins of the Hopkins Phoenix Observatory in
Phoenix, Arizona. It was also a rewarding educational experience for a young student at Maui Community College and provided her a unique opportunity to become involved in astronomical research.
Her work also contributed to the international EE
Cephei observing campaign organized by Cezary
Galan at the Centre for Astronomy at Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun (Poland). Information
on the observing campaign can be found on the following website:
http://www.astri.uni.torun.pl/~cgalan/EECep/

Figure 17. EE Cephei (V-I) Color Index Plot.

On the website our results can be found plotted with
those of several dozen other observers from around
the world. Figure 19 shows one of those plots for
reference.

6. Acknowledgments
The authors thank the AAVSO and the Sonoita
Research Observatory for providing the observations
for this project.

Figure 18. EE Cephei (R-I) Color Index Plot.

4.3 Contact Times and Magnitudes
Table 3 shows the contact times and magnitudes
of the 2009 eclipse from our data. The column la-
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Date UT
11/20/08

I Avg
10.0036

#
2

SD
0.0172

R Avg
10.3789

#
1

SD

2454790.6019

JD

V Avg
10.7855

#
2

SD
0.0084

B Avg
11.1394

11/21/08

2454791.7615

10.0073

2

0.0216

10.3843

2

0.0166

10.7939

2

0.0091

11.1539

2

0.0250

12/1/08
12/4/08
12/6/08
12/7/08
12/9/08
12/10/08
12/11/08
12/12/08
12/16/08
12/21/08
12/28/08
12/29/08
12/30/08
1/7/09
1/8/09
1/9/09
1/10/09
1/11/09
1/12/09
1/13/09
1/15/09
1/16/09
1/17/09
1/18/09
1/19/09
1/26/09
1/27/09
1/29/09
1/30/09
1/31/09
2/1/09
2/3/09
2/5/09
2/7/09
2/8/09
2/17/09

2454801.5851
2454804.7280
2454806.6827
2454807.7415
2454809.7298
2454810.6454
2454811.6918
2454812.6638
2454816.7199
2454821.6857
2454828.6799
2454829.5868
2454830.5859
2454838.5728
2454839.5715
2454840.5808
2454841.5904
2454842.6196
2454843.5751
2454844.6163
2454846.6185
2454847.6164
2454848.5769
2454849.6014
2454850.6093
2454857.5872
2454858.5937
2454860.5889
2454861.5845
2454862.5852
2454863.5850
2454865.5860
2454867.5892
2454869.5880
2454870.5894
2454879.5966

10.0116
10.0204
10.0157
10.0252
10.0494
10.0373
10.0290
10.0329
10.0375
10.0364
10.0938
10.1084
10.1429
10.2866
10.3351
10.3749
10.3773
10.3692
10.3707
10.3490
10.2921
10.2655
10.2313
10.1886
10.1650
10.0413
10.0400
10.0344
10.0237
10.0227
10.0223
10.0232
10.0242
10.0180
10.0102
10.0278

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

0.0154
0.0145
0.0166
0.0127
0.0600
0.0136
0.0144
0.0142
0.0134
0.0162
0.0119
0.0178
0.0179
0.0173
0.0155
0.0140
0.0187
0.0175
0.0159
0.0137
0.0153
0.0164
0.0171
0.0122
0.0191
0.0193
0.0198
0.0143
0.0178
0.0182
0.0195
0.0174

10.3912
10.4010
10.3974
10.4238
10.4088
10.4222
10.4042
10.4146
10.4022
10.4028
10.4593
10.4920
10.5424
10.6699
10.7267
10.7759
10.7844
10.7815
10.7696
10.7371
10.6876
10.6452
10.6176
10.5842
10.5410
10.4296
10.4164
10.4026
10.3929
10.3895
10.3944
10.4016
10.4122
10.3842
10.3900
10.3733

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

0.0037
0.0689
0.0388
0.0873
0.0074
0.0170
0.0083
0.0141
0.0085
0.0092
0.0247
0.0086
0.0080
0.0105
0.0051
0.0065
0.0141
0.0081
0.0084
0.0096
0.0082
0.0080
0.0116
0.0068
0.0140
0.0100
0.0091
0.0069
0.0115
0.0146
0.0095
0.0097

10.7908
10.7759
10.7966
10.7873
10.8133
10.8191
10.8142
10.8145
10.8229
10.8083
10.8739
10.9376
10.9580
11.0895
11.1527
11.2076
11.2135
11.2067
11.2032
11.1610
11.0972
11.0670
11.0366
10.9981
10.9690
10.8257
10.8213
10.8117
10.8009
10.8083
10.8002
10.8034
10.7972
10.8013
10.8133
10.8062

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

0.0097
0.0440
0.0089
0.0285
0.0109
0.0075
0.0097
0.0069
0.0088
0.0130
0.0054
0.0680
0.0077
0.0136
0.0101
0.0124
0.0171
0.0097
0.0093
0.0114
0.0171
0.0103
0.0125
0.0130
0.0180
0.0096
0.0158
0.0090
0.0099
0.0120
0.0099
0.0139

11.1558
11.1702
11.1657
11.1792
11.1793
11.1859
11.1898
11.1883
11.1942
11.1862
11.2601
11.1777
11.3607
11.4905
11.5615
11.6122
11.6267
11.6236
11.6036
11.5582
11.4854
11.4434
11.4073
11.3756
11.3396
11.2005
11.2012
11.1822
11.1763
11.1800
11.1744
11.1831
11.1796
11.1694
11.1822
11.1895

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

0.0275
0.0253
0.0270
0.0259
0.0236
0.0245
0.0263
0.0250
0.0253
0.0227
0.0243

0.0143
0.0221
0.0190

0.0140
0.0212
0.0192

0.0085
0.0139
0.0158

#
2

SD
0.0203

0.0204
0.0249
0.0285
0.0235
0.0213
0.0307
0.0245
0.0271
0.0222
0.0267
0.0271
0.0279
0.0255
0.0290
0.0256
0.0287
0.0253
0.0237
0.0259
0.0253
0.0273
0.0258
0.0225

Table 2. EE Cephei BVRI Magnitude Data.

Contact Times
Band
B
V
R
I

1st
4826.0
4825.1
4826.0
4825.6

2nd/Mid/3rd
4842.1
4841.5
4841.7
4841.5

Magnitudes
4th
4852.3
4855.6
4856.1
4855.7

Duration
26.3 d
30.0 d
30.1 d
30.1 d

Max
10.139
10.786
10.373
10.004

Table 3. Contact Times and Magnitudes (Times are HJD 2,450,000 +)
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Min
11.627
11.214
10.784
10.377

Avg OOE
11.176
10.802
10.398
10.023

Mag 
0.451
0.412
0.386
0.354
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Figure 19. EE Cephei V Filter Data from 2009 EE Cephei Campaign Web Site (used by permission).
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The Lightcurve of UZ Sge
Robert K. Buchheim (BHU),
Altimira Observatory
18 Altimira, Coto de Caza CA 92679 USA
rbuchheim@earthlink.net

Abstract
A complete lightcurve of the eclipsing binary UZ Sge has been determined, in V- and R-bands. Four new times of
minimum are reported (two for primary eclipse and two for secondary eclipse), which verify other recent O-C
observations. The color index changes significantly during both primary eclipse and secondary eclipse, providing
some constraints on the stars’ temperatures. BinaryMaker3 software has been used to compare the observed Vand R- lightcurves with two models of this system (with quite different mass ratios of q= 0.14 and q= 0.68, respectively) that have been suggested in the literature.

1. Background
UZ Sge (RA = 20:12:16, Dec = +19:20:55) has
been known as an eclipsing binary (P ≈ 2.2 days) for
70 years, and a large number of times of minima have
been reported. Zasche (2008) collected these times of
minima, and concluded that the system shows the
light-time effect of a third body. He also noted that
there is no published record of a lightcurve with
complete phase coverage. The purpose of the present
study was to provide such a lightcurve, in two colors
(V- and R-band). This two-color lightcurve can be
used as an independent assessment of suggested parameters for this system.

2. Equipment and Methods:
All observations were made with a 0.28 m
Schmidt-Cassegrain (11-inch Celestron NexStar)
telescope and SBIG ST-8XE NABG CCD imager at
Altimira Observatory. The telescope was used at
f/6.3, providing 1.1 arc-sec pixels, and a field of view
of 18 X 27 arc minutes. On all nights, images were
taken through Johnson-Cousins V- and R-band filters. The filter wheel was commanded to cycle between filters, in a V-V-R-R··· sequence for each
nightly imaging run, so that nearly-synchronous twocolor imaging was achieved. Exposure durations
were 2 minutes in V-band, and 1 minute in R-band.
These provided SNR > 200 on the target and comparison stars.
Images were reduced by bias, dark, and flat-field
using standard methods with CCDSoft. A few images
from each night’s run had to be deleted due to poor
tracking, cosmic rays, or other abnormalities.
Most nights were non-photometric, but acceptable for differential photometry. On a few clear and

stable nights, the nearby well-characterized field of
WZ Sge (Henden, 1971) was used to confirm the
system color transforms and the nightly zero-points
in B-, V-, and R-bands. These were then used to calibrate the comparison stars used for differential photometry of UZ Sge.
In total, the observing run encompassed 21
nights from 2008-05-30 UT to 2008-08-10 UT. The
goal each night was to obtain a full-night lightcurve,
although on some nights the onset of marine-layer
fog terminated the observations prematurely.

3. Lightcurve Observations
The field of UZ Sge, with the comparison stars
indicated, is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Field of UZ Sge, showing comp and check
stars.

Comp star characteristics were determined by using the field of WZ Sge (only 2 degrees away from
UZ Sge) as a reference field. The resulting comp-star
characteristics are given in Table 1.
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Star
comp 1 =
GSC 1626-1301
comp 5 =
GSC 1626-1290

B
12.19
±0.02
11.01
±0.02

V
11.91
±0.02
10.71
±0.03

R
11.75
±0.02
10.53
±0.02

(B-V)
0.28
±0.02
0.30
±0.03

(V-R)
0.16
±0.02
0.18
±0.03

Notes
used as comp star
used as “check”
star

Table 1: Photometric Characteristics of Comparison Stars

The period used by Zasche (2008) is P=
2.2157425 days (53.178 hr), with HJD0 =
2445861.420 ± 0.002 d). This period and epoch are
consistent with my lightcurve. Figure 2 shows the
instrumental v-band phased lightcurve.
The lightcurve shows that the comp stars were
stable during the period of this study, to within 0.01
mag (1-σ). Although not shown, this was also true in
the r-band lightcurve. The full data set used to form
these two lightcurves has been submitted to the
AAVSO, and can be retrieved from their website.
The v-band and r-band lightcurves are overlaid
in Figure 3. Note that the depth of the primary minimum is substantially deeper in V-band than it is in Rband. This prompted me to bin the data into phase
bins approximately Δφ= 0.02 wide, and calibrate the
color index and magnitudes on the standard system in
each phase bin. (The primary reason for binning was
to reduce noise, and achieve synchronous data points
in each color band). V- and R-band lightcurves were
then transformed into a color vs. phase plot, shown in
Figure 4. The color change is quite pronounced, particularly at the primary eclipse. The “out of eclipse”
color index is (V-R) = 0.17 ± 0.02, whereas at the
bottom of the primary of eclipse the color index becomes (V-R) = 0.36 ± 0.02. A corresponding, although smaller, effect is seen at the secondary minimum, where (V-R) = 0.13 ± 0.02.
Times of Minimum: In the course of this study,
four nights presented minimum light in the eclipse
(two primary and two secondary eclipses). Differential photometry from these nights was analyzed with
the method of Kwee & VanWorden (1956) to determine the times of minimum light, listed in Table 2.
The O-C values are based on the ephemeris of Zasche
(2008) as given in Table 2.
Zasche (2008) has analyzed the complete record
of Tmin timings of UZ Sge, and found evidence for a
third body in the system. The times of minimum
found in the present study are consistent with his
recent O-C values and analysis.

HJD
2454687.8485
±0.002
2454616.9487
±0.005
2454646.8588
±0.0002
2454646.8588
±0.0002
2454686.7426
±0.0002
2454686.7426
±0.0002

Fil

Type

R

II

V

II

V

I

R

I

V

I

R

I

8-92008
5-302008

O-C
(d)
0.018
±0.002
0.022
±0.005

6-292008

0.020
±0.001

8-82008

0.020
±0.001

UT

Table 2: Times of Primary (I) and Secondary (II)
Minimum Light

Figure 2: Instrumental V-band lightcurve
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4. Simulation of System Parameters

Figure 3: Instrumental V- and R-band lightcurves, illustrating color change during primary and secondary
eclipse.

Two disparate sets of parameters for this system
are contained in the catalog of Budding (2004). One,
credited to Svechnikov & Kuznetsova (1990), has an
A3 main sequence primary, and a G0-IV secondary,
with mass ratio q = M1/M2 = 0.14. The parameters of
system models in this catalog are based on a statistical analysis of a limited number of observational parameters for each system, and the authors acknowledge that the models are only approximate at best,
with an expectation that 15% to 25% of the system
models may be significantly wrong. The second set
of parameters is credited to Brancewicz (1980). Their
models are based on photometric parallax. It has an
A0 primary star with effective temperature T1=
9400K, and a mass ratio q= 0.68. The catalog parameters of both models are given in Table 3.
The parameters of Model 1 and Model 2 were
entered into “Binary Maker 3” (Bradstreet, 2004),
and the resulting calculated lightcurves were compared to the measured lightcurves. In some cases, I
had to enter “best guess” input values for parameters
that aren’t stated in the models (e.g. Model 2 doesn’t
offer an estimate of the inclination). As it turned out,
neither model gave an acceptable fit to the observed
lightcurves. (This initial test of model parameters
ignored the possible contribution of third light.)
Figure 5 shows that Model 1 (mass ratio
q = 0.14) is a poor fit to the observed V-band lightcurve – the model’s primary minimum is too shallow,
and its secondary minimum is too deep. The same
defects are seen in the R-band lightcurve (not
shown).
A similar plot for Model 2 (mass ratio q = 0.68),
shown in Figure 6, is also a poor match to the measured data. Again, the eclipse depths are wrong (although this set of model parameters does a better job
on the primary eclipse), and in addition this model
does not do as good a job of representing the out-ofeclipse light variation.

Figure 4: Color index [V-R] vs. orbital phase.
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Figures 5 and 6. Poor fits of the model curve to actual data.

In order to generate a better fit to the measured
lightcurves, while not deviating too far from the published parameters of these two Models, I iterated the
parameters of each Model (separately), in a “manual
random-walk” using BinaryMaker 3. The heuristic
rules that I followed were:
Parameter
Symbol
reference
Parameters reported by reference
surface luminosity
J1/J2
ratio
relative bolometL1
ric luminosity,
L2
with L1+L2=1
inclination (deg)
i
A
orbital semi-major
axis (= separation)
mass ratio
q
spectral type
Masses,
Sum of masses
Radii
Relative radii
Bolometric luminosity
Parallax
% fill Roche lobe
Temperature (K)

M1
M2
R1
R2
r1
r2
L1
L2
RL1
RL2
T1
T2

 Set the effective temperature of the primary star at
the value indicated by the published model (i.e. T1 =
8750 K for Model 1, and T1 = 9400 K for Model 2),
and do not alter it. Adjust the effective temperature of
the secondary star in order to achieve a good match
to both the V- and R-band lightcurves (any accept-

Model 1
Model 2
S&K
B, B&D
paper/catalog:
6.00
0.8500
0.1500
85.5
9.5

0.14
A3V +
[G0IV]
2.050
0.290
2.000
2.050
0.2110
0.2180

8750 *
5800 *

12.11

In solar radii.

0.68
A0+
2.890
1.960
4.85
2.320
2.290
0.1920
0.1890
37.190
6.650
30 E-5
46%
54%
9400
6150

Table 3. Published Model parameters for UZ Sge [from Budding (2004)]
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Notes

in units of solar
mass
in solar radii
calculated from R1,
R2, A
in units of solar luminosity
arc sec

* Model 1 Temps inferred from spectral
type given by S&K
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able solution must fit both bands.) The rationale for
this is that the published models are based on examination of stellar spectra, and it would be presumptuous to question those results.
 Keep mass ratio constant: i.e. q = 0.14 for “Model
1”, and q= 0.68 for “Model 2”. The rationale for this
is to keep the most fundamental modeling parameter
equal to the published value, in each model.
 Iterate around stellar radii that are close to the published values, and nearly equal (r1 ≈ r2). The rationale
for this was that both the secondary and primary
eclipses have quite sharp minima (no “flat bottoms”),
suggesting that the stars are nearly equal in size if i≈
90 degrees. In any case, trial parameter sets in which
the stars had significantly different radii were poor
matches to the observed lightcurves.
 Iterate around inclination near i = 90°. The rationale for this is that decreasing the inclination beyond
about i < 85° will require ever-larger temperature
differences between the two stars, which will imply
giving ever less credence to the published spectral
types. While this certainly isn’t a strongly-justified
constraint, it seemed reasonable to minimize changes
to this variable.
 Use gravity brightening and reflectivity parameters
based on the assumption of a radiative primary and a
convective secondary star. This is justified by the
spectral types and temperatures in both published
models; and in any case the effect of these parameters
on the lightcurves is small.
 Use limb darkening parameters taken from the tables of Van Hamme (1993), using representative values based on the modeled star effective temperature
and spectral band of observation. These are “representative” values because the values of log(g) aren’t
known, but the effect on the lightcurve of changing
the limb darkening coefficient over reasonable ranges
of log(g) is quite small.
The net result of such variations on the themes of
Model 1 and Model 2 are described in the next sections.
4.1 Alternative 1: q = 0.14 Model
The best all-around fit to the V- and R- lightcurves uses parameters:
q = 0.14
r1 = 0.20
r2 = 0.24
T1 = 8750 K
T2 = 4500 K
i = 87.5 deg
This model and its residuals in both V- and Rbands are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Lightcurve fit using mass ratio q = 0.14.
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4.2 Alternative 2: q = 0.68 model

An alternative model, with the mass ratio frozen
at q = 0.68, uses the following parameters:
q
r1
r2
T1
T2
i

= 0.68
= 0.215
= 0.215
= 9400 K
= 4700 K
= 88.7 deg

This model lightcurve and its residuals in both
V- and R-band are shown in Figure 8.
4.3 How to Distinguish Between the Two
Candidate Models?
The BinaryMaker code reports the error between observed and calculated lightcurves as

 2   O  C 2
There are about 1170 data points in the lightcurve for each color band, and the standard deviation
of the “comp-check” delta-mags is about 0.01 mag.
Hence, a “perfect” lightcurve fit would be expected
to give a chi-square of about 1170 X (0.01)2 = 0.12.
The plots of Residuals from BinaryMaker report
the chi-squared error, and based on this metric both
alternative models (q= 0.14 or q= 0.68) are excellent
formal fits to the V- and R-band data. Thus, I can’t
recommend one model over the other based on a
goodness-of-fit criterion.
Three possible ways to decide between these two
models might be considered: (a) B-band lightcurve,
(b) radial velocity, and (c) astrophysical plausibility.
I used BinaryMaker to create model lightcurves
in B-band lightcurves. Unfortunately, the B-band
lightcurves of the two models (q = 0.14 and q = 0.68)
are virtually identical, so this doesn’t offer much
hope as a discriminant.
The two models, with quite different mass ratios,
imply noticeably different radial velocity curves. If
the mass and radius assumptions from the published
models are used, and circular orbits are assumed,
then the peak orbital radial velocities are:

Figure 8: Lightcurve fit using mass ratio q = 0.68.
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Model 1 (q = 0.14):
K1= 26.8 km/sec

K2= 189.8 km/sec

Model 2 (q = 0.68):
K1= 115.6 km/sec

K2= 164.5 kmsec

Hence, measurements of radial velocity – even if
only the bright component is visible in the spectrum –
could discriminate between the two models very ef-
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fectively. The star is only V = 11.5, so a large aperture telescope will be required for good radial velocity measurement.
This system is an illustrative example of the ambiguity of purely photometric data; even two-color
lightcurves are insufficient to unambiguously characterize the system.
4.4 What about the Possible “Third Light”?
Zasche (2008) concluded that the O-C curve of
this system indicated the presence of a third star in
the system, with a lower limit of M3 = 0.65 solar
masses. Modest amounts of third-light are not detectable in my lightcurve models – adding in a third-light
of ≈5% is readily compensated by modest increases
in the estimated Teff of star 2, and adjustment of the
assumed orbit inclination. However, I note that if the
third light is more than about 5%, then more dramatic
changes are needed to the model parameters in order
to fit the observed light curves.

5. Status and Next Steps
The V- and R-band lightcurves of UZ Sge are
reported here for the first time. The lightcurves do
not discriminate between two candidate model parameters for this system. Radial velocity measurements appear to be the best hope for discriminating
between the two competing models of this system.
Two activities are still underway in this project.
The first, recommended by Dr. Zasche, is the conduct
of a study of “residuals vs. mass ratio”, in order to
search for a possible best-estimate of the system’s
mass ratio. This is underway, using the WilsonDevinney code and the Windows interface developed
by Bob Nelson. The second activity is to gather spectral and radial velocity data. A start on this has been
made by Bob Nelson (one good spectrum so far). He
will attempt to gather additional spectra for radialvelocity data in September of this year.
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Photometry of Variable Stars
Using a Lensless Schmidt Camera
Jeff Horne
11 Cannes, Irvine, CA 92614
jhorneva@hotmail.com

Abstract
This paper describes the design and use of a lensless Schmidt camera (LSC) as a more cost effective alternative
to more expensive telescope types. The lensless Schmidt design uses a short focal length spherical primary mirror and an aperture stop placed at the radius of curvature of that mirror. This results in an optical system without
coma or astigmatism and a wide field of view. However, the LSC does have residual spherical aberration which
enlarges the size of the stars being imaged by a CCD. The amount of spherical aberration tolerable in measuring
stellar magnitudes and the physical length of the camera determine the possible focal ratio and aperture combinations for LSC designs. An LSC was built by the author and used to obtain data on several variable stars.
Photometric V data plots for V Bootes, Chi Cygni, and U Cygni are provided as examples of the data than can be
captured with this type of instrument

1. Telescopes for Variable Star Work

Large Dobsonian telescope.

Commercially-made Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope

Some people use Newtonians. Can have large
aperture, but have pronounced coma at short focal
lengths.

Schmidt-Cass telescopes seem to be the scope of
choice, but are expensive. Other telescope designs are
cheaper, but introduce their own problems.
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and the British Amateur Astronomy Journal during
the 1990s.

Figure 1: LSC design sketch

2.1 LSC Design Pros
Refractor telescope

Others use refractors. At long focal ratios they
have small FOVs, and at short focal ratios they have
poor color correction if it’s not an APO.

 The LSC has no coma or astigmatism at any f/ ratio.
 A fast focal ratio results in a wide FOV.
 Uses an easy to make spherical (rather than parabolic) mirror.
 Structure can be lightweight and easy to construct.
2.2 LSC Design Cons

 Has a curved focal plane.
 Aperture stop is placed at a distance equal to the
primary mirror’s radius of curvature resulting in a
telescope twice as long as an equivalent Newtonian.
 The residual spherical aberration in the image
enlarges a stars blur circle on the focal plane.

3. Danger! Math Ahead!
3.1 Spherical Aberration
A Schmidt camera

Schmidt cameras are fast and have large FOVs
but are rare beasts. There is another type of Schmidt
camera that could be useful for data gathering.

2. Lensless Schmidt Camera Description
A lensless Schmidt camera (LSC) is one of the
derivative designs of the astrocamera designed by
Bernhard Schmidt in the 1930s. It uses no corrector
lens but only has a spherical primary mirror and an
aperture stop plus a structure to hold it together
which can be light weight and simple to construct.
There are several examples of lensless Schmidt cameras being built in Sky and Telescope, Astronomy,
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In general for a spherical mirror, the P-V wave
front error (WFE) caused by residual spherical aberration is
WFE = 0.89D / F3
where D is the aperture diameter, in millimeters, and
F is the focal ratio.
The blur circle from this spherical aberration is
given by
BC = 0.008 D / F2
where D is the aperture diameter, in millimeters, and
F is the focal ratio.

Horne – Lensless Schmidt Photometry

4. LSC Constraints
A criteria for good optical design sets the smallest blur circle at 0.025 mm. This advice limits the
lensless Schmidt aperture to
F > SQRT (D/3.2)
which leads to fairly slow cameras ¬e.g.100mm aperture at f/5.6.
Relaxing the blur circle constraint results in an
LSC with faster F/ ratios and larger apertures. The
question is how large a blur circle can be tolerated to
achieve the optimum F/ ratio and aperture combination?

5. LSC Design Continued
A variety of blur circle sizes can be investigated
for arange of F/ ratios and apertures to answer this
question. Using the equation
BC = 0.008 D / F2
various blur circle sizes can be investigated. Figures
3 and 4 show graphs of blur circles plotted against
aperture and focal ratio, and aperture and focal length
of the primary mirror. By examining these graphs one
can determine the LSC design parameters needed for
construction.

5.1 Other Design Constraints

 The curved focal plane will also enlarge the blur
circles.

 The small linear size of modestly priced CCDs
limits the impact of the curved focal plane while
still maintaining a wider field of view (FOV) than
other types of telescope.
 Long Tube Length: The physical length of the
structure probably limits the size the aperture to
300 mm or less.
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5.2 A Practical Example

An LSC was constructed using a 200mm f/2 mirror (A chipped C-8 primary reject) obtained for
$10.00. A conventional 46 mm Newtonian diagonal
was added to move the focal plane outside the telescope tube. A 0.075 mm blur circle was chosen as a
compromise between aperture and image quality. A
116 mm aperture was placed 812mm from the primary mirror. This gave a P-V error of 2.5 waves at
550 nm and an illumination of ~ 8 pixels per blur
circle.

6. Photometric Data
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show photometric data gathered in 2008 over for the variables V Bootes, Chi
Cygni, and U Cygni using 30 second exposures with
either a Meade DSI-Pro or SBIG ST-402M CCD
with a V photometric filter. These stars are on the
AAVSO list of easy to observe variable stars. The
data were obtained under very light polluted skies
(limiting visual magnitude ~ 3.5) from the author’s
backyard.
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Rutten, H., van Venrooij, M. (1988). Telescope
Optics. pp 74-78. Willman-Bell, Richmond, VA.
Sacek, V. (2009). TelescopeOptics.net, section
11.2.1.
Suiter, H. (2001) Star Testing Astronomical
Telescopes. p 177. William-Bell, Richmond, VA.
Stars Easy to Observe.
http://www.aavso.org/observing/aids/easystars.shtml

7. Conclusion
An LSC is a simple design can be used to acquire data on brighter variable stars. It is not a high
resolution imager; however, it is an easy project for
an amateur telescope maker with simple tools and a
modest budget.
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Over-Contact Binary GR Tauri
Lee Snyder
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Abstract
New times of minima and ephemeredes are presented on the over-contact system GR Tauri. An observed minus calculated (O-C), times of minimum chart was constructed and based on statistical analysis the orbital period
of the system is found to be decreasing with a rate of dP/dE = 3.33-4 seconds Yr-1 since 1931. Both components
are filling their respective critical Roche lobes with fillouts ƒ = 0.11 and 0.95. The light curve displays the
O’Connell effect which is discussed on the assumption mass is going from the primary to the secondary creating
a hot spot. The TRO, thermal relaxation oscillations (Lucy & Wilson 1979), theory is discussed as an explanation.

1. Introduction
GR Tauri (2000: RA = 04h 01m 03s, DEC = 20º
25 36s ) was first listed as an eclipsing binary by
Strohmeier et al (1957). Yamasaki et al (1984) obtained photoelectric and the first spectroscopic data
of the system. Their data suggested a spectral type for
GR Tau of A5 at maximum light. This study done in
1984 classified GR Tau as a near-contact binary with
a mass ratio q = 0.32. A study by Lazaro et al. (1995)
computed a mass ratio q = 0.27 while Zhang et al
(2002) computed a smaller mass ratio q = 0.22. The
fillout derived by all three studies places GR Tau
system as a near-contact binary. The data collected
by this paper and the modeling uses a mass ratio q =
0.22 and obtained a fillout ƒ1 = 0.29 and ƒ2 = 0.94
which would classify the system as overcontact.
m

2. Observations
All observations were observed at the Paradise
View Observatory using a Meade 14” LX200GPS
with a STL-1301E SBIG camera at 2007mm (79”)
focal length, giving an effective field of view of 1.49
arcsec/pixel.
All times of minimum were obtained in the
VR color system approximating the standard Johnson
photometric system. Nine times of minimum obtained by this paper were combined with 165 times in
the literature and these nine times are listed in Table
1.

3. Spectroscopic Observations
Yamasaki et al observations in 1984 of GR Tau
could only observe the spectral lines of the primary
component and obtained a spectrogram which classi-

fied the primary as a G5 V type. This is the spectral
type adopted by this paper as the A9 V type obtained
in 1962 appears to be of a later type making this a
more evolved system. Using this single line velocity
curve a mass function ƒ(M) = 0.0101 MSUN and a
projection
of the semi-major axis a1 sin I =
[0.3616 ± 0.011] km were obtained.
HJD
TYPE
O-C
2454021.88449 S 0.006118
2454022.95215 P -0.00085
2454022.95402 P 0.001026
2454023.81249 P -0.00021
2454023.81250 P
-0.0002
2454027.90673 S 0.010448
2454027.91795 S 0.021662
2454028.96822 P -0.00269
2454028.96824 P -0.00267
Table 1 Times of minimum this paper, Lapham, J., Paradise View Observatory.

We can assume a G5 main-sequence star would
have M1 = 0.98 MSun and by combining the mass
function ƒ(M) = 0.0101 and inclination = 87.5 we can
obtain M2= 0.27 MSun. Using these masses to compute
the corresponding radii for main sequence stars indicates the two components have not evolved and are
still on the HR main sequence diagram.

4. Light Curve Modeling
Photometric solutions of GR Tau were solved by
using the 2004 version light curve synthesis program
of Binary Maker 3 (Bradstreet, 2004).
The light curve of GR Tau displays an enormous
unequal quadrature light level, O’Connell effect,
where the maximum after the primary eclipse is
brighter than the maximum after the secondary
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eclipse, (Figure1). Several reasonable explanations
have been used to explain this effect. This paper
adopted the hot spot assumption. Since the orbital
period is decreasing it implies mass is being transferred from the hot primary onto the secondary thus
creating a hot spot and effecting the brightness of the
system.

Figure 1 GR TAU light curve in R filter.

This hot spot is on the trailing hemisphere of the
secondary, star 2. The Wilson-Devinney (1971) notations were used to describe the spot parameters and
location (Figure 2).
Co-Latitude
Longitude
Spot Radius
Tspot / Tstar

= 100.000
= 105.000
= 45.0º
= 50 %

Temperature Star 2
Surface Potential
Surface Potential
Mass Ratio

T2
Ώ1
Ώ2
q

3900º K
2.2412
2.1492
0.220

The equipotential surfaces, Ώ1=2.2412 and Ώ2 =
2.1492 along with the mass ratio, q = 0.22 specifies a
fillout of an overcontact system. ƒ1 = 0.290 and ƒ2 =
0.95. See Figure 3.

Figure 3. Surface outline of GR TAU showing overcontact of both stars.

5. Ephemeris Elements
An observed minus calculated time of minima
(O-C) was constructed utilizing 165 times found in
the literature and nine times (Table 1) obtained by
Lapham (2008) for this paper. These minima with a
time-base of 75 years from 1931 to 2006 enable us to
ascertain any long-term variation of the orbital period
of GR Tau. The O-C values were calculated from the
ephemeredes from Mt. Suhora Astronomical Observatory, Cracow, Poland.
Min. HJD = 2452500.4204 + 0.4298511E

(2)

An increasing trend of the orbital period over the
time span of the 75 years is indicated by the linear fit
of the solid line, Figure 4.

Figure 2. GR TAU displaying hot star spot on star 2.

To model and fit the theoretical light curve the
following parameters were adjusted.
Inclination
I
Temperature Star 1 T1
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87.5º
7500º K

Figure 4 O-C chart of GR TAU with linear fit to the data,
solid line, showing increase in orbital period of 75 years.
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A polynomial fit to the data, Figure 5, does not
indicate any discernible trend in the orbital period.

Figure 5. GR TAU O-C chart with polynomial fit to data.

A quadratic ephemeris of the form Min I = To +
P·E + Q·E2 + Δt computed from the O-C values of
Figure 4 produces a second correction of the light
elements:
(O-C)2

= +0.0014 (± 2.07-3)
– 5.691-7 (± 2.226-7) E
–2.337 –11 (± 4.055-12)E2 days

(2)

These new light elements produced the O-C 2
chart shown in Figure 6. A cubic ephemeris was
computed:
(O-C)3

= +8.122-4 (± 0.002)
–9.221-7 (±3.77-7) E
–4.642-11 (±2.022-11) E2
–3.016-16 (±2.579-16) E3 days

6. Discussion of GR Tau System
Using equation (2) the orbital period variation of
GR Tau is dP/dE = -4.0 X 10-8 (day yr-1) or 3.34 X
10-4 (sec yr-1).
The parameters derived from modeling the light
curve indicate GR Tau is an overcontact system
where the primary fills it lobe by ~ 29% and the secondary by 95%. Both stars are still on the main sequence diagram and according to the masses obtained
have not evolved from this branch.
Modeling the system the primary eclipse is a
transit and considering the fillout and other parameters GR Tau is an A type W UMa system.
It also appears that by losing mass from the primary to the secondary at a more rapid rate as A types
do the system will become a W type.
The light curve and parameters of GR Tau give
all indications the system is at or near zero-age and is
having trouble achieving thermal equilibrium. The
theory postulated by Lucy and Wilson (1979) when a
system cannot achieve thermal equilibrium it undergoes thermal relaxation oscillations, TRO, about a
state of marginal contact. Over time this instability
will cause A-type systems to become W-type by the
transfer of mass. This TRO theory appears to be in
substantial agreement with observational data of
many W UMa systems.
This research has made use of the SIMBAD database operated at Centre de Donnees Astronomiques
de Strasbourg, CDS, France and the GCVS database,
operated by the Sternberg Astronomical Institute,
Moscow, Russia.

(3)

The cubic corrections are so small that equation
(2) can be considered as the final light elements for
GR TAU.
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Abstract
The Global Network of Astronomical Telescopes (GNAT) is in the process of developing a large library of data for
its newly discovered variable stars. This revised archive has been recently opened to the public, is largely unexamined, and provides a valuable resource for data mining. The GNAT archive is constantly growing as survey
imaging continues; in 2009 the survey imagery is estimated to contain in excess of 150,000 new variable star
entries selected from more than about 9 million observed stars. The algorithm used for identifying variable stars
in these images yields examples of nearly all known classes of such stars. One of the key goals of developing
data mining techniques is to be able to narrow down this large volume of data to just specific stars of interest. We
discuss the nature and content of the GNAT variable star archive, including a discussion of limitations and
boundary conditions that affect the data. We present some basic ideas of data mining, examine specific approaches to the GNAT archive, and provide examples of how to extract information related to these variable
stars.

1. Introduction
The Global Network of Astronomical Telescopes
(GNAT) is a non-profit research and education organization that is analyzing digital images from an
equatorial sky survey (the Moving Object and Transient Event Search System: MOTESS) to discover
and catalog new variable stars. The survey instrumentation has been described by Tucker (2007) and
the GNAT data products have been described by
Kraus et al. (2007).
This project has yielded multiple sky surveys at
different fixed declinations near the celestial equator.
About two years is spent on each location. To date,
there have been four surveys completed. Each survey
strip has corresponding catalogs that can later be
searched and analyzed.
A data archive is presently being created for all
of the variable objects detected in the sky surveys. In
their initial formats these variable star catalogs are
published on the GNAT website for public perusal.
The catalogs are named for the MOTESS survey strip
and the associated GNAT variable star detections.
Thus MG1-VSC is the Variable Star Catalog associated with the first MOTESS survey strip and subsequent GNAT analysis.
The first version of the MG1-VSC has now been
examined in some detail, and some errors have been
discovered. The first version of the catalog was corrected and published as the second version on the
website. This will likely be an ongoing process as the

overall system and the data reduction pipeline are
refined. It is therefore important when citing or using
this information to note which version of the archive
the user is referencing.
Currently this data archive is located at the
GNAT website, www.egnat.org. It will remain active
here while further experimentation is done, after
which it will likely migrate to other mainstream astronomical archive locations.
The MGn-VSC catalogs contain observations of
celestial point source objects that are known to vary
across a wide range of time scales. These are predominantly stars but can also include quasi-stellar
objects (QSO) and active galactic nuclei (AGN).
Users who publish or otherwise disseminate results based on the GNAT observations are asked to
acknowledge GNAT. Exact wording of the requisite
acknowledgement is available at the GNAT website;
failure to provide this citation will result in revocation of user access to the archive.

2. The GNAT Archive Format
To access the data archive the user must locate
the archive link on the GNAT website, and register
both name and email address. We require this information in order to minimize malicious behavior.
Also, the user may choose to receive e-mail alerts
regarding updated archive information.
The MG1-VSC data archive contains two folders
and a file. The two folders contain the photometric
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imagery and light curve data, while the file is an Excel spreadsheet with statistical information. These
data represent the core material for data mining and
are discussed in more detail below.
2.1 Statistical Summary
The statistical summary serves as a directory for
all of the variable stars in the catalog. It is in the form
of an Excel spreadsheet and contains the following
columns:
Name: Object name, in the form MG1- “serial number”, where “serial number” is the running serial
identifier for each star found in the survey images.
Note that this number can run into seven digits as
there are in excess of two million stars per survey
that are photometrically monitored.
RA and Dec: Epoch 2000.0 equatorial coordinates.
R(MG1): Normalized average “red” magnitude used
for the unfiltered MG1 observations.
Amplitude: Total amplitude of the light curve in
R(MG1) magnitudes.
Standard Deviation: The standard deviation about
the mean magnitude.
Error: An estimate of the photometric error for the
cumulative measurements of each star.
Skew: The statistical skew of the photometric data
points about the mean.
N: Number of observations.
P: Period (see discussion below).
False Alarm: Probability of the reality of the calculated period.
B: USNO-A2.0 catalog B magnitude.
R: USNO-A2.0 catalog R magnitude.
J: 2 MASS J magnitude.
H: 2 MASS H magnitude.
K: 2 MASS K magnitude.
The latter five magnitude values will appear in the
next revision of the catalog.
2.2 Photometry Files
The photometry folder contains one text file for
each of the cataloged variable stars. The text file consists of the decimal Julian Date (and hence time) and
the observed magnitude.
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2.3 Light curves
The light curve folder contains one graphic file
(GIF format) for each of the cataloged variable stars.
Each graphic file is divided into two parts, a raw light
curve and a phased light curve. These files are only
suitable for visual examination, but provide a powerful first look tool.

3. Data Mining Techniques
Data mining is the process of transforming archives of raw data into usable, coherent information.
In order for this to be successful the raw data needs to
be a representative sample, ensuring that the conclusions extracted from it are accurate. The data mining
process can be done manually or by an automated
computer program. While automatic data mining is
more efficient, in some situations manual mining is
more accurate. Often both approaches are used together.
Specific data mining algorithms have been developed for many different purposes, ranging from
searching for trends in data, to extracting candidate
data sets for further study, to looking for a variety of
patterns in large databases.
For our purposes, we can think of data mining as
being the process of narrowing a large database of a
wide range of types of variable stars, to a much
smaller, coherent set, suitable for further study of the
nature of the elements of the set. Another possible
application might be the statistical analysis of distributions of elements of the database, although this
application is extremely difficult and requires careful
consideration of database limitations.
Data mining can be structured in many ways, but
for our needs there are four phases of data mining: 1)
specification of goals, 2) pre-processing (sorting and
elimination), 3) mining, and 4) results validation. In
the specification phase we define as best possible the
targets we are seeking. The pre-processing phase
involves implementation of an algorithm to provide a
candidate list of targets. In the data mining phase the
survey data are classified into groups and organized.
The final phase is the validation of the characteristics
determined for the elements of the final mined data
set.
While there is extensive data in this archive, and
a set process for data mining the archive, that does
not necessarily mean that there is an unlimited
amount and variety of information to be drawn from
the archive. It is up to the individual user to understand the limitations of the archive and how it applies
to one’s research goals.
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Knowledge of archive limitations can be derived
from several sources, such as: reading about the archive in descriptive notes, talking with the authors of
the archive, and developing an understanding of the
relevant astrophysics.
The limitations of the archive can take a variety
of forms. They may result from the limitations of the
instruments used, the area of the sky surveyed, the
way the observations were made, the physical properties of the objects being surveyed, and the data reduction techniques employed.
The main instrumental limitations include the
length of exposure for survey images, the light gathering power of the system optics, and the use of an
unfiltered detector. The exposure and the telescope
aperture impact the brightness range of the stars that
are imaged. In the case of the MOTESS images stars
brighter than about 10 mag are saturated and the limiting magnitude of detectability is about 20 mag. The
use of unfiltered imaging allows observation of
fainter stars but imposes a limitation on photometric
precision.
The GNAT archive does not include an all sky
survey, but rather narrow strips that cross the Galactic Plane. This ensures a sampling of a wide range of
stellar types, but not a complete survey of the sky.
A significant limiting factor in the way observations were made by use of a scan mode system is that
the observational cadence of one sidereal day introduces a strong alias in the light curves of stars with
short period variability.
It is important to understand whether the data archive is suitable for addressing the astrophysical
problems of the specific stars of interest. For example, this survey, with photometric errors on the order
of a few hundredths of a magnitude, is not suitable to
search for extra-solar planet transits that exhibit millimag variations.
The data reduction pipeline is an ongoing process; depending upon the state of development, it can
impose a variety of types of limitations on the data,
including photometric precision. Again, it is important for the user of this archive to register for update
information and to understand what the data pipeline
limitations are.

4. Data Mining Examples
There are several projects underway to analyze
and further characterize variable stars discovered in
the GNAT program. Most of these involve some
form of data mining. To provide examples of how the
MG1-VSC archive can be used we discuss here the
application of data mining protocols to these projects.

4.1 Long Period Variable Stars
Long Period Variable (LPV) stars are cool giant
stars that pulsate with fairly regular periods in excess
of 100 days. The amplitudes of these variables are
greater than two magnitudes in the visual band, often
much greater. The prototype of the LPVs is the star
Mira, and LPVs are often called Mira-type variables.
The Mira stars provide an interesting subject for
study, but complete light curves, and certainly multiple cycles, can require years of observation. Thus,
Mira light curve data are valuable and it is of interest
to add additional light curve data to the general pool
of Mira observations.
The GNAT archive has been examined by Craine
et al. (2007) in an ongoing project to look for discontinuous structure in Mira light curves, with particular
interest in flare and “hump”-type features.
The clear first goal of this project was to mine
the MG1-VSC for LPVs whose photometric light
curves could then become the subject of more detailed study.
Following the protocol outlined above, we recount here the process that was implemented to create a list of LPV candidates in the MG1-VSC data.
A specification of the MG1-VSC parameters that
could help define LPVs was created. The goal was to
find stars that appeared to have reliable periods of ≥
100 days and photometric amplitudes of ≥ 2 magnitudes. Further, the LPV candidates have light curves
of a distinct character that could be visually confirmed, and, where available, the infrared colors provide a threshold value for the cool M III, Carbon and
S- type stars that comprise the LPV population.
Understanding something about stellar distributions in space can also provide a useful addendum to
the specification. The LPV stars tend to be confined
to the galactic plane, which is mostly seen in the
MG1 survey band between 18-hours through 19hours of Right Ascension.
With this specification in hand the next step was
to pre-process (or sort) the data. This task was accomplished by copying the Excel Statistics File from
the MG1-VSC archive and using this copy as a working file. The file was then sorted by period P, and all
data rows for which P < 100 days were deleted. The
remaining data were sorted by amplitude A, and all
rows for which A < 1.8 mag were deleted (the 1.8
mag threshold chosen somewhat arbitrarily to ensure
that all of the likely candidates possible were captured). Finally, the remaining data were sorted by
right ascension, and all data rows outside the 18-20
hour Right Ascension range were deleted. Note that
at each sorting step the resultant file was saved with a
descriptive name so that if desired it was possible to
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easily go back to that data set for examination of
candidate stars.
Following the pre-processing step it was necessary to actually mine the data. This was done by taking the final sorted list of candidate stars and then
examining the associated light curves in the Light
Curve Folder of the MG1-VSC archive. All of the
light curves that satisfied the appearance of Mira-type
characteristics were noted. These remaining candidate stars were then searched in the Photometric
Light Curve folder of the archive and each of the
associated text files was imported to an Excel worksheet.
Thus, the data mining data products consisted of
a truncated Statistical File with the original catalog
data for all of the LPV candidates, a set of preliminary light curve (and phased curve) graphics, and a
new Excel file with all of the photometric observations.
The final step was the validation or analysis
phase in which a detailed statistical analysis of the
light curve observations was performed and followup observations of spectra and/or multi-color photometry were made. These final data are now in
preparation for publication.
4.2 Short Period Variable Stars
Short Period Variable (SPV) stars comprise a
less well defined group than the LPVs, and can encompass a variety of different types of stars, including several classes of pulsators as well as closebinary eclipsing systems.
These stars have been of interest to GNAT for
two primary reasons: 1) for SPVs with periods on the
order of a day, or a whole fraction of a day, the aliasing characteristic of the one sidereal day cadence of
the MG1 observations, yields considerable uncertainty in the exact period, that can only be resolved
by follow-up observation, and 2) SPV stars are extremely good candidates for educational outreach
programs in which students have very limited time
available for observation, and for which student interest is best maintained by rapidly detected activity
in the star.
Again following the data mining protocol outlined here a specification becomes the starting point.
Ideally we are interested in SPVs that can be observed by students using very modest equipment at
small observatories. To this end a limiting magnitude
(typically about 14 mag) is chosen to suit the equipment available. Recognizing that aliasing renders the
SPV candidate periods highly unreliable, we nonetheless set a target threshold with which to work (typically about 4 days).
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Pre-processing involves sorting the Excel Statistics File on the mean brightness and then deleting all
rows for which R ≥ 14mag. This file is saved for later
reference if desired, and is then re-sorted on the period, P. All rows with P ≥ 4 days are deleted, and this
resultant file saved. This will still yield a very large
pool of candidate stars with which to work. It can be
further narrowed by additional searches on colors
(where available), or on position on the sky. In the
latter case it may be desirable, for example, to narrow
the candidate list to only those stars observable during a specific time, for example the first month of a
school semester, thus significantly shortening the list
with which to work.
Mining the data involves copying the appropriate
text files from the Photometry Folder and perhaps
examining the light curve graphs from the Light
Curves folder.
As with the LPVs, the data mining data products
will consist of a truncated Statistical File with the
original catalog data for all of the SPV candidates, a
set of preliminary light curve (and phased curve)
graphics, and a new Excel® file with all of the
photometric observations.
Validation may involve a more focused analysis
of the periodicity of the observations, looking for
shape cues in the light curve to get some ideas of the
nature of the individual stars. More likely in this case
validation will involve follow-up observations.
GNAT is currently conducting an active data
mining program to extract SPV candidates for use in
educational outreach programs and teachers interested in access to these data are free to contact
GNAT and enquire about the Science, Technology,
and Astronomy Research for Students (STARS) project.
4.3 Eclipsing Binary Stars
Eclipsing binary stars are a general class encompassing many stellar types in which a binary system
orbiting its common center of mass is oriented in the
observer’s line of sight such that each star periodically eclipses its companion. These eclipses are
manifest as periodic decreases in system brightness;
the shapes of the light curves often revealing a variety of types of information about the system. Eclipsing systems are of great interest as direct probes of
physical properties of stars, including mass and radius.
Eclipsing systems pose a special challenge when
data mining the GNAT archives; specifically, the
percentage of the total observations that are in eclipse
may be very small, particularly for longer period systems. Thus only a well-trained eye will be likely to
identify such systems based on the appearance of the
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light curve in the GNAT observations. Often an
eclipsing system light curve in these archives will
look like a constant star with a few possibly spurious
outliers.
Let us suppose that that the goal is to mine the
MG1-VSC for very cool, main-sequence dwarf
eclipsing binary stars: M-dwarf eclipsing binaries
(MDEB). This is a GNAT project nearing completion
under the direction of Adam L. Kraus at the California Institute of Technology, the intent being to characterize physical properties of very low mass stars.
The specification of the desired data set is as follows: 1) eclipsing binary stars, 2) of any brightness,
3) that have colors consistent with M-dwarf stars.
Because of the difficulties associated with determining both eclipsing light curve morphology and
associated periodicity the pre-processing step involved looking at other archive parameters.
One good diagnostic of eclipsing systems is a set
of photometric observations that is skewed to fainter
magnitudes about the mean brightness. To this end
the approach was to sort the Statistics File by skew
and to isolate only those stars for which skew ≥ 1,
immediately cutting the MG1-VSC list to about
6,000 stars. This set of stars was then compared with
the 2MASS database to construct (R-K, J-K) and
(J-H, H-K) color-color diagrams. The list of candidate stars was then further pared to about 200 stars by
rejecting stars in the list that did not have colors consistent with low mass, main sequence stars.
This was still a long list given the labor intensive
follow-up observations that were planned for the
validation phase, so an additional cut was implemented. This involved sorting the list by right ascension and then rejecting those stars for which galactic
latitude |b| < 10-deg, thus removing stars that might
be confused by interstellar reddening. This preprocessing data mining step yielded a list of about
125 candidate stars.
The actual data mining consists of the same steps
as for the LPV and SPV examples above, and the
resultant data sets have similar composition, but for a
completely different class of stars.
Validation for this program involves more intensive period analysis of the GNAT photometry files in
an attempt to extract an improved period; a process
that is successful for a small percentage of the MDEB
candidate stars. The next step is to make follow-up
photometric observations in an attempt to capture
more eclipse events and refine the period of the system. With an improved period, and a date and time of
primary eclipse, it is possible to predict orbital configurations for the system, at which point spectroscopic observations are made to determine orbital
radial velocities, as well as to confirm spectral types.

5. Future Archive Assets
Additional MOTESS-GNAT survey strips will
be analyzed similarly to the MG1 survey and the resulting variable star catalogs will be added to the
GNAT archive. In addition, work is underway to develop metadata files that help characterize the survey
images themselves. The metadata will include, for
each image in the survey, information on lunar phase
at the time of observation and statistical parameters
related to the image structure. This will include mean
pixel intensities as well as maximum and minimum
intensities. Among other applications, these data are
useful for monitoring variations in sky brightness at
the observing site, and the author has already sampled some of these data to establish long term sky
brightness trends for the Tucson, Arizona observing
site (c.f. Craine et al., 2008).

6. Summary
The GNAT variable star archive has the potential
to connect users with a variety of data that can then
be mined to assist various research projects with a
wide range of information. Understanding the content
of the archives (its limitations and applicability) is
necessary to ensure that the user is searching the appropriate catalog for their own research goals. In addition, understanding how to search the archive is
vital to the pre-processing phase of data mining.
The obligations of the GNAT library archive are
to provide correct raw data, in the form of statistical
information, light curve data, and photometry files,
and provide the means by which to sort and search
that stellar data. The obligations of the user are to
understand the limitations of the data and the data
archive, and to use that data ethically, both in terms
of their own research and in citing the original
source.
Understanding the content and structure of the
archive, and following the data mining process as it
relates to the GNAT archive and the individual research topic, has the potential to yield much new and
interesting information. The GNAT variable star archive is therefore a vital and useful tool for astronomical research.
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Abstract
The Advanced Placement Physics class of Orange Lutheran High School has conducted a survey-imaging project using a Time Delay Integration (TDI) technique. TDI enables very wide-field images to be collected in the
form of long strips of the sky. A series of five consecutive nights were captured, calibrated and compared to reveal possible transient phenomena such as supernovae, asteroids, and other events that have a noticeable
change over 24 hour intervals.

1. Introduction
Wide-field or survey work can be done with a
low cost mount where tracking and repetitive pointing are problematic using a Time Delay Integration
(TDI) imaging routine. Traditionally, images of the
sky are captured by tracking the object in right ascension while letting the CCD soak up all the photon
energy that impinge upon it for an amount of time.
This typically means that a small field of view is recorded on the chip requiring the mount to move many
times in order to build a wide-field mosaic. If doing
survey work, the mount may be required to point to
many different objects during a night of imaging and
to re-point at those objects for follow-up observations.
An alternative imaging routine, known as Time
Delay Integration or Drift Scanning, can eliminate
some of the problems with wide-field imaging or
survey imaging caused by a mount with tracking and
pointing limitations. TDI imaging does not require
the telescope to track the object across the sky. Instead, the telescope remains fixed and the image is
built up as the object moves through the field. In order for this to work, the right ascension motion must
be precisely lined up with the CCD so that a star or
other object only moves across the chip horizontally
or along a row.

If the object enters the field from the left and
moves toward the right, each column of the CCD can
be read-out to the computer in the exact time it takes
for the star to move over the column. This produces a
single column of the image frame that shows no motion for the object. As the star advances to the next
column along a row, it is read-out, and so on across
the CCD. As the star exits the field, one has collected
integration time equaling the time it took the star to
cross each column multiplied by the number of columns on the CCD (SBIG, 2009). This will render a
total integration time that is greater than the time the
object takes to cross the field (Flohr, 2009).
The final image is then assembled using a combination of each column that has imaged a particular
line in the field and stitching the columns back together to make a complete field of columns and rows.
Specific camera control software is needed to
accomplish TDI imaging. The CCD needs to be readout one column at a time and stacked with the next
column on the chip until the imaged field transits the
entire chip. The integration time is the time that it
takes one dimension of the image scale to cross the
column. For example, with a square image scale of
2.26 arcseconds per pixel, each column must be integrated for the time that it takes the sky to move 2.26
arcseconds. Then, the columns are read-out to the
computer and stacked. MaxIm DL/CCD has integrated a TDI image mode for cameras that support
this style of read-out.
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Figure 1. TDI image 0.92 x 15.9 degrees

2. Data Collection
Instrumentation:
Mount – Paramount ME
OTA – Takahashi FS-102, f/6
Camera – SBIG ST-10XME, 6.8μm square pixel
Capture Software – MaxIm DL/CCD v.5.06
A total of five images over seven nights were
collected of the same swath of the sky 0.92 degrees
tall and 15.9 degrees wide. Total integration time
across the image was 3813 seconds except for an
integration ramp on the left of the image (see Fig. 1).
The telescope was positioned at a right ascension
of 11:00:00 and a declination of 0:00:00 for the beginning of each image. Once positioned, the mount
tracking is shut off and the sky is aloud to drift past
the imaging plane. Each image is started at the coordinates above and pans toward the east (or right in
the image) for approximately 16 degrees.
Since the telescope and camera don’t move during the integration, increased distance from the celestial equator, either north or south, will cause field
rotation to be visible in the image. Imaging close to
the celestial equator causes the least amount of distortion as the stars traverse the image plane horizontally. This problem is one of the principle limitations
of TDI imaging.
Care should be taken in aligning the camera so
that the sky moves along one dimension of the chip.
Slight angles cause stars to streak diagonally across
the chip. This setting was preformed through a series
of test images and small rotations of the camera. An
instrument rotator would greatly facilitate the process
of aligning the camera.

3. Data Reduction and Calibration
All data frames were dark frame subtracted. No
flat-field calibration was done. Since median combine can be used to combine the common columns,
luminal variations caused by the optical system will
be removed because they will vary from image column to column. This eliminates a major cause of flat
field problems and may eliminate the need for flat
field corrections. This method also eliminates pixel to
pixel variations on the CCD, as long as they are not
consistent down a column.
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4. Data Analysis
Images were each aligned to the starting image
of the series and blinked to show variations. Blinking
was done both with MaxIm DL/CCD’s “animate”
feature and with Photoshop’s layers feature.
MaxIm provides a nice routine of alignment and
blinking, although the image files are large and a fast
computer with ample RAM is needed. Each image is
106 MB, so “out of memory” errors are common.
In Photoshop, set one image as the base layer
and the comparison image as the second layer. You
can then toggle between the layers and this provides a
manual method of blinking. One image or layer can
be set at 50% opacity to align the images, and then
manually blinking is effective with both images at
100% opacity.

5. Conclusion
Variations between the images were easily apparent in the blinked images. The most notable of
these variations were due to man-made satellites
crossing the frame during the exposure. The rest were
comprised of possible cosmic ray collisions with the
CCD and hot pixel variations from image to image.
Unfortunately, none of the variations meant the
discovery of a supernova or asteroid, but the study
did show TDI to be a viable method of wide-field or
survey imaging. Limiting factors to TDI include
needing to maintain delicate camera angle, object
field restrictions related to field rotation, and large
image size limitations.
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